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With the Participatory Consumer Audience in mind: 
exploring and developing professional brand identity 
designers reflexive practice
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Initial researcher practice reflection and scoping 
visualisations
Research planning visualisation
PhD map, methodology, methods and  
contributions visualisations 
Reflexive journals
Brand and brand identity design process  
visualisations
Reflexive / reflective practice mapping visualisations
Questionnaire survey design visualisations
Questionnaire statistical analysis visualisations 
Questionnaire table display visualisations 
Questionnaire findings book visualisations
Work in progress exhibition visualisations
Semi structured interviews thematic analysis 
visualisations 

Reflexive design practice mapping visualisations
Online design workshop content and thematic 
analysis visualisations 
Reflexive design practice guide visualisations including  
version 1 and final reflexive design guide  
visualisations 

02-21

22-23
24-27

28-30
31-34

35-37
38-41
42-45
46-49
50-59
60-67
68-81

82-85
86-119

120-143
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A PhD visual practice process book
Design visualisation practice used to do inquiry 
and as a method of inquiry

Researcher  
initial scoping  
and reflective  
visualisations

Charting, mapping and reflecting on areas of interest connected 
to a professional brand identity design process 
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Researcher  
initial scoping  
and reflective  
visualisations

Researcher  
initial scoping  
and reflective  
visualisations
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Researcher  
initial scoping  
and reflective  
visualisations

Researcher  
initial scoping  
and reflective  
visualisations
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Researcher  
initial scoping  
and reflective  
visualisations

Researcher  
initial scoping  
and reflective  
visualisations
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Researcher  
initial scoping  
and reflective  
visualisations

Researcher  
initial scoping  
and reflective  
visualisations
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Researcher  
initial scoping  
and reflective  
visualisations

Designer

Audience

Client

Ownership

Emotion

Responsibility

Negotiation

Old structures
(default)

Supply

Time
(profit, 
quicker to 
market)

Economics

Emotion

Authority

Consumption

Exclusion

Strategy

Demand

Social

Materialism

Consume

Personas

Understand
Cultures

Aesthetic:
Monologic
or dialogic

Message

Non-passive

Status

Resistance

Research

Marketing 
data

Desire

Inclusion

Influence

Trust

Influence

Role

Role

Influence

Morals

Experiement

Plan

Deliver

Communicate

Communicate

Epistemological 
knowledge

Dialogue
Expertise

Expertise

Judgement

BehaviourConsume

Crowdsourcing

Visual
language

Financial

Capitalism

Personal

Promotion

Emotion

Behaviour

Intentions

Judgements

Objective

Aim

Structure

Accountable

Expert?

Choice

Default

Monologic

Dialogic

Systems

Structure

Constraints

Position

Experience

Time

Ethics Testing

Method

Rhetoric

Types

Morality

Decision

Personal 
objectives

Position

Accountable

Truth

Honesty

Represent

Cause

Values

Effect

Language

Type

Layout

Colour

Format

Messgae

Ability

Craft

Knowledge

Experiment

Manipulation

Tone

Positive

Negative

Issues

Failure

Success

Profit

Loss

Emotions

Context

Networks

Future

Present

Effect

Behaviour

Equality

Inequality

Future

Evolution

Culture

Trends

Frames

Knowledge

Status

Society

Establishes

Feedback

Influence Process Responsibility Visual Impact Response

Start of process End of process

Production Reception

Political

Social

Testing

Testing

Experience

Experiences

Story

First
Classify

Designer strategy

Designer system

Society

Identify-
Ideals

Hum. cent.— 
participatory 
driver

Established
— Ontology
data/categ.

New 
experiences

Design
Development

Persuade
or
Manipulate

Creating 
desire
/persuasion/
manipulation

Data
research

True fact 
or not

Consequences

injustice/
inequity

Justice/
equity

Shared 
with 
networks

Short term
— not 
sustainable

Long
term
— 
sustainable

Choice

Profit Profit

Choice No consequencesConsequences

Shock Shame

Resistance ExtremesDisruption

Fear Anger

Consumer 
Goods

Culture Energy & 
Utilities

Finance

Non-Profit

MoneyMediaHealth

Place Professional 
Services

Retail Tech

Telecoms

Transport
& Travel

PrivatePublic

Profit Morality

JusticeInequality

Ruling class

Authority

Power

Questioning

Truth

Longevity
Value

Failure

Confidence

Authority
Empowerment

Belonging

Test and progress

Consequences

Lack of aspiration

Difficult to change

Lack of freedom

Failure

Status

Materialistic

Planning

Long term impact

Freedom

Profit
Financial

Profit
non-financial

Status

Trust

Charity

Exchange

Swap services

Money

Land

Research
in practice

Research
in research

Other design

Observation

Theory

Current 
placement 
in the 
culture itself

Past projects

Marketing data

Theory

Other design

Current 
placement 
in the 
culture itself

Observation

Past projects

Rigorous
Testing

Failure

Testing

Brand Identity Design Re-
search

Reflection

Reflection

Explicit
Implicit

Established 
rules

Defining
rules

Means are 
used to 
designate 
objective
— process

Reaction 
establishes 
success — 
behaviour

Pre-
meditated
— problem

Intentional
— solution

Design
Rhetoric

Argument

Rationalises 
argument

Design

Delivery

Describe it Understand it

Empowerment

Limited knowledge Increased knowledge

Ask questions
non-passive

Use it

Client

Inclusive

Designer

Bottom
up

Power 

Top down

Didactic 

Audience

Influence

Influence

Power 

Designer 1

Long-term client

Power 

Designer 2

Demanding client 
at key stages

Power 

Designer 3

Client led

Power 

Designer 4

Short-term 
project

Power 

Designer 5

Pitch scenario

Power 

Intern
Power 

Junior
Power 

Middleweight
Power 

Senior
Power 

Design 
Director

Power 

Creative 
Director

Power 

Executive 
Creative 
Director

Power 

Managing 
Director

Self-actualisation

Maslows Hierarchy of needs
1943 — Theory of human motivation

morality, creativity, spontaneity, prob-
lem solving, lack of 
predjudice, acceptance of facts

Esteem Self-esteem, confidence, achieve-
ment, respect of others, respect by 
others

Love/belonging Friendship, family, sexual 
intimicy

Safety Security of: Body, employment, re-
sources, morality, the family, health, 
property

Physiological Breathing, food, water, sex, sleep, 
excetions, HomeostasisBa

si
c

M
or

e 
ne

ed
ed

Political

Visual communication pro-
cess

At what stage 
does it get more 
political

Parents

Catalysts

Children Institutions

Educate

Empower Empower

Politics

New 
structure

Client / Designer

AudienceClient/Designer

Audience

Political

Existing 
structure

Traditional 
design methods

New methods
of design

Design stages (producing)

Audience

Client

Designer Production

1.Briefing
2. Research
3. Initial ideas
4. Feedback
5. Development of ideas
6. Feedback
7. Refinement of idea
8. Feedback
9. Application
10. Feedback
11. Refine
12. Proof
13. Refine
14. Production
15. Delivery
16. Reception

1 2 3 5 7 11 13 1410 15 16129864

Design stages (involvement)

Audience

Client

Designer Production

1.Briefing
2. Research
3. Initial ideas
4. Feedback
5. Development of ideas
6. Feedback
7. Refinement of idea
8. Feedback
9. Application
10. Feedback
11. Refine
12. Proof
13. Refine
14. Production
15. Delivery
16. Reception

1 2 3 5 7 11 13 1410 15 16129864

Design stages (Pressure points)

Audience

Client

Designer Production

Designer Pressure point from client

1.Briefing
2. Research
3. Initial ideas
4. Feedback
5. Development of ideas
6. Feedback
7. Refinement of idea
8. Feedback
9. Application
10. Feedback
11. Refine
12. Proof
13. Refine
14. Production
15. Delivery
16. Reception

1 2 3 5 7 11 13 1410 15 16129864

Design stages (Planning)

Audience

Client

Designer Production

Designer Planning

1.Briefing
2. Research
3. Initial ideas
4. Feedback
5. Development of ideas
6. Feedback
7. Refinement of idea
8. Feedback
9. Application
10. Feedback
11. Refine
12. Proof
13. Refine
14. Production
15. Delivery
16. Reception

1 2 3 5 7 11 13 1410 15 16129864

Design stages (Resistances)

Audience

Client

Designer Production

Designer Resistance

1.Briefing
2. Research
3. Initial ideas
4. Feedback
5. Development of ideas
6. Feedback
7. Refinement of idea
8. Feedback
9. Application
10. Feedback
11. Refine
12. Proof
13. Refine
14. Production
15. Delivery
16. Reception

1 2 3 5 7 11 13 1410 15 16129864

Design stages (Visul craft)

Audience

Client

Designer Production

Designer crafting

1.Briefing
2. Research
3. Initial ideas
4. Feedback
5. Development of ideas
6. Feedback
7. Refinement of idea
8. Feedback
9. Application
10. Feedback
11. Refine
12. Proof
13. Refine
14. Production
15. Delivery
16. Reception

1 2 3 5 7 11 13 1410 15 16129864

Designer

Youth 
Audience

includes 
youth audience

Client
Private sector

Value

Authority

Lorem ipsum

Brand Identity Design relations and some key aspects of the 
eco-system

Brand Identity Design — top down and bottom  
up influences

Researcher  
initial scoping  
and reflective  
visualisations

Designer

Audience

Client

Ownership

Emotion

Responsibility

Negotiation

Old structures
(default)

Supply

Time
(profit, 
quicker to 
market)

Economics

Emotion

Authority

Consumption

Exclusion

Strategy

Demand

Social

Materialism

Consume

Personas

Understand
Cultures

Aesthetic:
Monologic
or dialogic

Message

Non-passive

Status

Resistance

Research

Marketing 
data

Desire

Inclusion

Influence

Trust

Influence

Role

Role

Influence

Morals

Experiement

Plan

Deliver

Communicate

Communicate

Epistemological 
knowledge

Dialogue
Expertise

Expertise

Judgement

BehaviourConsume

Crowdsourcing

Visual
language

Financial

Capitalism

Personal

Promotion

Emotion

Behaviour

Intentions

Judgements

Objective

Aim

Structure

Accountable

Expert?

Choice

Default

Monologic

Dialogic

Systems

Structure

Constraints

Position

Experience

Time

Ethics Testing

Method

Rhetoric

Types

Morality

Decision

Personal 
objectives

Position

Accountable

Truth

Honesty

Represent

Cause

Values

Effect

Language

Type

Layout

Colour

Format

Messgae

Ability

Craft

Knowledge

Experiment

Manipulation

Tone

Positive

Negative

Issues

Failure

Success

Profit

Loss

Emotions

Context

Networks

Future

Present

Effect

Behaviour

Equality

Inequality

Future

Evolution

Culture

Trends

Frames

Knowledge

Status

Society

Establishes

Feedback

Influence Process Responsibility Visual Impact Response

Start of process End of process

Production Reception

Political

Social

Testing

Testing

Experience

Experiences

Story
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Designer system
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driver
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Data
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or not
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Justice/
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Shared 
with 
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Short term
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sustainable

Long
term
— 
sustainable

Choice

Profit Profit

Choice No consequencesConsequences

Shock Shame

Resistance ExtremesDisruption

Fear Anger

Consumer 
Goods

Culture Energy & 
Utilities

Finance

Non-Profit

MoneyMediaHealth

Place Professional 
Services

Retail Tech

Telecoms

Transport
& Travel

PrivatePublic

Profit Morality

JusticeInequality

Ruling class

Authority

Power

Questioning

Truth

Longevity
Value

Failure

Confidence

Authority
Empowerment

Belonging

Test and progress

Consequences

Lack of aspiration

Difficult to change

Lack of freedom

Failure

Status

Materialistic

Planning

Long term impact

Freedom

Profit
Financial

Profit
non-financial

Status

Trust

Charity

Exchange

Swap services

Money

Land

Research
in practice

Research
in research

Other design

Observation

Theory

Current 
placement 
in the 
culture itself

Past projects

Marketing data

Theory

Other design

Current 
placement 
in the 
culture itself

Observation

Past projects

Rigorous
Testing

Failure

Testing

Brand Identity Design Re-
search

Reflection

Reflection

Explicit
Implicit

Established 
rules

Defining
rules

Means are 
used to 
designate 
objective
— process

Reaction 
establishes 
success — 
behaviour

Pre-
meditated
— problem

Intentional
— solution

Design
Rhetoric

Argument

Rationalises 
argument

Design

Delivery

Describe it Understand it

Empowerment

Limited knowledge Increased knowledge

Ask questions
non-passive

Use it

Client

Inclusive

Designer

Bottom
up

Power 

Top down

Didactic 

Audience

Influence

Influence

Power 

Designer 1

Long-term client

Power 

Designer 2

Demanding client 
at key stages

Power 

Designer 3

Client led

Power 

Designer 4

Short-term 
project

Power 

Designer 5

Pitch scenario

Power 

Intern
Power 

Junior
Power 

Middleweight
Power 

Senior
Power 

Design 
Director

Power 

Creative 
Director

Power 

Executive 
Creative 
Director

Power 

Managing 
Director

Self-actualisation

Maslows Hierarchy of needs
1943 — Theory of human motivation

morality, creativity, spontaneity, prob-
lem solving, lack of 
predjudice, acceptance of facts

Esteem Self-esteem, confidence, achieve-
ment, respect of others, respect by 
others

Love/belonging Friendship, family, sexual 
intimicy

Safety Security of: Body, employment, re-
sources, morality, the family, health, 
property

Physiological Breathing, food, water, sex, sleep, 
excetions, HomeostasisBa

si
c

M
or

e 
ne

ed
ed

Political

Visual communication pro-
cess

At what stage 
does it get more 
political

Parents

Catalysts

Children Institutions

Educate

Empower Empower

Politics

New 
structure

Client / Designer

AudienceClient/Designer

Audience

Political

Existing 
structure

Traditional 
design methods

New methods
of design

Design stages (producing)

Audience

Client

Designer Production

1.Briefing
2. Research
3. Initial ideas
4. Feedback
5. Development of ideas
6. Feedback
7. Refinement of idea
8. Feedback
9. Application
10. Feedback
11. Refine
12. Proof
13. Refine
14. Production
15. Delivery
16. Reception

1 2 3 5 7 11 13 1410 15 16129864

Design stages (involvement)

Audience

Client

Designer Production

1.Briefing
2. Research
3. Initial ideas
4. Feedback
5. Development of ideas
6. Feedback
7. Refinement of idea
8. Feedback
9. Application
10. Feedback
11. Refine
12. Proof
13. Refine
14. Production
15. Delivery
16. Reception

1 2 3 5 7 11 13 1410 15 16129864

Design stages (Pressure points)

Audience

Client

Designer Production

Designer Pressure point from client

1.Briefing
2. Research
3. Initial ideas
4. Feedback
5. Development of ideas
6. Feedback
7. Refinement of idea
8. Feedback
9. Application
10. Feedback
11. Refine
12. Proof
13. Refine
14. Production
15. Delivery
16. Reception

1 2 3 5 7 11 13 1410 15 16129864

Design stages (Planning)

Audience

Client

Designer Production

Designer Planning

1.Briefing
2. Research
3. Initial ideas
4. Feedback
5. Development of ideas
6. Feedback
7. Refinement of idea
8. Feedback
9. Application
10. Feedback
11. Refine
12. Proof
13. Refine
14. Production
15. Delivery
16. Reception

1 2 3 5 7 11 13 1410 15 16129864

Design stages (Resistances)

Audience

Client

Designer Production

Designer Resistance

1.Briefing
2. Research
3. Initial ideas
4. Feedback
5. Development of ideas
6. Feedback
7. Refinement of idea
8. Feedback
9. Application
10. Feedback
11. Refine
12. Proof
13. Refine
14. Production
15. Delivery
16. Reception

1 2 3 5 7 11 13 1410 15 16129864

Design stages (Visul craft)

Audience

Client

Designer Production

Designer crafting

1.Briefing
2. Research
3. Initial ideas
4. Feedback
5. Development of ideas
6. Feedback
7. Refinement of idea
8. Feedback
9. Application
10. Feedback
11. Refine
12. Proof
13. Refine
14. Production
15. Delivery
16. Reception

1 2 3 5 7 11 13 1410 15 16129864

Designer

Youth 
Audience

includes 
youth audience

Client
Private sector

Value

Authority

Lorem ipsum
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Researcher  
initial scoping  
and reflective  
visualisations

Designer client and project relations and role

Designer

Audience

Client

Ownership

Emotion

Responsibility

Negotiation

Old structures
(default)

Supply

Time
(profit, 
quicker to 
market)

Economics

Emotion

Authority

Consumption

Exclusion

Strategy

Demand

Social

Materialism

Consume

Personas

Understand
Cultures

Aesthetic:
Monologic
or dialogic

Message

Non-passive

Status

Resistance

Research

Marketing 
data

Desire

Inclusion

Influence

Trust

Influence

Role

Role

Influence

Morals

Experiement

Plan

Deliver

Communicate

Communicate

Epistemological 
knowledge

Dialogue
Expertise

Expertise

Judgement

BehaviourConsume

Crowdsourcing

Visual
language

Financial

Capitalism

Personal

Promotion

Emotion

Behaviour

Intentions

Judgements

Objective

Aim

Structure

Accountable

Expert?

Choice

Default

Monologic

Dialogic

Systems

Structure

Constraints

Position

Experience

Time

Ethics Testing

Method

Rhetoric

Types

Morality

Decision

Personal 
objectives

Position

Accountable

Truth

Honesty

Represent

Cause

Values

Effect

Language

Type

Layout

Colour

Format

Messgae

Ability

Craft

Knowledge

Experiment

Manipulation

Tone

Positive

Negative

Issues

Failure

Success

Profit

Loss

Emotions

Context

Networks

Future

Present

Effect

Behaviour

Equality

Inequality

Future

Evolution

Culture

Trends

Frames

Knowledge

Status

Society

Establishes

Feedback

Influence Process Responsibility Visual Impact Response

Start of process End of process

Production Reception

Political

Social

Testing

Testing

Experience

Experiences

Story

First
Classify

Designer strategy

Designer system

Society

Identify-
Ideals

Hum. cent.— 
participatory 
driver

Established
— Ontology
data/categ.

New 
experiences

Design
Development

Persuade
or
Manipulate

Creating 
desire
/persuasion/
manipulation

Data
research

True fact 
or not

Consequences

injustice/
inequity

Justice/
equity

Shared 
with 
networks

Short term
— not 
sustainable

Long
term
— 
sustainable

Choice

Profit Profit

Choice No consequencesConsequences

Shock Shame

Resistance ExtremesDisruption

Fear Anger

Consumer 
Goods

Culture Energy & 
Utilities

Finance

Non-Profit

MoneyMediaHealth

Place Professional 
Services

Retail Tech

Telecoms

Transport
& Travel

PrivatePublic

Profit Morality

JusticeInequality

Ruling class

Authority

Power

Questioning

Truth

Longevity
Value

Failure

Confidence

Authority
Empowerment

Belonging

Test and progress

Consequences

Lack of aspiration

Difficult to change

Lack of freedom

Failure

Status

Materialistic

Planning

Long term impact

Freedom

Profit
Financial

Profit
non-financial

Status

Trust

Charity

Exchange

Swap services

Money

Land

Research
in practice

Research
in research

Other design

Observation

Theory

Current 
placement 
in the 
culture itself

Past projects

Marketing data

Theory

Other design

Current 
placement 
in the 
culture itself

Observation

Past projects

Rigorous
Testing

Failure

Testing

Brand Identity Design Re-
search

Reflection

Reflection

Explicit
Implicit

Established 
rules

Defining
rules

Means are 
used to 
designate 
objective
— process

Reaction 
establishes 
success — 
behaviour

Pre-
meditated
— problem

Intentional
— solution

Design
Rhetoric

Argument

Rationalises 
argument

Design

Delivery

Describe it Understand it

Empowerment

Limited knowledge Increased knowledge

Ask questions
non-passive

Use it

Client

Inclusive

Designer

Bottom
up

Power 

Top down

Didactic 

Audience

Influence

Influence

Power 

Designer 1

Long-term client

Power 

Designer 2

Demanding client 
at key stages

Power 

Designer 3

Client led

Power 

Designer 4

Short-term 
project

Power 

Designer 5

Pitch scenario

Power 

Intern
Power 

Junior
Power 

Middleweight
Power 

Senior
Power 

Design 
Director

Power 

Creative 
Director

Power 

Executive 
Creative 
Director

Power 

Managing 
Director

Self-actualisation

Maslows Hierarchy of needs
1943 — Theory of human motivation

morality, creativity, spontaneity, prob-
lem solving, lack of 
predjudice, acceptance of facts

Esteem Self-esteem, confidence, achieve-
ment, respect of others, respect by 
others

Love/belonging Friendship, family, sexual 
intimicy

Safety Security of: Body, employment, re-
sources, morality, the family, health, 
property

Physiological Breathing, food, water, sex, sleep, 
excetions, HomeostasisBa

si
c

M
or

e 
ne

ed
ed

Political

Visual communication pro-
cess

At what stage 
does it get more 
political

Parents

Catalysts

Children Institutions

Educate

Empower Empower

Politics

New 
structure

Client / Designer

AudienceClient/Designer

Audience

Political

Existing 
structure

Traditional 
design methods

New methods
of design

Design stages (producing)

Audience

Client

Designer Production

1.Briefing
2. Research
3. Initial ideas
4. Feedback
5. Development of ideas
6. Feedback
7. Refinement of idea
8. Feedback
9. Application
10. Feedback
11. Refine
12. Proof
13. Refine
14. Production
15. Delivery
16. Reception

1 2 3 5 7 11 13 1410 15 16129864

Design stages (involvement)

Audience

Client

Designer Production

1.Briefing
2. Research
3. Initial ideas
4. Feedback
5. Development of ideas
6. Feedback
7. Refinement of idea
8. Feedback
9. Application
10. Feedback
11. Refine
12. Proof
13. Refine
14. Production
15. Delivery
16. Reception

1 2 3 5 7 11 13 1410 15 16129864

Design stages (Pressure points)

Audience

Client

Designer Production

Designer Pressure point from client

1.Briefing
2. Research
3. Initial ideas
4. Feedback
5. Development of ideas
6. Feedback
7. Refinement of idea
8. Feedback
9. Application
10. Feedback
11. Refine
12. Proof
13. Refine
14. Production
15. Delivery
16. Reception

1 2 3 5 7 11 13 1410 15 16129864

Design stages (Planning)

Audience

Client

Designer Production

Designer Planning

1.Briefing
2. Research
3. Initial ideas
4. Feedback
5. Development of ideas
6. Feedback
7. Refinement of idea
8. Feedback
9. Application
10. Feedback
11. Refine
12. Proof
13. Refine
14. Production
15. Delivery
16. Reception

1 2 3 5 7 11 13 1410 15 16129864

Design stages (Resistances)

Audience

Client

Designer Production

Designer Resistance

1.Briefing
2. Research
3. Initial ideas
4. Feedback
5. Development of ideas
6. Feedback
7. Refinement of idea
8. Feedback
9. Application
10. Feedback
11. Refine
12. Proof
13. Refine
14. Production
15. Delivery
16. Reception

1 2 3 5 7 11 13 1410 15 16129864

Design stages (Visul craft)

Audience

Client

Designer Production

Designer crafting

1.Briefing
2. Research
3. Initial ideas
4. Feedback
5. Development of ideas
6. Feedback
7. Refinement of idea
8. Feedback
9. Application
10. Feedback
11. Refine
12. Proof
13. Refine
14. Production
15. Delivery
16. Reception

1 2 3 5 7 11 13 1410 15 16129864

Designer

Youth 
Audience

includes 
youth audience

Client
Private sector

Value

Authority

Lorem ipsum

Designer

Audience

Client

Ownership

Emotion

Responsibility

Negotiation

Old structures
(default)

Supply

Time
(profit, 
quicker to 
market)

Economics

Emotion
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Client

Designer Production

Designer Pressure point from client

1.Briefing
2. Research
3. Initial ideas
4. Feedback
5. Development of ideas
6. Feedback
7. Refinement of idea
8. Feedback
9. Application
10. Feedback
11. Refine
12. Proof
13. Refine
14. Production
15. Delivery
16. Reception

1 2 3 5 7 11 13 1410 15 16129864

Design stages (Planning)

Audience

Client

Designer Production

Designer Planning

1.Briefing
2. Research
3. Initial ideas
4. Feedback
5. Development of ideas
6. Feedback
7. Refinement of idea
8. Feedback
9. Application
10. Feedback
11. Refine
12. Proof
13. Refine
14. Production
15. Delivery
16. Reception

1 2 3 5 7 11 13 1410 15 16129864

Design stages (Resistances)

Audience

Client

Designer Production

Designer Resistance

1.Briefing
2. Research
3. Initial ideas
4. Feedback
5. Development of ideas
6. Feedback
7. Refinement of idea
8. Feedback
9. Application
10. Feedback
11. Refine
12. Proof
13. Refine
14. Production
15. Delivery
16. Reception

1 2 3 5 7 11 13 1410 15 16129864

Design stages (Visul craft)

Audience

Client

Designer Production

Designer crafting

1.Briefing
2. Research
3. Initial ideas
4. Feedback
5. Development of ideas
6. Feedback
7. Refinement of idea
8. Feedback
9. Application
10. Feedback
11. Refine
12. Proof
13. Refine
14. Production
15. Delivery
16. Reception

1 2 3 5 7 11 13 1410 15 16129864

Designer

Youth 
Audience

includes 
youth audience

Client
Private sector

Value

Authority

Lorem ipsum

Researcher  
initial scoping  
and reflective  
visualisations
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Researcher  
initial scoping  
and reflective  
visualisations

Production and reception actions in the Brand Identity  
Design process

Designer

Audience

Client

Ownership

Emotion

Responsibility

Negotiation

Old structures
(default)

Supply

Time
(profit, 
quicker to 
market)

Economics

Emotion

Authority

Consumption

Exclusion

Strategy

Demand

Social

Materialism

Consume

Personas

Understand
Cultures

Aesthetic:
Monologic
or dialogic

Message

Non-passive

Status

Resistance

Research

Marketing 
data

Desire

Inclusion

Influence

Trust

Influence

Role

Role

Influence

Morals

Experiement

Plan

Deliver

Communicate

Communicate

Epistemological 
knowledge

Dialogue
Expertise

Expertise

Judgement

BehaviourConsume

Crowdsourcing

Visual
language

Financial

Capitalism

Personal

Promotion

Emotion

Behaviour

Intentions

Judgements

Objective

Aim

Structure

Accountable

Expert?

Choice

Default

Monologic

Dialogic

Systems

Structure

Constraints

Position

Experience

Time

Ethics Testing

Method

Rhetoric

Types

Morality

Decision

Personal 
objectives

Position

Accountable

Truth

Honesty

Represent

Cause

Values

Effect

Language

Type

Layout

Colour

Format

Messgae

Ability

Craft

Knowledge

Experiment

Manipulation

Tone

Positive

Negative

Issues

Failure

Success

Profit

Loss

Emotions

Context

Networks

Future

Present

Effect

Behaviour

Equality

Inequality

Future

Evolution

Culture

Trends

Frames

Knowledge

Status

Society

Establishes

Feedback

Influence Process Responsibility Visual Impact Response

Start of process End of process

Production Reception

Political

Social

Testing

Testing

Experience

Experiences

Story

First
Classify

Designer strategy

Designer system

Society

Identify-
Ideals

Hum. cent.— 
participatory 
driver

Established
— Ontology
data/categ.

New 
experiences

Design
Development

Persuade
or
Manipulate

Creating 
desire
/persuasion/
manipulation

Data
research

True fact 
or not

Consequences

injustice/
inequity

Justice/
equity

Shared 
with 
networks

Short term
— not 
sustainable

Long
term
— 
sustainable

Choice

Profit Profit

Choice No consequencesConsequences

Shock Shame

Resistance ExtremesDisruption

Fear Anger

Consumer 
Goods

Culture Energy & 
Utilities

Finance

Non-Profit

MoneyMediaHealth

Place Professional 
Services

Retail Tech

Telecoms

Transport
& Travel

PrivatePublic

Profit Morality

JusticeInequality

Ruling class

Authority

Power

Questioning

Truth

Longevity
Value

Failure

Confidence

Authority
Empowerment

Belonging

Test and progress

Consequences

Lack of aspiration

Difficult to change

Lack of freedom

Failure

Status

Materialistic

Planning

Long term impact

Freedom

Profit
Financial

Profit
non-financial

Status

Trust

Charity

Exchange

Swap services

Money

Land

Research
in practice

Research
in research

Other design

Observation

Theory

Current 
placement 
in the 
culture itself

Past projects

Marketing data

Theory

Other design

Current 
placement 
in the 
culture itself

Observation

Past projects

Rigorous
Testing

Failure

Testing

Brand Identity Design Re-
search

Reflection

Reflection

Explicit
Implicit

Established 
rules

Defining
rules

Means are 
used to 
designate 
objective
— process

Reaction 
establishes 
success — 
behaviour

Pre-
meditated
— problem

Intentional
— solution

Design
Rhetoric

Argument

Rationalises 
argument

Design

Delivery

Describe it Understand it

Empowerment

Limited knowledge Increased knowledge

Ask questions
non-passive

Use it

Client

Inclusive

Designer

Bottom
up

Power 

Top down

Didactic 

Audience

Influence

Influence

Power 

Designer 1

Long-term client

Power 

Designer 2

Demanding client 
at key stages

Power 

Designer 3

Client led

Power 

Designer 4

Short-term 
project

Power 

Designer 5

Pitch scenario

Power 

Intern
Power 

Junior
Power 

Middleweight
Power 

Senior
Power 

Design 
Director

Power 

Creative 
Director

Power 

Executive 
Creative 
Director

Power 

Managing 
Director

Self-actualisation

Maslows Hierarchy of needs
1943 — Theory of human motivation

morality, creativity, spontaneity, prob-
lem solving, lack of 
predjudice, acceptance of facts

Esteem Self-esteem, confidence, achieve-
ment, respect of others, respect by 
others

Love/belonging Friendship, family, sexual 
intimicy

Safety Security of: Body, employment, re-
sources, morality, the family, health, 
property

Physiological Breathing, food, water, sex, sleep, 
excetions, HomeostasisBa

si
c

M
or

e 
ne

ed
ed

Political

Visual communication pro-
cess

At what stage 
does it get more 
political

Parents

Catalysts

Children Institutions

Educate

Empower Empower

Politics

New 
structure

Client / Designer

AudienceClient/Designer

Audience

Political

Existing 
structure

Traditional 
design methods

New methods
of design

Design stages (producing)

Audience

Client

Designer Production

1.Briefing
2. Research
3. Initial ideas
4. Feedback
5. Development of ideas
6. Feedback
7. Refinement of idea
8. Feedback
9. Application
10. Feedback
11. Refine
12. Proof
13. Refine
14. Production
15. Delivery
16. Reception

1 2 3 5 7 11 13 1410 15 16129864

Design stages (involvement)

Audience

Client

Designer Production

1.Briefing
2. Research
3. Initial ideas
4. Feedback
5. Development of ideas
6. Feedback
7. Refinement of idea
8. Feedback
9. Application
10. Feedback
11. Refine
12. Proof
13. Refine
14. Production
15. Delivery
16. Reception

1 2 3 5 7 11 13 1410 15 16129864

Design stages (Pressure points)

Audience

Client

Designer Production

Designer Pressure point from client

1.Briefing
2. Research
3. Initial ideas
4. Feedback
5. Development of ideas
6. Feedback
7. Refinement of idea
8. Feedback
9. Application
10. Feedback
11. Refine
12. Proof
13. Refine
14. Production
15. Delivery
16. Reception

1 2 3 5 7 11 13 1410 15 16129864

Design stages (Planning)

Audience

Client

Designer Production

Designer Planning

1.Briefing
2. Research
3. Initial ideas
4. Feedback
5. Development of ideas
6. Feedback
7. Refinement of idea
8. Feedback
9. Application
10. Feedback
11. Refine
12. Proof
13. Refine
14. Production
15. Delivery
16. Reception

1 2 3 5 7 11 13 1410 15 16129864

Design stages (Resistances)

Audience

Client

Designer Production

Designer Resistance

1.Briefing
2. Research
3. Initial ideas
4. Feedback
5. Development of ideas
6. Feedback
7. Refinement of idea
8. Feedback
9. Application
10. Feedback
11. Refine
12. Proof
13. Refine
14. Production
15. Delivery
16. Reception

1 2 3 5 7 11 13 1410 15 16129864

Design stages (Visul craft)

Audience

Client

Designer Production

Designer crafting

1.Briefing
2. Research
3. Initial ideas
4. Feedback
5. Development of ideas
6. Feedback
7. Refinement of idea
8. Feedback
9. Application
10. Feedback
11. Refine
12. Proof
13. Refine
14. Production
15. Delivery
16. Reception

1 2 3 5 7 11 13 1410 15 16129864

Designer

Youth 
Audience

includes 
youth audience

Client
Private sector

Value

Authority

Lorem ipsum

Stages of influence in mainstream design production  
(with a focus on the front end) 

Researcher  
initial scoping  
and reflective  
visualisations
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Brand identity designer mindsetsResearcher  
initial scoping  
and reflective  
visualisations

Old mindset
Designing artefacts

Designer
Requires designer

 

to be reflective about
aesthetic

Audience/ Consumer

Implies relationship based on aesthetic and 
meaning space. Focus on visual communications

New mindset
Designing for experiences

Designer
Requires designer

 

to be reflexive
about interaction

Audience/ Consumer

Implies relationship needs greater consideration

 

of meaning space and interaction. Focus on all types 
of communications 

Levels of responsiveness and reflexive practice in designResearcher  
initial scoping  
and reflective  
visualisations

Designer engages with  reflexivity and responsive practice
— To enhance responsiveness, have to  enhance reflexivity
— To enhance responsiveness, have to tools/ methods/ approches 
that support reflexivity in designing 
— To enhance responsiveness, have to have correct conditions for 
high reflexivity, which for example
includes designers willingness to engage in reflexivityDesigner doesn’t have tools /

methods available, but wants to 
engage with reflexivity and 
responsive practice

Designer has tools / methods
available but doesn’t want to 
engage with reflexivity
and responsive practice 

Designer doesn’t have tools 
/ methods available nor

 wants to engage with
 reflexivity and responsive 

practice

Key

Non-reflexive
Design

Low
Responsive 

Design

Very Low
Responsive 

Design

Reflexive
Design

High Responsive 
Design

Non-Responsive 
Design

Mid-Responsive 
Design

Low Responsive 
Design

Slightly Responsive 
Design

Highly Responsive 
Design

High 
Understanding 
of Experience 

Good 
Understanding 
of Experience 

Very High 
Understanding 
of experience 

Poor 
Understanding 
of Experience

Very Low  
Understanding 
of Experience

Slightly Low  
Understanding 
of Experience

Reflexive designerNon-reflexive designer

Designer has effective tools and 
methods available

Designer has effective tools and 
methods available

Designer willing to 
engage in reflexivity

Designer not willing to 
engage in reflexivity

Designer willing to 
engage in reflexivity

Designer not` willing to 
engage in reflexivity

Designer doesn’t have effective 
tools and methods available

Conditions
What are barrier and drivers to

 

understanding experience 
and enhancing reflexivity
to ensure responsiveness

Conditions
What are barrier and drivers to

 

understanding experience 
and enhancing reflexivity
to ensure responsiveness

Conditions
What are barrier and drivers to

 

understanding experience 
and enhancing reflexivity
to ensure responsiveness

Conditions
What are barrier and drivers to

 

understanding experience 
and enhancing reflexivity
to ensure responsiveness

Designer doesn’t have effective 
tools and methods available

Reflexive designerNon-reflexive designer
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A PhD visual practice process book
Design visualisation practice used to do inquiry 
and as a method of inquiry

Reflect

Visits

Deliver

Evaluate

Define

Develop 

Review (scoping)

Discover 

Key

PhD progression plan / timeline of research projectResearch 
planning  
visualisation

Progression plan of research

Sarah Kirby-Ginns. RCA.

Oct  Nov  Dec  Jan  Feb  Mar  Apr  May  Jun  Jul  Aug  Sep

VisitsImpact
Reflections/evaluations 
Summary +conclusions

Insight, issues + inform

Implement + Intervene
Review (scoping)

Inquire

Key

 Year 1 (2013)
Identify and refine scope
Create a reflective journal / digital blog
Literature review and methodology (ref/plan)
Create outline chapters and framework 
/design research map
Identify networks in UK in relation to study
Writing up essays/abstract – RMC+Exam
Develop questionnaire
Pre-pilot evaluations 
Pilot Questionnaire roll out
Start drafting Mphil thesis
Attend/parti. in workshops/conf. (yearly)
Year 2 (2013/2014)
Pilot Questionnaire responses and analysis 
Practice – Info. visualisations developed 
from questionnaire evaluations
Draft of Mphil thesis 
Year 3 (2014/2015) 
Continue Draft of Mphil thesis 
Undertake Nvivo training for interviews.
LOA (2015/16)Year 4 (2016/2017) 
Draft lit review
Begin drafting other areas of PhD thesis 
Year 5 (2017/2018) 
Continue drafting PhD thesis
LOA (2018/19) Year 6 (2019/2020) 
Write semi-struc. interview questions 
Pilot interviews x 2 designers 
Analysis, evaluate, write up pilot interviews
Amend interview content
Contact designers x 6 for actual interviews
Undertake semi-structured interviews
Analysis, evaluate and write up findings
Reflexive principles > Develop principles 
Develop online workshop content + structure
Contact designers for actual workshop 
Undertake online design workshop
Analysis, evaluate and write up findings
Year 7 (2020/2021)  
Feedback from practitioners on w. findings 
Present significant principles in reflexive guide
Feedback from practitioners on findings
Write up summ.+ con.+ amend guide
Evaluate, reflect and final thesis draft v.1
2 terms LOA (Jan 2021  — Sept 2021)
Year 8 (2021/2022) 
Evaluate, reflect and final thesis draft v.1
Draft v.1 to supervisors for feedback 
Final write up v.2 of thesis
Year 9 (2022/2023) 
Final version to supervisors + SKG amends
Limit. + conclusions: cont. to knowledge 
Viva presentation 
VIVA + > next study

Phase1 —
 Inquire

Review
Phase 2: Insight,  
issues + inform

O
ngoing drafting of  PhD thesis 

Phase 3:
Im

plem
ent +intervene

Phase 4: 
Im

pact
Reflection/evaluation 
Sum

m
ary + conclusions

Covid-19
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A PhD visual practice process book
Design visualisation practice used to do inquiry 
and as a method of inquiry

Methodology and methods visualisation showing  
research design 

PhD map,  
methodology,  
methods and  
contributions  
visualisations

PhDMphil

Deweyan pragmatism
Worldview and 

theoretical 
perspective

Research Design
Sarah Kirby-Ginns. RCA.Visual Communication

Year 5/6Year 1–2—3—4 Year 1–2-–3—4 Year 6 Year 7 Year 8

Identifies approach to research, 
methodology and methods in relation to 
methodology and reflexive principles

Design (ers)(ing) — Brand identity Design (ers), Communication Design(ers) and Reflexive Design (ers)(ing)Particupatory 
and Collaborative

Mixed methods (multiphase sequential design)Methodology

Practice-led
Practice-based

Research 
Stages

Lit. Review

Lit/Contextual  review

Practice review

Semi-structured interviewsMethods

Participants

Defining what is needed and 
development of reflexivity

6 x brand identity designers
2x designers for pilot

Ongoing review

Design practice (researcher’s)

Comunicates the refined principles uncovered 
and presents these in a design outcome in the form of a 

reflexive design guide for use in real word practice

3 x Brand identity designers in applied 
practice and designer researcher

Fi
nd

in
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 a
nd

 c
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ns

Ex
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e 
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 d
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f d
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n 
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 d

ev
el

opCritical reflections

e
Reflection/Evaluations and 

conclusions

Participants, designers and 
researcher

Supported evaluations 
and explanations 

regarding reflexive brand 
identity design and reflexive 
principles for implementation 
into a reflexive design guide

Confirms understanding and 
knowledge of

reflexivity in brand identity 
design practice and 

identifies the use and impact 
of reflexive principles 

upon designers thinking 
about consumer audience 
experiences and evidences 

their potential as a new 
responsive approach for 

implementation in a reflexive 
design guide 

Implementation of, and revealing use 
and impact of reflexive principles

Online design workshop 

‘How were reflexive principles used by 
mainstream brand identity designers within the 
ideas generation stage of the design process on 

their last UK project?’
and

‘In what ways did reflexive principles effect 
brand identity designers thinking about their 
position in relation to consumer audience 

experiences within the ideas generation stage 
of the design process on their most recently 

completed UK project?’

5 x Brand identity designers

What are mainstream B.Identity 
designers (based in the UK) current 
attitudes, influences and views in 

relation to audiences?

‘In what ways did mainstream brand 
identity designers (based in the UK) think 
about consumer audience experiences 
within the ideas generation stage of 
the design process on their last UK 

project? ‘
and

‘What challenges and/or  issues did 
mainstream brand identity designers 
(based in the UK) face when thinking 

about consumer audience experiences 
within the ideas generation stage on the 
design process of their last UK project? ‘

‘How were reflexive principles used by 
mainstream brand identity designers 

within the ideas generation stage of the 
design process on their last UK project?’

and
‘In what ways did reflexive principles 
effect brand identity designers thinking 

about their position in relation to 
consumer audience experiences within 
the ideas generation stage of the design 
process on their most recently completed 

UK project?’

Reviews 
Theory:

— Reflexivity and 
reflexive practice
— Brand identity 

design and reflexivity
—  Communication 
Design practice and 

reflexivity

Questionnaire and Design

Pilot study 
Current practice knowledge

Inquire
Phase 1

Review Insight, issues and inform
Phase 2

Implement and intervene
Phase 3

Impact
Phase 4

Reflection / evaluation 
Summary and conclusions

Highlighted
designers beliefs about their 
audience aproaches and 

provide initipal insights into 
what was important to, and 

what influenced these 
designers when thinking 

about audiences in 
practice.

Identified
participants for future 

stages

Key themes that emerge are 
explored in more depth in 

next phase 

What are mainstream 
B.Identity designers (based 
in the UK) current attitudes, 

influences and views in 
relation to audiences?

Questionnaire 
survey

(open and closed 
questions)

Analyse data 
descriptively and 

interpret data 
discoveries

Results
Evaluate and reflect

20 x designers employed in brand identity 
design (of which 11 x identified as brand identity 

designers) and Designer researcher practice

Data display
visualised

and collated in 
332pp book

Sc
op

in
g—

 D
es

ig
n 

di
ag

ra
m

s

Identifies gap, 
opportunity and 

research 
questions

‘In what ways did mainstream brand identity 
designers (based in the UK) think about 

consumer audience experiences within the 
ideas generation stage of the design process 

on their last UK project? ‘
and

‘What challenges and/or  issues did 
mainstream brand identity designers (based 

in the UK) face when thinking about consumer 
audience experiences within the ideas 

generation stage on the design
 process of their last UK project? ‘

Follows up and builds upon and elaborates on some 
findings from the previous phase. tlined above 

Reveals in-depth insights into existing knowledge,
 to understand the ways in which UK based designers 

thought about their position in relation to consumer 
audience experiences during the idea generation stage 
of their design process on their most recenty completed 

project and challenges and issues they may have faced in 
this context.

Uncovers if these designers currently use reflexivity and 
if so in what ways. This is also to provide knowledge 

as to the level at which the reflexive principles might be 
positioned.

Build upon findings from the literature review and identifies 
new reflexive principles, specifically for designers

Creation of interview 
questions

Data gathering, thematic 
coding and analysis

Plan and pilot for interviews

S. structured interviews 1

Results
Evaluate and reflect

In-depth investigation of most
important themes that emerged from  

questionnaire. 
  

Provides understanding of existing 
designer thinking regarding the consumer audience 

experiences in ideas generation stages of the 
designers process 

and
identifies the barriers in most recently completed 

project when thinking about audience

Implements reflexive principles and explores their 
usability and effectiveness by intervening in 

designers practices and indicating any transfor-
mation/change in designers thinking about their 
position regarding their audience experience ap-
proaches and if so in what ways during the idea-
tion stage of brand identity designers processes.

Determines usability and application 
collaboratively with participants and corroborates 

the effect of the reflexive principles as an  
intervention in transforming these designers think-

ing. Verifies their efficacy in facilitating a ch 
ange in designers thinking about their own  
position in relation to consumer audience  

experiences. Thus evidencing its potential as a
 new responsive consumer audience experience 

approach for brand identity designers

Development of reflexive principles 
which are presented in a guide

Data gathering and 
analysis (data recorded feedback)

Plan refl.design principle use 

Online design workshop

Results
Evaluate and reflect

This phase explores reflexive 
principles in use by brand identity designers during the 

ideation stage of their processes related to their consumer 
audience experience. 

Initiates designers to review the deliberate activity of 
 what they bring to their practice in relation to audiences 

experiences via reflexive design principles and 
corroborates what impact these principles have upon their 
thinking regarding their audience experience approaches 
review to test their use and effectiveness in their practice

Development of reflexive design guide

Designer researchers own design 
practice

Reflexive design guide 
(for publication)

Most significant principles from the  
previous phase are selected and presented in 
a reflexive design guide for mainstream brand 

identity designers

Feedback from 
mainstream brand 

identity designers on the 
results

Makes suggestions for 
future practice and 
indicates limitations 

and potential
 opportunties for further 

research

Researcher practitioner reviews 
own practice, results, reflections 

of feedback from 
mainstream brand identity 

designers and evaluation from 
the research to suggest value 
of reflexive design principles 

for practitioners in mainstream 
brand identity design

Implements reflexive principles and explores their 
usability and effectiveness by intervening in 

designers practices and indicating any transfor-
mation/change in designers thinking about their 
position regarding their audience experience ap-
proaches and if so in what ways during the idea-
tion stage of brand identity designers processes in 

a real world practice environment.

Determines usability and application 
collaboratively with participants and further 

corroborates the effect of the reflexive principles 
as an intervention in transforming these designers 
thinking. Further verifies their efficacy facilitating a 

change in designers thinking about their own  
position in relation to consumer audience  

experiences. Thus evidencing its potential as a
 new responsive consumer audience experience 
approach for brand identity designers in a real 

world practice context

Results
Evaluate and reflect
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RQ — interview research question one
Taking the most recently completed  
UK project, in what ways do UK-based 
professional brand identity designers 
consider their position in relation to  
consumer audience experiences during  
the ideas generation stage of the  
design process? 

I.RQ — interview research question two 
What challenges and/or issues do  
UK-based professional brand identity 
designers face when thinking about their 
position in relation to consumer audience 
experiences during the ideas generation of 
their most recently completed UK project?

RQ

 Design practice  
(2012)
Initial researcher 
practice   
reflections, 
scoping and 
planning  
visualisations

Design practice  
activities (2012-2019)
Brand and brand identity 
design visualisations/ 
Reflexive practice framework 
visualisations and diagrams

Design practice method/ 
activities  (Oct 2013) 
Survey design/Statistical  
analysis design — visual 
spreadsheets  /Table display 
visuals/Book visualisations/ 
332 pp data design  
visualisation book / Exhibition 
display visualisations

Design practice method/ 
activities  (July 2020) 
Protocol forms design/
Workshop participant invite/
Preparatory participant 
workshop task design/ 
Workshop planning design/ 
Workshop Miro exercise 
designs/Visual spreadsheets 
—  documenting and  
presenting workshop design 
method data and process/
Visual thematic map/ 
Reflexive design practice 
principles

Design practice method/ 
activities (Dec 2019)   
Protocol forms design/
Visual spreadsheets —  
documenting and presenting 
interview method  data  
and process/Visual  
thematic map

Literature/ 
practice review 

(2012 —)

Phase 1 . Inquire 

RQ — questionnaire research question
‘What are professional brand identity  
designer’s (based in the UK) attitudes,  
influences and views in relation to  
audiences?

RQ

Overarching research question
How might brand identity designers 
move towards an improved 
reflexive practice in the design of 
consumer audience experiences?

Semi- 
structured 
interview 
method

(Dec 2019) 
(n:2+6)  

Phase 2. Insight, issues, and inform 

Phase 4.Impact 

Design practice method/
activities (Nov 2020)
Final reflexive design 
practice guide design

Testing v.1  
initial guide and 

principles in  
applied practice

(Nov 2020)
(n:3)

Reflexive design  
principles imparted  

into a guide can
incite a critically  

reflective reflexive  
design process and 

practice 

Understandings 
about the effect  

of reflexive design  
practice principles and 

guide on designers 
thinking and 

positionality in 
practice

Methodology 
which integrates

visual design 
practice into a 

mixed methods 
approach

Design practice (2021 —2022)    
Visual practice process book 
which documents and 
displays all of the design 
practice used to do inquiry 
and as a method of inquiry

Phase 3. Implement and intervene 

RQ — workshop research question one
In what ways might reflexive principles 
effect UK based brand identity designers 
thinking about their position in relation
to consumer audience experiences within 
the ideas generation stage of the design 
process on a UK project?

RQ — workshop research question one 
How might reflexive principles 
 be used by UK based mainstream  
brand identity designers within  
the ideas generation stage of the  
design process?

Syncronous
online design 

workshop method
(July 2020) 

(n:5)   

Researcher 
 thematic 
 analsysis

Researcher 
 thematic 
 analsysis

Understandings 
about the effect  

of reflexive design  
practice principles  

on designers thinking 
and positionality 

Participant  
designer  

reflections and 
feedback on guide/ 

principles

Design practice method/
activities (Oct 2020)
Reflexive design practice 
guide design prototype v.1 

Lack critical  
reflection of  

themselves in  
relation to wider  
social contexts

Lack  
reflexive  
practive  

resources and  
principles

Outdated  
modes of thinking  

and communication 
which reinforce patterns 

of inequality and  
disadvantage  

Not addressing 
a constructivist 

consumer audience 
paradigm shift

Understandings 
about professional 

brand identity 
designers’ reflexive 

practice and 
process 

knowledge

Principles initiated   
designers to think  

critically about how  
they used themselves 
and considered their 

position in  
practice

Designers’  
engagement and 
application with 
principles in the  

workshop, ensued a 
critical reflexive design

 practice process

Designers
do not believe there  

is a disconnect 
between their 

practices, themselves 
and audiences

Researcher 
frequency  

distribution   
analysis

Open and 
closed  

questionnaire 
method  

(Oct 2013)
(n:8+11) Designers

personal input is 
important in work 

but inadequate 
critical reflection 

is an issue
Understandings 

about professional 
brand identity 

designers attitudes 
opinions towards  

audiences and  
influences

Participant  
designer  

reflections and 
feedback on  

findings

A new reflexive 
design practice method 
that can improve the 
designer’s relational

 and participatory 
positioning 

of themselves

Are not  
evidencing an 
ethical design 

practice

Supports
designers in taking 
action towards a 
reflexive design 

practice

RQ — interview research question one
Taking the most recently completed  
UK project, in what ways do UK-based 
professional brand identity designers 
consider their position in relation to  
consumer audience experiences during  
the ideas generation stage of the  
design process? 

I.RQ — interview research question two 
What challenges and/or issues do  
UK-based professional brand identity 
designers face when thinking about their 
position in relation to consumer audience 
experiences during the ideas generation of 
their most recently completed UK project?

RQ

 Design practice  
(2012)
Initial researcher 
practice   
reflections, 
scoping and 
planning  
visualisations

Design practice  
activities (2012-2019)
Brand and brand identity 
design visualisations/ 
Reflexive practice framework 
visualisations and diagrams

Design practice method/ 
activities  (Oct 2013) 
Survey design/Statistical  
analysis design — visual 
spreadsheets  /Table display 
visuals/Book visualisations/ 
332 pp data design  
visualisation book / Exhibition 
display visualisations

Design practice method/ 
activities  (July 2020) 
Protocol forms design/
Workshop participant invite/
Preparatory participant 
workshop task design/ 
Workshop planning design/ 
Workshop Miro exercise 
designs/Visual spreadsheets 
—  documenting and  
presenting workshop design 
method data and process/
Visual thematic map/ 
Reflexive design practice 
principles

Design practice method/ 
activities (Dec 2019)   
Protocol forms design/
Visual spreadsheets —  
documenting and presenting 
interview method  data  
and process/Visual  
thematic map

Literature/ 
practice review 

(2012 —)

Phase 1 . Inquire 

RQ — questionnaire research question
‘What are professional brand identity  
designer’s (based in the UK) attitudes,  
influences and views in relation to  
audiences?

RQ

Overarching research question
How might brand identity designers 
move towards an improved 
reflexive practice in the design of 
consumer audience experiences?

Semi- 
structured 
interview 
method

(Dec 2019) 
(n:2+6)  

Phase 2. Insight, issues, and inform 

Phase 4.Impact 

Design practice method/
activities (Nov 2020)
Final reflexive design 
practice guide design

Testing v.1  
initial guide and 

principles in  
applied practice

(Nov 2020)
(n:3)

Reflexive design  
principles imparted  

into a guide can
incite a critically  

reflective reflexive  
design process and 

practice 

Understandings 
about the effect  

of reflexive design  
practice principles and 

guide on designers 
thinking and 

positionality in 
practice

Methodology 
which integrates

visual design 
practice into a 

mixed methods 
approach

Design practice (2021 —2022)    
Visual practice process book 
which documents and 
displays all of the design 
practice used to do inquiry 
and as a method of inquiry

Phase 3. Implement and intervene 

RQ — workshop research question one
In what ways might reflexive principles 
effect UK based brand identity designers 
thinking about their position in relation
to consumer audience experiences within 
the ideas generation stage of the design 
process on a UK project?

RQ — workshop research question one 
How might reflexive principles 
 be used by UK based mainstream  
brand identity designers within  
the ideas generation stage of the  
design process?

Syncronous
online design 

workshop method
(July 2020) 

(n:5)   

Researcher 
 thematic 
 analsysis

Researcher 
 thematic 
 analsysis

Understandings 
about the effect  

of reflexive design  
practice principles  

on designers thinking 
and positionality 

Participant  
designer  

reflections and 
feedback on guide/ 

principles

Design practice method/
activities (Oct 2020)
Reflexive design practice 
guide design prototype v.1 

Lack critical  
reflection of  

themselves in  
relation to wider  
social contexts

Lack  
reflexive  
practive  

resources and  
principles

Outdated  
modes of thinking  

and communication 
which reinforce patterns 

of inequality and  
disadvantage  

Not addressing 
a constructivist 

consumer audience 
paradigm shift

Understandings 
about professional 

brand identity 
designers’ reflexive 

practice and 
process 

knowledge

Principles initiated   
designers to think  

critically about how  
they used themselves 
and considered their 

position in  
practice

Designers’  
engagement and 
application with 
principles in the  

workshop, ensued a 
critical reflexive design

 practice process

Designers
do not believe there  

is a disconnect 
between their 

practices, themselves 
and audiences

Researcher 
frequency  

distribution   
analysis

Open and 
closed  

questionnaire 
method  

(Oct 2013)
(n:8+11) Designers

personal input is 
important in work 

but inadequate 
critical reflection 

is an issue
Understandings 

about professional 
brand identity 

designers attitudes 
opinions towards  

audiences and  
influences

Participant  
designer  

reflections and 
feedback on  

findings

A new reflexive 
design practice method 
that can improve the 
designer’s relational

 and participatory 
positioning 

of themselves

Are not  
evidencing an 
ethical design 

practice

Supports
designers in taking 
action towards a 
reflexive design 

practice

PhD map,  
methodology,  
methods and  
contributions  
visualisations

Visualisation showing my overarching research journey and  
research phases



Information on what the section 
includes Information on what the 
section includes Information on 
what the section includes

Online design workshop con-
tent and analysis  
visualisations

Visualisations in section
Visualisations in section
Visualisations in section
Visualisations in section
Visualisations in section
Visualisations in section
Visualisations in section
Visualisations in section
Visualisations in section

Reflexive journals (and some pages shown below) were used to 
document my thinking, critical reflections and my positionality 
as my research developed supporting reflexive practice 
knowledge and understandings

Reflexive  
journals
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A PhD visual practice process book
Design visualisation practice used to do inquiry 
and as a method of inquiry
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Online design workshop con-
tent and analysis  
visualisations

A design practice book
Visualisations including reflexive design visualisations

Reflexive  
journals
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A PhD visual practice process book
Design visualisation practice used to do inquiry 
and as a method of inquiry
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Branding in five and a half steps, including 2 design stages /
steps indicated in dark grey (adapted from Johnson, 2016)

Brand and  
brand identity  
design process  
visualisations

Stage 1 Investigation, 
analysis + strategic 
recommendations

Briefing and project planning in detail. 
Audits and research. 
Core idea defined.

Stage 2 Developing the 
identity or brand 
idea(look + feel)

Look and feel. 
Can include action to undertake behavioural change, brand architecture, name and 
visual style

Communicating the vision.
Articulates where brand has come from, where it is gong nd how the visual identity 
will get it there.
Internal and external launch

Stage 3 Launch and 
introduction

Making it happen.
Guidelines created regarding brand

Stage 4 Implementation

Step 1 Investigate Defining the brand
Research of market

Step 2

Step 2.5

Strategy and 
narrative
Bridging the gap

Defining the brand

Translation of brand into creative design stage

Step 3 Design
(and approaches)

Embedding the brand within an organisation, company or culture

Putting design into context across applications or environments

Design work starts here

Step 4 Implement 
(design)

Step 5 Embed 

Lorem ipsum

A four-stage brand programme process  
(adapted from Olins 2008)

Brand and  
brand identity  
design process  
visualisations

Stage 1 Investigation, 
analysis + strategic 
recommendations

Briefing and project planning in detail. 
Audits and research. 
Core idea defined.

Stage 2 Developing the 
identity or brand 
idea(look + feel)

Look and feel. 
Can include action to undertake behavioural change, brand architecture, name and 
visual style

Communicating the vision.
Articulates where brand has come from, where it is gong nd how the visual identity 
will get it there.
Internal and external launch

Stage 3 Launch and 
introduction

Making it happen.
Guidelines created regarding brand

Stage 4 Implementation

Step 1 Investigate Defining the brand
Research of market

Step 2

Step 2.5

Strategy and 
narrative
Bridging the gap

Defining the brand

Translation of brand into creative design stage

Step 3 Design
(and approaches)

Embedding the brand within an organisation, company or culture

Putting design into context across applications or environments

Design work starts here

Step 4 Implement 
(design)

Step 5 Embed 

Lorem ipsum
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Stages in the brand identity design process, what is involved at 
each stage and where in the process audience and consumer 
involvement occurs (adapted from Slade-Brooking, 2016:78-82)

Brand and  
brand identity  
design process  
visualisations
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A PhD visual practice process book
Design visualisation practice used to do inquiry 
and as a method of inquiry

Stage 1 Analysis Detailed examination and evaluation. Prior to this stage extensive consumer research 
will have been carried out
(Prior) audience and consumer research carried out

Stage 2 Discussion Explores findings of the analysis and the clients needs. Determines drive and direction 
of the new design

Stage 3 Design platform Senior creative produce a summary of the analysis and the direction requested by 
the client. Links findings of analysis to design strategy

Stage 4 Briefing the 
designers

Senior creatives brief creative team

Stage 5 Brainstorming Ideas are brainstormed or discussed collectively so that designers can fine tune 
perception of brands identity

Stage 6 Independent
research

Research undertaken independently by designers/design team to inform and inspire 
initial ideas

Stage 7 Concept 
development

Creation of different ideas, and brand elements demanded by the client. Can be 
undertaken individually or by design team. No. of ideas depend on time available. 
Ideas at this stage are still based on initial thoughts. Exploration of ideas is key. 
Ideas are reviewed against brief /design platform.

Stage 8 Analysis of 
design
development

Ideas from stage 7 are now reviewed and analysis in light of all research and analysis 
undertaken and referencing the original brief. Concepts are reduced to a few key options 
and then offered to a client.

Stage 9 Refining the final 
concepts

Ensures concepts selected by the team communicate the desired message and meets 
the brief. Ideas are developed further to show a range of creative approaches.

Stage 10 Client 
presentation

Presenting the final concepts to the client

Stage 11 Finishing/
prototyping 
the designs

The choosen client concept now undergoes final development and any changes that 
have been discussed are made. All supporting elements of the brand identity are 
created to artwork stage.

Stage 12 Testing/market 
research /
consu.reactions

This stage achieves its most important aim, that it speaks efffectively to the desired 
audience. Small tweaks are made if necessary. Various methods are used to test the 
success of a final brand idntity. These might include for example focus groups.

Audience and consumer research carried out

Stage 13 Delivery of final 
artwork

All creative outcomes are now developed and work is signed off by designers and 
delivered to client.
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My reflexive practice framework visualisation as a detailed table, 
synthesised from Thompson and Thompson, 2008; Cunliffe, 
2004, 2009; Bolton’s 2014 reflexive practice arguments conveyed 
in their literature

Reflexive
practice theory  
visualisations

My reflexive practice framework visualisation as an overview  
diagram, synthesised from Thompson and Thompson, 2008; 
Cunliffe, 2004, 2009; and Bolton’s 2014 reflexive practice  
arguments conveyed in their literature

Reflexive
practice theory  
visualisations

Co
gn

itiv
e     Affective

Values

BA

C

6. 
Reflective and reflexive questions aligned to behaviours

3. 

Characteristics of behaviours

4.
 D

om
ina

nt 

sp
ace used to aid reflective and reflexive practice

7. 
Approaches and techniques to promote reflective and reflexive thinking5. Q

uestions that emerge from behaviours

9. Barriers to reflexive practice

8. W
hat is needed to maximise the personal reflective space

2. 
M

ai
n 

ch
ar

ac
ter

istic of behaviour corresponds w
ith

1. B
ehaviours

A1.Behaviour
Cognitive

A2. Main characteristic of 
cognitive behaviour corresponds 
with Thought/thinking

A3. Characteristics of cognitive 
behaviour might include 
mindfulness / analytical thinking 
/ creative thinking / critical 
thinking / making the implicit 
explicit / examining and analysing 
a situation to make sense of it, 
via questions to identify themes, 
patterns and issues / looking 
at things in a new way to move 
beyond routine practices

A4. Dominant space used to aid 
reflective and reflexive practice
mostly own personal space but 
also includes social space

A5. Questions that emerge from 
cognitive behaviour 
what do I think?

A6. Some reflective and reflexive 
questions aligned to cognitive 
behaviour
what type of situation am I 
dealing with here? / what are the 
key issues I need to be aware 
of? / what is happening? What 
processes are shaping what 
is happening? / what do other 
people expect of me here? Is this 
consistent with my professional 
role and the specific duties of 
my job? If not, what negotiations 
need to take place to remedy 
the situation? / do I have the 
information I need to act? If 
not, what do I need to do to find 
out and how? / who else needs 
to be involved? Who do I need 
to communicate with? / what 
options are available in terms of 
dealing with this situation? How 
do I evaluate those options? / 
are there any values issues here 
I need to consider (for example, 
showing respect, maintaining 
confidentiality valuing diversity?)

B1.Behaviour
Affective

B2. Main characteristic of 
affective behaviour corresponds 
with Feelings/emotions

B3. Characteristics of affective 
behaviour might include 
understanding the significance 
of taking and not taking them 
into account / being empathic 
in which we recognise the 
feelings of another but do not 
necessarily share them directly 
(not i.e. sympathy) / emotional 
intelligence sensitivity to, and 
understanding others emotional 
states (as well as self-care of 
oneself) / work in uncertain 
situations, recognising what 
we are afraid of and identifying 
relevant mechanisms to cope with 
this / understanding that emotion 
is not necessarily biological and 
thus can be connected to social 
contexts — it can include factors 
such as gender and culture so it 
is essential to take into account 
differences in cultural expression 
and interpretation of emotions and 
different gender experiences of 
emotion

B4. Dominant space used to aid 
reflective and reflexive practice
equally own personal space and 
social space

B5. Questions that emerge from 
affective behaviour 
what is the significance of 
taking and not taking my 
feelings and emotions into 
account? / asking questions and 
embracing uncertainty, to uncover 
assumptions and do something 
about them / challenging 
inbalances of power / talking 
about experiences — to gain 
insights

B6. Some reflective and reflexive 
questions aligned to affective 
behaviour
None

C1.Behaviour
Values

C2. Main characteristic of values 
behaviour corresponds with
Awareness of actions

C3. Characteristics of values 
behaviour might include 
recognising moral-political 
factors — the values that inform 
thoughts, feelings and actions 
and asking questions of these / 
understanding the significance 
of the inclusion and participation 
of other people / empowering 
others, via identifying the 
barriers related to others that 
exist at personal (self-esteem 
and confidence), cultural 
(stereotyping that stigmatises) 
and socially structural (i.e which 
exclude opportunities and 
disadvantages certain groups 
based on race, class and gender) 
levels / understanding the wider 
social and political aspects of 
situations and professional roles 
/ a well-informed approach to 
issues of discrimination, which 
is often institutionalised via our 
working and personal lives at both 
structural and cultural levels (as 
described above) and emerges  
via the use of discriminatory forms 
of language

C4. Dominant space used to aid 
reflective and reflexive practice
mostly social space but also 
inherently requires personal space

C5. Questions that emerge from 
values behaviour 
am I aware of my values, and 
the moral-political factors which 
shape my thoughts, feelings but 
most importantly my actions / 
awareness for our own personal 
and professional actions, identity, 
values and feelings and having 
empathy for others / actions are 
base on implicit knowledge and 
values

C6. Some reflective and reflexive 
questions aligned to values 
behaviour
what are the values associated 
with my profession, i.e. codes of 
practice? / what do these mean 
to me in practice? / what are my 
personal values? What do these 
mean to me in practice? / are 
there conflicts between these two 
sets of values and how I practise? 
/ how can I safeguard my personal 
and professional values if they are 
under threat in any way?

A1/B1/C1 (all behaviours)

A7/B7/C7. Approaches and 
techniques to promote reflective 
and reflexive thinking
question based techniques /
approaches; risk assessment 
model; the 3 Hs: head-heart-habit; 
think-feel-do / emancipatory 
techniques/approaches; 
reframing; noticing; avoiding, 
or breaking out of the drama 
triangle / problem solving 
techniques; using dissonance; 
elegant challenging; force-field 
analysis / writing techniques/
approaches; serious playfulness 
by penning 100 words to describe 
something; the writing of anything 
to do with names, (i.e. memories, 
impressions, like, hates); 
documenting milestones achieved 
composing words or phrases 
that give insights about work 
significant descriptions / visual 
techniques/approaches; filming; 
reflexive recording

A8/B8/C8. What is needed to 
maximise the personal reflexive 
space
management of work pressures, 
which can support in creating 
free time and space for personal 
reflection / self- awareness and 
questioning the impact that one 
is personally, having upon the 
situtation, and vice versa, both 
via themselves and through 
feedback from others / avoiding 
routine and formulaic solutions 
and doing solely what one is 
expected to do, all of which can 
negate practitioners own free 
thinking / having an overview of 
the situation from a wide and 
broad perspective, to ‘form a 
view of the overall picture so that 
we can reflect on what our role 
needs to be in general and what 
specific steps we need to take / 
maintaining clear aims and goals, 
and having sound focus and 
engaging in problem setting and 
not just problem solving

A9/B9/C9. Barriers to reflexive 
practice
time constraints: incorporates 
reflection as part of the workload 
rather than separate from it 
/ waning commitment: not 
seeing reflective practice as 
fundamental, document learning, 
reflective log or diary, lead by 
example, address accountability 
/ organizational culture: cultures 
(i.e. managerialism) that sees 
reflective practice as a threat or 
nuisance, have a mistrust about 
change, and anti-intellectualism in 
the wider discourse of the field of 
the profession itself, all of which 
can be a barrier to progress / a 
lack of skills: i.e. analytical, self-
awareness, critical thinking and 
communication. It requires taking 
the initiative / anxiety, fear or low 
confidence: concerns regarding 
inadequate or out of date 
knowledge, a fear of taking risks 
to discover new things , exposure 
to criticism and role anxiety in 
which some people may not be 
comfortable using particular 
reflective tools/techniques / 
misunderstandings about the 
nature of reflective practice
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Interactive digital pdf questionnaire survey design that was 
emailed to designers engaged in Brand Identity Design practice

This survey used data coding frames (denoted via the ‘key’ in  
the survey below) to help quantify and analyse data (Robson, 
2011) 

Questionnaire  
survey design  
visualisations

Hello   

I am currently a research student in the Visual Communication Department at the 
Royal College of Art. I am also a practising Graphic Designer and Senior Lecturer.
I am conducting a research study at the Royal College of Art entitled ‘Design as a 
Socially Responsive Practice for Change,’ and I’d be extremely grateful if you would 
be willing to contribute approximately 20 minutes of your time to my questionnaire as 
your feedback is potentially very valuable to my research.

Overview of this research study
The objective of the questionnaire is to explore current understanding, attitudes, 
influences and issues in relation to Graphic / Brand Designer’s and Audiences’. 
The aim is to make explicit the Designer’s intentions and what influences them in  
their practice towards affecting the people they aim to engage.

Completing this questionnaire will involve:
— Viewing the document in Adobe Acrobat 9 or above 

— Inputting and completing your answers directly into this pdf document

— Answering all questions or this may invalidate your contribution

— Submitting the questionnaire directly to myself via email — 
sarah.kirby-ginns@network.rca.ac.uk

— I would be really grateful if you could return your completed 
questionnaire to me before Wednesday 27th November 2013.

Confidentiality and Research Ethics
Your answers will be treated in the strictest of confidence and used solely for this 
research study and will not be shared with any 3rd party. At no time will your name 
be identified in any research / reports resulting from this study, unless you explicitly 
request to be identified.

By returning the completed survey form you agree to voluntarily participate in this 
research and give your consent freely, i.e. if you complete and return the survey it 
will be understood that you are agreeing to your consent to contribute.

Thank you in advance for your time and contribution.

Sarah Kirby-Ginns
sarah.kirby-ginns@network.rca.ac.uk

Further information
If you would like to know more about the survey or need further information please 
email me (above) or contact my supervisor Professor Teal Triggs, as below.
Email: teal.triggs@rca.ac.uk   Telephone: +44 (0)20 7590 4306.

This project follows the guidelines laid out by the Research Ethics Code of the Royal College of Art.
If you should have any concerns about your rights as a participant in this research, or you have a 
complaint about the manner in which this research is conducted, it may be given to the researcher 
or, if an independent person is preferred, addressed to the Research Ethics Committee of the Royal 
College of Art, Kensington Gore, London SW7 2EU. Telephone:  +44 (0)20 7590 4214. 
Email: research@rca.ac.uk 

Questionnaire Survey 
Graphic / Brand Design Audiences

1Sarah Kirby-Ginns. Research Project. Royal College of Art.

Questionnaire Survey 

Definitions/key terms
Below are some key terms which will provide help in 
defining particular meanings and also potentially help 
reduce ambiguity in relation to the questions asked. 
Please read these carefully before you begin the 
questionnaire.

Branding
A process through which decisions are made about brand elements that are then 
developed. This is most often using meaning, creative thinking and communication 
design, to link the personality of an organisation, product or service via an 
experience or message in an audience’s mind. 

Graphic Design
The generation of meaning into a message using creative thinking, words and / or 
images to communicate with an audience. 

Target Audience
Individuals in society who are targeted to engage with a service and /or information.

Meaning
The idea that is represented by a word, phrase, etc or the idea that a person wants 
to express by using words, signs, etc. The thing one intends to convey especially by 
language. (“meaning.” Merriam-Webster.com. 2013. http://www.merriam-webster.
com (23 September 2013).)

Influence
The power to change or affect someone or something: the power to cause changes 
without directly forcing them to happen.  (“influence.” Merriam-Webster.com. 2013. 
http://www.merriam-webster.com (23 September 2013).)

Meaningful influence
The capacity to have a serious, important, or useful quality or purpose and a positive 
effect on the character, development or behaviour of someone or something. In the 
context of human beings’, the focus is on seeing individuals’ firstly as a people, and 
secondly as consumers, to contribute to improving their life, the lives of those around 
them and their community (i.e positive social impact).

Design with intent
Designing with the intention or purpose of attempting to have a future effect / elicit 
a particular response or action from someone or something.
.
Human-centred Design
Using design to investigate social problems, analyse knowledge, engage people, 
and prototype or iterate solutions, with the focus on the person or people involved.

Strategy
A plan of action designed in order to achieve a goal or result.

2Sarah Kirby-Ginns. Research Project. Royal College of Art.

Questionnaire Survey 

Section 1A
Please read the statements below. There are 5 possible 
options to choose from and the key explains the rating 
scales. Select the answer that most closely reflects your 
opinion by clicking on the appropriate circle. You are 
able to select only one answer to each question. 

Sarah Kirby-Ginns. Research Project. Royal College of Art.

Key

SA 
A
U
D
SD

Strongly Agree
Agree
Uncertain
Disagree
Strongly Disagree

SA A U D SD

Branding is a distinct discipline from Graphic DesignQ0.1

The process of the intent to influence audiences’ in Branding is the 
same as the process of intent to influence audiences in Graphic Design

Information about an audience group is fundamental at the start of 
my design process

Information about the audience group that I intend to influence is not 
the most essential part of my design process

It is fundamental to the success of a project that those who will be 
potentially influenced via the final output are considered throughout 
my complete design process

Audiences not only interpret meaning but also construct their own 
meaning from my design outputs

Research to identify what may influence an audience group is the 
most fundamental aspect that contributes to my design projects’

When generating meaning for a design project with the intent of 
changing audience behaviour, I need sufficient knowledge of the 
behaviour the audience wants to change

There is a growing disconnect between commercial brand design 
practices and audiences’

Q0.2

Q0.3

Q0.4

Q0.5

Q0.6

Q0.7

Q0.8

Q0.9

3

Questionnaire Survey

Section 1B
Please read the statements below. There are 5 possible 
options to choose from and the key explains the rating 
scales. Select the answer that most closely reflects your 
opinion by clicking on the appropriate circle. You are 
able to select only one answer to each question. 

Sarah Kirby-Ginns. Research Project. Royal College of Art.

Key

SA 
A
U
D
SD

Strongly Agree
Agree
Uncertain
Disagree
Strongly Disagree

SA A U D SD

I draw upon specific frameworks or methods when designing with the intent 
to influence audiences’

Audiences’ care if design communications’ fail to engage them to do 
something that will meaningfully improve their lives

Participation with audiences’ throughout the design process opens up 
possibilities for greater insights into the ways that design can meaningfully 
influence an audience group

The emergence of human-centred design has not made any difference 
to the ways in which target audiences’ are considered in commercial  
Branding / Graphic Design

It was a primary objective on my last project to influence audiences’ 
to adopt better lifestyles and habits

I have sufficient knowledge and experience of how to generate 
meaning in my design projects with the intent of meaningfully influence 
an audience group

I am able to formulate a compelling argument of why I would generate 
the particular meaning in each of my design projects with the intent of 
meaningfully influence an audience group

On my last design project meaning was generated with the intent of 
meaningfully influencing the audience group

Current knowledge of how meaning is used in design with the intent to  
influence an audience group will become obsolete and irrelevant with the 
increase in insights about people and their behaviour

Current commercial graphic / brand design practice places limited 
emphasis on understanding why meaning is relevant in design with the intent 
to meaningfully influence audiences’ to positively affect behaviours

Q10

Q11

Q12

Q13

Q14

Q15

Q16

Q17

Q18

Q19
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A PhD visual practice process book
Design visualisation practice used to do inquiry 
and as a method of inquiry
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Questionnaire Survey

Section 2B
Please read the statements below and give an 
answer in all boxes. There are 5 possible options 
to choose from and the key explains the rating scales. 
Select the answer that most closely reflects your opinion 
by typing the relevant number in the box. Use the same 
rating number twice if needed.

Sarah Kirby-Ginns. Research Project. Royal College of Art.

Key

1 
2
3
4
5

Not important at all
Slightly important
Quite important 
Important 
Very important

9

Lack of knowledge gained in a design education

A lack of control the designer has when generating meaning

The incompatibility of design frameworks or principles in relation to understanding an audience groups’ needs

Lack of training or investment in professional development in design practice

Limited knowledge of the methods that can be used to identify what may be relevant to audiences’

A lack of involvement of the designer at the start of the process

The level of continuity of those involved from the start of the process throughout the duration of design project

A lack of critical reflection in commercial Graphic / Brand Design practice

Limited knowledge of rational and irrational human behaviour

Limited time available to understand audience groups

The delivery of a project upon which its success is judged by the client by following only their direction towards all decisions

The incompatibility of economic models that are used to inform decisions

The use of default approaches when generating meaning to ensure delivery of a project to a deadline

Other (please rate and specify)

Listed below are some issues that could be attributed to affecting the 
ways in which the meaning in design is generated with the intent of 
meaningfully influence an audience. How significant do you consider 
each of these issues? Rate each of them based on their importance.

Q31

Listed below are some statements that could be related to the 
potential benefits of designers’ having knowledge of how and why 
the generation of meaning in design could be used with the intent 
to meaningfully influence an audience and positively change their 
behaviour/s. Rate each of them based on how important they would 
be to you as a designer.

Q32

It would afford the client more trust in me and my decision making rationale

It would give me more responsibility from an employer

It would enable me to bridge the gap between market research insights that are provided

It would enable me to formulate stronger theoretical arguments

It would enable me to generate meaning that would have greater relevance in the longer term to the audience

It would enable me to work at a more strategic level

Questionnaire Survey

Section 2B
Please read the questions below and give an 
answer in all boxes.

Sarah Kirby-Ginns. Research Project. Royal College of Art. 10

Key
Left blank for your 
answer

What methods /processes did you use on your most recently completed 
project when generating meaning with the intent to influence the 
audience? How did you evaluate these methods /processes to identify 
if the meaning was relevant to the audience group?

Q33

In your opinion do you think that commercial Graphic / Brand Design 
would benefit from having a framework, (which focuses on the lens of 
the Designer rather than the marketer) to potentially provide the 
Designer with a deeper understanding of the relationship between 
people and their behaviours, (in particular audience social contexts) 
to enable meaning to be generated with the intent of positively 
changing behaviour? If so, please feel free to comment and suggest 
an audience group you believe the framework should focus upon?

Q34

Questionnaire Survey

Section 3
Please read the information below and tick 
the yellow boxes (Q36 only) or select the 
answer that most closely reflects your opinion 
by clicking on the appropriate circle. Where 
applicable on Q36, also include a percentage in the 
muted orange area. Please also complete the relevant 
areas which are left blank for your answers.

Sarah Kirby-Ginns. Research Project. Royal College of Art. 11

Are you based in the UK?Q37

Other (please specify

Name GenderQ35 Q35A

How many years have you been working in your primary occupation?Q39

5 years or less 6–10 years 11-–14 years 15 years or more

Yes No

If you are based in the UK in which town or city do you undertake your primary occupation?Q38

%

%

%

%

%

%

%

Which of the following most closely describes your occupation? Please also give a percentage in the box for each role you undertakeQ36

Graphic or Brand Design Intern %

%

%

%

%

%

%

%

Junior Graphic Designer

Middleweight Graphic Designer

Senior Graphic Designer

Design Director (Graphic Design)

Creative Director (Graphic Design)

Junior Brand Designer

Middleweight Brand Designer

Senior Brand Designer

Design Director (Branding)

Creative Director (Branding)

Managing Director of a Design agency

Lecturer or Associate Lecturer (all levels)

Visiting Lecturer or Sessional Lecturer

Other (please specify)

Do you agree to being contacted via email in the near future for further information and discussion as part of this research projectQ40

Yes, please type your email address here No

Thank you for your participation. Please send the completed questionnaire via email to
sarah.kirby-ginns@network.rca.ac.uk

Male Female

Questionnaire  
survey design  
visualisations

Questionnaire Survey

Section 2A
Please read the questions and statements 
below and give an answer in all boxes. On 
Q24 there are 5 possible options to choose from and 
the key explains the rating scales. Select the answer that 
most closely reflects your opinion by typing the relevant 
number in the box. Use the same rating number twice if 
needed. 

Sarah Kirby-Ginns. Research Project. Royal College of Art.

Key

1 
2
3
4
5

Not important at all
Slightly important
Quite important 
Important 
Very important

5

Q20 What was your most recently completed design project and the concept (please be as specific as possible)?

Q21 Who were the target audience group in your most recently completed design project? If possible, please also specify age.

Q22 In which sector was your most recently completed design project?

Left blank for your 
answer

What was the period of time spent from start to finish on design stages (incl. your input) on your most recently completed project?Q23

Please rate how important the following were in terms of influencing 
the meaning generation stages of your design process in your most 
recently completed project.

Q24

Client

Colleagues who were at a lower position than yourself

Colleagues at the same level as yourself

Mass media

Audience

Strategist

Colleagues who were at a higher position than yourself

Other design projects that I have undertaken

Questionnaire Survey

Section 2A
Please read the statements below and give an 
answer in all boxes. There are 5 possible options 
to choose from and the key explains the rating scales. 
Select the answer that most closely reflects your opinion 
by typing the relevant number in the box. Use the same 
rating number twice if needed.

Sarah Kirby-Ginns. Research Project. Royal College of Art.

Key

1 
2
3
4
5

Not important at all
Slightly important
Quite important 
Important 
Very important

6

Below is a list of key audience information that may be supplied 
by someone else to a designer. Rate each of them based on 
the emphasis of importance you were advised to give to each 
throughout the process of your recently completed project.

Q25

Audience age

Audience past purchasing decisions

Meaning that would be considered relevant to audience

Audience location

Audience gender

Other (please rate and specify)

Audience economic status

Listed below are some resources used when researching audiences’. 
Rate each of them based on the importance they brought to you in 
developing your understanding of the audience to enable you to 
generate the meaning for your most recently completed project.

Q26

Internet

Books / printed magazines

Discussion with friends and / or family about audience group

Discussion with colleagues (not only designers) about audience group

Client provided information

Exhibitions

Personal Observation 

Other designers work (internal or external to the agency in which you currently work)

Engaged personally with individuals in target audience group

Other (please rate and specify)

Film / TV

Project Brief

Questionnaire Survey

Section 2B
Please read the statements below and give an 
answer in all boxes. There are 5 possible options 
to choose from and the key explains the rating scales. 
Select the answer that most closely reflects your opinion 
by typing the relevant number in the box. Use the same 
rating number twice if needed.

Sarah Kirby-Ginns. Research Project. Royal College of Art.

Key

1 
2
3
4
5

Not important at all
Slightly important
Quite important 
Important 
Very important

7

Below are statements about how design can potentially be 
used to influence audiences’. Please rate them in relation to what 
they contributed to your most recently completed project.

Q28

Design aesthetic (i.e. image / text / colour)

Highlighting the future benefit of the brand

Facts (incl. data/ information design / data visualisation)

Meaning

Experiences (sound / smell / taste / touch / visual)

Other (please rate and specify)

Endorsement

Other (please rate and specify)

Capabilities of the individuals in audience group

Gender

Audience prior understanding of the brand

Age

Audience prior understanding of the design concept or information

Income

Below is a list of references often used to discover more about an 
audience group to influence them. Please rate their importance 
regarding how they helped you on your most recently completed 
project.

Q27

Geographic location

Questionnaire Survey

Section 2B
Please read the statements below and give an 
answer in all boxes. There are 5 possible options 
to choose from and the key explains the rating scales. 
Select the answer that most closely reflects your opinion 
by typing the relevant number in the box. Use the same 
rating number twice if needed.

Sarah Kirby-Ginns. Research Project. Royal College of Art.

Key

1 
2
3
4
5

Not important at all
Slightly important
Quite important 
Important 
Very important

8

How important were the following during your most recently completed 
project in relation to demonstrating to the client how the meaning in 
your design could be relevant to the target audience? 

Q30

Past internal projects as case study recommendations or evidence 

Drawing upon a current theory (please specify which)

Past projects of other design projects from external agencies as evidence

Drawing upon a past theory (please specify which)

The formulation of a compelling argument

Show evidence of past results and evaluation of project (please rate and specify how you did this)

Providing the commitment that someone else has used a particular idea / approach successfully

During your most recently completed project, how much importance 
was given to the meaning in the work at each stage with the intent 
to influence the audience?

Q29

Visual development stage

Research stage

Briefing stage

Positioning stage

Design development stage

Ideas generation stage

Naming stage

Defining values stage

Other (please rate and specify)
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Excel files were produced in this study prior to the return of  
responses (see image below for an example of the completed 
coded excel data set: ‘all designers responses including  
designers who identified themselves as graphic designers  
and brand identity designers’). These excel files aided my  
data analysis

The excel files were stored in digital folders and carefully labelled to ensure that no files were removed, 
duplicated or overwritten. A master template was copied which contained the data cell, total item  
pool and total calculations to enable for example the different classifications to be analysed. Each row  
related to an individual score or case and each column was relevant to a particular variable. In both 
columns and rows there were mathematical calculation totals, although the main point of focus was 
on the variables or columns in each cell and the item pool totals. A variety of mathematical formulas 
were located in column variables to cover the calculation of a cross section of the frequency  
distributions, actual frequencies and item pool scores. This was to enable rigorous analysis and  
evaluation of findings.

Questionnaire  
statistical 
analysis  
visualisations

11

22
33
44
55
66
77
88
99
1010
1111
1212
1313
1414
1515
1616
1717
1818
1919
2020
2121
2222
2323
2424
2525
2626
2727
2828
2929
3030
3131
3232
3333
3434
3535
3636
3737
3838
3939
4040
4141
4242
4343
4444
4545
4646
4747
4848
4949
5050
5151
5252
5353
5454
5555
5656
5757
5858
5959
6060
6161
6262
6363
6464
6565
6666
6767
6868
6969
7070
7171
7272
7373
7474
7575
7676
7777
7878
7979
8080
8181
8282
8383
8484
8585
8686
8787
8888
8989
9090
9191
9292
9393
9494
9595
9696
9797
9898
9999
100100
101101
102102
103103

AA BB CC DD EE FF GG HH II JJ KK LL MM NN OO PP QQ RR SS TT UU VV WW XX YY ZZ AAAA ABAB ACAC ADAD AEAE AFAF AGAG AHAH AIAI AJAJ AKAK ALAL AMAM
The aim of the survey is 
to explore current 
understanding, 
attitudes, influences and 
issues in relation to 
Graphic / Brand 
Designers and 
Audiences’ and to make 
explicit the designers 
intentions in practice 
towards changing the 
behaviours of thepeople
they aim to engage.    5 
is strongly agree.  1 is 
strongly disagree

Participant no Type of designer Years experience Gender Location Sector Target audience SSEECCTTIIOONN  11AA  
PPuurrppoossee
IIddeennttiiffyy  tthhee  
rreelleevvaannccee  
ddeessiiggnneerrss  
ppllaaccee  uuppoonn  
uunnddeerrssttaannddiinngg  
aauuddiieenncceess  iinn  
rreellaattiioonn  ttoo  tthhee  
ccoommmmuunniiccaattiioo
nn  ooff  
iinnffoorrmmaattiioonn  
aanndd  mmeeaanniinngg  
wwiitthh  tthhee  iinntteenntt  
ttoo  eennaaggaaggee  
aanndd  iinnfflluueennccee  

CCoonntteenntt
RReevveeaall  lleevveell  ooff  
iimmppoorrttaannccee  
ggiivveenn  ttoo  
aauuddiieenncceess

QQuueessttiioonn
WWhhaatt  aarree  tthhee  
ccuurrrreenntt  
aattttiittuuddeess  ooff  
GGrraapphhiicc  //BBrraanndd  
DDeessiiggnneerrss  iinn  

Q0.1 Branding 
is a distinct 
discipline from 
Graphic Design

Q0.2 The 
process of the 
intent to 
influence 
audiences in 
branding is the 
same
as the process 
of intent to 
influence 
audiences in 
Graphic Design

Q0.3 
Information 
about an 
audience 
group is 
fundamental at 
the start of
my design 
process

Q0.4 
Information 
about the 
audience 
group that I 
intend to 
influence is 
not
the most 
essential part 
of my design 
process

Q05 It is 
fundamental 
to the success 
of a project 
that those 
who will be
potentially 
influenced via 
the final 
output are 
considered 
throughout
the complete 
design process

Q0.6 
Audiences not 
only interpret 
meaning but 
also construct 
their own
meaning from 
my design 
outputs

Q0.7  
Research to 
identify what 
may influence 
an audience 
group is the
most 
fundamental 
aspect that 
contributes to 
my design 
projects’

Q0.8 When 
generating the 
meaning for a 
design project 
with the intent 
of
changing 
audience 
behaviour, I 
need sufficient 
knowledge of 
what the
audience 
wants to 
change

Q0.9 There is 
a growing 
disconnect 
between 
commercial 
brand design
practices and 
audiences’

SSEECCTTIIOONN  11BB  
PPuurrppoossee  
IIddeennttiiffyy  iiff  
GGrraapphhiicc//  BBrraanndd  
DDeessiiggnneerrss  
bbeelliieevvee  tthhaatt  
ccuurrrreenntt  
aauuddiieennccee  
kknnoowwlleeddggee  aanndd  
tthhee  pprriinncciipplleess  
ttoo  uunnddeerrssttaanndd  
aauuddiieenncceess  aarree  
ssttiillll  rreelleevvaanntt  iinn  
tthhee  pprraaccttiicceess  
ooff    GGrraapphhiicc  
DDeessiiggnn  //  
BBrraannddiinngg..  

CCoonntteenntt  
CCrriittiiccaall  
rreefflleeccttiioonnss  ooff  
ccuurrrreenntt  
pprrooffeessssiioonnaall  
GGrraapphhiicc  DDeessiiggnn  
//  BBrraannddiinngg  
kknnoowwlleeddggee  aanndd  
tthhee  lleevveell  ooff  
uunnddeerrssttaannddiinngg  
ooff  SSoocciiaall  

Q10 I draw 
upon specific 
frameworks or 
methods when 
designing with 
the intent to 
influence 
audiences

Q11 
Audiences’ 
care if design 
communicatio
ns’ fail to 
engage them 
to do
something 
that will 
meaningfully 
improve their 
lives

Q12 
Participation 
with 
audiences’ 
throughout 
the design 
process opens 
up
possibilities 
for greater 
insights into 
the ways that 
design can 
meaningfully
influence an 
audience 
group

Q13 The 
emergence of 
human-
centred design 
has not made 
any difference
to the ways in 
which target 
audiences’ are 
considered in 
commercial
Branding / 
Graphic Design

Q14 It was a 
primary 
objective on 
my last 
project to 
influence 
audiences’
to adopt 
better 
lifestyles and 
habits

Q15 I have 
sufficient 
knowledge and 
experience of 
how to 
generate
meaning in my 
design 
projects with 
the intent of 
meaningfully 
influence
an audience 
group

Q16I am able 
to formulate a 
compelling 
argument of 
why I would 
generate
the particular 
meaning in 
each of my 
design 
projects with 
the intent of
meaningfully 
influence an 
audience 
group

Q17 It was 
difficult in my 
last design 
project to 
generate 
meaning with 
the
intent of 
meaningfully 
influencing the 
audience 
group

Q18 Current 
knowledge of 
how meaning 
is used in 
design with 
the intent to
influence an 
audience 
group will 
become 
obsolete and 
irrelevant with 
the
increase in 
insights about 
people and 
their 
behaviour

Q19 Current 
commercial 
graphic / 
brand design 
practice places 
limited
emphasis on 
understanding 
why meaning 
is relevant in 
design with 
the intent
to 
meaningfully 
influence 
audiences’ to 
positively 
affect 
behaviours

SSEECCTTIIOONN  22AA  
PPuurrppoossee
EExxpplloorree  tthhee  
iimmppoorrttaannccee  ooff  
wwhhaatt  aanndd  wwhhoo  
iinnfflluueenncceess  tthhee  
wwaayyss  iinn  wwhhiicchh  
ddeessiiggnneerrss’’  
uunnddeerrssttaanndd  
aanndd  ccoonnssiiddeerr  
ppaarrttiiccuullaarr  
aauuddiieennccee  
ggrroouuppss  
tthhrroouugghhoouutt  
tthheeiirr  ddeessiiggnn  
pprroocceessss..

CCoonntteenntt
DDiissccoovveerr  wwhhaatt  
tthhee  rroollee  ooff  tthhee  
ddeessiiggnneerr  iiss  iinn  
tthhee  pprroocceessss  ooff  
ccoonnssiiddeerriinngg  
aanndd  
iinnfflluueenncciinngg  
aauuddiieenncceess

QQuueessttiioonn
WWhhaatt,,  wwhhoo  

Q20What was 
your most 
recently 
completed 
design project 
and the 
concept 
(please be as 
specific as 
possible)?

Q21 Who were the 
target audience group in 
your most recently 
completed design 
project? If possible, 
please also specify age.

Q22 In which 
sector was 
your most 
recently 
completed 
design 
project?
Left blank for 
your
answer

Q23 What 
was the 
period of time 
spent from 
start to finish 
on design 
stages
(inc. your 
input) on your 
most recently 
completed 
project?

SSEECCTTIIOONN  22AA  
RRaatteedd  
qquueessttiioonnss  
PPuurrppoossee
EExxpplloorree  tthhee  
iimmppoorrttaannccee  ooff  
wwhhaatt  aanndd  wwhhoo  
iinnfflluueenncceess  tthhee  
wwaayyss  iinn  wwhhiicchh  
ddeessiiggnneerrss’’  
uunnddeerrssttaanndd  
aanndd  ccoonnssiiddeerr  
ppaarrttiiccuullaarr  
aauuddiieennccee  
ggrroouuppss  
tthhrroouugghhoouutt  
tthheeiirr  ddeessiiggnn  
pprroocceessss..

CCoonntteenntt
DDiissccoovveerr  wwhhaatt  
tthhee  rroollee  ooff  tthhee  
ddeessiiggnneerr  iiss  iinn  
tthhee  pprroocceessss  ooff  
ccoonnssiiddeerriinngg  
aanndd  
iinnfflluueenncciinngg  
aauuddiieenncceess

24. Please 
rate the 
following in 
terms of how 
important 
they were in
influencing 
the meaning 
generation 
stages of your 
design 
process in
your most 
recently 
completed 
project.

Q24A Client Q24B 
Colleagues at 
same level

Q24C 
Audience

Q24D 
Colleagues at 
higher level

PPaarrttiicciippaanntt  11 Brand Designer (Design Director)11-14 years Male Bath Telecoms. B2B target audience - aged 30 - 55.4 2 4 2 5 4 3 4 4 3 2 4 2 2 4 3 3 2 3 A brand refresh for a messaging solutions provider. The job involved taking their current 4 year old brand and incorporating a new core positioning statement with resultant 'realignment' of their visual identity. This ´realignment' consisted of working to conserve their existing visual assets with a modernising refresh that also helped to establish the new cp statement.Specifically a B2B target audience - aged 30 - 55.Telecoms. 2 weeks. 5 4 3 4
PPaarrttiicciippaanntt22 Brand Designer (creative Director)15 years or more Male Leicestershire fashion 25-50 1 5 5 1 4 5 3 5 3 5 5 5 1 3 5 5 5 3 1 christmas window25-50 fashion 2 days 5 3 3 1
PPaarrttiicciippaanntt33 Graphic Designer and Academic (% not given)(Creative Director)15 years or more Male London Private General buying public - the product is for women. The product will be mostly retailed through department stores and online.2 4 5 1 4 5 4 5 4 5 5 4 1 5 4 4 4 1 4 Packaging and identity design for a glove manufacturer. The concept was to graphically convey the quality of the product.The audience is the general buying public - the product is for women. The product will be mostly retailed through department stores and online.Private Very difficult to say. I'd guess at around a month in which design, presentations and discussion took place.5 2 5 1
PPaarrttiicciippaanntt44 Graphic Designer (Senior) 15 years or more Female London Retail Investors and Shareholders 4 4 5 3 4 5 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 5 4 4 4 Annual Report theme and conceptsInvestors and ShareholdersRetail 2 days 4 2 5 3
PPaarrttiicciippaanntt55 Brand Designer (Middleweight)5 years or less Female London Corporate comms25-65 years, possibly with no sustainability knowledge. Professionals.4 2 4 2 5 4 4 4 1 4 2 4 2 4 4 4 4 2 2 Change Maker cards. Designed for teams/individuals to use as a brainstorming tool to help them develop ideas for how their brand can change customers' behaviour for living better and more sustainable lives. Created a pack of words to ignite ideas, with supporting information and case studies.Individuals and teams in marketing/comms for brands. 25-65 years, possibly with no sustainability knowledge. Professionals.Corporate comms3 weeks 5 5 5 5
PPaarrttiicciippaanntt66 Graphic Designer (Design Director)11-14 yrs Male Edinburgh Fashion and HomewareMale/female HNWI - age 35-55 5 5 5 3 5 5 2 4 3 3 4 4 3 4 4 5 4 4 5 DC Dagliesh instilling meaning into a supplier of Tartan to alow them to transform their B2B brand into a (potential) high street fashion icon Male/female HNWI - age 35-55Fashion and Homeware40 days 5 4 4 4
PPaarrttiicciippaanntt77 Brand Designer(Design Director)15 years or more Male London Place Management. Private and Public sector business decision makers3 3 4 4 5 5 4 4 3 4 4 4 2 4 4 4 4 2 2 Company brand strategy, identity and designPrivate and Public sector business decision makersPlace Management. Ongoing - Over 1 year. 5 4 4 4
VVOOIIDDEEDD  AASS  OONNLLYY  AACCAADDEEMMIICCAcademic 100% 15 years or more Male Reading Publishing. Anybody using an ebook reader.
PPaarrttiicciippaanntt99 Graphic Designer(20%) (Creative Director) Academic 80%, 11-14 years Male Newcastle-upon-TyneArchitecture/DesignCommissioners of architecture - individuals wanting bespoke high-value homes, and housing and commercial property developers. Age 35+1 4 5 1 4 5 3 4 3 4 4 4 1 2 4 4 4 2 2 Rebranding and new website for a firm of architects. The identity concept focused on the creation of a 'maker's mark' to emphasis the craft and attention to detail that client wanted to promote.Commissioners of architecture - individuals wanting bespoke high-value homes, and housing and commercial property developers. Age 35+Architecture/DesignSeptember 2012-August 2013.5 3 4 3
PPaarrttiicciippaanntt1100 Brand Designer(Creative Director)11-14 years Male Macclesfield, Cheshirepharma / chemicalWorldwide audience, mainly leaders / heads of pharma / chemical company's including cosmetics, cleaning products etc.5 2 4 2 4 4 4 3 2 4 3 4 2 2 5 4 4 3 3 Website for a pharma / chemical testing company. Website was designed to replace existing site and display expertise to a worldwide audience / potential client base. Site was to be informative, clinical in approach and set them apart from potential competition.Worldwide audience, mainly leaders / heads of pharma / chemical company's including cosmetics, cleaning products etc.pharma / chemicalAround 1  month including design concepts, development and build3 4 5 5
PPaarrttiicciippaanntt1111 Graphic Designer (Creative Director)15 years or more Female London website primarirly40-50, adventerous, eager t earn quickly2 4 5 2 1 4 1 4 4 1 2 4 3 4 5 5 5 3 3 'Clever Acorn' Ñ a company that enables you to 'spend the day picking the brains of someone who is in the business of what you want to do40-50, adventerous, eager t earn quicklywebsite primarirly6 months 5 5 5 4
PPaarrttiicciippaanntt1122 Branding (retired chairman of minale tattersfield) (Creative Director)15 years or more Male Not applicable Tourism Tourists. A place for all ages 2 2 4 2 4 4 2 2 2 2 4 2 2 2 4 4 4 2 2 re-design and branding for Lake Garda (Lago di Garda). Each letter of the word GARDA was created by well known activities or places around the lakeTourists. A place for all agesTourism My time as a principal and art director was around one month. The designers (two) spent around two months5 5 5 5
PPaarrttiicciippaanntt1133 Branding Designer 99% Visiting lecturer. 1% (creative Director)15 years or more Male London Healthcare charity25-50 male and female from poorly educated backgrounds.5 3 5 3 4 3 2 4 2 4 2 4 1 5 4 4 5 1 3 A series of publications for the British Heart Foundation on ways to change and improve their lifestyles, within the areas of eating, smoking, exercise, and stress.!!The concept underpinning the publications was '10 minutes to change your life'25-50 male and female from poorly educated backgrounds.Healthcare charity4 months 5 5 5 1
PPaarrttiicciippaanntt1144 Graphic Designer (Junior Designer)5 years or less Male London Concert goers, potential new memembers. 16+Music/culture 2 2 4 2 5 5 2 4 3 4 1 5 1 1 4 4 4 2 3 Identity for a London choir. Typographic approach placing logotype within a body of ever-changing typographic information that represented the swell of voices singing. This was brought together with contextual imagery of the music being performed.Concert goers, potential new memembers. 16+Music/culture Three Days 4 1 5 5
PPaarrttiicciippaanntt1155 Brand Designer(Design Director)15 years or more Male London Law Leading corporate organisations who would need to use this law firm4 4 4 1 5 4 4 4 2 4 4 5 1 3 4 5 4 3 2 Leading Washington Law Firm brand and identity. Created a concept that reflected the unique nature of the firm, which is a long running collegial and analytical law firm. Therefore the concept was all about detail, heritage and co-operation.Leading corporate organisations who would need to use this law firmLaw 5 months 5 5 5 5
PPaarrttiicciippaanntt1166 Brand Designer (Junior Desginer)5 years or less Male London restaurant high street diners — interest in inexpensive yet excellent quality burgers5 2 5 1 5 5 4 5 3 2 3 5 3 2 2 4 4 3 3 Gourmet Burger Kitchen Ñ The strategic concept was the company were to establish themselves as the 'most obsessed' burger company. That they obsessed about burgers more than anybody else. This translated into a creative concept Ñ We asked ourselves what do people who are obsessed with a cause or an object do? The way we looked at it was that sometimes people form groups, clubs and cult around ideas that they are obsessed about. Gourmet Burger Kitchen became 'The Burger Gang' Ñ and the identity was formed around looking and sounding like that GBK were a gang or club of burger obsessed people. We created little motifs that were reminscent of badges and club logos to hold copy that rallied behind the burger. 'Meat is might', 'Less sprouts More Burger' are phrases you can stand and march behind. So to speak!high street diners Ñ interest in inexpensive yet excellent quality burgersrestaurant 6 months 5 1 3 4
PPaarrttiicciippaanntt1177 Graphic Designer (Senior Designer)11-14 years Male Lincoln Public sector politicians, project stakeholders and dignitaries5 2 5 2 4 4 4 3 2 4 2 4 3 2 4 4 2 3 2 Information panels to generate interest around the subject of a newly opening national memorial.The work was positioned in the House of Commons, so the audience was politicians, project stakeholders and dignitaries. The age range is difficult to say but I would imagine 40+Public sector around 50 working hours 1 1 3 1
PPaarrttiicciippaanntt1188 Brand Designer*Creative Director)11-14 years Male London scientific and medical communityhealthcare 4 2 4 2 4 4 2 5 3 4 4 4 3 5 4 4 4 3 5 It was a rebranding project for a healthcare service provider. the brand needed to emphasise people sharing knowledge to solve complex problems for the benefit of patients lives.scientific and medical community as the brand is not directly patient facing. healthcare 7 months 5 3 5 3
PPaarrttiicciippaanntt1199 Brand Designer(Design Director)6-10 yrs Male London Retail Defined through customer segmentation: Time-short Urbanites (younger, city dwellers, lust for cool), Brand Lovers (older, buy through brand names and quality, Loyalists (routine shoppers, older, rely on the retailer to make their choices).4 2 5 2 5 4 4 5 2 4 3 5 2 2 4 4 4 3 2 An in-store communications framework for a large retailer. The purpose of the framework was to ensure the brand is successfully activated throughout the customer journey and that different audience types received the most appropriate in-store experience. No concept as such Ð based upon research and insights and existing brand positioning.Defined through customer segmentation: Time-short Urbanites (younger, city dwellers, lust for cool), Brand Lovers (older, buy through brand names and quality, Loyalists (routine shoppers, older, rely on the retailer to make their choices).Retail 12 months 5 4 5 5
PPaarrttiicciippaanntt2200 Graphic Designer (Creative Director)11-14 years Female London ? Rwandan Teenage Girls 12-20 2 2 5 2 5 5 5 5 4 2 3 5 2 5 5 4 4 4 3 A Magazine aimed at Rwandan teenage girls. The concept is to inspire and enable a new generation of young women to take charge of their own lives and get them out of poverty. The tone is aspirational, dignified, optimistic and it embraces the values of Rwandan culture. The content is designed to inspire and instill self-belief as well as providing practical information that will help to improve a girl's life. It is aimed from Girls for Girls and the journalists are young Rwandan girls themselves. Rwandan Teenage Girls 12-20? It is a ever evolving and growing project that started with the brand 'Ni Nyampinga' 2 years ago. It is Rwanda's first youth brand, which to date consists of a quarterly magazine and weekly radio show. Each issue takes about 2 Months to create from Insights, Ideas generation, content gathering, shooting, page design, government approval, print, through to distribution. The actual design and layout of the pages takes 3 weeks.3 1 5 1

TOTALS 550 64 56 87 38 82 84 61 78 54 537 0 61 80 39 61 78 38 76 50 54 0 0 0 0 1539 85 62 84 64

MEAN 3.53216374 3.368421053 2.947368421 4.578947368 2 4.31578947 4.42105263 3.21052632 4.10526316 2.84210526 3.38596491 3.52631579 3.21052632 4.21052632 2.05263158 3.21052632 4.10526316 4.21052632 4 2.63157895 2.84210526 MEAN 3.03750756 4.47368421 3.26315789 4.42105263 3.36842105
PERCENTAGE OF MEAN % 100 of mean 71% 67% 59% 92% 40% 86% 88% 64% 82% 57% 68% 71% 64% 84% 41% 64% 82% 84% 80% 53% 57% PERCENTAGE OF MEAN 100% 100% 61% 89% 65% 88% 67%
MODE 4 4 2 5 2 5 4 4 4 3 4 4 4 4 2 2 4 4 4 3 3 MODE #N/A 5 4 5 5

MEDIAN 4 4 2 5 2 4 4 4 4 3 3 4 3 4 2 3 4 4 4 3 3 MEDIAN 3 5 4 5 4
80.00% 79.00% 40.00% 67.00% 63.00%

STANDARD DEVIATION 1.422459775 1.129094239 0.507257274 0.81649658 0.9459053 0.60697698 1.08417646 0.80930264 0.89834155 1.07333442 1.13426175 0.7132825 0.91126799 1.31567251 0.65783625 0.53530338 0.66666667 0.89508077 1.06787213 STANDARD DEVIATION 1.07333442 1.52177182 0.83770782 1.60591014
PERCENTAGE OF SD       0.284491955 0.225818848 0.101451455 0.16329932 0.18918106 0.1213954 0.21683529 0.16186053 0.17966831       0.21466688 0.22685235 0.1426565 0.1822536 0.2631345 0.13156725 0.10706068 0.13333333 0.17901615 0.21357443 0.21466688 0.30435436 0.16754156 0.32118203

 Frequency 1 2 0 0 5 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 6 1 0 0 0 2 1
2 7 10 0 15 1 0 6 1 7 4 6 1 13 8 1 0 1 8 8 Frequency 1 1 4 0 5

 3 8 12 0 18 1 1 9 3 14 6 10 1 18 10 1 1 2 16 15 2 1 6 0 5
4 14 17 8 19 10 10 18 13 19 17 17 13 19 15 15 14 16 19 17 3 3 9 4 8
5 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 4 5 14 7 13

5 19 19 19 19
FREQUENCY

Actual frequency 1 S. disagree 2 0 0 5 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 6 1 0 0 0 2 1 Actual frequency1 Not important at all1 4 0 5
2 Disagree 5 10 0 10 0 0 5 1 6 3 5 1 7 7 1 0 1 6 7 2 Slightly important0 2 0 0
3 Undecided 1 2 0 3 0 1 3 2 7 2 4 0 5 2 0 1 1 8 7 3 Quite important2 3 4 3
4 Agree 6 5 8 1 9 9 9 10 5 11 7 12 1 5 14 13 14 3 2 4 Important 2 5 3 5
5 S.agree 5 2 11 0 9 9 1 6 0 2 2 6 0 4 4 5 3 0 2 5 Very important14 5 12 6

 
No. of people 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 0 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 0 0 0 0 0 19 19 19 19

Percentage 1 S. disagree 11% 0% 0% 26% 5% 0% 5% 0% 5% 5% 5% 0% 32% 5% 0% 0% 0% 11% 5% Percentage 1 Not important at all5% 21% 0% 26%
of 100% 2 Disagree 26% 53% 0% 53% 0% 0% 26% 5% 32% 16% 26% 5% 37% 37% 5% 0% 5% 32% 37% of 100% 2 Slightly important0% 11% 0% 0%

3 Undecided 5% 11% 0% 16% 0% 5% 16% 11% 37% 11% 21% 0% 26% 11% 0% 5% 5% 42% 37% 3 Quite important11% 16% 21% 16%
4 Agree 32% 26% 42% 5% 47% 47% 47% 53% 26% 58% 37% 63% 5% 26% 74% 68% 74% 16% 11% 4 Important 11% 26% 16% 26%
5 S.agree 26% 11% 58% 0% 47% 47% 5% 32% 0% 11% 11% 32% 0% 21% 21% 26% 16% 0% 11% 5 Very important74% 26% 63% 32%

100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%

TOTALS OF ITEM POOLS % Q. 1 Q2 Q. 3-4 Q. 5-8 Q. 9 Q. 10 Q. 11-13 Q. 14 Q. 15-17 Q. 18-19
of mean 67.37% 58.95% 85.79% 92.98% 56.84% 70.53% 75.81% 64.21% 68.77% 65.00%

2 5 2Developing script support on an ebook reader. Details under NDA.Anybody using an ebook reader.Publishing. About nine months. 44 4 5 2 34 2 4 3 33 3 44 2 5PPaarrttiicciippaanntt88 2 4 5
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A PhD visual practice process book
Design visualisation practice used to do inquiry 
and as a method of inquiry



44 45

Coded excel data print out, using colour as a mechanism to  
organise categories for visual display and analysis

Questionnaire  
statistical 
analysis  
visualisations

11

22
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9696
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The aim of the survey is 
to explore current 
understanding, 
attitudes, influences and 
issues in relation to 
Graphic / Brand 
Designers and 
Audiences’ and to make 
explicit the designers 
intentions in practice 
towards changing the 
behaviours of thepeople
they aim to engage.    5 
is strongly agree.  1 is 
strongly disagree

Participant no Type of designer Years experience Gender Location Sector Target audience SSEECCTTIIOONN  11AA  
PPuurrppoossee
IIddeennttiiffyy  tthhee  
rreelleevvaannccee  
ddeessiiggnneerrss  
ppllaaccee  uuppoonn  
uunnddeerrssttaannddiinngg  
aauuddiieenncceess  iinn  
rreellaattiioonn  ttoo  tthhee  
ccoommmmuunniiccaattiioo
nn  ooff  
iinnffoorrmmaattiioonn  
aanndd  mmeeaanniinngg  
wwiitthh  tthhee  iinntteenntt  
ttoo  eennaaggaaggee  
aanndd  iinnfflluueennccee  

CCoonntteenntt
RReevveeaall  lleevveell  ooff  
iimmppoorrttaannccee  
ggiivveenn  ttoo  
aauuddiieenncceess

QQuueessttiioonn
WWhhaatt  aarree  tthhee  
ccuurrrreenntt  
aattttiittuuddeess  ooff  
GGrraapphhiicc  //BBrraanndd  
DDeessiiggnneerrss  iinn  

Q0.1 Branding 
is a distinct 
discipline from 
Graphic Design

Q0.2 The 
process of the 
intent to 
influence 
audiences in 
branding is the 
same
as the process 
of intent to 
influence 
audiences in 
Graphic Design

Q0.3 
Information 
about an 
audience 
group is 
fundamental at 
the start of
my design 
process

Q0.4 
Information 
about the 
audience 
group that I 
intend to 
influence is 
not
the most 
essential part 
of my design 
process

Q05 It is 
fundamental 
to the success 
of a project 
that those 
who will be
potentially 
influenced via 
the final 
output are 
considered 
throughout
the complete 
design process

Q0.6 
Audiences not 
only interpret 
meaning but 
also construct 
their own
meaning from 
my design 
outputs

Q0.7  
Research to 
identify what 
may influence 
an audience 
group is the
most 
fundamental 
aspect that 
contributes to 
my design 
projects’

Q0.8 When 
generating the 
meaning for a 
design project 
with the intent 
of
changing 
audience 
behaviour, I 
need sufficient 
knowledge of 
what the
audience 
wants to 
change

Q0.9 There is 
a growing 
disconnect 
between 
commercial 
brand design
practices and 
audiences’

SSEECCTTIIOONN  11BB  
PPuurrppoossee  
IIddeennttiiffyy  iiff  
GGrraapphhiicc//  BBrraanndd  
DDeessiiggnneerrss  
bbeelliieevvee  tthhaatt  
ccuurrrreenntt  
aauuddiieennccee  
kknnoowwlleeddggee  aanndd  
tthhee  pprriinncciipplleess  
ttoo  uunnddeerrssttaanndd  
aauuddiieenncceess  aarree  
ssttiillll  rreelleevvaanntt  iinn  
tthhee  pprraaccttiicceess  
ooff    GGrraapphhiicc  
DDeessiiggnn  //  
BBrraannddiinngg..  

CCoonntteenntt  
CCrriittiiccaall  
rreefflleeccttiioonnss  ooff  
ccuurrrreenntt  
pprrooffeessssiioonnaall  
GGrraapphhiicc  DDeessiiggnn  
//  BBrraannddiinngg  
kknnoowwlleeddggee  aanndd  
tthhee  lleevveell  ooff  
uunnddeerrssttaannddiinngg  
ooff  SSoocciiaall  

Q10 I draw 
upon specific 
frameworks or 
methods when 
designing with 
the intent to 
influence 
audiences

Q11 
Audiences’ 
care if design 
communicatio
ns’ fail to 
engage them 
to do
something 
that will 
meaningfully 
improve their 
lives

Q12 
Participation 
with 
audiences’ 
throughout 
the design 
process opens 
up
possibilities 
for greater 
insights into 
the ways that 
design can 
meaningfully
influence an 
audience 
group

Q13 The 
emergence of 
human-
centred design 
has not made 
any difference
to the ways in 
which target 
audiences’ are 
considered in 
commercial
Branding / 
Graphic Design

Q14 It was a 
primary 
objective on 
my last 
project to 
influence 
audiences’
to adopt 
better 
lifestyles and 
habits

Q15 I have 
sufficient 
knowledge and 
experience of 
how to 
generate
meaning in my 
design 
projects with 
the intent of 
meaningfully 
influence
an audience 
group

Q16I am able 
to formulate a 
compelling 
argument of 
why I would 
generate
the particular 
meaning in 
each of my 
design 
projects with 
the intent of
meaningfully 
influence an 
audience 
group

Q17 It was 
difficult in my 
last design 
project to 
generate 
meaning with 
the
intent of 
meaningfully 
influencing the 
audience 
group

Q18 Current 
knowledge of 
how meaning 
is used in 
design with 
the intent to
influence an 
audience 
group will 
become 
obsolete and 
irrelevant with 
the
increase in 
insights about 
people and 
their 
behaviour

Q19 Current 
commercial 
graphic / 
brand design 
practice places 
limited
emphasis on 
understanding 
why meaning 
is relevant in 
design with 
the intent
to 
meaningfully 
influence 
audiences’ to 
positively 
affect 
behaviours

SSEECCTTIIOONN  22AA  
PPuurrppoossee
EExxpplloorree  tthhee  
iimmppoorrttaannccee  ooff  
wwhhaatt  aanndd  wwhhoo  
iinnfflluueenncceess  tthhee  
wwaayyss  iinn  wwhhiicchh  
ddeessiiggnneerrss’’  
uunnddeerrssttaanndd  
aanndd  ccoonnssiiddeerr  
ppaarrttiiccuullaarr  
aauuddiieennccee  
ggrroouuppss  
tthhrroouugghhoouutt  
tthheeiirr  ddeessiiggnn  
pprroocceessss..

CCoonntteenntt
DDiissccoovveerr  wwhhaatt  
tthhee  rroollee  ooff  tthhee  
ddeessiiggnneerr  iiss  iinn  
tthhee  pprroocceessss  ooff  
ccoonnssiiddeerriinngg  
aanndd  
iinnfflluueenncciinngg  
aauuddiieenncceess

QQuueessttiioonn
WWhhaatt,,  wwhhoo  

Q20What was 
your most 
recently 
completed 
design project 
and the 
concept 
(please be as 
specific as 
possible)?

Q21 Who were the 
target audience group in 
your most recently 
completed design 
project? If possible, 
please also specify age.

Q22 In which 
sector was 
your most 
recently 
completed 
design 
project?
Left blank for 
your
answer

Q23 What 
was the 
period of time 
spent from 
start to finish 
on design 
stages
(inc. your 
input) on your 
most recently 
completed 
project?

SSEECCTTIIOONN  22AA  
RRaatteedd  
qquueessttiioonnss  
PPuurrppoossee
EExxpplloorree  tthhee  
iimmppoorrttaannccee  ooff  
wwhhaatt  aanndd  wwhhoo  
iinnfflluueenncceess  tthhee  
wwaayyss  iinn  wwhhiicchh  
ddeessiiggnneerrss’’  
uunnddeerrssttaanndd  
aanndd  ccoonnssiiddeerr  
ppaarrttiiccuullaarr  
aauuddiieennccee  
ggrroouuppss  
tthhrroouugghhoouutt  
tthheeiirr  ddeessiiggnn  
pprroocceessss..

CCoonntteenntt
DDiissccoovveerr  wwhhaatt  
tthhee  rroollee  ooff  tthhee  
ddeessiiggnneerr  iiss  iinn  
tthhee  pprroocceessss  ooff  
ccoonnssiiddeerriinngg  
aanndd  
iinnfflluueenncciinngg  
aauuddiieenncceess

24. Please 
rate the 
following in 
terms of how 
important 
they were in
influencing 
the meaning 
generation 
stages of your 
design 
process in
your most 
recently 
completed 
project.

Q24A Client Q24B 
Colleagues at 
same level

Q24C 
Audience

Q24D 
Colleagues at 
higher level

PPaarrttiicciippaanntt  11 Brand Designer (Design Director)11-14 years Male Bath Telecoms. B2B target audience - aged 30 - 55.4 2 4 2 5 4 3 4 4 3 2 4 2 2 4 3 3 2 3 A brand refresh for a messaging solutions provider. The job involved taking their current 4 year old brand and incorporating a new core positioning statement with resultant 'realignment' of their visual identity. This ´realignment' consisted of working to conserve their existing visual assets with a modernising refresh that also helped to establish the new cp statement.Specifically a B2B target audience - aged 30 - 55.Telecoms. 2 weeks. 5 4 3 4
PPaarrttiicciippaanntt22 Brand Designer (creative Director)15 years or more Male Leicestershire fashion 25-50 1 5 5 1 4 5 3 5 3 5 5 5 1 3 5 5 5 3 1 christmas window25-50 fashion 2 days 5 3 3 1
PPaarrttiicciippaanntt33 Graphic Designer and Academic (% not given)(Creative Director)15 years or more Male London Private General buying public - the product is for women. The product will be mostly retailed through department stores and online.2 4 5 1 4 5 4 5 4 5 5 4 1 5 4 4 4 1 4 Packaging and identity design for a glove manufacturer. The concept was to graphically convey the quality of the product.The audience is the general buying public - the product is for women. The product will be mostly retailed through department stores and online.Private Very difficult to say. I'd guess at around a month in which design, presentations and discussion took place.5 2 5 1
PPaarrttiicciippaanntt44 Graphic Designer (Senior) 15 years or more Female London Retail Investors and Shareholders 4 4 5 3 4 5 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 5 4 4 4 Annual Report theme and conceptsInvestors and ShareholdersRetail 2 days 4 2 5 3
PPaarrttiicciippaanntt55 Brand Designer (Middleweight)5 years or less Female London Corporate comms25-65 years, possibly with no sustainability knowledge. Professionals.4 2 4 2 5 4 4 4 1 4 2 4 2 4 4 4 4 2 2 Change Maker cards. Designed for teams/individuals to use as a brainstorming tool to help them develop ideas for how their brand can change customers' behaviour for living better and more sustainable lives. Created a pack of words to ignite ideas, with supporting information and case studies.Individuals and teams in marketing/comms for brands. 25-65 years, possibly with no sustainability knowledge. Professionals.Corporate comms3 weeks 5 5 5 5
PPaarrttiicciippaanntt66 Graphic Designer (Design Director)11-14 yrs Male Edinburgh Fashion and HomewareMale/female HNWI - age 35-55 5 5 5 3 5 5 2 4 3 3 4 4 3 4 4 5 4 4 5 DC Dagliesh instilling meaning into a supplier of Tartan to alow them to transform their B2B brand into a (potential) high street fashion icon Male/female HNWI - age 35-55Fashion and Homeware40 days 5 4 4 4
PPaarrttiicciippaanntt77 Brand Designer(Design Director)15 years or more Male London Place Management. Private and Public sector business decision makers3 3 4 4 5 5 4 4 3 4 4 4 2 4 4 4 4 2 2 Company brand strategy, identity and designPrivate and Public sector business decision makersPlace Management. Ongoing - Over 1 year. 5 4 4 4
VVOOIIDDEEDD  AASS  OONNLLYY  AACCAADDEEMMIICCAcademic 100% 15 years or more Male Reading Publishing. Anybody using an ebook reader.
PPaarrttiicciippaanntt99 Graphic Designer(20%) (Creative Director) Academic 80%, 11-14 years Male Newcastle-upon-TyneArchitecture/DesignCommissioners of architecture - individuals wanting bespoke high-value homes, and housing and commercial property developers. Age 35+1 4 5 1 4 5 3 4 3 4 4 4 1 2 4 4 4 2 2 Rebranding and new website for a firm of architects. The identity concept focused on the creation of a 'maker's mark' to emphasis the craft and attention to detail that client wanted to promote.Commissioners of architecture - individuals wanting bespoke high-value homes, and housing and commercial property developers. Age 35+Architecture/DesignSeptember 2012-August 2013.5 3 4 3
PPaarrttiicciippaanntt1100 Brand Designer(Creative Director)11-14 years Male Macclesfield, Cheshirepharma / chemicalWorldwide audience, mainly leaders / heads of pharma / chemical company's including cosmetics, cleaning products etc.5 2 4 2 4 4 4 3 2 4 3 4 2 2 5 4 4 3 3 Website for a pharma / chemical testing company. Website was designed to replace existing site and display expertise to a worldwide audience / potential client base. Site was to be informative, clinical in approach and set them apart from potential competition.Worldwide audience, mainly leaders / heads of pharma / chemical company's including cosmetics, cleaning products etc.pharma / chemicalAround 1  month including design concepts, development and build3 4 5 5
PPaarrttiicciippaanntt1111 Graphic Designer (Creative Director)15 years or more Female London website primarirly40-50, adventerous, eager t earn quickly2 4 5 2 1 4 1 4 4 1 2 4 3 4 5 5 5 3 3 'Clever Acorn' Ñ a company that enables you to 'spend the day picking the brains of someone who is in the business of what you want to do40-50, adventerous, eager t earn quicklywebsite primarirly6 months 5 5 5 4
PPaarrttiicciippaanntt1122 Branding (retired chairman of minale tattersfield) (Creative Director)15 years or more Male Not applicable Tourism Tourists. A place for all ages 2 2 4 2 4 4 2 2 2 2 4 2 2 2 4 4 4 2 2 re-design and branding for Lake Garda (Lago di Garda). Each letter of the word GARDA was created by well known activities or places around the lakeTourists. A place for all agesTourism My time as a principal and art director was around one month. The designers (two) spent around two months5 5 5 5
PPaarrttiicciippaanntt1133 Branding Designer 99% Visiting lecturer. 1% (creative Director)15 years or more Male London Healthcare charity25-50 male and female from poorly educated backgrounds.5 3 5 3 4 3 2 4 2 4 2 4 1 5 4 4 5 1 3 A series of publications for the British Heart Foundation on ways to change and improve their lifestyles, within the areas of eating, smoking, exercise, and stress.!!The concept underpinning the publications was '10 minutes to change your life'25-50 male and female from poorly educated backgrounds.Healthcare charity4 months 5 5 5 1
PPaarrttiicciippaanntt1144 Graphic Designer (Junior Designer)5 years or less Male London Concert goers, potential new memembers. 16+Music/culture 2 2 4 2 5 5 2 4 3 4 1 5 1 1 4 4 4 2 3 Identity for a London choir. Typographic approach placing logotype within a body of ever-changing typographic information that represented the swell of voices singing. This was brought together with contextual imagery of the music being performed.Concert goers, potential new memembers. 16+Music/culture Three Days 4 1 5 5
PPaarrttiicciippaanntt1155 Brand Designer(Design Director)15 years or more Male London Law Leading corporate organisations who would need to use this law firm4 4 4 1 5 4 4 4 2 4 4 5 1 3 4 5 4 3 2 Leading Washington Law Firm brand and identity. Created a concept that reflected the unique nature of the firm, which is a long running collegial and analytical law firm. Therefore the concept was all about detail, heritage and co-operation.Leading corporate organisations who would need to use this law firmLaw 5 months 5 5 5 5
PPaarrttiicciippaanntt1166 Brand Designer (Junior Desginer)5 years or less Male London restaurant high street diners — interest in inexpensive yet excellent quality burgers5 2 5 1 5 5 4 5 3 2 3 5 3 2 2 4 4 3 3 Gourmet Burger Kitchen Ñ The strategic concept was the company were to establish themselves as the 'most obsessed' burger company. That they obsessed about burgers more than anybody else. This translated into a creative concept Ñ We asked ourselves what do people who are obsessed with a cause or an object do? The way we looked at it was that sometimes people form groups, clubs and cult around ideas that they are obsessed about. Gourmet Burger Kitchen became 'The Burger Gang' Ñ and the identity was formed around looking and sounding like that GBK were a gang or club of burger obsessed people. We created little motifs that were reminscent of badges and club logos to hold copy that rallied behind the burger. 'Meat is might', 'Less sprouts More Burger' are phrases you can stand and march behind. So to speak!high street diners Ñ interest in inexpensive yet excellent quality burgersrestaurant 6 months 5 1 3 4
PPaarrttiicciippaanntt1177 Graphic Designer (Senior Designer)11-14 years Male Lincoln Public sector politicians, project stakeholders and dignitaries5 2 5 2 4 4 4 3 2 4 2 4 3 2 4 4 2 3 2 Information panels to generate interest around the subject of a newly opening national memorial.The work was positioned in the House of Commons, so the audience was politicians, project stakeholders and dignitaries. The age range is difficult to say but I would imagine 40+Public sector around 50 working hours 1 1 3 1
PPaarrttiicciippaanntt1188 Brand Designer*Creative Director)11-14 years Male London scientific and medical communityhealthcare 4 2 4 2 4 4 2 5 3 4 4 4 3 5 4 4 4 3 5 It was a rebranding project for a healthcare service provider. the brand needed to emphasise people sharing knowledge to solve complex problems for the benefit of patients lives.scientific and medical community as the brand is not directly patient facing. healthcare 7 months 5 3 5 3
PPaarrttiicciippaanntt1199 Brand Designer(Design Director)6-10 yrs Male London Retail Defined through customer segmentation: Time-short Urbanites (younger, city dwellers, lust for cool), Brand Lovers (older, buy through brand names and quality, Loyalists (routine shoppers, older, rely on the retailer to make their choices).4 2 5 2 5 4 4 5 2 4 3 5 2 2 4 4 4 3 2 An in-store communications framework for a large retailer. The purpose of the framework was to ensure the brand is successfully activated throughout the customer journey and that different audience types received the most appropriate in-store experience. No concept as such Ð based upon research and insights and existing brand positioning.Defined through customer segmentation: Time-short Urbanites (younger, city dwellers, lust for cool), Brand Lovers (older, buy through brand names and quality, Loyalists (routine shoppers, older, rely on the retailer to make their choices).Retail 12 months 5 4 5 5
PPaarrttiicciippaanntt2200 Graphic Designer (Creative Director)11-14 years Female London ? Rwandan Teenage Girls 12-20 2 2 5 2 5 5 5 5 4 2 3 5 2 5 5 4 4 4 3 A Magazine aimed at Rwandan teenage girls. The concept is to inspire and enable a new generation of young women to take charge of their own lives and get them out of poverty. The tone is aspirational, dignified, optimistic and it embraces the values of Rwandan culture. The content is designed to inspire and instill self-belief as well as providing practical information that will help to improve a girl's life. It is aimed from Girls for Girls and the journalists are young Rwandan girls themselves. Rwandan Teenage Girls 12-20? It is a ever evolving and growing project that started with the brand 'Ni Nyampinga' 2 years ago. It is Rwanda's first youth brand, which to date consists of a quarterly magazine and weekly radio show. Each issue takes about 2 Months to create from Insights, Ideas generation, content gathering, shooting, page design, government approval, print, through to distribution. The actual design and layout of the pages takes 3 weeks.3 1 5 1

TOTALS 550 64 56 87 38 82 84 61 78 54 537 0 61 80 39 61 78 38 76 50 54 0 0 0 0 1539 85 62 84 64

MEAN 3.53216374 3.368421053 2.947368421 4.578947368 2 4.31578947 4.42105263 3.21052632 4.10526316 2.84210526 3.38596491 3.52631579 3.21052632 4.21052632 2.05263158 3.21052632 4.10526316 4.21052632 4 2.63157895 2.84210526 MEAN 3.03750756 4.47368421 3.26315789 4.42105263 3.36842105
PERCENTAGE OF MEAN % 100 of mean 71% 67% 59% 92% 40% 86% 88% 64% 82% 57% 68% 71% 64% 84% 41% 64% 82% 84% 80% 53% 57% PERCENTAGE OF MEAN 100% 100% 61% 89% 65% 88% 67%
MODE 4 4 2 5 2 5 4 4 4 3 4 4 4 4 2 2 4 4 4 3 3 MODE #N/A 5 4 5 5

MEDIAN 4 4 2 5 2 4 4 4 4 3 3 4 3 4 2 3 4 4 4 3 3 MEDIAN 3 5 4 5 4
80.00% 79.00% 40.00% 67.00% 63.00%

STANDARD DEVIATION 1.422459775 1.129094239 0.507257274 0.81649658 0.9459053 0.60697698 1.08417646 0.80930264 0.89834155 1.07333442 1.13426175 0.7132825 0.91126799 1.31567251 0.65783625 0.53530338 0.66666667 0.89508077 1.06787213 STANDARD DEVIATION 1.07333442 1.52177182 0.83770782 1.60591014
PERCENTAGE OF SD       0.284491955 0.225818848 0.101451455 0.16329932 0.18918106 0.1213954 0.21683529 0.16186053 0.17966831       0.21466688 0.22685235 0.1426565 0.1822536 0.2631345 0.13156725 0.10706068 0.13333333 0.17901615 0.21357443 0.21466688 0.30435436 0.16754156 0.32118203

 Frequency 1 2 0 0 5 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 6 1 0 0 0 2 1
2 7 10 0 15 1 0 6 1 7 4 6 1 13 8 1 0 1 8 8 Frequency 1 1 4 0 5

 3 8 12 0 18 1 1 9 3 14 6 10 1 18 10 1 1 2 16 15 2 1 6 0 5
4 14 17 8 19 10 10 18 13 19 17 17 13 19 15 15 14 16 19 17 3 3 9 4 8
5 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 4 5 14 7 13

5 19 19 19 19
FREQUENCY

Actual frequency 1 S. disagree 2 0 0 5 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 6 1 0 0 0 2 1 Actual frequency1 Not important at all1 4 0 5
2 Disagree 5 10 0 10 0 0 5 1 6 3 5 1 7 7 1 0 1 6 7 2 Slightly important0 2 0 0
3 Undecided 1 2 0 3 0 1 3 2 7 2 4 0 5 2 0 1 1 8 7 3 Quite important2 3 4 3
4 Agree 6 5 8 1 9 9 9 10 5 11 7 12 1 5 14 13 14 3 2 4 Important 2 5 3 5
5 S.agree 5 2 11 0 9 9 1 6 0 2 2 6 0 4 4 5 3 0 2 5 Very important14 5 12 6

 
No. of people 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 0 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 19 0 0 0 0 0 19 19 19 19

Percentage 1 S. disagree 11% 0% 0% 26% 5% 0% 5% 0% 5% 5% 5% 0% 32% 5% 0% 0% 0% 11% 5% Percentage 1 Not important at all5% 21% 0% 26%
of 100% 2 Disagree 26% 53% 0% 53% 0% 0% 26% 5% 32% 16% 26% 5% 37% 37% 5% 0% 5% 32% 37% of 100% 2 Slightly important0% 11% 0% 0%

3 Undecided 5% 11% 0% 16% 0% 5% 16% 11% 37% 11% 21% 0% 26% 11% 0% 5% 5% 42% 37% 3 Quite important11% 16% 21% 16%
4 Agree 32% 26% 42% 5% 47% 47% 47% 53% 26% 58% 37% 63% 5% 26% 74% 68% 74% 16% 11% 4 Important 11% 26% 16% 26%
5 S.agree 26% 11% 58% 0% 47% 47% 5% 32% 0% 11% 11% 32% 0% 21% 21% 26% 16% 0% 11% 5 Very important74% 26% 63% 32%

100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%

TOTALS OF ITEM POOLS % Q. 1 Q2 Q. 3-4 Q. 5-8 Q. 9 Q. 10 Q. 11-13 Q. 14 Q. 15-17 Q. 18-19
of mean 67.37% 58.95% 85.79% 92.98% 56.84% 70.53% 75.81% 64.21% 68.77% 65.00%

2 5 2Developing script support on an ebook reader. Details under NDA.Anybody using an ebook reader.Publishing. About nine months. 44 4 5 2 34 2 4 3 33 3 44 2 5PPaarrttiicciippaanntt88 2 4 5
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Findings 

Section 1 — 1A (Questions 01 — 09). Likert scale, closed questions
Key: 1: Strongly Disagree, 2: Disagree, 3: Uncertain, 4: Agree, 5: Strongly Agree 
SD: Strongly Disagree, D: Disagree, U: Uncertain, A: Agree, SA: Strongly Agree

All Brand Identity Designer responses n=11

Section 1
1A — The attitudes of the designer towards audiences

Attitude rating (Likert scale) Range: 5 
Strongly agree to 1 Strongly disagree

Branding is a distinct discipline from Graphic
Design

Mode 
scores

Frequency 
Distribution %
and scale

4 9.09 SD
9.09 D
9.09 U
45.45 A
27.27 SA

Standard 
Deviation

Mean 
scores

3.73 1.27

Standard 
Deviation

Mean 
scores

Section 1
1A — The attitudes of the designer towards audiences

Attitude rating (Likert scale) Range: 5 
Strongly agree to 1 Strongly disagree

The process of the intent to influence audiences’ 
in Branding is the same as the process of intent 
to influence audiences in Graphic Design

Mode 
scores

Frequency 
Distribution %
and scale

2 0 SD
63.64 D
18.18 U
9.09 A
9.09 SA

2.64 1.03

Standard 
Deviation

Mean 
scores

4.36 0.50

Section 1
1A — The attitudes of the designer towards audiences

Attitude rating (Likert scale) Range: 5 
Strongly agree to 1 Strongly disagree

Information about an audience group is 
fundamental at the start of my design process

Mode 
scores

Frequency 
Distribution %
and scale

4 0 SD
0 D
0 U
63.64 A
36.36 SA

Section 1
1A — The attitudes of the designer towards audiences

Attitude rating (Likert scale) Range: 5 
Strongly agree to 1 Strongly disagree

Research to identify what may influence an audience 
group is the most fundamental aspect that contributes
 to my design projects’

Mode 
Scores

Frequency 
Distribution %
and scale

4 0 SD
27.27 D
18.18 U
54.55 A
0 SA

Section 1
1A — The attitudes of the designer towards audiences

Attitude rating (Likert scale) Range: 5 
Strongly agree to 1 Strongly disagree

When generating the meaning for a design project 
with the intent of changing audience behaviour, 
I need sufficient knowledge of of the behaviour
the audience wants to change

Mode 
Scores

Frequency 
Distribution %
and scale

4 0 SD
9.09 D
9.09 U
45.45 A
36.36 SA

Standard 
Deviation

Mean 
scores

3.27 0.90

Standard 
Deviation

Mean 
scores

4.09 0.94

Section 1
1A — The attitudes of the designer towards audiences

Attitude rating (Likert scale) Range: 5 
Strongly agree (100%)  to 1 Strongly 
disagree (0%)

It is fundamental to the success of a project that those 
who will be potentially influenced via the final output
are considered throughout my complete design process

Mode 
scores

Frequency 
Distribution %
and scale

5 0 SD
0 D
0 U
45.45 A
54.55 SA

Section 1
1A — The attitudes of the designer towards audiences

Attitude rating (Likert scale) Range: 5 
Strongly agree to 1 Strongly disagree

Audiences not only interpret meaning but also 
construct their own meaning from my design outputs

Mode 
Scores

Frequency 
Distribution %
and scale

4 0 SD
0 D
9.09 U
63.64 A
27.27 SA

Section 1
1A — The attitudes of the designer towards audiences

Attitude rating (Likert scale) Range: 5 
Strongly agree to 1 Strongly disagree

Information about the audience group that I 
intend to influence is not the most essential part 
of my design process

Mode 
scores

Frequency 
Distribution %
and scale

2 27.27 SD
54.55 D
9.09 U
9.09 A
0 SA

Standard 
Deviation

Mean 
scores

2.00 0.89

Standard 
Deviation

Mean 
scores

4.55 0.52

Standard 
Deviation

Mean 
scores

4.18 0.60

Findings
Section 1 — 1B (Questions 10 — 19)
Likert scale, closed questions
Key: SD: Strongly Disagree, D: Disagree, U: Uncertain, A: Agree, SA: Strongly Agree

All Brand Identity Designer responses n=11

Section 1
1B — Relevance of current knowledge and skills in engaging audiences

Attitude rating (Likert scale) Range: 5 
Strongly agree to 1 Strongly disagree

I draw upon specific frameworks or methods when 
designing with the intent to influence audiences

Mode 
Scores

Frequency 
Distribution %
and scale

4 0 SD
18.18 D
9.09 U
63.64 A
9.09 SA

Section 1
1B — Relevance of current knowledge and skills in engaging audiences

Attitude rating (Likert scale) Range: 5 
Strongly agree to 1 Strongly disagree

Audiences’ care if design communications’ fail to 
engage them to do something that will meaningfully 
improve their lives

Mode 
Scores

Frequency 
Distribution %
and scale

4 0 SD
27.27 D
27.27 U
36.36 A
9.09 SA

Section 1
1B — Relevance of current knowledge and skills in engaging audiences

Attitude rating (Likert scale) Range: 5 
Strongly agree to 1 Strongly disagree

There is a growing disconnect between commercial 
brand design practices and audiences’

Mode 
Scores

Frequency 
Distribution %
and scale

2 9.09 SD
45.4 D
36.36 U
9.09 A
0 SA

Standard 
Deviation

Mean 
scores

2.45 0.82

Standard 
Deviation

Mean 
scores

3.64 0.92

Standard 
Deviation

Mean 
scores

3.27 1.01

After all excel data was visualised, it was transferred and  
designed into table display matrices. The tables were visualised 
so that information, including mode and mean scores,  
frequency distributions and standard deviations could be easily 
referenced and aid descriptive statistics reflections and  
evaluations. This was also to inform my design and content 
of the questionnaire findings book visualisations

Questionnaire  
table display 
visualisations
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A PhD visual practice process book
Design visualisation practice used to do inquiry 
and as a method of inquiry
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Findings — Item Pool data (taken from collation of mean data of 
individual questions). 
Section 1 — 1A (Questions 01)
Likert scale, closed questions

Section 1 — 1A — Designers attitudes to discipline specialisation

Attitude rating (Likert scale) Range: 
5 Strongly agree (100%) to 
1 Strongly disagree (0%)

Sample Group
(Designer 
Discipline)

Total item pool 
%

There is a distinction between practices of 
Graphic Design and Brand Design

All designers

Graphic Designers

67.37

57.50

Brand Designers 74.55

Section 1 — 1A — Designers attitudes to discipline specialisation

Attitude rating (Likert scale) Range: 
5 Strongly agree (100%) to 
1 Strongly disagree (0%)

Sample Group
(Gender)

Total item pool 
%

There is a distinction between practices of 
Graphic Design and Brand Design

Male Designers 69.33

Female Designers 60

Section 1 — 1A — Designers attitudes to discipline specialisation

Attitude rating (Likert scale) Range: 
5 Strongly agree (100%) to 
1 Strongly disagree (0%)

Sample Group
(Designer 
location)

Total item pool 
%

There is a distinction between practices of 
Graphic Design and Brand Design

London

North East

68.33

20

Midlands 60

North West

South East

100

—

Scotland 100

South West 80

Section 1 — 1A — Designers attitudes to discipline specialisation

Attitude rating (Likert scale) Range: 
5 Strongly agree (100%) to 
1 Strongly disagree (0%)

Sample Group
(Audience 
sector)

Total item pool 
%

There is a distinction between practices of 
Graphic Design and Brand Design

Food/Beverage/
Hospitality 

Retail 

100

64

Telecoms 80

Cultural

Place/Tourism/
Travel

33.33

50

Corporate Comms/
Prof. Services

86.67

Pharameceutical/
Healthcare

93.33

Section 1 — 1A — Designers attitudes to discipline specialisation

Attitude rating (Likert scale) Range: 
5 Strongly agree (100%) to 
1 Strongly disagree (0%)

Sample Group
(Designer 
Position)

Total item pool 
%

There is a distinction between practices of 
Graphic Design and Brand Design

Junior Graphic 
Designer

Senior Graphic 
Designer

40

90

Mid. Graphic 
Designer

-

Design Director
Graphic Design

Junior Brand 
Designer

100

100

Creative Director
Graphic Design

Creative Director
Brand Design

35

68

Mid. Brand 
Designer

Design Director
Brand Design

80

75

Senior Brand 
Designer

-

Section 1 — 1A — Identify designers attitudes to discipline specialisation

Attitude rating (Likert scale) Range: 
5 Strongly agree (100%) to 
1 Strongly disagree (0%)

Sample Group
(Designer 
experience yrs)

Total item pool 
%

There is a distinction between practices of 
Graphic Design and Brand Design

0 — 5 yrs

11 — 14 yrs

73.33

74.29

6 — 10 yrs 80

Section 1 — 1A — Designers attitudes to discipline specialisation

Attitude rating (Likert scale) Range: 
5 Strongly agree (100%) to 
1 Strongly disagree (0%)

Sample Group
Audience age 
group)

Total item pool 
%

There is a distinction between practices of 
Graphic Design and Brand Design

0 — 10

21 — 30

–

69.23

11 — 20 57.14

31 — 55 68.89

55+ 64.62

Section 1 — 1A — Designers attitudes to discipline specialisation

Attitude rating (Likert scale) Range: 
5 Strongly agree (100%) to 
1 Strongly disagree (0%)

Sample Group
(Project time)

Total item pool 
%

There is a distinction between practices of 
Graphic Design and Brand Design

1 day

5 — 7 days

-

100

2 — 4 days 46.67

1 — 2 months

7+ months

70

60

3 — 6 months 80

8 — 14 days 80

15 days — 1 month 60

Questionnaire  
table display 
visualisations

* Other 
Very Important: 
— client was also the audience

Section 2
2A— Current roles and practices of engaging audiences

Rating scale. Range: 5 Very Important 
to 1 Not important at all

Mode scores 
for all 
respondents

Frequency 
Distribution %
and scale

Below is a list of key audience information that may 
be supplied by someone else to a designer. Rate each 
of them based on the emphasis of importance you 
were advised to give to each throughout the process 
of your recently completed project.

Audience age

Meaning that would be relevant to audience

Audience gender

Audience economic status

Audience past purchasing decisions

Audience location

Other* 5

2

5

1

1

1

1

NI SI QI I VI

Mean
Scores

Standard 
Deviation

9.09

0

36.36

36.36

36.36

36.36

0

27.27

0

9.09

9.09

9.09

0

0

9.09

0

18.18

18.18

8.18

9.09

0

27.27

36.36

9.09

18.18

18.18

27.27

0

27.27

63.64

27.27

18.18

18.18

27.27

100

3.36

4.64

2.82

2.73

2.73

3.09

-

1.43

0.50

1.72

1.62

1.62

1.76

-

Findings
Section 2 — 2B (Questions 27 — 32)
Rating scale, closed questions
Key: NI: Not important at all, SI: Slightly important, QI: Quite important, I: Important, 
VI: Very important

All Brand Identity Designer responses n=11

* Other 
Not important at all: 
— no answer given from participant

Quite important: 
— understanding different cultures

Section 2
2B — Future Directions and focus

Rating scale. Range: 5 Very Important 
to 1 Not important at all

Mode
scores for all 
respondents

Frequency 
Distribution %
and scale

Below is a list of references often used to discover 
more about an audiences group to influence them. 
Please rate their importance regarding how they 
helped you on your most recently completed project.

Geographic location

Gender

Age

Income

Capabilities of the individuals in audience group

Audience prior understanding of the brand

Audience prior understanding of the design 
concept or information

 Other*

4

1

1

1

5

5

5

1 and 3

NI SI QI I VI

Mean
Scores

Standard 
Deviation

2.82

2.36

2.73

2.55

3.55

3.55

1.47

1.63

1.68

1.51

1.57

1.51

3.09 1.76

--

27.27 18.18 9.09 36.36 9.09

54.44 0 9.09 27.27 9.09

36.36 18.18 0 27.27 18.18

36.36 18.18 9.09 27.27 36.36

18.18 9.09 9.09 27.27 36.36

18.18 0 27.27 18.18 36.36

27.27 18.18 9.09 9.09 36.36

50 0 50 0 0

* Other 
Not important at all: 
— no answer given from participant

Very Important: 
— use of personas and scenarios
— own life long experiences
— qualitative research reports

-
Section 2
2A— Current roles and practices of engaging audiences

Rating scale. Range: 5 Very Important 
to 1 Not important at all

Mode scores 
for all 
respondents

Frequency 
Distribution %
and scale

Listed below are some resources used when researching 
audiences’. Rate each of them based on the importance 
they brought to you in developing your understanding 
of the audience to enable you to generate meaning in 
your most recently completed project.

Internet

Discussion with friends and/or family about 
audience group

Client provided information

Personal Observation

Engaged personally with individuals in target 
audience group

Film / TV

Project Brief

Books / printed magazines

Discussion with colleagues (not only designers) 
about audience group

Exhibitions

Other designers work (internal or external to the 
agency in which you currently work)

Other*

4

1

5

5

5

2

5

2

4

1

1

1 and 5

NI SI QI I VI

Mean
Scores

Standard 
Deviation

0

36.36

9.09

9.09

18.18

36.36

9.09

27.27

0

18.18

18.18

45.45

18.18

27.27

0

9.09

9.09

18.18

54.55

9.09

18.18

0

0

0

18.18

0

72.73

54.55

54.55

0

0 0 27.27 27.27 45.45

0 45.45 45.45 9.09 0

0 0 18.18 45.45 36.36

45.45 27.27 27.27 0 0

45.45 27.27 27.27 0 0

50 0 0 0 50

3.82

2.09

0.87

1.04

4.45

3.36

3.55

1.82

2.64

1.82

4.18

4.18

1.82

-

1.21

1.36

1.75

0.75

0.67

0.87

0.87

0.75

0.87

-

* Other 
Not important at all: 
— no answer given from participant

Quite important: 
— sustainability

Section 2
2B — Future Directions and focus

Rating scale. Range: 5 Very Important 
to 1 Not important at all

Mode scores 
for all 
respondents

Frequency 
Distribution %
and scale

Below are statements about how design can 
potentially be used to influence audiences’. Please 
rate them in relation to what they contributed to your 
most recently completed project.

Design aesthetic (i.e. image / text / colour)

Facts (information data)

Experiences (sound / smell / taste / touch / visual)

Endorsement

Highlighting the future benefit of the brand

Meaning

Other*

5

1, 3 and 4

5

5

3

1

5

NI SI QI I VI

Mean
Scores

Standard 
Deviation

0 0 9.09 45.45 45.45

18.18 0 18.18 27.27 36.36

0 9.09 36.36 36.36 18.18

45.45 9.09 27.27 9.09 9.09

9.09 9.09 9.09 27.27 45.45

0 0 0 27.27 72.73

33.33 0 33.33 33.33 0

4.36

3.64

3.64

2.27

3.91

4.73

0.67

1.50

0.92

1.38

1.38

0.47

- -

Questionnaire  
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Sketches of how the table display data could be presented to 
communicate the questionnaire results in visual form. These 
sketches were to assist in enhancing my reflections and to  
support in articulating the findings effectively to a range of  
audiences, including brand identity designers

Questionnaire 
findings book  
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A PhD visual practice process book
Design visualisation practice used to do inquiry 
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A 332pp perfect bound hardback book which included  
all of the questionnaire data findings presented as  
visualisations in a number of sections. The book included  
a removable legend for ease of usability and data
information referencing

Questionnaire 
findings book  
visualisations 

Questionnaire 
findings book  
visualisations 
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Findings related to my questionnaire and the 332pp book 
were exhibited in a public exhibition, ‘Intentions — Work in 
Progress’ along with other Royal College of Art researchers at 
Westworks, White City, London, from 5th – 12 December 2017. 
The exhibition was an experimental platform; a space in which 
exhibitors were encouraged to explore, but in doing so elicit 
responses to questions such as: what does the researcher 
seek to discover? In what ways might this be achieved? And, 
ultimately, who is the research for?

My exhibition works were designed and presented using large 
scale poster formats and exhibited to gain feedback and 
reflections on my findings and design visualisation practice 
from the public, designers’ and design researchers’

Work in  
progress  
exhibition  
visualisations 

Graphic / brand identity 
designer’s and audiences 
and consumers Overview

A non random sample population questionnaire survey 
study of commercial Graphic / Brand Identity Designer’s 
attitudes, current knowledge, influences and thinking in 
relation to audience and consumers. The specific aim was 
to make explicit the commercial Designer’s intentions and 
what influences them in their work towards affecting  
the people they aim to engage. In addition, it explored the 
relevance of current approaches and identified potential 
directions for future research.

The visualisations shown are informed by the analysis  
of the descriptive survey findings (frequency distribution 
and mode).

Content 
An interactive PDF questionnaire asked questions using 
both open, closed and classification questions. Likert and 
rating scales were used for numerically coded closed 
questions. Open questions allowed respondents to give 
their own perspectives and were coded using a thematic 
approach (not shown within these visuals). Pilot studies 
with Designer’s working in this field were also undertaken 
prior to the main study.

Participant selection
The first phase of the criteria for selecting participants 
included designer’s whose practices fulfilled certain criteria 
related to the area of Brand Identity. The second phase  
was to specifically identify Brand Identity and Graphic 
Design agencies who fulfilled the criteria to enable the 
email to be sent to relevant practitioners. In several instances 
agencies were engaged in both brand identity and graphic 
design practices.

Responses
19 participants responded to this study. 

Data reduction
Participants responses were collated into a generic data 
group, in which data was then organised into relevant data 
sets. Data was then further reduced into item pools within 
the various datasets.

Data display 
Matrices were generated for closed questions. The closed 
and classification data analyses were translated into tables 
to enable the collated numerical analysis to be summarized 
in a coherent and practical form.

The tables enabled patterns and relationships from the 
closed question analysis to be identified to understand 
primary data insights from designer’s themselves beyond 
the review of literature and practice. 

Data transformation
The numerical table data was then transformed into visual 
display. This was to assist professional brand identity 
designer’s and other design researcher’s to engage with 
the study through the use of an easily recognisable 
language thus supporting their vocabulary. It was also to 
encourage critical reflection with the intent of providng new 
understandings and knowledge to designer’s regarding 
practice. Furthermore, it aided me as a design researcher in 
interpreting themes that emerged from the questionnaire to 
inform the areas that will be explored in more depth in the 
next stage, phase 2, which uses semi-structured interviews.W
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A PhD visual practice process book
Design visualisation practice used to do inquiry 
and as a method of inquiry
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Designer  
position

Position Junior Graphic Designer

Middleweight Graphic Designer

Design Director (Graphic Design)

Creative Director (Graphic Design)

Junior Brand Designer

Middleweight Brand Designer

Senior Brand Designer

Design Director (Brand Design)

Creative Director (Brand Design) 

Senior Graphic Designer

(1) 

(0) 

(2) 

(1) 

(4) 

(1) 

(1) 

(0) 

(4) 

(5) 

Legend

Data coding 100% 

Data mean

Data mode

Data median

%

MEAN

MODE

MEDIAN

No. of respondent in data set 
 (x) denotes no. of respondents within data group set 
 BD Brand Designer 
 GD Graphic Designer

Sample group: 
Designer position
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Actual Frequency
MODE

Not important 
at all

Slightly 
important

Quite 
important

Important

Very
important

Resources used when researching audiences’. Rate each of them based on the importance they 
brought to you in developing your understanding of the audience to enable you to generate the 

meaning for your most recently completed project.
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ily about  
audience group

Sample group: 
Designer position
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at all

Slightly 
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Quite 
important
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Very
important

Below is a list of key audience information that may be supplied by someone else to a designer.  
Rate each of them based on the emphasis of importance you were advised to give to each 

throughout the process of your recently completed project
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MODE

Not important 
at all

Slightly 
important

Quite 
important

Important

Very
important

Some issues that could be attributed to affecting the ways in which the meaning in design is 
generated with the intent of meaningfully influence an audience. How significant do you consider 

each of these issues? Rate each of them

Sample group: 
Designer position
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Below is a list of references often used to discover more about an audience group to influence them. 
Please rate their importance regarding how they helped you on your most recently  

completed project

A
udience prior  

understanding of  
concept or inform

ation

Sample group: 
Designer position
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at all
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Very
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How important were the following during your most recently completed project in relation  
to demonstrating to the client how the meaning in your design could be relevant to the  

target audience?

Providing evidence that 
som

eone else 
has used an idea / 
approach successfully

Past internal projects as 
case study recom

m
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dations or evidence

D
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Sample group: 
Designer position
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Please rate how important the following were in terms of influencing the meaning generation  
stages of your design process in your most recently completed project

Work in  
progress  
exhibition  
visualisations 

Designer role,  
gender, experience  
and position 

Sample group: 
All Designers (including discipline)
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disagree
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Information about an audience group is fundamental at the start of my design process
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Sample group:  
Designer role and gender 
(Frequency distribution)
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I draw upon specific frameworks or methods when designing with the intent to influence audiences

Sample group: 
All Designers (including discipline)
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Sample group:  
Designer role and gender 
(Frequency distribution)
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Sample group: 
All Designers (including 
discipline)

Branding is a distinct discipline from Graphic Design
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Sample group:  
Designer role and gender 
(Frequency distribution)
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The process of the intent to influence audiences’ in Branding is the same as the process of  
intent to influence audiences in Graphic Design

Sample group: 
All Designers (including discipline)
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Sample group:  
Designer role and gender 
(Frequency distribution)
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There is a growing disconnect between commercial brand design practices and audiences

Sample group: 
All Designers (including discipline)
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(Frequency distribution)
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Participation with audiences’ throughout the design process opens up possibilities for greater 
insights into the ways that design can meaningfully influence an audience group

Sample group: 
All Designers (including discipline)
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Sample group:  
Designer years of experience and discipline
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Sample group:  
Designer position
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Information about an audience group is fundamental at the start of my design process

Sample group:  
Designer years of experience and discipline

Sample group:  
Designer position
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The process of the intent to influence audiences’ in Branding is the same as the process  
of intent to influence audiences in Graphic Design

Sample group:  
Designer years of experience and discipline

Sample group:  
Designer position
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There is a growing disconnect between commercial brand design practices and audiences

Sample group:  
Designer years of experience and discipline

Sample group:  
Designer position

Branding is a distinct discipline from Graphic Design
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Sample group:  
Designer position
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I draw upon specific frameworks or methods when designing with the intent to influence audiences

Sample group:  
Designer position

 

Sample group:  
Designer years of experience and discipline
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Participation with audiences’ throughout the design process opens up possibilities for greater 
insights into the ways that design can meaningfully influence an audience group
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Years of experience
5 years or less experience

6–10
 
years experience

11–15 years experience

15+ years experience

(3 = 2 BD / 1 GD) 

(1 = 1 BD) 

(7 = 3 BD / 4 GD) 

(8 = 5 BD / 3 GD) 

Position Junior Graphic Designer

Middleweight Graphic Designer

Design Director (Graphic Design)

Creative Director (Graphic Design)

Junior Brand Designer

Middleweight Brand Designer

Senior Brand Designer

Design Director (Brand Design)

Creative Director (Brand Design) 

Senior Graphic Designer

(1) 

(0) 

(2) 

(1) 

(4) 

(1) 

(1) 

(0) 

(4) 

(5) 

Legend

Data coding 100% 

Data mean

Data mode

Data median

%

MEAN

MODE

MEDIAN

No. of respondent in data set 
 (x) denotes no. of respondents within data group set 
 BD Brand Designer 
 GD Graphic Designer

Gender Male

Female

(15)

(4) 

Role All Designers

Brand Designers

Graphic Designers

(19) 

(11 = 10 male / 1 female) 

(8 = 5 male / 3 female)

Work in  
progress  
exhibition  
visualisations 
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Photographs of the Work in Progress Intentions Exhibition  
venue/space at Westworks, White City, London and exhibition 
catalogue

Work in  
progress  
exhibition  
visualisations 

Financial S

Item pool  
data display

Designer role,  
gender, experience  
position, location, 
audience group, 
audience sector, 
and project 
duration

Sector in which work 
is undertaken

Food/Beverage/Hospitality 

Telecoms

Retail 

Cultural

Corporate Comms/P ervices

Place/Tourism/Travel

Pharameceutical/Healthcare

Financial Sector

Time taken for design 
throughout duration
of project

1 day

2 – 4 days

5 – 7 days

8 – 14 days

15 days to 1 month

1 – 2 months

3 – 6 months

7+ months

Audience Group
(yrs)

0 — 10 

11 — 20

21 — 30

31 — 54

55+

Data coding 100% 

Data mean

Data mode

Data median

%

MEAN

MODE

MEDIAN

Position Junior Graphic Designer

Middleweight Graphic Designer

Design Director (Graphic Design)

Creative Director (Graphic Design)

Junior Brand Designer

Middleweight Brand Designer

Senior Brand Designer

Design Director (Brand Design)

Creative Director (Brand Design) 

Senior Graphic Designer

No. of respondent in data set 
 (x) denotes no. of respondents within data group set 
 BD Brand Designer 
 GD Graphic Designer

Scale 100% 

Male

Female

(15)

(4) 

Role All Designers

Brand Designers

Graphic Designers

(19) 

(11 = 10 male / 1 female) 

(8 = 5 male / 3 female)

Years of experience
5 years or less experience

6–10
 
years experience

11–15 years experience

15+ years experience

(3 = 2 BD / 1 GD) 

(1 = 1 BD) 

(7 = 3 BD / 4 GD) 

(8 = 5 BD / 3 GD) 

(1) 

(0) 

(2) 

(1) 

(4) 

(1) 

(1) 

(0) 

(4) 

(5) 

 

Location of Designer

South West

London

Midlands

North East

North West

Scotland

South East

(12 = 7 BD / 5 GD) 

(2 = 2 BD) 

(1 = 1 GD) 

(1 = 1 BD) 

(1 = 1 GD) 

(0) 

(1 = 1 BD) 

1 respondent = no location data supplied

(0) 

(7) 

(13) 

(18) 

(13) 

(1 = 1 BD) 

(1 = 1 BD) 

(5 = 2 BD / 3 GD) 

(3 = 3 GD) 

(3 = 2 BD / 1 GD) 

(2 = 2 BD) 

(3 = 3BD) 

(0) 

(0) 

(3 = 1 BD / 2 GD) 

(1 = 1 GD) 

(1 = 1 BD) 

(2 = 1 BD / 1 GD) 

(4 = 2 BD / 2 GD) 

(4 = 3 BD / 1 GD) 

(4 = 3 BD / 1 GD) 

Some respondent data in more than one audience data set

1 respondent = no sector data supplied

Identify if current knowledge of how and why meaning is generated in commercial  
design practice to engage audiences is still relevant 

(Current knowledge, skills and experience are still relevant to engage audiences in design)

Section 1 — Attitudes towards Social Design and its application in current practice

Identify if frameworks /methods are used when designing with the intent to influence audiences. 
(Frameworks or methods are drawn upon in practice)

Purpose
Identify if Graphic/ Brand Designers believe that current audience knowledge 
and the frameworks / methods that are used to understand audiences are 
still relevant to the practices of Graphic Design /Branding.

Content
Critical reflections of the current role of professional Graphic Design / 
Branding in engaging audiences and the level of understanding of 
Social Design/sustainability discourses in current commercial practice.

Question
What is know about social discourses in relation to audience 
engagement and what emphasis is it given in the practices of 
commercial Graphic Design / Branding?

Identify the designer’s current knowledge, skills and experience related to generating 
meaning in design with the intent of meaningfully influencing audiences. 
(I feel I have sufficient knowledge, skills and experience to generate meaning that will 
meaningfully influence an audience)

Identify attitudes towards social design practices
(I have knowledge of Social design practices towards audiences)

Identify if current knowledge of how and why meaning is generated in commercial design 
practice to engage audiences in is still relevant. 
(Current knowledge, skills and experience are still relevant to engage audiences in design)

Identify the intent used to apply social design practices when considering audiences. 
(Social design practices are used when considering audiences)

Designer
discipline

Gender

Designer
position

Designer
experience
(years)

Designer 
location (UK)

Audience 
sector

Audience age 
group (years)

Project time

Designer
discipline

Gender

Designer
position

Designer
experience
(years)

Designer 
location (UK)

Audience 
sector

Audience age 
group (years)

Project time

Designer
discipline

Gender

Designer
position

Designer
experience
(years)

Designer 
location (UK)

Audience 
sector

Audience age 
group (years)

Project time

Designer
discipline

Gender

Designer
position

Designer
experience
(years)

Designer 
location (UK)

Audience 
sector

Audience age 
group (years)

Project time

Designer
discipline

Gender

Designer
position

Designer
experience
(years)

Designer 
location (UK)

Audience 
sector

Audience age 
group (years)

Project time

Identify attitudes regarding the consideration and level of importance given to researching  
what may influence audiences and the relevance of their interpretation of meaning  

(It is important to consider and research what may influence an audience) 

Section 1 — The attitude of Designers’ towards engaging and influencing audiences’

 Identify designers attitudes towards discipline specialisation.
(There is a distinction between practices of Graphic Design and Brand Design)

Purpose
Identify any distinctions between areas of practices. Make explicit the 
attitudesof Designers’ and the relevance placed upon understanding 
audiences in relation to the communication of information and meaning 
with the intent to engage and influence people. 

Content
Reveal level of importance given to  audiences in design.

Question
What are the current attitudes of Graphic /Brand Designers in their 
intentions towards engaging audiences

Identify attitudes regarding the consideration and level of importance given to researching 
what may influence audiences and the relevance of their interpretation of meaning.
(It is important to consider and research what may influence an audience)

Identify designers attitudes towards discipline process.
(There is a distinction between process used in Graphic Design and Brand Design)

Identify attitudes towards current practices in relation to audience engagement/trust. 
(There is a growing disconnect between current practice and audiences)

Identify what relevance information about an audience contributes to the designer’s process. 
(Information about audiences is important in my process)
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location (UK)
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Project time
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Gender
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position

Designer
experience
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Designer 
location (UK)
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sector
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group (years)

Project time

Designer
discipline

Gender

Designer
position

Designer
experience
(years)

Designer 
location (UK)

Audience 
sector

Audience age 
group (years)

Project time

Identify designers attitudes towards discipline specialisation 
(There is a distinction between practices of Graphic Design and Brand Identity Design)

Section 1 — The attitude of Designers’ towards engaging and influencing audiences’

 Identify designers attitudes towards discipline specialisation.
(There is a distinction between practices of Graphic Design and Brand Design)

Purpose
Identify any distinctions between areas of practices. Make explicit the 
attitudesof Designers’ and the relevance placed upon understanding 
audiences in relation to the communication of information and meaning 
with the intent to engage and influence people. 

Content
Reveal level of importance given to  audiences in design.

Question
What are the current attitudes of Graphic /Brand Designers in their 
intentions towards engaging audiences

Identify attitudes regarding the consideration and level of importance given to researching 
what may influence audiences and the relevance of their interpretation of meaning.
(It is important to consider and research what may influence an audience)

Identify designers attitudes towards discipline process.
(There is a distinction between process used in Graphic Design and Brand Design)

Identify attitudes towards current practices in relation to audience engagement/trust. 
(There is a growing disconnect between current practice and audiences)

Identify what relevance information about an audience contributes to the designer’s process. 
(Information about audiences is important in my process)
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Identify what relevance information about an audience contributes to the designer’s process 
(Information about audiences is important in my process)

Section 1 — The attitude of Designers’ towards engaging and influencing audiences’

 Identify designers attitudes towards discipline specialisation.
(There is a distinction between practices of Graphic Design and Brand Design)

Purpose
Identify any distinctions between areas of practices. Make explicit the 
attitudesof Designers’ and the relevance placed upon understanding 
audiences in relation to the communication of information and meaning 
with the intent to engage and influence people. 

Content
Reveal level of importance given to  audiences in design.

Question
What are the current attitudes of Graphic /Brand Designers in their 
intentions towards engaging audiences

Identify attitudes regarding the consideration and level of importance given to researching 
what may influence audiences and the relevance of their interpretation of meaning.
(It is important to consider and research what may influence an audience)

Identify designers attitudes towards discipline process.
(There is a distinction between process used in Graphic Design and Brand Design)

Identify attitudes towards current practices in relation to audience engagement/trust. 
(There is a growing disconnect between current practice and audiences)

Identify what relevance information about an audience contributes to the designer’s process. 
(Information about audiences is important in my process)
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Identify designers attitudes towards discipline process 
(The processes used in Graphic Design and Brand Identity Design are the same)

Section 1 — The attitude of Designers’ towards engaging and influencing audiences’

 Identify designers attitudes towards discipline specialisation.
(There is a distinction between practices of Graphic Design and Brand Design)

Purpose
Identify any distinctions between areas of practices. Make explicit the 
attitudesof Designers’ and the relevance placed upon understanding 
audiences in relation to the communication of information and meaning 
with the intent to engage and influence people. 

Content
Reveal level of importance given to  audiences in design.

Question
What are the current attitudes of Graphic /Brand Designers in their 
intentions towards engaging audiences

Identify attitudes regarding the consideration and level of importance given to researching 
what may influence audiences and the relevance of their interpretation of meaning.
(It is important to consider and research what may influence an audience)

Identify designers attitudes towards discipline process.
(There is a distinction between process used in Graphic Design and Brand Design)

Identify attitudes towards current practices in relation to audience engagement/trust. 
(There is a growing disconnect between current practice and audiences)

Identify what relevance information about an audience contributes to the designer’s process. 
(Information about audiences is important in my process)
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Identify attitudes towards current practices in relation to audience engagement/trust 
(There is a growing disconnect between current brand practices and audiences) 

Section 1 — The attitude of Designers’ towards engaging and influencing audiences’

 Identify designers attitudes towards discipline specialisation.
(There is a distinction between practices of Graphic Design and Brand Design)

Purpose
Identify any distinctions between areas of practices. Make explicit the 
attitudesof Designers’ and the relevance placed upon understanding 
audiences in relation to the communication of information and meaning 
with the intent to engage and influence people. 

Content
Reveal level of importance given to  audiences in design.

Question
What are the current attitudes of Graphic /Brand Designers in their 
intentions towards engaging audiences

Identify attitudes regarding the consideration and level of importance given to researching 
what may influence audiences and the relevance of their interpretation of meaning.
(It is important to consider and research what may influence an audience)

Identify designers attitudes towards discipline process.
(There is a distinction between process used in Graphic Design and Brand Design)

Identify attitudes towards current practices in relation to audience engagement/trust. 
(There is a growing disconnect between current practice and audiences)

Identify what relevance information about an audience contributes to the designer’s process. 
(Information about audiences is important in my process)
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Identifying the importance of people and external influences that inform and impact upon the 
designer’s approach and process when designing with the intent to influence audiences 

(External influences inform work when researching or generating ideas in when designing  
with the intent to influence audiences)

 

Section 1 — Current practice, roles and the influences in practices towards engaging audiences

Identifying the importance of people and external influences that inform and impact upon 
the designer’s approach and process when designing with the intent to influence audiences. 
(External influences inform work when researching or generating ideas in when designing 
with the intent to influence audiences)

Purpose
Examining the techniques/concepts and practices related to audiences. 
Exploring who and what influences Designers’understanding throughout 
their Design processes in relation to particular sectors and audience groups.

Content
Discover information regarding the designerly practices relating to audience
groups and sectors. Identify what externally influences Designers’ processes
and intent to influence audiences.

Question
What and who contributes to Designers’ practice and to what extent in 
relation to the ways in which they consider audience groups?
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Identify the relevance of factual references or personal information about audiences that  
the designer draws upon to inform and impact upon their approach when designing  

(Designers directly informed by information about audiences  
that they have that they have drawn  upon themselves)

Section 2 — Relevance of current knowledge and skills in engaging audiences

Identifying the relevance of factual references or personal information about audiences that the 
designer draws upon to inform and impact upon their approach when designing with the intent 
to influence audiences. (Designers directly informed by information about audiences that they 
have that they have drawn upon themselves)

Purpose
Investigating stages and strategies adopted with the intent to influence 
people. Exploring what the current issues are with regard to meaningfully 
influencing audience groups. (i.e. what impacts upon the professional 
capabilities of the designer). Examining future directions and potential 
areas of focus to contribute thedevelopment of a new framework

Content
Reveal Designers’ influence, strategies adopted and how projects 
are evaluated. Identify future directions and potential areas of focus

Question
What directly informs Designers’ processes in their intent to influence
audiences’? Is current knowledge and understanding of how to engage
audiences’ still relevant and what is the potential for further investigation?

The importance of theory / past work in demonstrating how the meaning in a design 
project could be relevant to the target audience
(A theory or past work were used to demonstrate how the meaning in the Designer’s 
work could be relevant to the target audience)

Identifying the importance that design techniques play towards influencing an audience. 
(Design techniques were used on the Designers last project  in relation to the intent to 
influencing the audience)

Identifying if designers believe there are issues that could be attributed to affecting how 
meaning in design is generated with the intent to influence audiences. 
(There are some issues that could be attributed to affecting how meaning in design is used 
with the intent to influence and audience)

The level of importance given to the meaning in work at each stage of a design project in 
relation to its intent to influence an audience. 
(Meaning was considered at different stages throughout the complete process in relation
to influencing an audience)

Identifying if designers believe there is a benefit in gaining further knowledge related 
to how and why design could be used with the intent to meaningfully influence audience 
and positively change behaviour. 
(There is/is not a benefit in further research)
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Identifying the importance that design techniques play towards influencing an audience 
(Design techniques were used on the Designers last project in relation to the intent  

to influencing the audience)

Section 2 — Relevance of current knowledge and skills in engaging audiences

Identifying the relevance of factual references or personal information about audiences that the 
designer draws upon to inform and impact upon their approach when designing with the intent 
to influence audiences. (Designers directly informed by information about audiences that they 
have that they have drawn upon themselves)

Purpose
Investigating stages and strategies adopted with the intent to influence 
people. Exploring what the current issues are with regard to meaningfully 
influencing audience groups. (i.e. what impacts upon the professional 
capabilities of the designer). Examining future directions and potential 
areas of focus to contribute thedevelopment of a new framework

Content
Reveal Designers’ influence, strategies adopted and how projects 
are evaluated. Identify future directions and potential areas of focus

Question
What directly informs Designers’ processes in their intent to influence
audiences’? Is current knowledge and understanding of how to engage
audiences’ still relevant and what is the potential for further investigation?

The importance of theory / past work in demonstrating how the meaning in a design 
project could be relevant to the target audience
(A theory or past work were used to demonstrate how the meaning in the Designer’s 
work could be relevant to the target audience)

Identifying the importance that design techniques play towards influencing an audience. 
(Design techniques were used on the Designers last project  in relation to the intent to 
influencing the audience)

Identifying if designers believe there are issues that could be attributed to affecting how 
meaning in design is generated with the intent to influence audiences. 
(There are some issues that could be attributed to affecting how meaning in design is used 
with the intent to influence and audience)

The level of importance given to the meaning in work at each stage of a design project in 
relation to its intent to influence an audience. 
(Meaning was considered at different stages throughout the complete process in relation
to influencing an audience)

Identifying if designers believe there is a benefit in gaining further knowledge related 
to how and why design could be used with the intent to meaningfully influence audience 
and positively change behaviour. 
(There is/is not a benefit in further research)
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The importance of theory / past work in demonstrating to the client how the meaning in  
a design project could be relevant to the target audience 

(A theory or past work were used to demonstrate how the meaning in the Designer’s work  
could be relevant to the target audience)

Section 2 — Relevance of current knowledge and skills in engaging audiences

Identifying the relevance of factual references or personal information about audiences that the 
designer draws upon to inform and impact upon their approach when designing with the intent 
to influence audiences. (Designers directly informed by information about audiences that they 
have that they have drawn upon themselves)

Purpose
Investigating stages and strategies adopted with the intent to influence 
people. Exploring what the current issues are with regard to meaningfully 
influencing audience groups. (i.e. what impacts upon the professional 
capabilities of the designer). Examining future directions and potential 
areas of focus to contribute thedevelopment of a new framework

Content
Reveal Designers’ influence, strategies adopted and how projects 
are evaluated. Identify future directions and potential areas of focus

Question
What directly informs Designers’ processes in their intent to influence
audiences’? Is current knowledge and understanding of how to engage
audiences’ still relevant and what is the potential for further investigation?

The importance of theory / past work in demonstrating how the meaning in a design 
project could be relevant to the target audience
(A theory or past work were used to demonstrate how the meaning in the Designer’s 
work could be relevant to the target audience)

Identifying the importance that design techniques play towards influencing an audience. 
(Design techniques were used on the Designers last project  in relation to the intent to 
influencing the audience)

Identifying if designers believe there are issues that could be attributed to affecting how 
meaning in design is generated with the intent to influence audiences. 
(There are some issues that could be attributed to affecting how meaning in design is used 
with the intent to influence and audience)

The level of importance given to the meaning in work at each stage of a design project in 
relation to its intent to influence an audience. 
(Meaning was considered at different stages throughout the complete process in relation
to influencing an audience)

Identifying if designers believe there is a benefit in gaining further knowledge related 
to how and why design could be used with the intent to meaningfully influence audience 
and positively change behaviour. 
(There is/is not a benefit in further research)
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Identifying if designers believe there are issues that could be attributed to affecting how meaning  
in design is generated with the intent to influence audiences 

(There are some issues that could be attributed to affecting how meaning in design is used  
with the intent to influence and audience) 

Section 2 — Relevance of current knowledge and skills in engaging audiences

Identifying the relevance of factual references or personal information about audiences that the 
designer draws upon to inform and impact upon their approach when designing with the intent 
to influence audiences. (Designers directly informed by information about audiences that they 
have that they have drawn upon themselves)

Purpose
Investigating stages and strategies adopted with the intent to influence 
people. Exploring what the current issues are with regard to meaningfully 
influencing audience groups. (i.e. what impacts upon the professional 
capabilities of the designer). Examining future directions and potential 
areas of focus to contribute thedevelopment of a new framework

Content
Reveal Designers’ influence, strategies adopted and how projects 
are evaluated. Identify future directions and potential areas of focus

Question
What directly informs Designers’ processes in their intent to influence
audiences’? Is current knowledge and understanding of how to engage
audiences’ still relevant and what is the potential for further investigation?

The importance of theory / past work in demonstrating how the meaning in a design 
project could be relevant to the target audience
(A theory or past work were used to demonstrate how the meaning in the Designer’s 
work could be relevant to the target audience)

Identifying the importance that design techniques play towards influencing an audience. 
(Design techniques were used on the Designers last project  in relation to the intent to 
influencing the audience)

Identifying if designers believe there are issues that could be attributed to affecting how 
meaning in design is generated with the intent to influence audiences. 
(There are some issues that could be attributed to affecting how meaning in design is used 
with the intent to influence and audience)

The level of importance given to the meaning in work at each stage of a design project in 
relation to its intent to influence an audience. 
(Meaning was considered at different stages throughout the complete process in relation
to influencing an audience)

Identifying if designers believe there is a benefit in gaining further knowledge related 
to how and why design could be used with the intent to meaningfully influence audience 
and positively change behaviour. 
(There is/is not a benefit in further research)
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Identify if frameworks /methods are used when designing with the intent to influence audiences 
(Frameworks or methods are drawn upon in practice)

Section 1 — Attitudes towards Social Design and its application in current practice

Identify if frameworks /methods are used when designing with the intent to influence audiences. 
(Frameworks or methods are drawn upon in practice)

Purpose
Identify if Graphic/ Brand Designers believe that current audience knowledge 
and the frameworks / methods that are used to understand audiences are 
still relevant to the practices of Graphic Design /Branding.

Content
Critical reflections of the current role of professional Graphic Design / 
Branding in engaging audiences and the level of understanding of 
Social Design/sustainability discourses in current commercial practice.

Question
What is know about social discourses in relation to audience 
engagement and what emphasis is it given in the practices of 
commercial Graphic Design / Branding?

Identify the designer’s current knowledge, skills and experience related to generating 
meaning in design with the intent of meaningfully influencing audiences. 
(I feel I have sufficient knowledge, skills and experience to generate meaning that will 
meaningfully influence an audience)

Identify attitudes towards social design practices
(I have knowledge of Social design practices towards audiences)

Identify if current knowledge of how and why meaning is generated in commercial design 
practice to engage audiences in is still relevant. 
(Current knowledge, skills and experience are still relevant to engage audiences in design)

Identify the intent used to apply social design practices when considering audiences. 
(Social design practices are used when considering audiences)
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Designed protocol forms

Six step thematic analysis framework (Braun and Clarke, 2006)
Step 1— Becoming familiar with the data

— Reviewing designed interview observational protocols  
(Creswell, 2011). The recording of data followed Robson’s (2011) 
and Creswell’s (2011) approaches in that I had pre-prepared  
designed interview guide protocols. These served as a checklist 
of topics to be covered, default wording and order for the questions 
and as a means to gather interview information. My research  
included analytical decisions prior to data analysis of the findings 
including my organisation of my choices regarding what to  
select and summarize before the interviews were undertaken

Semi-structured 
interviews 
thematic  
analysis  
visualisations

Phase 2: Semi-structured interviews — Insight, issues and inform

Overview

The main semi-structured interview questions are:

‘Taking the most recently completed UK project, In what ways do UK-based mainstream 
brand identity designers consider their position in relation to consumer audience 
experiences during the ideas generation stage of the design process? ’ (identifies 
designers existing thinking and whether they used reflexivity in most recently completed 
project and if so how)

and

‘What challenges and/or issues do UK-based mainstream brand identity designers 
face when thinking about their position in relation to consumer audience experiences 
during the ideas generation of the most recent UK project?’ (identifies any barriers 
in most recently completed project when thinking about own position in relation to 
audience) 

The specific aims are:

1. To understand the ways in which UK based designers consider their position in 
relation to consumer audience experiences 

2. To reveal what the areas of focus are when UK based designers consider their 
position in relation to consumer audience experiences specifically during the idea 
generation stage of the design process. 

3. To establish to what extent UK based designers consider their position in relation 
to consumer audience experiences during the idea generation stage of the design 
process 

4. Identify any challenges and issues designers may have faced when considering 
their position in relation to consumer audience experiences 

5. To recognise what is needed to develop new reflexive principles for brand identity 
designers 

6. To establish the level at which new reflexive principles might be most suitably 
positioned within the next stage

PhD — With the Participatory Consumer Audience in mind: Reflexive Communication Design for 
mainstream Brand Identity Designers

Defining terms

Before we begin, I just wanted to explain what certain terms mean within this research 
and some of the questions I will ask.

Brand Identity Design  
‘How an organization looks, how it feels and how it wants others to feel about it’ 
(Johnson, 2016:14). It is both verbal and visual (Johnson, 2014) and is a sub-field 
within the central field of communication design.

Mainstream brand identity designers  
Practitioners who are employed to, or work on projects situated within the dominant 
direction of activity in brand identity design.

Reflexivity  
‘The regular exercise of the mental ability, shared by all normal people, to consider 
themselves in relation to their (social) contexts’(Archer, 2010) It is self-referential and 
therefore involves the act or an instance of referring or alluding to oneself or itself. 
(Merriam-Webster, 2019)

Consumer audience  
A distinct audience group in branding (Olins, 2008) This group purchases a 
commodity or service and make use of economic goods

Consumer audience experience  
Something that the group who purchases a commodity or service and make use of 
economic goods have personally observed, encountered, undergone or lived through.

 Ice Breaker Question

It would be interesting to know why you became a designer? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

PhD — With the Participatory Consumer Audience in mind: Reflexive Communication Design for 
mainstream Brand Identity Designers

Phase 2: Semi-structured interview protocol/ Data accounting sheets

 Research explanation 

Hello, thanks for agreeing to participate in my research. I just wanted to go over 
a couple of things before we get started. I am a PhD candidate in the School of 
Communication at the Royal College of Art. I’m also a communication designer, Senior 
Lecturer in Graphic Design and I’ve worked in the design industry since 1993. 

This interview will take around 45 minutes and there are 9 questions. Does this sound 
ok to you?

 The nature of my research 

This research is motivated by my reflections of professional brand identity design 
practice. Led by these insights, and a review of literature, this research identified gaps 
regarding mainstream brand identity designers reflexivity in relation to consumer 
audiences experiences in the ideas generation stage of the design process. Thus this 
provided a research opportunity to investigate this area, specifically affiliated to UK 
based designers, who are working on UK projects. 

    
The purpose of the interview 

One intention of this interview is to explore, build upon and elaborate on some 
meanings from a previous pilot survey questionnaire that I undertook. The main 
purpose is to gain greater knowledge and an in-depth understanding of the ways in 
which UK based designers consider their position in relation to consumer audience 
experiences This is specifically during the idea generation stage of their design 
process and on their most recently completed project. It also seeks to understand the 
challenges and issues they may have faced in this context.

 How the participant was selected

Your name was identified via a search of brand identity designers on Linkedin. This 
took into consideration the need for participant diversity.
 

Ethics and signing of participant ethics forms

I would just like to clarify that you have read and agree with the Participant Project 
Information & Consent Form?  
 
If you have not previously done so by email, can you sign this consent form.

There are also no right or wrong answers,  — what I am interested in is your opinion 
and personal experiences. Please feel free to interrupt, challenge a question, or ask 
for clarification, at any stage during the interview. Are you happy and agree to the 
use of the audio recording equipment and note taking throughout the duration of the 
interview? Are you happy to continue and do you have any questions?

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

PhD — With the Participatory Consumer Audience in mind: Reflexive Communication Design for 
mainstream Brand Identity Designers
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A PhD visual practice process book
Design visualisation practice used to do inquiry 
and as a method of inquiry
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Semi-structured 
interviews 
thematic  
analysis  
visualisations

Protocol sheets enabled me to plan: 
a. My introduction — the point at which I introduced myself 
and explained who I was, my background, the nature of my 
research and the purpose of the interview, how the participant 
was selected, and ethics, i.e. I gave reassurances regarding 
confidentiality and asked permission to audio record and make 
notes, advising that there were no right or wrong answers to the 
questions — that I was interested in participants opinions and 
personal experiences, and that they could interrupt, challenge a 
question, or ask for clarification, at any stage
b. The main body of the interview — the central purpose of the 
interview, in which I left more contentious questions until the 
end of the interview in the event that the participant refused to 
continue and thus less information was lost

Protocol forms list different research questions and shows for 
each participant whether adequate data was collected

This included:
1. A set of items, i.e. my questions, which included a list of my 
topic headings, with key questions under each heading
2. A plan for probes and prompts — which initiated me to have 
the option if appropriate to expand on a response
3. My proposed question sequencing (although this was open  
to being changed during the interview)

Semi-structured 
interviews 
thematic  
analysis  
visualisations
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Data accounting and document sheets shown below:
— Session summary sheets used to summarize what was 
obtained in the interview, including who was involved, what 
issues were covered, what is the relevance to my research 
questions and what was the purpose of the session
— Memo sheets captured anything that occurred during this 
phase - ideas, intuitions and all stages of the data analysis 
process
— Interim summary sheets to summarise what had been 
uncovered so far and highlighted what still needed to be found 
out. Used half way through the time available for data collection
— Document summary sheets which clarifies context and 
significance as well as summarising lengthy documents, assist 
in data reduction

Semi-structured 
interviews 
thematic  
analysis  
visualisations

Semi-structured 
interviews 
thematic  
analysis  
visualisations

Protocol sheets enabled me to plan: 
c. Cool down — several simple questions to diffuse any tension 
that may have built up
d. Closure — saying thanks and goodbye and ensuring that the 
interviewee is finished before switching off my audio recording 
device to ensure I do not miss anything significant which is 
often disclosed when an interviewee believes the interview  
has finished
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Six step thematic analysis framework (Braun and Clarke, 2006) 
Step 2 — Generate initial codes 

  — Starting to visually organize the interview data

  — Transferring codes from each data item to assemble the main 
initial codes into a coherent body of data 

  — Documenting data extracts

  — Reflecting upon codes after each interview (data item) was 
transcribed before transcribing subsequent interviews

Semi-structured 
interviews 
thematic  
analysis  
visualisations

Primary 
post it notes 
with main 
initial codes

Secondary 
post it notes 
with data 
item  
extracts 
(with one 
of the 
primary post 
it notes with 
main initial 
codes)

Six step thematic analysis framework (Braun and Clarke, 2006) 
Step 2 — Generate initial codes 

  — Coding the transcribed recorded interview data

Semi-structured 
interviews 
thematic  
analysis  
visualisations
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Six step thematic analysis framework (Braun and Clarke, 2006) 
Step 3— Search for themes

  — All codes into first themes 

  — Analysing themes to reveal preliminary themes

Semi-structured 
interviews
thematic  
analysis  
visualisations

From codes to themes

Theme Theme Theme

Advanced roled and position means geater consideration Use and draw upon my background and its history as reference Past education evokes direction to follow

1 Consideration of position differs based on role and experience level 35 It is key when considering ones position that a designers must have 
a varied varied background

19 I view past education as a factor when considering my own position 6

2 As experience decrease you become more detatched to things 47 I use my intelligence level as a way to consider my position 58

3 As my experience level has progressed I think much more about the 
end user/the audience than myself

48 I use my knowledge of visual clue as an advantage when 
considering my position 

132A

150 Because of the complexity of the design process my mindset of 
considering my own position wasn’t as focused when I was younger 
as it is now

10 My own background and past history is imparted into how I consier 
my postion

5 With less experience there was more of my own designer self 
validation and what I wanted to do rather than what was right for 
the audience

11 I refer to my families experiences when considering my own 
position

17 As a leader I consider my own position to be used as the authority 
by my design team/other designers regarding what is right in 
relation to the audience

12 The significance of Location and where I grew up  is important to 
how I consider my position

18 I use my designer leadership to manage and ensure honesty of the 
other designers when considering themsleves in relation to 
audience

89 I consider my own position in relation to the place I live as London is 
a test lab for big brands

4 There a correlation between owning the agency and being more 
concerned for/about the audience

14 What you learn in profesional practice plays a part in how you 
consider your position

16 I use my designer leadership to facilitate others and not put too 
much of myself into the project when considering my position

32 The consideration of my position is affected by the knowledge 
gained over the duration of time I have worked in the studio

146 I think more about my own position now I'm older than when I was 
younger

148 My age is a factor when considering my own position 

174 A challenge when considering my own position is my increasing age 
and the gaps in differences between mysef and younger audiences 
gets bigger148A My gender was an advantage

149 My ethnicity is a factor when considering my own position 

149 My ethnicity is a factor when considering my own position 

8 My low tech background means my approach is that all projects 
have to be human based

Theme Theme Theme

Designers utilise learning and knowledge from professional 
practice when their considering position

Work environment and pressures impacts upon designers consideration 
of their position

Aspects linked to the project itself influence the designer when 
considering their position

14 What you learn in profesional practice plays a part in how you 
consider your position

27 The work environment that you are situated in is significant when 
considering your own position

85A The consideration of my position changes based on each project 29

32 The consideration of my position is affected by the knowledge 
gained over the duration of time I have worked in the studio

28 There are job role necessities that I have to take into account when 
considering my position

156 When considering my own position its about both the aesthetic and 
the meaningfulness

30

97 To help me consider my position I review other projects in diverse 
industries with similar problems

42 When considering my own position, I have to make quick assertions 
about what will work or not

66 Varience — Consideration of my own position varies fromm project 
to project

30A

132 When considering my own position I am not influenced or led by 
other designers work

103 I have to prove to my client that audience research investigations at the 
start of the project, which inform how I consider my position are worth 
it 

23A The consideration of my position is effected by the size/scale the 
project and if it’s a new or existing brand

128A

67 I look at what worked in the past when I consider my position 164 A challenge when considering my own position is that its often design by 
committee

172 A lack of references that had a similar problem when considering my 
own position was a challenge

101 I consider my own position by using and learning what already 
exists in branding

136 When considering my own position theres always a tension 46 Use of the brief to judge — I use a brief to judge the consideration 
of my own position

117 I use my prior knowledge about the audience all to help me when 
considering my own position

161 I have to be future focused when I consider my own position 76 I consider my position by immersing myself in the subject matter to 
give me clues about the audience

131 When considering my own position the influence of designers from 
the past plays a part 

21 Time and budget limitations play a part when I consider my position 159A The consideration of my position depends upon the brand itself and 
what it offers which effects my thinking (i.e. an intimate brand is 
different to a personal brand) 137 When considering my own position it’s a learning process which I 

take forward into future projects
40 Lack of money leads to more assumptions being made 79 I consider my own position by immersing myself in the project

172 A lack of references that had a similar problem when considering 
my own position was a challenge

13A I consider my own position within a designer bubble/vaccum that exists 
within design

80 I consider my own position by immersing myself in the subject 
matter

88 making compromises — I consider my own position knowing that 
sometimes I have to make shortcuts to meet in the middle with clients 
about audience

82A I develop a series of different routes that have different ways I've 
considered my position

27A Location impacts upon consieration of positon — The designer London 
mindset needs deeper consideration about position in relation to 
audience

158 What the final design outcome (i.e digital or tradtional print) 
impacts how I consider my own position

27A Location impacts upon consieration of positon — The designer London 
mindset needs deeper consideration about position in relation to 
audience23 The speed and pace of the project is a limiting factor when considering 
my own position

173 A challenge when considering my own position is linked to the client 
epectation of the speed of the process

31 Changes in the size of the team I work with has an impact when 
considering my position

24 The approach and process used changes how you consider audience

74 The process I use to consider my position is important

130 Having interference at the start of the designers process limits the 
potential for innovation 

145 Involvement in the whole design process makes me think more about 
how I consider my own  position 

Theme Theme Theme Theme

Self in same situation Intuition and instinct as asumption Designers personal motivations— benefit to them Adopt personalised view of what practice comprises

I draw upon my own experiences of the same/similar situations and 
use these to help me

38 Designers role and the biases involved are a topic of public concern 9 I have my own motivations of what I want to do or get out of the 
project which impact upon how I consier my position

13 My own view regarding what the role of practice effects how I 
consider my position 

When considering my own position I am aware that there are 
limitations regarding my own experience and knowledge

40 Lack of money leads to more assumptions being made 133 A close connection to the project topic via my own personal agenda 
is important to the consideration of my own position

13A I consider my own position wihin  a designer bubble/vaccum that 
exists within design

I had an advantage of knowing emotions of the audience because of 
gender…I was same gender

44 I try to put myself in the state of mind of the audience, get into 
their shoes

134 There is a link between ones own position and if its motivation is to 
make profit

34 When considering my own position I view that content is more 
important than the aesthetic

61 I get carried away with my own view when designing 155 When considering my own position I do think about myself and that 
what I do should also make me feel good as well

49 A combination of different things are needed when considering my 
own position

70 I keep my initial judgements about audience to myself 157 Pride isimportant and used when I consider my own position 65 Consideration of beauty — Ensuring I imbue beauty is something 
that is needed when I  consider my postion

70 I keep my initial judgements about audience to myself 68 When I consider my position its about how to make content 
accessible

7 I use my intuition and instincts, I have a gut feel 84 I consider my own position using an old school of thought based 
approach

37 Theres always my own biases involved when I I consider my own 
position

140 Balance — Consideration of my position is a balance between a 
variety of things including what you know about people and what 
you know about the brand itself99 I make assumptions when I consider my own position in relation to 

audience
50 I view design as subjective  

45 I bring my own self and my judgements to the table when I consider 
my position

53 The response at a presentation has to be objective and evidence 
based

43 When considering my own position I use imbued sentiments 
(inspired judgements/thoughts)

26 The gut feel and intiution is only what small agencies do

39 I try to avoid making assumptions when considering my own 
position

54 I have to surpress my own beliefs when considering my position

41 I am aware of my how I do or don’t use my own conciousness in the 
work 

62 I have a lack of awareness for the point at which I bring my own 
view into the work

87 I consider my own position accepting that I don’t know everything

122 I consider my position  accepting that I know that the audience are 
different to me

175 A challenge when considering my own position is ensuring my 
awareness that everyone constantly evolves

176 A challenge when considering my own position is ensuring my 
awareness that the sector is constantly evolving

91 I consider my own position knowing that I will happily re-think my 
worldview if needed

55 I use my own authorship when considering my own position as a 
way to make a positive difference

57 Knowledge of reflexivity — I've never heard of reflexivity

75 I think about how we test ideas in relation to the consideration of 
my position

85 Guessing — I consider my own position using a response that is the 
nearest best guess

118A I consider my own position by questioning what it means to a non-
creative person

163 I try to avoid being culturally specific when I consider my own 
position

163 I try to avoid being culturally specific when I consider my own 
position

171 There is a lack of a framework or model to challenge or guide my 
biases and assumptions

171 There is a lack of a framework or model to challenge or guide my 
biases and assumptions

13A I consider my own position within a designer bubble/vaccum that 
exists within design

99 I make assumptions when I consider my own position in relation to 
audience

141 I have a repetitive approach when I consider my own position 

Theme Theme Theme

Diversity of team provides positive value Level of consideration given to reflexivity by designers Use of research insights

The team I  work with  and collaboration with them is something that is important 
when considering my position

60 I consider my position all the time 108 I consider my own position in relation to audience research insights 73

The cultural diversity of the team I work with and their input helps me when 
considering my position

63 I assume I know the answers but I would like to think more deeply about my own 
position

123A I consider my own position by looking at the dialogues audience shave with other 
people

110

The age diversity of the team helps me to consider my position 69 I work in autopilot when considering my position 86 Shouldn’t be data led — I consider that my own position should include a bit of the 
unknown and not be too systemised and data led

126

I use external experitise of other peolpe to help me consider my position 90 I consider my own position knowing that its not ideal 111 I'm sceptical of marketing audience insights as a way to consider my position as 
they are not always right

128

107A There is nothing that I currently use when considering my position  to put myself in 
the space of the audience

115 I look for humans drivers rather than data segmentation  to help inform me in 
considering my own position in to audience

56

116 I think about the audience all throughout the process when considering my own 
position

135 I have distrust for market research and market led strategies when I consider my 
own position

95B

139 Consideration of my position has to start at the beginning of the process 114 I use prior information about how humans think to help inform me in considering 
my own position in to audience

72

118 I have no involvement with audience research as a way to consider my own 
position (our strategy team do this)

20

109 I consider my own position by absorbing the research that someone else has 
provided

142

124 I use pre-existing collated information about the audience as a way to consider my 
own position

143A

160 I'm provided with the information about audience to support me to consider my 
own position

143A

71 I use external techniques to consider my position (artificial intelligence, audience 
mapping, personas, workshops, touchpoint map, persona maps, interview 
transcripts, listen to verbally recorded research, case studies, audience 

144

125 I review work after its produced via audience feedback in relation to considering 
my own position

143

154
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Six step thematic analysis framework (Braun and Clarke, 2006) 
Step 2 — Generate initial codes 

  — All of the final main initial codes along with which participant 
no. corresponded with the code were transferred to Microsoft 
Excel and a digital design context so that codes could be  
collated in one place 

Semi-structured 
interviews 
thematic  
analysis  
visualisations

Initial Codes Participants

Code no. First stage codes Participant 1 Participant 2 Participant 3 Participant 4 Participant 5

1 Consideration of position differs based on role and experience level

2 As experience decrease you become more detatched to things

3 As my experience level has progressed I think much more aboit the 
end user/the audience than myself

4 There a correlation between owning the agency and being more 
concerned for/about the audience

5 With less experience there was more of my own designer self 
validation and what I wanted to do rather than what was right for 
the audience6 I draw upon my own experiences of the same/similar situations and 
use these to help me

7 I use my intuition and instincts, I have a gut feel

8 My low tech background means my approach is that all projects 
have to be human based

9 I have my own motivations of what I want to do or get out of the 
project which impact upon how I consier my position

10 My own background and past history is imparted into how I consier 
my postion

11 I refer to my families experiences when considering my own 
position

12 The significance of Location and where I grew up  is important to 
how I consider my position

13 My own view regarding what the role of practice effects how I 
consider my position 

13A I consider my own position wit a designer bubble/vaccum that 
exists within design

14 What you learn in profesional practice plays a part in how you 
consider your position

15 its fuzzy when I consider who needs to engage with the work

16 I use my designer leadership to facilitate others and not put too 
much of myself into the project when considering my position

17 As a leader I consider my own position to be used as the authority 
by my design team/other designers regarding what is right in 
relation to the audience18 I use my designer leadership to manage and ensure honesty of the 
other designers when considering themsleves in relation to 
audience19 I view education as a factor when considering my own position

20 We talk, discuss and debate if its right for the audience and this 
gets me to consider my position

21 Time and budget limitations play a part when I consider my position

22 Lack of time allocated to allowing the designer to consider their 
own position is an issue

23 The speed and pace of the project is a limiting factor when 
considering my own position

23A The consideration of my position is effected by the size/scale the 
project and if it’s a new or existing brand

24 The approach and process used changes how you consider audience

25 I have a responsibilty to create work that is innovative and 
distinctive and this is sometimes the leading concern and not whats 
right for the audience26 The gut feel and intiution is only what small agencies do

27 The work environment that you are situated in is significant when 
considering your own position

27A Location impacts upon consieration of positon — The designer 
London mindset needs deeper consideration about position in 
relation to audience28 There are job role necessities that I have to take into account when 
considering my position

29 The team I  work with  and collaboration with them is something 
that is important when considering my position

30 The cultural diversity of the team I work with and their input helps 
me when considering my position

30A The age diversity of the team helps me to consider my position

31 Changes in the size of the team I work with has an impact when 
considering my position

32 The consideration of my position is affected by the knowledge 
gained over the duration of time I have worked in the studio

33 I considered it part of my position to ensure that there was no 
offense caused to the audience

34 When considering my own position I view that content is more 
important than the aesthetic

35 It is key when considering ones position that a designers must have 
a varied varied background

36 Designers own communication skills — I could only build up my own 
sense of the audience experience by getting close to them

37 Theres always my own biases involved when I I consider my own 
position

38 Designers role and the biases involved are a topic of public concern

39 I try to avoid making assumptions when considering my own 
position

40 Lack of money leads to more assumptions being made

41 I am aware of my how I do or don’t use my own conciousness in the 
work 

42 When considering my own position, I have to make quick assertions 
about what will work or not

43 When considering my own position I use imbued sentiments 
(inspired judgements/thoughts)

44 I try to put myself in the state of mind of the audience, get into 
their shoes

45 I bring my own self and my judgements to the table when I consider 
my position

46 I use a brief to judge the consideration of my own position

47 I use my intelligence level as a way to consider my position

48 I use my knowledge of visual clue as an advantage when 
considering my position 

49 A combination of different things are needed when considering my 
own position

50 I view design as subjective  

51 It better to not be a part of the audience as you can be detached 
and objective

52 I always try to be neutral and detatched from the audience when 
considering my position

53 The response at a presentation has to be objective and evidence 
based

54 I have to surpress my own beliefs when considering my position

55 I use my own authorship when considering my own position as a 
way to make a positive difference

56 Considering my own position in relation to culture is a lot about 
using common sense

57 Knowledge of reflexivity — I've never heard of reflexivity

58 When considering my own position I am aware that there are 
limitations regarding my own experience and knowledge

59 I know that theres a risk and no certainy of the audience reaction 
when considering my position

60 I consider my position all the time 

61 I get carried away with my own view when designing

122 I consider my position  accepting that I know that the audience are 
different to me

123 The type of connection that I have with the audience is important to 
the way I consider my own position

123A I consider my own position by looking at the dialogues audience 
shave with other people

124 I use pre-existing collated information about the audience as a way 
to consider my own position

125 I review work after its produced via audience feedback in relation to 
considering my own position

126 I use generic and non specific approaches toward audience 
communication when considering my own position

127 I use globally accepted and universal human precedents when 
considering my own position

128 I rely on a humanistic approach when I consider my own position

128A I use external experitise of other peolpe to help me consider my 
position

129 Particular client support — I have had particular clients who have 
helped me consider my own position

130 Having interference at the start of the designers process limits the 
potential for innovation 

131 When considering my own position the influence of designers from 
the past plays a part 

132 When considering my own position I am not influenced or led by 
other designers work

132A I had an advantage of knowing emotions of the audience because of 
gender…I was same gender

133 A close connection to the project topic via my own personal agenda 
is important to the consideration of my own position

134 There is a link between ones own position and if its motivation is to 
make profit

135 I have distrust for market research and market led strategies when I 
consider my own position

136 When considering my own position theres always a tension

137 When considering my own position it’s a learning process which I 
take forward inti future projects

138 The size of the audience makes a difference when considering my 
own position

139 Consideration of my position has to start at the beginning of the 
process

140 Consideration of my position is a balance between a variety of 
things including what you know about people and what you know 
about the brand itself141 I have a repetitive approach when I consider my own position 

141A Agencies with fixed workforces (permanent staff) use repetitive 
processes when considering their position

142 I consider my own position in relation to how something is verbally 
described

143 I consider my own position in relation to how tines and words are 
used

143A I consider my own position in relation to the tone of the narratve

143B I consider my own position in relation to the language used and its 
appropriation

144 I consider my own position by using pictures in my head linked to 
audience habits as I see them

145 Involvement in the whole design process makes me think more 
about how I consider my own  position 

146 I think more about my own position now I'm older than when I was 
younger

147 Not being as diverse as the audience is a limiting factor when 
considering my own position

148 My age is a factor when considering my own position 

148A My gender was an advantage

149 My ethnicity is a factor when considering my own position 

149A The consideration of my position is based upon the geographical 
differences of audiences

150 Because of the complexity of the design process my mindset of 
considering my own position wasn’t as focused when I was younger 
as it is now151 I value audience behaviours over demographics and data when 
considering my own position

152 I think constantly about the end user when considering my position

153 I think about the different stages of life when I consider my own 
position in relation to audience

153A I consider my position in relation to the opportunities for joy it could 
bring to the audience in the their process

154 I project myslef into the audience space to help me consider my 
own position

155 When considering my own position I do thnk about myself and that 
what I do should also make me feel good as well

156 When considering my own position its about both the aestetic and 
the meaningfulness

157 Pride isimportant and  used when I consider my own position

158 What the final design outcome (i.e digital or tradtional print) 
impacts how I consider my own position

159 I consider my own position as on eof having a responsibility to the 
audience

159A The consideration of my position depends upon the brand itself and 
what it offers which effects my thinking (i.e. an intimate brand is 
different to a personal brand) 160 I'm provided with the information about audience to support me to 
consider my own position

161 I have to be future focused when I consider my own position

162 Understanding about emotions and their elicitation is an important 
aspect when considering my own position

163 I try to avoid being culturally specific when I consider my own 
position

164 A challenge when considering my own position is that its often 
design by committee

165 identifying future audiences is a challenhe when considering my 
own position

166 When I consider my own position Its a challenge to ensure the 
meaning is relevant in relation to the audience 

167 A concious reflection point would help my future practice

168 A tool that prompts designers to reflect on their own perspectives 
and the work should be high on the agenda

169 A personal reflective prompt does not currently exist

170 There are challenges connected to the actual production of the work 
itself

171 There is a lack of a framework or model to challenge or guide my 
biases and assumptions

172 A lack of references that had a similar problem when considering 
my own position was a challenge

173 A challenge when considering my own position is linked to the 
client epectation of the speed of the process

174 A challenge when considering my own position is my increasing age 
and the gaps in differences between mysef and younger audiences 
gets bigger175 A challenge when considering my own position is ensuring my 
awareness that everyone constantly evolves

176 A challenge when considering my own position is ensuring my 
awareness that the sector is constantly evolving

62 I have a lack of awareness for the point at which I bring my own 
view into the work

63 I assume I know the answers but I would like to think more deeply 
about my own position

64 My position is aligned to the clients view of the audience

65 Consideration of beauty — Ensuring I imbue beauty is something 
that is needed when I  consider my postion

66 Varience — Consideration of my own position varies fromm project 
to project

67 I look at what worked in the past when I consider my position

68 When I considermy position its about how to make content 
accessible

69 I work in autopilot when considering my position

70 I keep my initial judgements about audience to myself

71 I use external techniques to consider my position (artificial 
intelligence, audience mapping, personas, workshops, touchpoint 
map, persona maps, interview transcripts, listen to verbally 72 I use my own personal techniques to consider my position (use 
narratives, resonation, honesty and openess, storytelling, making it 
meaningful, going outside the studio, listening to diverse views, 72A I consider my position by using intrigue and not sharing everything

73 I acknowledge that I consider my position using morally 
questionable techniques (audience segmentation as labelling)

74 The process I use to consider my position is important

75 I think about how we test ideas in relation to the consideration of 
my position

76 I consider my position by immersing myself in the subject matter to 
give me clues about the audience

77 I consider my own position by making comparisons about what the 
audience are like

78 I consider my own  position by acknowledging that what is relevant 
to one person isnt to another

79 I consider my own position by immersing myself in the project

80 I consider my own position by immersing myself in the subject 
matter

81 I consider my own position by thinking about the audience 
themselves and their social /cultural practices

82 I consider my own position by looking at what is going on in society 
itself

82A I develop a series of different routes that have different ways I've 
considered my position

83 Designer is also the audience — I consider my own position as 
sometimes I am part of the audience

84 I consider my own position using an old school of thought based 
approach

85 Guessing — I consider my own position using a response that is the 
nearest best guess

85A The consideration of my position changes based on each project

86 Shouldn’t be data led — I consider that my own position should 
include a bit of the unknown and not be too systemised and data 
led87 I consider my own position accepting that I don’t know everything

88 making compromises — I consider my own position knowing that 
sometimes I have to make shortcuts to meet in the middle with 
clients about audience89 I consider my own position in relation to the place I live as London is 
a test lab for big brands

90 I consider my own position knowing that its not ideal

91 I consider my own position knowing that I will happily re-think my 
worldview if needed

92 I consider my own position with regards to a particular view of 
what my working relationship with the audience should be

93 How the audience are positioned in terms of their label (i.e 
consumers) plays a part in how I consider my position

93B I consider my position is not to be democratic but to innovate and 
challenge

94 When I consider my position I don’t place emphasis upon the 
audience, my focus is the client and their sector

95 When I consider my position I have to consider the relevance of the 
sector itself/ The client sector defines the consideration of my 
position95A I consider my position based on all experiences rather than sector 
only experiences 

95B I use  comparisons of experiences to consider my own position

97 To help me consider my position I review other projects in diverse 
industries with similar problems

98 To help me consider my position I use prior knowledge of the client 
sector to determine what is right for another clients audience

99 I make assumptions when I consider my own position in relation to 
audience

100 The consideration of my own position is ruled by my loyalty to the 
client

101 I consider my own position by using and learning what already 
exists in branding

102 I use my relationship with the client to prompt them to think more 
carefullly about audience so that it effects how I might  consider my 
position in relation to the audience  103 I have to prove to my client that audience research investigations at 
the start of the project, which inform how I consider my position 
are worth it 104 When considering my position, I use my relationship with the client 
to presume what will be right for the audience

105 When considering my position, I rely on client provided information

105A I consider my own position by using th eclient as a gatekeeper

106 The relationship with the client effects the way in which I consider 
my own posiion

107 I consider my position in relation to trust placed upon me by the 
audience

107A There is nothing that I currently use when considering my position  
to put myself in the space of the audience

108 I consider my own position in relation to audience research insights

109 I consider my own position by absorbing the research that someone 
else has provided

110 Its impertitive that for me to effectively consider my position first 
had involvement is imperative

111 I'm sceptical of marketing audience insights as a way to consider 
my position as they are not always right

112 Taking into account audience nuances s important when I consider 
my own position 

113 When I consider my own position, there are audience 
commonalities that I draw upon to help me

114 I use prior information about how humans think to help inform me 
in considering my own position in to audience

115 I look for humans drivers rather than data segmentation  to help 
inform me in considering my own position in to audience

116 I think about the audience all throughout the process when 
considering my own position

117 I use my prior knowledge about the audience all to help me when 
considering my own position

118 I have no involvement with audience research as a way to consider 
my own position (our strategy team do this)

118A I consider my own position by questioning what it means to a non-
creative person

119 It would help me in considering my position on future projects if I 
was able to get feedback from the audience after they have viewed 
the work120 When I design I consider my position in relation to designing for the 
majority and not the minority

120A I consider my position by designing for the average person

121 It would help me to consider my position by experiencing what the 
audience experience
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Six step thematic analysis framework (Braun and Clarke, 2006) 
Step 4 — Review themes

— Reflecting, modifying, merging and developing themes using 
manually coded data and the themes in Microsoft Excel 

Semi-structured 
interviews
thematic  
analysis  
visualisations

Key From codes to reduced themes

Potential  defined themes Use existing knowledge and experience

t
Theme

Overarching reviewed theme Utilise own design knowledge and experience

New sub theme Advanced roled and position means geater consideration

Leadership as authority

Adopt personalised view of what practice comprises

Past educaition evokes direction to follow

Personal stratgeies to inform

Prior Main theme Role and Experience Level  changes consideration of position

Theme evident across entire data set 1 Consideration of position differs based on role and experience 
level

Sub Theme Position in agency — Owner or employer — owner more concerned 
about audience — My position in the agency changes how I 
consider my position

10

17 As a leader I consider my own position to be used as the authority 
by my design team/other designers regarding what is right in 
relation to the audience

35

Sub - Theme

More experience means I think more about audience

2 As experience decrease you become more detatched to things 47

3 As my experience level has progressed I think much more about the 
end user/the audience than myself

48

150 Because of the complexity of the design process my mindset of 
considering my own position wasn’t as focused when I was younger 
as it is now5 With less experience there was more of my own designer self 
validation and what I wanted to do rather than what was right for 
the audience

11

Position in agency — Owner or employer — owner more concerned 
about audience — My position in the agency changes how I 
consider my position4 There a correlation between owning the agency and being more 
concerned for/about the audience

12

16 I use my designer leadership to facilitate others and not put too 
much of myself into the project when considering my position

89

18 I use my designer leadership to manage and ensure honesty of the 
other designers when considering themsleves in relation to 
audience 14

32

Designers  personal view regarding what practice should include 
effects consideration of position 

19

13 My own view regarding what the role of practice is effects the 
consideration of my position 

13A I consider my own position wihin  a designer bubble/vaccum that 
exists within design

146

34 When considering my own position I view that content is more 
important than the aesthetic

148

49 A combination of different things are needed when considering 
my own position

174

65 Consideration of beauty — Ensuring I imbue beauty is something 
that is needed when I  consider my postion

68 When I consider my position its about how to make content 
accessible

148A

84 I consider my own position using an old school of thought based 
approach

140 Balance — Consideration of my position is a balance between a 
variety of things including what you know about people and what 
you know about the brand itself

149

Sub - Theme 8

Design is subjective

50 I view design as subjective  

Design is objective

53 The response at a presentation has to be objective and evidence 
based

7

99

Designers past educaiion is significant when  when  considering 
position

19 I view past education as a factor when considering my own position 41

38

40

Designers use their own personal strategies to help  them when 
considerijng their position

44

Personal techniques 61

72 I use my own personal techniques to consider my position (use 
narratives, resonation, honesty and openess, storytelling, making 
it meaningful, going outside the studio, listening to diverse views, 

70

73 I acknowledge that I consider my position using morally 
questionable techniques (audience segmentation as labelling)

70

110 For me to effectively consider my position first hand involvement 
is imperative

126 I use generic and non specific approaches toward audience 
communication when considering my own position

128 I rely on a humanistic approach when I consider my own position 37

56 Considering my own position in relation to culture is a lot about 
using common sense

45

95B I use  comparisons of experiences to consider my own position 43

Sub - Theme 26

Sub - Theme

Personal techniques 39

20 Talking, discussion and debate— We talk, discuss and debate if its 
right for the audience and this gets me to consider my position

54

142 I consider my own position in relation to how something is 
verbally described

143A I consider my own position in relation to the tone of the narratve 62

143A I consider my own position in relation to the language used and 
its appropriation

87

144 I consider my own position by using pictures in my head linked to 
audience habits as I see them

122

143 I consider my own position in relation to how tines and words are 
used

175

154 I project myslef into the audience space to help me consider my 
own position

176

Make audience comparisons 91

77 I consider my own position by making comparisons about what 
the audience are like

55

57

75

85

118A

All of the 
collated 
data 
extracts 
from each 
participant 
were placed 
in envelopes 
which were 
labelled 
according to 
their original 
initial codes 
(discussed 
in step 2). 
These 
were then 
sorted into 
preliminary 
theme  
(established 
in step 3) 
piles

Six step thematic analysis framework (Braun and Clarke, 2006) 
Step 3 — Search for themes

  — Analysing themes to reveal preliminary themes

— Codes into preliminary refined themes

Semi-structured 
interviews
thematic  
analysis  
visualisations

From codes to themes

Theme Theme Theme Theme

Advanced roled and position means greater consideration Use and draw upon my background and its history as reference Past education evokes direction to follow Self in same situation

1 Consideration of position differs based on role and experience level 35 It is key when considering ones position that a designers must have 
a varied varied background

19 I view past education as a factor when considering my own position 6 I draw upon my own experiences of the same/similar situations and 
use these to help me

Sub - Theme Sub - Theme Sub - Theme

More experience means I think more about audience Significance of designers own knowledge level Limitations of own past experiences of the experiential situation

2 As experience decrease you become more detatched to things 47 I use my intelligence level as a way to consider my position 58 When considering my own position I am aware that there are 
limitations regarding my own experience and knowledge

3 As my experience level has progressed I think much more about the 
end user/the audience than myself

48 I use my knowledge of visual clue as an advantage when 
considering my position 

Gender and emotion

150 Because of the complexity of the design process my mindset of 
considering my own position wasn’t as focused when I was younger 
as it is now

Use and draw upon my background and its history as reference 132A I had an advantage of knowing emotions of the audience because of 
gender…I was same gender

5 With less experience there was more of my own designer self 
validation and what I wanted to do rather than what was right for 
the audience

10 My own background and past history is imparted into how I consier 
my postion

Leadership as authority — Position in agency — Owner or employer 
— owner more concerned about audience — My position in the 
agency changes how I consider my position

People who are close  to  me

4 There a correlation between owning the agency and being more 
concerned for/about the audience

11 I refer to my families experiences when considering my own 
position

16 I use my designer leadership to facilitate others and not put too 
much of myself into the project when considering my position

Location is important

17 As a leader I consider my own position to be used as the authority 
by my design team/other designers regarding what is right in 
relation to the audience

12 The significance of Location and where I grew up  is important to 
how I consider my position

18 I use my designer leadership to manage and ensure honesty of the 
other designers when considering themsleves in relation to 
audience

89 I consider my own position in relation to the place I live as London is 
a test lab for big brands
Designer education 

14 What you learn in profesional practice plays a part in how you 
consider your position

32 The consideration of my position is affected by the knowledge 
gained over the duration of time I have worked in the studio

19 I view education as a factor when considering my own position

Designer age

146 I think more about my own position now I'm older than when I was 
younger

148 My age is a factor when considering my own position 

174 A challenge when considering my own position is my increasing age 
and the gaps in differences between mysef and younger audiences 
gets biggerDesigner gender

148A My gender was an advantage

Designer ethnicity

149 My ethnicity is a factor when considering my own position 

Designer traditional technology

8 My low tech background means my approach is that all projects 
have to be human based

Theme Theme Theme

Work environment and pressures impacts upon designers consideration 
of their position

Aspects linked to the project itself influence the designer when 
considering their position

Diversity of team provides positive value

27 The work environment that you are situated in is significant when 
considering your own position

85A The consideration of my position changes based on each project 29 The team I  work with  and collaboration with them is something that is important 
when considering my position

60

28 There are job role necessities that I have to take into account when 
considering my position

156 When considering my own position its about both the aesthetic and 
the meaningfulness

30 The cultural diversity of the team I work with and their input helps me when 
considering my position

63

42 When considering my own position, I have to make quick assertions 
about what will work or not

66 Varience — Consideration of my own position varies fromm project 
to project

30A The age diversity of the team helps me to consider my position 69

103 I have to prove to my client that audience research investigations at the 
start of the project, which inform how I consider my position are worth 
it 

128A I use external experitise of other peolpe to help me consider my position 90

164 A challenge when considering my own position is that its often design by 
committee

107A

136 When considering my own position theres always a tension 116

161 I have to be future focused when I consider my own position 139

57

Sub - Theme Sub - Theme Sub - Theme

Client led pressures that propel  limitations The size, scale and new or existing brand project has implications

21 Time and budget limitations play a part when I consider my position 23A The consideration of my position is effected by the size/scale the 
project and if it’s a new or existing brand

40 Lack of money leads to more assumptions being made Lack of refernces to draw upon

The profession itself seperated from the real world 172 A lack of references that had a similar problem when considering my 
own position was a challenge

13A I consider my own position within a designer bubble/vaccum that exists 
within design

Brief as guide

88 making compromises — I consider my own position knowing that 
sometimes I have to make shortcuts to meet in the middle with clients 
about audience

46 Use of the brief to judge — I use a brief to judge the consideration 
of my own position

Location of agency Subject matter of project

27A Location impacts upon consieration of positon — The designer London 
mindset needs deeper consideration about position in relation to 
audience

76 I consider my position by immersing myself in the subject matter to 
give me clues about the audience

Hurried speeds 159A The consideration of my position depends upon the brand itself and 
what it offers which effects my thinking (i.e. an intimate brand is 
different to a personal brand) 23 The speed and pace of the project is a limiting factor when considering 

my own position
Project mmersion

173 A challenge when considering my own position is linked to the client 
epectation of the speed of the process

79 I consider my own position by immersing myself in the project

Size of team 80 I consider my own position by immersing myself in the subject 
matter

31 Changes in the size of the team I work with has an impact when 
considering my position

Outcomes

Impact of process 82A I develop a series of different routes that have different ways I've 
considered my position

24 The approach and process used changes how you consider audience 158 What the final design outcome (i.e digital or tradtional print) 
impacts how I consider my own position

74 The process I use to consider my position is important

130 Having interference at the start of the designers process limits the 
potential for innovation 

145 Involvement in the whole design process makes me think more about 
how I consider my own  position 

Theme Theme Theme Theme

Intuition and instinct as asumption Designers have their  own personal motivations that they use when 
considering their position

Adopt personalised view of what practice comprises Designers utilise learning and knowledge from professional 
practice when their considering position

38 Designers role and the biases involved are a topic of public concern 9 I have my own motivations of what I want to do or get out of the 
project which impact upon how I consier my position

13 My own view regarding what the role of practice effects how I 
consider my position 

14 What you learn in profesional practice plays a part in how you 
consider your position

40 Lack of money leads to more assumptions being made 133 A close connection to the project topic via my own personal agenda 
is important to the consideration of my own position

13A I consider my own position wihin  a designer bubble/vaccum that 
exists within design

32 The consideration of my position is affected by the knowledge 
gained over the duration of time I have worked in the studio

44 I try to put myself in the state of mind of the audience, get into 
their shoes

134 There is a link between ones own position and if its motivation is to 
make profit

34 When considering my own position I view that content is more 
important than the aesthetic

61 I get carried away with my own view when designing 155 When considering my own position I do think about myself and that 
what I do should also make me feel good as well

49 A combination of different things are needed when considering my 
own position

70 I keep my initial judgements about audience to myself 157 Pride isimportant and used when I consider my own position 65 Consideration of beauty — Ensuring I imbue beauty is something 
that is needed when I  consider my postion

68 When I consider my position its about how to make content 
accessible

84 I consider my own position using an old school of thought based 
approach

140 Balance — Consideration of my position is a balance between a 
variety of things including what you know about people and what 
you know about the brand itself

Sub - Theme Sub - Theme Sub - Theme Sub - Theme

Use of own gut feel — My own intution and instinct (gut feel) is 
used when considering my position

Design is subjective Review other projects

7 I use my intuition and instincts, I have a gut feel 50 I view design as subjective  97 To help me consider my position I review other projects in diverse 
industries with similar problems

37 Theres always my own biases involved when I I consider my own 
position

Design is objective 132 When considering my own position I am not influenced or led by 
other designers work

99 I make assumptions when I consider my own position in relation 
to audience

53 The response at a presentation has to be objective and evidence 
based

Refer to what worked in the past

45 I bring my own self and my judgements to the table when I consider 
my position

67 I look at what worked in the past when I consider my position

43 When considering my own position I use imbued sentiments 
(inspired judgements/thoughts)

101 I consider my own position by using and learning what already 
exists in branding

Use of gut feel is linked to size of agency 117 I use my prior knowledge about the audience all to help me when 
considering my own position

26 The gut feel and intiution is only what small agencies do 131 When considering my own position the influence of designers from 
the past plays a part 

Avoiding assumptions 137 When considering my own position it’s a learning process which I 
take forward into future projects

39 I try to avoid making assumptions when considering my own 
position

Lack of references

54 I have to surpress my own beliefs when considering my position 172 A lack of references that had a similar problem when considering 
my own position was a challenge

Awareness of own biases

41 I am aware of my how I do or don’t use my own conciousness in the 
work 

62 I have a lack of awareness for the point at which I bring my own 
view into the work

87 I consider my own position accepting that I don’t know everything

122 I consider my position  accepting that I know that the audience are 
different to me

175 A challenge when considering my own position is ensuring my 
awareness that everyone constantly evolves

176 A challenge when considering my own position is ensuring my 
awareness that the sector is constantly evolving

91 I consider my own position knowing that I will happily re-think my 
worldview if needed
Authorship

55 I use my own authorship when considering my own position as a 
way to make a positive difference
Testing of ideas

75 I think about how we test ideas in relation to the consideration of 
my position
Guessing

85 Guessing — I consider my own position using a response that is the 
nearest best guess
Questioning role as  professional

118A I consider my own position by questioning what it means to a non-
creative person
Not culturally specific

163 I try to avoid being culturally specific when I consider my own 
position
Lack of a framework or model

171 There is a lack of a framework or model to challenge or guide my 
biases and assumptions
The profession itself seperated from the real world

13A I consider my own position within a designer bubble/vaccum that 
exists within design
Repetition

141 I have a repetitive approach when I consider my own position 

Theme Theme Theme

Level of consideration given to reflexivity by designers Use of research insights Personal strategies to inform

I consider my position all the time 73 I acknowledge that I consider my position using morally questionable techniques 
(audience segmentation as labelling)

82

I assume I know the answers but I would like to think more deeply about my own 
position

110 For me to effectively consider my position first hand involvement is imperative 113

I work in autopilot when considering my position 126 I use generic and non specific approaches toward audience communication when 
considering my own position

15

I consider my own position knowing that its not ideal 128 I rely on a humanistic approach when I consider my own position 81

There is nothing that I currently use when considering my position  to put myself in 
the space of the audience

56 Considering my own position in relation to culture is a lot about using common 
sense

121

I think about the audience all throughout the process when considering my own 
position

95B I use  comparisons of experiences to consider my own position 138

Consideration of my position has to start at the beginning of the process 120

I've never heard of reflexivity 120A

112

153

Sub - Theme Sub - Theme Sub - Theme

Research insights to inform direction Personal techniques 

108 I consider my own position in relation to audience research insights 72 I use my own personal techniques to consider my position (use narratives, 
resonation, honesty and openess, storytelling, making it meaningful, going outside 
the studio, listening to diverse views, talking and listening, visual questioning 123A I consider my own position by looking at the dialogues audience shave with other 

people
20 Talking, discussion and debate— We talk, discuss and debate if its right for the 

audience and this gets me to consider my position
149A

Rsearch is not always good 142 I consider my own position in relation to how something is verbally described

86 Shouldn’t be data led — I consider that my own position should include a bit of the 
unknown and not be too systemised and data led

143A I consider my own position in relation to the tone of the narratve 114

111 I'm sceptical of marketing audience insights as a way to consider my position as 
they are not always right

143A I consider my own position in relation to the language used and its appropriation 127

115 I look for humans drivers rather than data segmentation  to help inform me in 
considering my own position in to audience

144 I consider my own position by using pictures in my head linked to audience habits 
as I see them

151

135 I have distrust for market research and market led strategies when I consider my 
own position

143 I consider my own position in relation to how tines and words are used

Human behaviour 154 I project myslef into the audience space to help me consider my own position 153A

114 I use prior information about how humans think to help inform me in considering 
my own position in to audience

Make audience comparisons 149A

I don’t ger involved in research 77 I consider my own position by making comparisons about what the audience are 
like

162

118 I have no involvement with audience research as a way to consider my own 
position (our strategy team do this)

109 I consider my own position by absorbing the research that someone else has 
provided

165

124 I use pre-existing collated information about the audience as a way to consider my 
own position

160 I'm provided with the information about audience to support me to consider my 
own position
I get involved in research

71 I use external techniques to consider my position (artificial intelligence, audience 
mapping, personas, workshops, touchpoint map, persona maps, interview 
transcripts, listen to verbally recorded research, case studies, audience Findings after project is produced

125 I review work after its produced via audience feedback in relation to considering 
my own position
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Six step thematic analysis framework (Braun and Clarke, 2006) 
Step 5 —Define themes

— The thematic map

Semi-structured 
interviews
thematic  
analysis  
visualisations

Y3.
Use project 
as influence

X3.
Apply own view 
of transacting
role towards

audience

Taking the most recently
completed UK project, in what 

ways do UK-based mainstream 
brand identity designers consider 

their position in relation to 
consumer audience experiences 
during the ideas generation stage 

of the design process?

Taking the most recently
completed UK project, what 

challenges and/or issues
 do UK-based mainstream 

brand identity designers face 
when thinking about their 

position in relation to consumer 
audience experiences during 
the ideas generation stage?

W2. (and W2a.)
Inedequate 

material
 to assist reflection 
and greater non-bias

W1. (and. W1a.)
Lack of time 

allocated within ideas 
generation 

stage of the 
process

Y1b. Leadership 
as authority

Y1e. Personal
 stratgeies 
to inform

ZY1c. Adopt 
personalised 
view of what 

practice comprises

Y1a. Advanced 
roleand position 
means greater 
consideration X2b. Intuition and

 instinct
as asumption

X2a. Use and draw 
upon own background 

and its history 
as reference 

X2c. Awareness of 
own biases

X2d.Self in 
same situation

X3a.Designers 
employ 

a view of their duty 
towards audience

Y3a. Time and 
budget

limitations

Y3c. Client sector
as supervision

Y3d. Research
 insights to

 inform direction

Y3b. Brief as
 guide

Y1d. Past education 
evokes direction 

to follow

Y2.
Seek advice via

use of professional 
relationships

Y2b. Diversity of
 team provides
positive value

Y2a. Client direction
 and obligation

Y1.
Utilize own design

knowledge and 
experience

X2.
Reference own

 background
and self 

assumptions

X1. (and X1a.)
Designer’s personal 

motivations — 
benefit to them

X. Ways that designers
 use themselves, their 
background and own 
assumptions to consider 
their position:

Y. Ways that designers 
use the professional 
context of their practice

W. Main areas concerned 
with issues and challeng-
es that they faced when 
they considered their 
position 

Six step thematic analysis framework (Braun and Clarke, 2006) 
Step 5 — Define themes

— The final themes 

Semi-structured 
interviews
thematic  
analysis  
visualisations

Key From codes to reduced themes and defined themes

Overarching defined theme Utilise own design knowledge and experience Reference own background and self assumptions Use project as influence Seek advice via use of professional relationships Apply own view of transacting role towards audience Designers personal motivations— benefit to them Inedequate material to assist reflection and greater non-bias Lack of time allocated within ideas generation stage of the process is a challenge

Prior main themes developed Advanced role  and position means greater consideration Use and draw upon own background and its history as reference Time and budget limitations Client direction and obligation Designers employ a view of their duty towards audience

Leadership as authority Intuition and instinct as assumption Brief as guide Diversity of team provides positive value

Adopt personalised view of what practice comprises Awareness of own biases Client sector as supervision

Past educaition evokes direction to follow Self in same situation Research insights  inform direction

Personal strategies to inform

Key From codes to reduced themes and defined themes

Overarching defined theme Utilise own design knowledge and experience Reference own background and self assumptions Use project as influence Seek advice via use of professional relationships Apply own view of transacting role towards audience Designers personal motivations— benefit to them Inedequate material to assist reflection and greater non-bias Lack of time allocated within ideas generation stage of the process is a challenge

Prior main themes developed Advanced role  and position means greater consideration Use and draw upon own background and its history as reference Time and budget limitations Client direction and obligation Designers employ a view of their duty towards audience

Leadership as authority Intuition and instinct as assumption Brief as guide Diversity of team provides positive value

Adopt personalised view of what practice comprises Awareness of own biases Client sector as supervision

Past educaition evokes direction to follow Self in same situation Research insights  inform direction

Personal strategies to inform
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A reflexive design practice framework which includes findings 
from Phase Two were mapped onto the existing detailed  
reflexive practice framework visualisation (page 37). This phase 
andmapping led to the to development of the first iteration of  
reflexive brand identity design practice principles, their headings 
and content for exploration in an online design workshop

Reflexive
practice theory  
visualisations

Re
fle

xi
ve

 p
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ct
ic

e 
 

m
ap

pi
ng

 v
is

ua
lis

at
io

ns

A PhD visual practice process book
Design visualisation practice used to do inquiry 
and as a method of inquiry

Detailed reflexive practice framework — with new brand identity research findings to support development of reflexive design practice  
X. Ways that designers use themselves, their own background and own self assumptions to consider their position. 
* This design research finding extends upon existing findings ** New finding uncovered by this research that contributes to existing findings 

A1.Behaviour
Cognitive

A2. Main characteristic of 
cognitive behaviour corresponds 
with Thought/thinking

A3. Characteristics of cognitive 
behaviour might include 
as existing in Fig 14

A4. Dominant space used to aid 
reflective and reflexive practice
as existing in Fig 14
A5. Questions that emerge from 
cognitive behaviour 
as existing in Fig 14

A6. Some reflective and reflexive 
questions aligned to cognitive 
behaviour
as existing in Fig 14

B1.Behaviour
Affective 

B2. Main characteristic of 
affective behaviour corresponds 
with Feelings/emotions

B3. Characteristics of affective 
behaviour might include as 
existing in Fig 14 plus 

 ** X2. Referenced their own 
background and self assumptions.
— X2a. Use and draw upon own 
background and its history as 
reference 
Understanding what the 
implications of own behavioural 
characteristics may evoke. 
For example, that feelings and 
emotions linked to age and gender 
may be different to others. 

 ** X2. Referenced their own 
background and self assumptions.
— X2b. Intuition and instinct as 
assumption 
Using intuition and instinct 
can endorse non-qualified 
assumptions

 ** X2. Referenced their own 
background and self assumptions.
— X2c. Awareness of own biases
Recognising that biases and 
associated beliefs need to be 
examined

 *Understanding that emotion is 
not necessarily biological and 
thus can be connected to social 
contexts — it can include factors 
such as gender and culture so it 
is essential to take into account 
differences in cultural expression 
and interpretation of emotions and 
different gender experiences of 
emotion.

 ** X2. Referenced their own 
background and self assumptions.
— X2d. Self in same situation
 Understanding the advantages 
or non-advantages of being the 
same gender identity as others. 
Awareness that (designer) 
practitioners of a different gender 
identity to that of others might 
greater self-awareness in this 
context. 
B4. Dominant space used to aid 
reflective and reflexive practice
as existing in Fig 14e
B5. Questions that emerge from 
affective behaviour values 
as existing in Fig 14

B6. Some reflective and reflexive 
questions aligned to affective 
behaviour
as existing in Fig 14

C1.Behaviour
Values

C2. Main characteristic of values 
behaviour corresponds with
Awareness of actions

C3. Characteristics of values behaviour 
might include  
as existing in Fig 14 plus

 ** X2. Referenced their own 
background and self assumptions.
— X2a. Use and draw upon own 
background and its history as reference 
Recognising the advantages or 
disadvantages of taking into account 
ones own background and history as a 
reference, to ensure awareness of ones 
actions.

 ** X2. Referenced their own 
background and self assumptions.
— X2b. Intuition and instinct as 
assumption
 Requires awareness that intuition and 
instinct may promote prejudices.

 ** X2.Referenced their own 
background and self assumptions.
— X2c. Awareness of own biases
Awareness that neglecting awareness 
of own biases can promote non-
equitability.

 *A well-informed approach to issues 
of discrimination, which is often 
institutionalised via our working and 
personal lives at both structural and 
cultural levels (as described above) and 
emerges via the use of discriminatory 
forms of language.

 ** X2. Referenced their own 
background and self assumptions.
— X2d. Self in same situation
 (Designer) practitioners recognising 
that not being the same gender identity 
as others/audiences needs to be taken 
into account to negate discrimination 
which emerges via use of languages

* Understanding the significance of 
the inclusion and participation of other 
people

 ** X3. Applied their own view of the 
transacting role towards audience:
— X3a. Designers employ a view of 
their duty towards audience 
— Recognising the significance, 
inclusion and participation of other 
people/audience when (designer) 
practitioners employ their own view 
of what their duty towards audience 
should involve/include.

C4. Dominant space used to aid 
reflective and reflexive practice
as existing in Fig 14

C5. Questions that emerge from 
behaviour 
as existing in Fig 14

B6. Some reflective and reflexive 
questions aligned to values behaviour
as existing in Fig 14 plus

* What are the values associated with 
my profession, i.e. codes of practice? / 
what do these mean to me in practice? 
/ what are my personal values? What 
do these mean to me in practice? / 
are there conflicts between these two 
sets of values and how I practise? /
X3. Applied their own view of the 
transacting role towards audience:
— X3a. Designers employ a view of 
their duty towards audience
What is the relationship between 
values associated with my profession 
and my personal values regarding my 
view of duty towards audience how do 
these impact upon my actions on others/
audience.

A1/B1/C1 (all behaviours)

A7/B7/C7. Approaches and 
techniques to promote reflective 
and reflexive thinking
as existing in Fig 14

A8/B8/C8. What is needed to 
maximise the personal reflexive 
space as existing in Fig 14 plus

 * Self- awareness and questioning 
the impact that one is personally, 
having upon the situation, and vice 
versa, both via themselves and 
through feedback from others 

— X1. (and X1a) Used their 
own personal motivations i.e. 
thought about what the benefit to 
themselves were
Designer practitioners need to 
recognise the significance of 
their own motivations and have 
awareness of what this does their 
reflexive space in relation to their 
audience experiences and ensure 
that their personal motivations 
do not dominate over a focus on 
giving equitable consideration to 
their audiences experiences.

 ** X2. Referenced their own 
background and self assumptions.
— X2d. Self in same situation
 (Design practitioners) need to 
be self-aware of their reflexivity 
within time parameters, i.e. not 
be reflexive about themselves 
in similar situations based on 
events/experiences that are not 
time specific to when an actual 
project/event/experience is 
currently undertaken. Reflexivity is 
needed within the parameters of 
the time that occurrences takes 
place, unless otherwise advised.

 ** X3. Applied their own view 
of the transacting role towards 
audience:
— X3a. Designers employ a view of 
their duty towards audience 
 Identification that the maturity 
of the agency that the (designer) 
practitioner works within or is 
employed at may impact upon 
practitioners perception regarding 
their duty to others/audience.

A9/B9/C9. Barriers to reflexive 
practice
as existing in Fig 14
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Reflexive
practice theory  
visualisations

Reflexive
practice theory  
visualisations

A1.Behaviour
Cognitive

A2. Main characteristic of 
cognitive behaviour corresponds 
with Thought/thinking

A3. Characteristics of cognitive 
behaviour might include 
as existing Fig 14 plus

 * Looking at things in a new way 
to move beyond routine practices
Y1. Utilized their own design 
knowledge and experience: 
— Y1e. Personal strategies to 
inform 
(Design practitioners) avoiding 
the use of generic communication 
when talking to diverse audiences 
and ensuring that they look at 
things in a new and non-generic 
way to move beyond formulaic 
solutions 

 * Looking at things in a new way 
to move beyond routine practices
Y3. Use project as influence:
— Y3c. Client sector as 
Supervision
(Designer) Practitioner 
understanding that having worked 
or currently working in the same 
arena/area/sector still requires 
re-evaluation and the need to look 
at things in new ways to move 
beyond routine practice

A4. Dominant space used to aid 
reflective and reflexive practice
as existing in Fig 14

A5. Questions that emerge from 
cognitive behaviour 
as existing Figure 14

A6. Some reflective and reflexive 
questions aligned to cognitive 
behaviour
as existing in Figure 14 plus
 * What do other people expect of 
me here? Is this consistent with my 
professional role and the specific 
duties of my job? and who else 
needs to be involved? Who do I 
need to communicate with?’
Y2.Seek advice via use of 
professional relationships:
— Y2a. Client direction and 
obligation
What effect is the direction of, and 
obligation to the client/s having 
upon my (designer practitioner) 
reflexivity in relation to audience

 * *Y2.Seek advice via use of 
professional relationships:
Y2b. Diversity of team provides 
positive value
— In what ways are/have you 
collaborated with other people from 
diverse backgrounds?

 * As in do I have the information I 
need to act? If not, what do I need 
to do to find out and how?

Y3. Use project as influence:
— Y3b. Brief as Guide
(Designer practitioners) Do I have 
a brief as a guide for the project? If 
not, how can I get one and who is 
involved in producing it?

B1.Behaviour
Affective

B2. Main characteristic of 
affective behaviour corresponds 
with Feelings/emotions

B3. Characteristics of affective 
behaviour might include 
as existing in Fig 14 

B4. Dominant space used to aid 
reflective and reflexive practice
as existing in Fig 14 

B5. Questions that emerge from 
affective behaviour values 
as existing in Fig 14

B6. Some reflective and reflexive 
questions aligned to affective 
behaviour
as existing in Fig 14 

Detailed reflexive practice framework — with new brand identity research findings to support development of reflexive design practice  
Y. Ways that designers use the professional context of their practice and W. Main areas concerned with issues and challenges that designers faced
* This design research finding extends upon existing findings ** New finding uncovered by this research that contributes to existing findings 

C1.Behaviour
Values

C2. Main characteristic of values 
behaviour corresponds with
Awareness of actions

C3. Characteristics of values 
behaviour might include 
 as existing in Fig 14 plus
 * Understanding the significance 
and inclusion and participation of 
other people 
Y2. Seek advice via use of 
professional relationships
— Y2b. Diversity of team provides 
positive value
— Recognising the significance 
of collaborating with people from 
a diverse range of backgrounds 
and asking what it might offer to 
ones own reflexivity in relation to 
audience/others
 * A well-informed approach to 
issues of discrimination, which 
is often institutionalised via our 
working and personal lives at both 
structural and cultural levels (as 
described above) and emerges via 
the use of discriminatory forms of 
language
Y2. Seek advice via use of 
professional relationships
— Y2b. Diversity of team provides 
positive value
— Understanding that diversity 
of people can offer insights into 
a plethora of different forms of 
language

C4. Dominant space used to aid 
reflective and reflexive practice
as existing in Fig 14 

C5. Questions that emerge from 
behaviour 
as existing in Fig 14 plus

 * Awareness for our own personal 
and professional actions, identity, 
values and feelings and having 
empathy for others 
Y1. Utilized their own design 
knowledge and experience
— Y1c. Adopt personalised view of 
what practice comprises
What impact are you (designer 
practitioner) having by bringing 
your own personal view/s of 
what you believe your practice 
encompasses when you are 
considering your position in 
relation to audience experiences. 
Are you recognising the part that 
your own ideology may play within 
their role as industry practitioners 
when they are considering their 
position.

A1/B1/C1 (all behaviours)

A7/B7/C7. Approaches and 
techniques to promote reflective 
and reflexive thinking
as existing in Fig 14 plus

 ** Y1. Utilized their own design 
knowledge and experience: 
— Y1e. Personal strategies to 
inform
Techniques that are unique 
to design practitioners which 
promote reflexive thinking include:
— Narrative and storytelling of 
content 
— Resonation 
— Going outside of the studio 
environment to try to see things 
from others perspectives and 
meet people — Talking to and 
listening to different voice to find 
out diverse views
— Visual pdf tool to prompt 
conversations
— Travelling
— Reading books and newspapers 
— Talking to people in the 
sector that they the practitioner 
is working within to inform 
discussions and subject 
understanding
— Gaining insights via personal 
project work that uses interviews 
to gain knowledge about sector 
trends and activities
—Discussions and debates to 
question if work is right for the 
audience
— Projection of themselves into 
the audience space 
—Making comparisons about what 
the audience are like
— First hand involvement with the 
audience themselves 

 ** Y3. Use project as influence:
— Y3b. Brief as Guide
 A Brief as a guide (for designer 
practitioners)

 ** Y3. Use project as influence:
— Y3d. Research insights to 
inform direction
Research insights to inform 
direction. 
Include:
— External techniques via client 
provided audience research and 
data  
— Personal techniques to gather 
audience research and data
—Traditional research traditional
— New research techniques — 
Research testing that incites 
conversations
— Artificial intelligence research
— Audience mapping
—Empathy maps
— Personas
— Workshops
— Touchpoints
— Case studies
— Surveys including interviews 
and interview transcripts

A8/B8/C8. What is needed to 
maximise the personal reflexive 
space
as existing in Fig 14 plus

 * As in management of work 
pressures, which can support in 
creating free time and space for 
personal reflection 
Y1. Utilized their own design 
knowledge and experience:
— Y1b. Leadership as authority
 (Designer) Practitioners who are 
leaders need to recognise that 
designers (who are of an inferior 
level to them) can be focused 
on their reflexivity aligned to the 
leaders experiences rather than 
on considering their reflexivity in 
relation to audiences experiences. 
Leaders need to reflect upon to 
what extent this may effect the 
designers (who are of an inferior 
level to them) reflexivity towards 
their audiences.

 * As in management of work 
pressures, which can support in 
creating free time and space for 
personal reflection 
Y1. Utilized their own design 
knowledge and experience:
— Y1b. Leadership as authority
 (Designer) Practitioners who 
are accountable to leaders (who 
are of an superior level to them) 
need to recognise how much they 
might be considering their own 
position in relation to their leaders 
experiences, rather than focusing 
on considering their own position 
in relation to their audience 
experiences.

 ** Y1. Utilized their own design 
knowledge and experience: 
— Y1d. Past education evokes 
direction to follow 
Consider education. Education 
that promotes designer reflexivity 
when considering their position 
in relation to their audience 
experiences. In addition early 
career development of designer 
practitioners reflexivity in relation 
to their audience experiences and 
how they might do this 

 ** Y1. Utilized their own design 
knowledge and experience:
— Y1a. Advanced role and position 
Consider role and position. 
Greater reflexivity required by less 
experienced practitioners (design 
graduates and junior designers) 

 ** Y1. Utilized their own design 
knowledge and experience:
— Y1a. Advanced role and position 
Consider role and position. 
Recognising that the degree 
of reflexivity may change with 
experience and knowledge level. 
Thus, what is and what is not 
needed to maximise your (design 
practitioners) personal reflective 
space at a particular point/time 
in your career aligned to your 
experience and knowledge level 

A/B9/C9. Barriers to reflexive 
practice
as existing in Fig 14 plus

 *Y3. Use project as influence:
— Y3a. Time and budget 
limitations
Time is one of the most important 
commodities required by 
(designer) practitioners to ensure 
effective reflexivity yet it is limited 

 **Y3. Use project as influence:
— Y3a. Time and budget 
limitations
— Budget limitations often lead 
to a lack of resources to assist 
(designer) practitioners in being 
able to engage effectively with 
reflexivity.

 **Y3. Use project as influence:
— Y3a. Time and budget 
limitations
— A fixed workforce type 
environment more so than 
a flexible workforce has a 
more detrimental impact upon 
(designer) practitioners reflexivity

 ** Y1. Utilized their own design 
knowledge and experience: 
— Y1d. Past education evokes 
direction to follow 
— Excluded from education. 
Education that omits to engage 
in learning and teaching that 
promotes designer reflexivity in 
relation to audience experiences 
and demonstrates how design 
students might do this.

 * Time constraints: incorporates 
reflection as part of the workload 
rather than separate from it
— W1 (and W1a.) A lack of time 
allocated within ideas generation 
stage of the process was an issue
Time give to reflexivity in the ideas 
generation stage of the design 
process is limited and this need to 
be explicitly taken into account to 
ensure reflexivity does not become 
latent.

 * * W1 (and W1a.) A lack of time 
allocated within ideas generation 
stage of the process was an issue
Designer as employee rather 
than designer as own employer 
effects time given to reflexivity. 
Time given to reflexivity in the 
ideas generation stage of the 
design process by a designer 
who is an employee working 
for someone else needs to be 
valued. A designer working for 
themselves allocates more time to 
the consideration of their position 
within this stage.

 * * W2 (and W2a.) There was 
inadequate material to assist 
reflection and greater non-bias. 
 Inadequate reflexive material. A 
lack of adequate material to assist 
reflection and greater non-bias. 
A conscious reflection point 
and a tool to prompt (designer) 
practitioners 

Detailed reflexive practice framework — with new brand identity research findings to support development of reflexive design practice  
Y. Ways that designers use the professional context of their practice and W. Main areas concerned with issues and challenges that designers faced
* This design research finding extends upon existing findings ** New finding uncovered by this research that contributes to existing findings 

A1/B1/C1 (all behaviours) A1/B1/C1 (all behaviours)
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A PhD visual practice process book
Design visualisation practice used to do inquiry 
and as a method of inquiry

Online Design Workshop invite (animated gif) placed on  
LinkedIn to attempt to involve more diverse participation in the 
Workshop. This invite was also emailed to prior participants

Online design  
workshop content  
visualisations  
and thematic  
analysis  
visualisations
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Online design  
workshop content  
visualisations  
and thematic  
analysis  
visualisations

Phase 3: Design Workshop 1 — Observational Protocol/ Dimensions 
for collecting descriptive observational data — Responses

Describes the setting, the people and the events that took place and used to: ‘identify 
and follow processes in witnessed events’; ‘understand how members themselves 
characterise and describe particular activities, events and groups’; ‘convey members’ 
explanations for when, why or how particular things happen and, thereby, to elicit 
members’ theories of the causes of particular happenings’; ‘identify the practical 
concerns, conditions and constraints that people confront and deal with in their 
everyday lives and action.’ (Silverman, 2013:243)

Participant no.

Usability of the principles

1.  
 
 
 

2.  
 
 
 
 
 
Impact/Effect — Indicating and understanding its effect and transformation

3 
 
 

4 
 
 
 

5. 
 
 
 

6. 
 
 
 

7. 
 
 
 
 
 

PhD — With the Participatory Consumer Audience in mind: Reflexive Communication Design for 
mainstream Brand Identity Designers

Phase 3: Online Design Workshop — Observational Protocol/ 
Dimensions of descriptive observation (Spradley, 1980, cited in Robson, 
2011:25)

1. Space: Layout of the online setting: participant space, timezones, 
intrusion/distractions, equipment etc.

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

2. Actors: The names and relevant details of the people involved.

Participant no. 1 
 
 

Participant no. 2 
 
 

Participant no. 3 
 
 
 

Participant no. 4 
 
 
 

Participant no. 5 
 
 
 
 

Participant no. 6 
 
 

PhD — With the Participatory Consumer Audience in mind: Reflexive Communication Design for 
mainstream Brand Identity Designers

Background and Overview — About the participant  
 
8. Job title 

9. Years experience 
 

10. Audience 
 

11. Gender Identity 
 
 

12. Location of studio 
 
 
 

13. Nationality 
 
 
 
 
 

PhD — With the Participatory Consumer Audience in mind: Reflexive Communication Design for 
mainstream Brand Identity Designers

3. Activities: The various activities of the actors

Participant no.1

PhD — With the Participatory Consumer Audience in mind: Reflexive Communication Design for 
mainstream Brand Identity Designers

Designed protocol forms

Six step thematic analysis framework (Braun and Clarke, 2006) 
Step 1— Becoming familiar with the data

— Workshop observational protocols

Online design  
workshop content  
visualisations  
and thematic  
analysis  
visualisations

Phase 3: Online Design Workshop — Implement, intervene and 
indicate: Exploring the reflexive design guide in use in a design 
workshop. (workshop 1)

This phase explores reflexive principles in use (as an intervention in the online design 
workshop). Collective feedback and a discussion then provides and indication of its 
effectiveness (and what was not effective) upon brand identity designers thinking about 
their own position in relation to consumer audience experiences in the ideation stage 
of their design process and within the context of a pre-supplied project brief, as well 
as revealing future and thus futher opportunities for development 

Main research questions in this phase

‘How might reflexive principles be used by mainstream brand identity designers within 
the ideas generation stage of the design process? 
 
And 
 
‘In what ways might reflexive principles effect brand identity designers thinking about 
their position in relation to consumer audience experiences within the ideas generation 
stage of the design process on a UK project?’ (indicates any transformation/change 
in designers thinking about their position regarding their audience experience 
approaches and confirms impact on designers thinking about their position in relation 
to audience experiences)

The specific aims are:

1. To collaboratively and interactively explore the use and usability of a eighteen 
reflexive principles

2. To collaboratively test the potential of these reflexive principles as an intervention

3. To provide an indication as to whether these reflexive principles initiate a  
re-evaluation of designers existing thinking or not, thus if any transforms prior thinking

4. To provide an indication as to in what ways the principles might initiate a  
re-evaluation of designers existing thinking

6. To establish the scope they might offer as a reflexive design approach and identify 
which principles and to what extent might be used as a new responsive consumer 
audience experience approach for brand identity designers

PhD — With the Participatory Consumer Audience in mind: Reflexive Communication Design for 
mainstream Brand Identity Designers

Phase 3: Online Design Workshop 1 — Observational Protocol/ 
Dimensions for collecting descriptive observational data

Describes the setting, the people and the events that took place

Research explanation 

Hello, thanks for agreeing to participate in my research. I just wanted to go over  a couple 
of things before we get started. I am a PhD candidate in the School of Communication 
at the Royal College of Art. I’m also a communication designer, Senior Lecturer in 
Graphic Design and I’ve worked in the design industry since 1993. This workshop will 
take around 2hrs 30 minutes and there are two stages. Does this sound ok to you?

The nature of my research

This research is motivated by my reflections of professional brand identity design 
practice. Led by these insights, and a review of literature, this research identified gaps 
regarding mainstream brand identity designers reflexivity in relation to consumer 
audiences experiences in the ideas generation stage of the design process. Thus this 
provided a research opportunity to investigate this area, specifically affiliated to UK 
based designers, who are working on UK projects.

The purpose of the Online Design Workshop

To explore the use of the reflexive principles via exercises that are connected to the 
context of the pre-supplied project brief, the participant designers chosen audience 
and within the ideas generation stage of the design process. These principles will be 
used as an intervention to prompt a diverse range of designer participants to consider 
how they think about their own position in relation to the consumer audience in this 
a specific stage of the design process. It proposes to instigate designers to critically 
and explicitly consider the consequences of their actions aligned to their thinking 
about consumer experiences and to glean collaborative feedback and insights on the 
usability, scope and impact of eighteen design principles which were the results of 
participant designer responses from the previous phase of this research.Its intent is tito 
assist in promoting an equitable engagement approach in the ideas generation stage 
of the design process in practice.

How the participants were selected

From the prior phase 1 — questiionnaire and phase 2 — semi-structured interviews

Ehics and signing of participant ethics forms

I would just like to clarify that you have read and agree with the Participant Project 
Information & Consent Form and that you have returned the consent form?

There are no right or wrong answers, — what I am interested in is your opinion 
and personal experiences. Please feel free to ask for clarification or to challenge any 
question, or at any stage during the workshop. Are you happy and agree to the 
use of the audio recording equipment and note taking throughout the duration of the 
workshop? Are you happy to continue and do you have any questions?  

PhD — With the Participatory Consumer Audience in mind: Reflexive Communication Design for 
mainstream Brand Identity Designers

Phase 3: Online Design Workshop  — Observational Protocol

Descriptive Notes

(portraits of the participants, a 
reconstruction of dialogue, a description 
of the physical setting, accounts of 
particular events, or activities)

Reflexive Notes 

(the researchers personal thoughts such 
as speculators, feelings, problems, ideas, 
hunches, impressions and produces) 

PhD — With the Participatory Consumer Audience in mind: Reflexive Communication Design for 
mainstream Brand Identity Designers

PhD — With the Participatory Consumer Audience in mind: Reflexive Communication Design for 
mainstream Brand Identity Designers

Design Workshop 1 will specifically investigate

Stage 2. Discussing the principles

Distiling the data uncovered from stage 1 (1A.Brief + ideas generation — Exploring 
principles and 1B.Documenting feedback on the principles) by asking design 
participants to discuss, present back and share their responses (both visually and 
verbally) from the questions asked in stage 1B that had been documented on their 
whiteboard page in Miro.

Usability 
 
1. How did you use the reflexive principles?  
 
2. Were they easy or not to use/apply? Or did any issues arise when using /applying 
them?  
 
3. How would/might you use these principles as an addition to your existing design 
process during the ideas generation stages? 
 
4. Can you provide some potential recommendations for revision of use of the 
reflexive principles?

Impact/Effect 
 
5. Can you describe in what ways you thought about your own position regarding 
consumer audience experiences when using the reflexive principles? 
 
6. Did any of the principles effect how you thought about your own position in 
relationto the consumer audience experiences? If so which which were these and to in 
what ways did these have an effect upon your thinking and in what way? 
 
7. Were there any reflexive principles that were more significant or not than others? If 
so which ones and why? 
 
8.Did the reflexive principles assist you to think critically about your position in relation 
to consumer audience experiences? 
 
9. Would you be confident using the reflexive principles in your design process 
inpractice to aid your thinking about your own position in relation to consumer 
audience experiences? 
 
10. I could easily introduce and apply the reflexive principles that I have learned from 
this workshop to the ideas generation stage of my design process in practice 
 
11. Considering two of the reflexive principles two can you suggest one 
opportunitythat you believe that each of these might have for future practice? 
 
12. Considering two of the reflexive principles two can you suggest one concern that 
you believe that each of these might have for future practice?

Background and Overview — About the participant

13. Job title, years experience, studio location, gender identity and nationality 
 
Closure — Thanks for participating and goodbye. I ensured that the 
workshop is finished before I switched off my audio recording device.
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Participant designer pre-provided links, preparatory task  
and project brief emailed to designers prior to the online  
design workshop

I asked all participants to spend 30-60 mins attempting to collect some research (primary or  
secondary data) related to a provided audience group for reference and use in the online workshop. 
Previous findings in this research uncovered that designers in applied practice often have limited  
time and budgets for research and this phase in the study intended to be akin to an applied practice  
scenario to be able to glean useful and reliable data. Any designers who spent more than the  
suggested time undertaking research were asked to make this explicit at the start of the online design 
workshop so that this could be explicitly documented in the findings

This prior preparation and task saved time initiating and collating this information during the  
workshop. It supported participants in them having initial ideas to bring to the session for  
development and an audience group to refer too with regards to the ways that they could use and  
apply the initial reflexive principles within the context of a project brief. This task supported participant 
contributions, negated hierarchies as everyone had been asked to arrive with content that was situated 
at the same level and was used in discussion as a way to introduce people and in breaking the ice 
between participants

Online Design Workshop Project B — Pre-Brief 

Audience group research
As a preparatory workshop task, please could you bring research (this could be   
for example primary or secondary audience data) related to the audience group  
— males over 55 years of age who are in full time employment and live in the UK.

Subject area/topic research
Please could you also bring to the workshop some research related to gut health 
with a focus on empowering the gut health of the audience (as above) 

‘Gut health’ refers to the overall health of your digestive tract. It is a term that’s 
come to prominence over the last couple of decades as more research has been 
done into what constitutes a healthy gut. In general parlance, gut health is used to 
refer to the balance of microorganisms that live in your digestive tract. This is also 
known as your gut microbiome.

Why is this prepatory task required?
To note is that the workshop itself is not specifically concerned with investigating 
the audience group or subject area/topic of gut health itself, but instead this is 
used to provide a framework for exploring and giving feedback back on reflexivity.

This research will support you in being able to undertake the main exercise  
in the workshop. 

It will provide some subject knowledge of the topic and audience research 
information in advance to be able to refer it in the workshop session. 

The amount of time you give to this research is entirely your choice, (you may 
choose not to do this at all) but it would be helpful if it was comparable to/approx 
the same amount of time you give or are would be able to give yourself (not what 
you are potentially pre-provided with) to undertake this process at the start of a 
project in industry practice.

Consent form
Prior to attending the workshop, please can you also read and if you agree 
sign and return via email (to: sarah.kirby-ginns@network.rca.ac.uk) the enclosed 
consent form. If you do not wish to be involved in the research please can you also 
email me in advance of the workshop to let me know that you wont be attending 

Info regarding workshop links
One day prior to the workshop all the links for the event will be emailed to 
you (please note none of the links will be available or live until the date of the 
workshop and the specific time of the opening of the workshop)

These links will include one Zoom link (which is for the opening/start of the 
workshop) and several Miro links (one for each of the iterative stages of the 
workshop)
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Workshop date  
and time
Thurs. 30.07.2020  
at 15.30

Where
Online via Zoom
Olnline via Miro
All links to the workshop
will be provided via email 
one day before the 
workshop

Researchers email
sarah.kirby-ginns@
network.rca.ac.uk

Online Design Workshop  — Links 

Participant 1

Zoom meeting link (please click on the link below to join the opening/start of the 
workshop on 30.07.2020 at 03:30 PM London)

https://us02web.zoom.us/j/86177327984?pwd=MEEwQ09GdC8ycjZ2bmlRel
F5NGFndz09

Meeting ID — 861 7732 7984
Passcode — 928413

—————
Miro links as below (which will be explained in more detail in the Zoom chat 
above and will be available after the opening/start of the workshop):

Brief — https://miro.com/app/board/o9J_kpDoiWg=/

Stage 1A — https://miro.com/app/board/o9J_krdci9U=/

Stage 1B — https://miro.com/app/board/o9J_krd8BHk=/

Stage 2 — https://miro.com/app/board/o9J_krcCagw=/

(Please note: none of the Miro links above will be available or live until the date of 
the workshop and the specific time of the opening of the workshop. If you dont 
have an account with Miro (you can set up a free account) you may be asked to 
sign in/create an account. You do not have to do this if you do not wish to, as 
once I make the the Miro links above accessible to you after the opening of the 
workshop (on Zoom as above) you should not have to sign in or create an account 
but instead just click on the links)

—————
Miro test link as below (if you want to see what Miro is and explore the tools 
etc before the workshop if you haven’t used it before):

Test/Learn the tools link — https://miro.com/app/board/o9J_ko-5SHo=/

(If you click on the test link above, Miro is accessible and you can access now, 
before the workshop. You do not need to sign in/have an account)

Workshop date  
and time
Thurs. 30.07.2020  
at 15.30

Researchers email
sarah.kirby-ginns@
network.rca.ac.uk

On the day of the 
workshop if you have any 
problems with joining us 
initially on Zoom, please 
email me (as above) and 
I’ll reply immediately

Online Design Workshop Project A — Pre-Brief  

Audience group research
As a preparatory workshop task, please could you bring research (this could be   
for example primary or secondary audience data) related to the audience group  
— women who live in the UK and are lone parents under 35 years of age.

Subject area/topic research
Please could you also bring to the workshop some research related to gut health 
with a focus on empowering the gut health of the audience (as above) 

‘Gut health’ refers to the overall health of your digestive tract. It is a term that’s 
come to prominence over the last couple of decades as more research has been 
done into what constitutes a healthy gut. In general parlance, gut health is used to 
refer to the balance of microorganisms that live in your digestive tract. This is also 
known as your gut microbiome.

Why is this prepatory task required?
To note is that the workshop itself is not specifically concerned with investigating 
the audience group or subject area/topic of gut health itself, but instead this is 
used to provide a framework for exploring and giving feedback back on reflexivity.

However, this research will support you in being able to undertake the main 
exercise in the workshop. 

It will provide some subject knowledge of the topic and audience research 
information in advance to be able to refer it in the workshop session. 

The amount of time you give to this research is entirely your choice, (you may 
choose not to do this at all) but it would be helpful if it was comparable to/approx 
the same amount of time you give or are would be able to give yourself (not what 
you are potentially pre-provided with) to undertake this process at the start of a 
project in industry practice.

Consent form
Prior to attending the workshop, please can you also read and if you agree 
sign and return via email (to: sarah.kirby-ginns@network.rca.ac.uk) the enclosed 
consent form. If you do not wish to be involved in the research please can you also 
email me in advance of the workshop to let me know that you wont be attending 

Info regarding workshop links
One day prior to the workshop all the links for the event will be emailed to 
you (please note none of the links will be available or live until the date of the 
workshop and the specific time of the opening of the workshop)

These links will include one Zoom link (which is for the opening/start of the 
workshop) and several Miro links (one for each of the iterative stages of the 
workshop)

Workshop date  
and time
Thurs. 30.07.2020  
at 15.30

Where
Online via Zoom
Olnline via Miro
All links to the workshop
will be provided via email 
one day before the 
workshop

Researchers email
sarah.kirby-ginns@
network.rca.ac.uk
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Online Design Workshop — Information and brief guide to Miro

https://help.miro.com/hc/en-us/articles/360017730533-What-Is-Miro- 

What Is Miro?
Miro is the online collaborative whiteboarding platform that enables distributed teams to work 
effectively together, from brainstorming with digital sticky notes to planning and managing agile 
workflows.

Getting access to Miro
You wont need to register a Miro profile as the link as I will provide all links (a day before the 
workshop) that will give you access to participate in the Online Design Workshop in Miro.

06/07/2020 How to Create a Miro Board – Miro Support & Help Center

https://help.miro.com/hc/en-us/articles/360017571974-How-to-Create-a-Miro-Board 4/7

The dashboard shows to which project your board will belong and to which team the project

belongs

 

The board interface 

In the centre of the board window, there is the working space - the board itself. Here you add

and organize content, insert templates or links to other sites, platforms and services. 

The board interface

 

The working space is surrounded by a few sets of tools and settings:

1. The main board menu:

Miro button to go back to the dashboard

Board information card

Export options

Buttons undo and redo

2. The settings toolbar:

Sharing settings

Board settings

Learn & Inspire center (tutorials, use cases, FAQs, form to contact support, etc)

Search 

Online design  
workshop content  
visualisations  
and thematic  
analysis  
visualisations

4. Objects: Online elements, equipment, software etc.

PhD — With the Participatory Consumer Audience in mind: Reflexive Communication Design for 
mainstream Brand Identity Designers

7. Goals: What actors are trying to accomplish

Participant no. 1

 
 
 
 
 

Participant no. 2

 
 
 
 
 

Participant no. 3

 
 
 
 
 

Participant no. 4

 
 
 
 
 
 

Participant no. 5

 
 
 
 
 
 

Participant no. 6

PhD — With the Participatory Consumer Audience in mind: Reflexive Communication Design for 
mainstream Brand Identity Designers

6. Time: The sequence of events

PhD — With the Participatory Consumer Audience in mind: Reflexive Communication Design for 
mainstream Brand Identity Designers

8. Feelings: Emotions in particular contexts 

Participant no. 1

 
 
 
 
 

Participant no. 2

 
 
 
 
 

Participant no. 3

 
 
 
 
 

Participant no. 4

 
 
 
 
 
 

Participant no. 5

 
 
 
 
 
 

Participant no. 6

PhD — With the Participatory Consumer Audience in mind: Reflexive Communication Design for 
mainstream Brand Identity Designers
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Online design  
workshop content  
visualisations  
and thematic  
analysis  
visualisations

Workshop planning and design Online design  
workshop content  
visualisations  
and thematic  
analysis  
visualisations
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Pre-prepared visual workshop boards and exercise sheets 
were generated for each participant prior to them entering Miro 
and the workshop. Individual boards were then populated and 
completed by each design participant during stage 1A. of the 
session 

Each participant’s board included the first iteration of v.1  
reflexive brand identity design practice principles, their headings 
and content. Each participant was given either 3 or 4 different 
principles

Stage 1A — Using and exploring the reflexive principles within 
the designers ideas generation stage and within the context of 
the a project brief

Online design  
workshop content  
visualisations  
and thematic  
analysis  
visualisations

Miro pre-prepared visual workshop boards and exercise sheets 
for stage 1B. of the session 

Stage 1B — (Identifying the ways in these principles might have 
impacted upon designers thinking in this context and future 
directions)

Online design  
workshop content  
visualisations  
and thematic  
analysis  
visualisations
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Online design  
workshop content  
visualisations  
and thematic  
analysis  
visualisations

Online design  
workshop content  
visualisations  
and thematic  
analysis  
visualisations

Miro pre-prepared visual workshop boards and exercise sheets 
for stage 2 of the session 

Stage 2 — Each participants feedback to sub questions in this 
phase were entered into the boxes above and completed by the  
each individual participant and then later with the participants 
as a collective group, all of which was facilitated by me  
as researcher
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2
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3

Six step thematic analysis framework (Braun and Clarke, 2006)
Step 1 — Becoming familiar with the data

— Design participants responses to Miro exercise in 
stage 1A 

—All completed visual whiteboards from each participant  
were saved as pdf files and downloaded by the researcher  
for analysis

Online design  
workshop content  
visualisations  
and thematic  
analysis  
visualisations

Ideas —  Can be written or shown as visuals.

This should include all of your (main) initial ideas related 

to the brief

Participant 1 —  Ideas based on brief

Participant 1 —  Stage 1 —  1A —   Using and exploring the reflexive principles within the designers ideas 

generation stage and within the context of a project brief 

Gut health is 
misunderstood.
The new brand 
needs to help 
correct these 

misunderstandings

Participant 1 —  Design Brief —  Stage 1

Stage 1 —  1A.Brief + ideas generation —  Exploring principles

Participant 1 —  Stage 1 —  1A. Reflexive principles for use

'Educator'
Empower

Change behaviour

Knowledge

Bring clarity

Create ambassadors

Inclusive
Dispell myths

Communicate

Subject

Adapt Modify

Put to other useCombine

Substitute

Reverse

Eliminate

Type here
Type here

Type here
Type here

Type here
Type here

Type here
Type here

Type here
Type here

Type here
Type here

Type here
Type here

Type here
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Type here
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Type here
Type here

Type here
Type here

Type here
Type here

Type here
Type here

Type here
Type here

Type here
Type here

Type here
Type here

Type here
Type here

Type here
Type here

4. Be perceptive to discrimination/s and biases 

Have a well informed approach to issues of 

discrimination and ensure you examine your use of 

languages and your own biases and ask why it/these 

might exist

Even if you are aware of your own self perceptions 

and biases, the use of these when considering your 

position and have an understanding that the way you 

think is not necessarily the way the audience 

thinks. You must examine your own perceptions 

biases and associated beliefs to raise attention 

that neglecting to do so can promote non- 

equitability.

You must also be mindful that you are not doing 

work for yourselves and must question how much of 

your own perceptions you are embodying in the work

Principle no.4

5. Have restraint mirroring self in same situation 

Think carefully about assessing/putting yourself in 

the same or similar situation/s (i.e gender 

identity/ies) to the audience/s experience as a way 

to qualify your perspective

When drawing upon your own experiences or yourself 

in a similar or the same situation as the audience 

experience/s, criticality is needed to ensure that 

your have considered if/how your own experiences 

are significant to audiences experiences and if so 

and how.

This also is significant regarding your own time- 

specific experiences of yourself in a similar or 

the same situation, as the  audience experience/s. 

You need to ensure that you have considered if/how 

your own perceptions within this time/date period 

timeframe are significant to the existing time and 

if/how to audiences experiences within the 

parameters of the time that the actual project work 

is undertaken, unless otherwise advised. This is 

also the same for example regarding gender and age.

In addition, if you have not had the same 

experiences as the audience, you need to consider 

your position more deeply and critically recognise 

that not being for example the same gender identity 

as audiences needs to be taken into account to 

ensure that you have considered if/how your own 

perceptions and use of languages (values) are 

significant to audiences experiences and if so, 

how, to negate

 

Principle no.5

Principle no.6

6. Scrutinize viewpoint of duty to audience

Audience/s and people/s are involved in the process, 

and as such their experiences need to be critically 

taken into account. Its also important to understand 

what impact a studio/agency might be having upon your 

own views regarding your what to your duty towards 

audience and your transacting role should encompass

You need to understand the significance and inclusion 

and participation of other people when considering your 

position, regardless of what you perceive your working 

relationship or duty towards the audience and their 

experiences or definitions of an audience (i.e. 

consumer, customer, user) should be like or what type 

of design agency you work in/with, even if this is a 

mature agency (previous results indicate that if you do 

work in a more mature agency you should have greater 

opportunity to maximise the personal reflexive space)

1. Regulate personal motives 

You must not allow your own personal motivations 

associated with the project to dominate

Do not allow your own personal motivations of how 

the work will benefit you personally as a designer 

to dominate over your thinking when considering 

audiences experiences.

Principle no.1

Enable 
Empower
Educate

My role:
As a male, and waaay out 
of the demographic, my 

role is to use my 
experience and knowledge 
of how to communicate on 

a technical level, to help  
the message get through

This 'technical' 
approach refers to 
practical things like 

message length, 
typography, layout, 

etc.

I'm comfortable with 
this 'role' as it is not 

gender based 
knowledge, I've learnt 

typography from 
women and men of 

different ages...

NOT my role:
To try and create a 

visual identity based 
on what I think the 
demographic will 

respond to 
('pinkwash')

So, I am a 
designer using my 

experience in 
design to create 

effective 
communications

Naming can be 
along the lines 
of something 

educative?

Typography and 
colour I could 

approach, with 
some tests on 
wife/female 

friends?

Out of my scope:
Content and brand 
applications. What 
are the channels? 

instagram? 
Facebook?

Tone of voice X
What else? should 
all of the content 

and images be 
produced by 

women?

Approach

Role:

'safe area'

What it may look like:

gender of the 
'creator' is 

unimportant here, 
no patronising, just 
strong messaging 
and straight talk

Online design  
workshop content  
visualisations  
and thematic  
analysis  
visualisations

Ideas —  Can be written or shown as visuals.

This should include all of your (main) initial ideas related 

to the brief

Participant 2 —  Ideas based on brief

Participant 2 —  Stage 1 —  1A —   Using and exploring the reflexive principles within the designers ideas 

generation stage and within the context of a project brief 

Type here
Type here

Type here
Type here

Type here
Type here

Type here
Type here

Participant 2 —  Design Brief —  Stage 1

Stage 1 —  1A.Brief + ideas generation —  Exploring principles

Participant 2 —  Stage 1 —  1A. Three reflexive principles for use
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3. Query instincts and intutition 

Question your instincts and intuition to avoid 

endorsing non qualified assumptions and potentially 

promoting predjuce/s

Question your non- qualified and assumptive 

intuition and instincts. This might be associated 

with a gut- feel. Just because you may think or feel 

something about something in a particular way it 

does not always mean your audience will. Try to be 

objective (without being absolutist) as well as 

subjective, about your own instincts and intuition 

to avoid an approach that may promote prejudices.

Principle no.3

10. Continually look at things denovo(afresh; 

again)

Thoughtfully employ your own design strategies, 

knowledge and experience. For example, engage with 

techniques and approaches that promote reflexivity, 

but try to look at things in a new way to negate 

formulaic solutions and avoid the routine practices

Use approaches and techniques that promote 

reflective and reflexive thinking. Avoid routine 

and formulaic solutions and ensure that you are 

always looking at things in a new way to move 

beyond routines and try to avoid the use of generic 

communications, even if having to adopt flexibility 

in work across different cultures and continents to 

appeal to a broad audience.

Principle no.10

Principle no.16

16.Employ reliable audience research insights and 

techniques

Engage with relevant and reliable audience research 

insights and techniques to challenge pre- 

conceptions, facilitate reflections and support 

cognizant reflexivity

Audience research insights are important in 

prompting you to consider your own position and 

inform your direction. They can challenge pre- 

conceptions and facilitate reflections of any 

possible differences in prior thinking and incite 

conversations and provide more in- depth 

understanding about the emotions and motivations

of audiences. These insights might be comprised of 

external techniques via client provided audience 

research and data as well as the use of your own 

techniques to gather audience research and data. 

However, design practitioners need to be attentive 

to whether research insights, their source/s and 

content /s are accurate and are thus likely to be 

reliably effective or not in assisting their 

reflexivity

I already think about this 
point when designing 

something. Trying to be 
unbiased. Hard thing to do, 

we are defined by things 
around us, how we grew 

up, etc.

Based on my research of 
the audience, I would look 

more into connection 
between mental well- being 
and gut- health. What is the 
correlation of the food and 

how the target audience 
feels.

I have also found out that 
the target audience is often 
financially insecure, which 
can lead to perhaps bying 
less quality foods, which 
then links back to mental 

health.

mental 
health

how healthy is the gut

food

money

my initial thought on 
naming: something 
related to the cycle 
between the four 
points that affect 

each other

Name 
ideas: 

Cycle, Loop, 
Rhythm
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Ideas —  Can be written or shown as visuals.

This should include all of your (main) initial ideas related 

to the brief

Participant 3 —  Ideas based on brief

Participant 3 —  Stage 1 —  1A —   Using and exploring the reflexive principles within the designers ideas 

generation stage and within the context of a project brief 

making gut health 
digestible – small easy bits 
of information – bitesize 

chunks

Type here
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Type here
Type here

Type here
Type here

Type here
Type here

Participant 3—  Design Brief —  Stage 1

Stage 1 —  1A.Brief + ideas generation —  Exploring principles

Participant 3 —  Stage 1 —  1A. Three reflexive principles for use
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2. Recognise background and behavioural 

characteristics 

Acknowledge the implications that the use of your 

own background, history as a reference and 

behavioural characteristics may have

Recognise the advantages and disadvantages of 

taking into account your own background and history 

and need to understand and challenge the 

implications of your own behavioural 

characteristics which includes your feelings and 

emotions. This could for example be linked with 

your gender or age when considering audience 

experiences

Principle no.2

12. Collaborate with diverse people

Collaborate with people from diverse backgrounds to 

gain a wide range of perspectives to expand your 

understanding of cultural diversity and the use of 

appropriate forms of language/s

Take advantage where possible of what collaborating 

with diverse people, including a range of different 

people in your team can offer you when considering 

your own position. Also, gain insights into a 

plethora of different forms of language (positive 

and negative) to support understanding of cultural 

diversity, cultural nuances and that the inclusion 

and participation of other people promotes a well 

informed approach to issues of discrimination.

Age diversity of other team members is specifically 

beneficial to designers when considering their own 

position

Principle no.12

15. Acknowledge that same sector projects require 

continuous re- evaluation

Reflexivity is needed even if you have previously 

worked in or have knowledge or experience o f the 

same or a similar sector

Even if you have prior experience, knowledge or 

understanding about the sector or a similar sector 

(i.e., the sector itself, its scale, process etc) 

aligned to a project that you are engaged to work 

on, you must ensure that you engage with 

reflexivity and consider your own position to 

ensure that re- evaluation continuously occurs and 

so that you look at things in a new way to move 

beyond potentially routine practices[

Principle no.15

18. Be attentive to impact of practice ideology

Have awareness for the impact that your own 

ideology might be having upon your reflexivity in 

relation to audience experiences

Have awareness for the impact that bringing your 

own personal view/s of what you believe your 

practice encompasses might have upon your 

understanding when considering your position in 

relation to audience experience/s. Recognise the 

part that your own ideology may play within your 

role as industry practitioners when considering 

your position.This is associated with awareness of 

actions in which conflicts between professional 

codes of practice and one’s own personal values 

must be questioned.

Principle no.18

How does this 
demographic consume 

content?  
https://www.ofcom.org.uk/
__data/assets/pdf_file/0011
/113222/Adults- Media- Use- 

and- Attitudes- Report- 
2018.pdf

A service based identity – 
any products??  

infomormation for 
beginners – ie couch to 5k 

style

brand names – words 
surrounding 'improving' 

gaining turning a negative 
into a positive. flipping the 

idea, 'inside- out'

mental health side of 
things could be used to 
communicate with this 

demographic as there has 
been increased media 

coverage, especially 
through this pandemic.

Using the age and socio 
economic status to 

influence the ideas and 
concepts

'Wiser' 'wise up'
'healthy aging' does this 

demograhic want to think 
of themselves as aging?!

Factors contributing to 
nutrition- related health
Socioeconomic cultural 

environmental
Social and community
Individual and lifestyle

The look and feel ideas 
could be surrounding the  
Sage brand archetype: – ie  

seeking truth and facts

Example brands include: 
Google, Philips,

Online design  
workshop content  
visualisations  
and thematic  
analysis  
visualisations

Ideas —  Can be written or shown as visuals.

This should include all of your (main) initial ideas related 

to the brief

Participant 5 —  Ideas based on brief

Participant 5 —  Stage 1 —  1A —   Using and exploring the reflexive principles within the designers ideas 

generation stage and within the context of a project brief 

Modern Grandma's Kitchen

Eat fresh wholesome food 
just like Grandma did

(80's /90's Retro Style )

Type here
Type here

Gut Gurus

(Buddha/ Zen 
Style)

Type here
Type here microBiome 

Basics

Back to Basics

(Rustic Farm Style)

Type here
Type here

Radiant Health 
Heroes

(Super hero 
style)

Type here
Type here

Participant 5 —  Design Brief —  Stage 1

Stage 1 —  1A.Brief + ideas generation —  Exploring principles

Participant 5 —  Stage 1 —  1A. Three reflexive principles for use
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7. Take into account limitations of own experience 

level

Your level of experience can impact upon your 

reflexive capability. Thus if you are a less 

experienced practitioner it is additionally crucial 

that you engage with reflexivity

All designers should consider their position in 

relation to audiences, but if you are a graduate or 

junior designer then it is even more important to 

consider your position in relation to audiences 

experiences, (as you have lesser experience

Note: Consequently, prior findings also indicate 

that as designers develop their knowledge and 

experience, reflexive principles specific to their 

position and role at a particular point/time in 

their career might be beneficial. Thus, a range of 

distinct reflexive principles might be advantageous 

to designers as they progress through the differing 

and increasing experience levels of design 

practice.

Principle no.7

13. Prioritise reflexive time and budget

Allow a sufficient allocation of time (specifically in 

the ideas generation stage of the design process) and 

budget for your reflexivity, particularly if you are 

an employee (rather than an employer involved in this 

stage) and especially if you are part of a fixed 

rather than flexible workforce

Time constraints linked to a project can limit you in 

being able to be able to effectively consider your 

position, particularly within your ideas generation 

stage of a project. Hence, ensure a sufficient 

allocation of time is allocated to be enable you in 

being able to consider your position during this 

stage.

For example, consideration may be needed when planning 

this aspect of project time to ensure that reflexivity 

in this context does not become latent. If you are an 

employee of a company (rather than being an employee 

of your own company) this also requires greater 

consideration for the sufficient allocation of time.

Budget imitations and a lack of resources can also be 

an issue and a barrier impeding you to effectively 

consider your position, hence where possible this 

should be taken into account in/during project 

planning.

The type of work environment, and in particular that 

the fixed workforce impacts more detrimentally upon 

practitioners reflexivity than when in a flexible 

workforce scenario.

Principle no.13   

14. Refer to a project brief for reference

Utilise and have a project brief as reference, and 

use it as a guide to assist engagement with 

reflexivity in the context of project requirements

A brief should be used as a reference and to help 

keep you on track when considering your position by 

assisting you to consider the appropriateness of 

your position in terms of addressing project 

requirement/s. This information can be used to 

prompt judgements regarding the consideration of 

your own position and and qualify suitablity 

aligned to audience/s experiences

Principle no.14

Online design  
workshop content  
visualisations  
and thematic  
analysis  
visualisations
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Six step thematic analysis framework (Braun and Clarke, 2006)
Step 1 — Becoming familiar with the data

— Design participants responses to Miro exercise in 
stage 1B

— All completed visual whiteboards from each participant 
were saved as pdf files and downloaded by the researcher  
for analysis

Online design  
workshop content  
visualisations  
and thematic  
analysis  
visualisations

What I Liked  What I Learned

What was lacking What would have been better was....

Principle 4

Principle 5

Participant 1 —  Stage 1B —  Documenting the use and impact of the reflexive principles within the designers ideas 

generation stage and within the context of a project brief  Participant feedback

Question 1. —  How did you use the reflexive principles?

Participant 1 —  Stage 1 —  1B —  Reflexive principles used with brief and ideas generation in stage 1A.

General comments/any other feedback

Comments/Feedback

Type here
Type here

Question 2. —  How would/might you use these principles as an addition to your existing design process during the 

ideas generation stages?

Question 3. —  Can you describe in what ways you thought about your own position regarding consumer audience 

experiences when using the reflexive principles?

Question 4. —  

4. Do you feel that any of the principles effected how you thought about your own position in relation to the 

consumer audience experiences? If so which which were these and to in what ways did these have an effect upon 

your thinking?

Question 5. —  Were there any reflexive principles that were more significant to you than others?

Question 6. —  Would you suggest any recommendations or revisions regarding the reflexive principles?

What would have been better was.... What would have been better was....

What would have been better was....

4. Be perceptive to discrimination/s and biases 

Have a well informed approach to issues of 

discrimination and ensure you examine your use of 

languages and your own biases and ask why it/these 

might exist

Even if you are aware of your own self perceptions 

and biases, the use of these when considering your 

position and have an understanding that the way you 

think is not necessarily the way the audience 

thinks. Y  ou must examine your own perceptions 

biases and associated beliefs to raise attention 

that neglecting to do so can promote non- 

equitability.

You must also be mindful that you are not doing 

work for yourselves and must question how much of 

your own perceptions you are embodying in the work

Principle no.4

5. Have restraint mirroring self in same situation 

Think carefully about assessing/putting yourself in 

the same or similar situation/s (i.e gender 

identity/ies) to the audience/s experience as a way 

to qualify your perspective

When drawing upon your own experiences or yourself 

in a similar or the same situation as the audience 

experience/s, criticality is needed to ensure that 

your have considered if/how your own experiences 

are significant to audiences experiences and if so 

and how.

This also is significant regarding your own time- 

specific experiences of yourself in a similar or 

the same situation, as the  audience experience/s. 

You need to ensure that you have considered if/how 

your own perceptions within this time/date period 

timeframe are significant to the existing time and 

if/how to audiences experiences within the 

parameters of the time that the actual project work 

is undertaken, unless otherwise advised. This is 

also the same for example regarding gender and age.

In addition, if you have not had the same 

experiences as the audience, you need to consider 

your position more deeply and critically recognise 

that not being for example the same gender identity 

as audiences needs to be taken into account to 

ensure that you have considered if/how your own 

perceptions and use of languages (values) are 

significant to audiences experiences and if so, 

how, to negate discrimination 

Principle no.5 Principle no.6

6. Scrutinize viewpoint of duty to audience

Audience/s and people/s are involved in the process, 

and as such their experiences need to be critically 

taken into account. Its also important to understand 

what impact a studio/agency might be having upon your 

own views regarding your what to your duty towards 

audience and your transacting role should encompass

You need to understand the significance and inclusion 

and participation of other people when considering your 

position, regardless of what you perceive your working 

relationship or duty towards the audience and their 

experiences or definitions of an audience (i.e. 

consumer, customer, user) should be like or what type 

of design agency you work in/with, even if this is a 

mature agency (previous results indicate that if you do 

work in a more mature agency you should have greater 

opportunity to maximise the personal reflexive space)

Principle 6

What I Liked  What I Learned

What was lacking What would have been better was....

What I Liked  What I Learned

What was lacking What would have been better was....

What I Liked  What I Learned

What was lacking What would have been better was....

What I Liked  What I Learned

What was lacking What would have been better was....

What I Liked  What I Learned

What was lacking What would have been better was....

Participant 1 —  Stage 1 —  1B —  Background information (please complete)

What duration of time did you spend on audience group research prior to this workshop? —  1 hour

Job title —  Creative Lead

Years experience —  20+

Gender identity —  Male

Nationality —  Uk

Ethnic group —  White

Location of studio in which you are employed/work —  Copenhagen / London

1. Regulate personal motives 

You must not allow your own personal motivations 

associated with the project to dominate

Do not allow your own personal motivations of how 

the work will benefit you personally as a designer 

to dominate over your thinking when considering 

audiences experiences.

Principle no.1

Principle 1

Principle 4

Principle 5

Principle 6

Principle 1

Principle 4

Principle 5

Principle 6

Principle 1

Principle 4

Principle 5

Principle 6

Principle 1

Principle 4

Principle 5

Principle 6

Principle 1

Principle 4

Principle 5

Principle 6

Principle 1

Principle 4

Principle 5

Principle 6

Principle 1

Principle 4

Principle 5

Principle 6

Principle 1

Principle 4

Principle 5

Principle 6

Principle 1

Principle 4

Principle 5

Principle 6

Principle 1

Principle 4

Principle 5

Principle 6

Principle 1

Principle 4

Principle 5

Principle 6

Principle 1

Principle 4

Principle 5

Principle 6

Principle 1

Principle 4

Principle 5

Principle 6

Principle 1

Principle 4

Principle 5

Principle 6

Principle 1

Principle 4

Principle 5

Principle 6

Principle 1

Principle 4

Principle 6

Principle 1

Principle 4

Principle 5

Principle 6

Principle 1

Principle 4

Principle 5

Principle 6

Principle 1

Principle 4

Principle 5

Principle 6

Principle 1

Principle 4

Principle 6

Principle 1

Principle 4

Principle 5

Principle 6

Principle 1

Principle 4

Principle 5

Principle 6

Principle 1

Principle 4

Principle 5

Principle 6

Principle 1

1 Good: too many studios
look for jobs that will make
cool case studies -  always looking
for the next flash client rather
than focussing on whether they
are doing a good job

Really liked this (6) -  not often talked about,
but 'duty to your audience' is interesting.
The usual thing would be 'making your client
happy', but audience is like another step further,
and talks more about a wider responsibility to
put 'good things' out into the world, rather than
just get more work from a satisfied client...

As a starting point. It would be interesting
if studios developed these and integrated them
into their 'approaches to a brief' guidelines

I started off thinking about what my 'role' was.
So every job is different, and whereas I've always
taken the 'you are the audience' approach to 
things, and gone with my gut (aha!) on things,
in this case I would only be happy with a 'role'
I felt comfortable in... the principles helped me to 
think about that

Maybe some examples. I'm not sure how, but for 
instance my love for the 'this girl can' campaign 
instantly assured me that yes, a male can work 
on this identity, and play a part in making the 
new brand effective. (actually, I've got no idea if 
TGC was made by. a man, or woman, but I guess 
that's the point :)

Maybe breaking them down into a 'checklist',
so you can constantly use them as a measure 
throughout your process a bit more easily?

It's ok to not go charging into your
usual process. Sometimes you need
a few reminders before you start about
why you're doing what you're doing?

Gender! I liked the challenge. This felt like a
fresh approach, but personally I do already think
about some of these principles when I approach
a piece of work, just never seen it articulated
like this, so interesting.

Brilliant work Sarah, this is really important
stuff and hopefully principles like this are
going to be a staple in design in future.

I think alot of studios would be really
interested in the results of this, and in having
a similar workshop as part of professional
practice.

I started off thinking about what my 'role' was.
So every job is different, and whereas I've always
taken the 'you are the audience' approach to 
things, and gone with my gut (aha!) on things,
in this case I would only be happy with a 'role'
I felt comfortable in... the principles helped me
to think about that

If you have to question your reasoning, it can be scary. As 
designers we think that by telling people (clients audiences)
what they should 'appreciate', then we're doing our jobs.
The idea that we may not be right, or that we should get 
consensus on things is horrifying to alot of designers because
that would make them... worthless if they didn't 'nail' a job 
single handedly? is that a male thing? maybe it is...

Online design  
workshop content  
visualisations  
and thematic  
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visualisations

Participant 2 —  Stage 1B —  Documenting the use and impact of the reflexive principles within the designers ideas 

generation stage and within the context of a project brief  Participant feedback

Question 1. —  How did you use the reflexive principles?

Participant 2 —  Stage 1 —  1B —  Reflexive principles used with brief and ideas generation in stage 1A.

General comments/any other feedback

Comments/Feedback

1. did any any principles effect your thinking? If so which ones
Principle no. 16, the bit about research rather the techniques, was something I new from 
before.

principles 10 and 3  did not affect my thinking during the workshop, but I thought about them 
later and still considering what they say and how, if at all could help me.

2. In what ways do you feel they effected your thinking or if not, could you say why not?

no. 16 -  having the principle written down made me more conscious in using the research I have 
done, I think it has affected the ideas I came up with quite dramatically. I felt like I have more 
structure in those 30 mins we had.

Principle no. 3 made to me to kind of make a step back during the process of coming up with 
ideas. It is like I wrote down an idea, then step back and analysed what I just proposed on the 
paper.

no. 10 -  I think different things mix here -  looking fresh at things, using different methodology, 
avoiding routine practices.

I might got a bit confused, it says to use your own techniques and also avoid routine practices. 
At my practice, I created my methodology inspired by practise of another designer, for branding 
projects mostly. I follow this and it helped me, but is it wrong that I follow certain steps, which I 
adjust to each client? Is it a routine that is not helping me? Should I mix things up once in a while 
to support my creative process?  This thought came to me after the workshop, did not have 
time to consider this principle much during the workshop.

3. Which (if any) do you feel would be most relevant to you for your practice and potentially 
others practice ?

no. 16 for sure is useful
no. 3 is also good, I will put this as a constant reminder in my office
no. 10 needs some clarifing

Question 2. —  How would/might you use these principles as an addition to your existing design process during the 

ideas generation stages?

Question 3. —  Can you describe in what ways you thought about your own position regarding consumer audience 

experiences when using the reflexive principles?

Question 4. —  

4. Do you feel that any of the principles effected how you thought about your own position in relation to the 

consumer audience experiences? If so which which were these and to in what ways did these have an effect upon 

your thinking?

Question 5. —  Were there any reflexive principles that were more significant to you than others?

Question 6. —  Would you suggest any recommendations or revisions regarding the reflexive principles?

3. Query instincts and intutition 

Question your instincts and intuition to avoid 

endorsing non qualified assumptions and potentially 

promoting predjuce/s

Question your non- qualified and assumptive 

intuition and instincts. This might be associated 

with a gut- feel. Just because you may think or feel 

something about something in a particular way it 

does not always mean your audience will. Try to be 

objective (without being absolutist) as well as 

subjective, about your own instincts and intuition 

to avoid an approach that may promote prejudices.

Principle no.3

10. Continually look at things denovo(afresh; 

again)

Thoughtfully employ your own design strategies, 

knowledge and experience. For example, engage with 

techniques and approaches that promote reflexivity, 

but try to look at things in a new way to negate 

formulaic solutions and avoid the routine practices

Use approaches and techniques that promote 

reflective and reflexive thinking. Avoid routine 

and formulaic solutions and ensure that you are 

always looking at things in a new way to move 

beyond routines and try to avoid the use of generic 

communications, even if having to adopt flexibility 

in work across different cultures and continents to 

appeal to a broad audience.

Principle no.10 Principle no.16

16.Employ reliable audience research insights and 

techniques

Engage with relevant and reliable audience research 

insights and techniques to challenge pre- 

conceptions, facilitate reflections and support 

cognizant reflexivity

Audience research insights are important in 

prompting you to consider your own position and 

inform your direction. They can challenge pre- 

conceptions and facilitate reflections of any 

possible differences in prior thinking and incite 

conversations and provide more in- depth 

understanding about the emotions and motivations

of audiences. These insights might be comprised of 

external techniques via client provided audience 

research and data as well as the use of your own 

techniques to gather audience research and data. 

However, design practitioners need to be attentive 

to whether research insights, their source/s and 

content /s are accurate and are thus likely to be 

reliably effective or not in assisting their 

reflexivity

What I Liked  What I Learned

What was lacking What would have been better was....

Principle 3

I think it is an important point that not many designers 
consider nowadays.

I think there is some correlation with the principle 10.

Principle 10

not sure if I am able to use it, it is kind of obvious to llook at 
new project with fresh eyes

Principle 16

tha fact that I already use this

I was consciously thinking about making use of my research

Principle 3

I kind of knew it, it was good to be remained to think like this, 
to question myself.

Principle 10

Principle 16

Principle 3

more time to consiously put it in practice.

Principle 10

Principle 16

Principle 3

Time... hard to put in practice consciously in 30 mins.

Principle 10

Principle 16

What I Liked  What I Learned

What was lacking What would have been better was....

Principle 3

Principle 10

this encourages me to  use different creative processes when 
designing anything, which coule lead to a better result

Principle 16

I will keep a sticking note saying "look at the research" as a 
constant reminder.

Principle 3

Principle 10

Principle 16

Principle 3

Principle 10

Principle 16

Principle 3

Maybe some "recipe" how not to be biased. :D It is a difficult 
thing to do, or think like this. I don't even know if it is possible.

Principle 10

Principle 16

What I Liked  What I Learned

What was lacking What would have been better was....

Principle 3

Principle 10

Principle 16

Principle 3

hmm... I can imagine having more time, I would try  to put 
myself into their shoes and see if I would "feel" like the 
consumer, but it is actually the complete opposite of what the 
principle is? Perhaps that could be the principle rephrased to 
something: think like you are your audience ... that also leads 
back to the rearch -  principle 16

Principle 10

Principle 16

Principle 3

Principle 10

Principle 16

Principle 3

Principle 10

Principle 16

What I Liked  What I Learned

What was lacking What would have been better was....

Principle 3

Principle 10

Principle 16

Principle 3

Principle 10

Principle 16

Principle 3

Principle 10

Principle 16

Principle 3

Principle 10

Principle 16

What I Liked  What I Learned

What was lacking What would have been better was....

Principle 3

Principle 10

Principle 16

yes, this one

Principle 3

Principle 10

Principle 16

Principle 3

Principle 10

Principle 16

Principle 3

Principle 10

Principle 16

What I Liked  What I Learned

What was lacking What would have been better was....

Principle 3

Principle 10

Principle 16

Principle 3

Principle 10

Principle 16

Principle 3

Principle 10

Principle 16

Principle 3

I just think that principle 3 and 10 somehow overlap.

Principle 10

Principle 16

Participant 2 —  Stage 1 —  1B —  Background information (please complete)

What duration of time did you spend on audience group research prior to this workshop? —  40 mins

Job title —  self- employed graphic designer & branding consultant

Years experience —  3 and half years

Gender identity —  female

Nationality —  Czech

Ethnic group —  white

Location of studio in which you are employed/work —  home- based, Marienbad, Czech Republic
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Six step thematic analysis framework (Braun and Clarke, 2006)
Step 2. Generate initial codes 

— Design participants transcribed Zoom discussion initial codes 
corresponding to each participant 

— Starting to organize the online workshop data

Six step thematic analysis framework (Braun and Clarke, 2006)
Step 2. Generate initial codes

—Transferring codes from each data item to assemble the main 
initial codes into a coherent body of data 

— All design participants Zoom discussion transcriptions initial 
codes and Miro board responses transferred into a digital  
context and collated in one place

Online design  
workshop content  
visualisations  
and thematic  
analysis  
visualisations

Participant ALL Principles main question Question 1 — (Use) Question 2  — (Use) main question Question 3 — (To understand impact/effect) Question 4 — (To understand impact/effect) Question 5 — (To understand impact/effect) Question 6 — (To understand impact/effect) Change/Effect

How might reflexive 
principles be used by UK 
based mainstream brand 
identity designers within the 
ideas generation stage of the 
design process?

 How did you use the reflexive principles? (— Were they easy or not to use/apply? Or did 
any issues arise when using /applying them?)

How would/might you use these principles as an addition to your existing design 
process during the ideas generation stages?
(— Would you be confident using the reflexive principles in your design process in practice to 
aid your thinking about your own position in relation to consumer audience experiences?)
(— How easily do you feel that you would be able to introduce and apply these reflexive 
principles from this workshop to the ideas generation stage of your design process in practice

In what ways might reflexive 
principles effect UK based 
brand identity designers 
thinking about their position 
in relation to consumer 
audience experiences within 
the ideas generation stage of 
the design process on a UK 
project?

Can you describe in what ways you thought about your own position regarding 
consumer audience experiences when using the reflexive principles?
(— Did any of the reflexive principles assist you to think critically about your position in 
relation to consumer audience experiences?)

4. Do you feel that any of the principles effected how you thought about your own 
position in relation to the consumer audience experiences? If so which which were 
these and to in what ways did these have an effect upon your thinking?

5. Were there any reflexive principles that were more significant to you than others? 
(Can you explain)

Would you suggest any recommendations or revisions regarding the reflexive 
principles?
(— Can you suggest one opportunity that you believe that each principle might have for 
future practice?)
(— Can you suggest one concern that you believe that each principle might have for future 
practice?)

Did principles change/effect designers thinking? Yes or No

Principles connected with 
‘ways that designers use 
themselves, their own 
background and
own self assumptions to 
consider their position

Participant 1

1. Regulate personal motives
You must not allow your own 
personal motives associated 
with the project to dominate
Do not allow your own personal 
motivations of how the work will 
benefit you personally as a 
designer to dominate over your 
thinking when considering 
audiences experiences.

Participant 1

1. Regulate personal motives
You must not allow your own personal motives associated with the project to dominate
Do not allow your own personal motivations of how the work will benefit you personally 
as a designer to dominate over your thinking when considering audiences experience

What I liked — 1 Good: too many studios  look for jobs that will make cool case studies - 
always looking for the next flash client rather than focussing on whether they are doing a 
good job

What I learned — If you have to question your reasoning, it can be scary. As designers we 
think that by telling people (clients audiences) what they should 'appreciate', then we're 
doing our jobs. The idea that we may not be right, or that we should get consensus on 
things is horrifying to alot of designers because that would make them... worthless if they 
didn't 'nail' a job single handedly? is that a male thing? maybe it is...

Participant 1

1. Regulate personal motives
You must not allow your own personal motives associated with the project to dominate
Do not allow your own personal motivations of how the work will benefit you personally 
as a designer to dominate over your thinking when considering audiences experience

What I liked — As a starting point. It would be interesting if studios developed these and 
integrated them into their 'approaches to a brief' guidelines

What I learned — It's ok to not go charging into your usual process. Sometimes you need
a few reminders before you start about why you're doing what you're doing?

Participant 1

1. Regulate personal motives
You must not allow your own personal motives associated with the project to dominate
Do not allow your own personal motivations of how the work will benefit you personally 
as a designer to dominate over your thinking when considering audiences experience

What I liked — I started off thinking about what my 'role' was. So every job is different, and 
whereas I've always taken the 'you are the audience' approach to things, and gone with my 
gut (aha!) on things, in this case I would only be happy with a 'role' I felt comfortable in... the 
principles helped me to think about that

Participant 1

1. Regulate personal motives
You must not allow your own personal motives associated with the project to dominate
Do not allow your own personal motivations of how the work will benefit you personally 
as a designer to dominate over your thinking when considering audiences experience

What I liked — I started off thinking about what my 'role' was. So every job is different, and 
whereas I've always taken the 'you are the audience' approach to things, and gone with my 
gut (aha!) on things, in this case I would only be happy with a 'role' I felt comfortable in... the 
principles helped me to think about that

Participant 1

1. Regulate personal motives
You must not allow your own personal motives associated with the project to dominate
Do not allow your own personal motivations of how the work will benefit you personally 
as a designer to dominate over your thinking when considering audiences experience

What I liked — Gender! I liked the challenge. This felt like a fresh approach, but personally I 
do already think about some of these principles when I approach a piece of work, just never 
seen it articulated like this, so interesting.

Participant 1

1. Regulate personal motives
You must not allow your own personal motives associated with the project to dominate
Do not allow your own personal motivations of how the work will benefit you personally 
as a designer to dominate over your thinking when considering audiences experience

What was lacking — Maybe some examples. I'm not sure how, but for instance my love for 
the 'this girl can' campaign instantly assured me that yes, a male can work on this identity, 
and play a part in making the new brand effective. (actually, I've got no idea if TGC was 
made by. a man, or woman, but I guess that's the point :)

P1- Yes - Brilliant work and very interesting. Sarah Thank you This is really important stuff 
and hopefully principles like this are going to be a staple in design in future.
I think alot of studios would be really interested in the results of this, and in having a similar 
workshop as part of professional practice.

Please keep me up to date with the finished work

P2 — Two principles I went away and thought about as they didnt effect my thinking in hte 
workshop but am thinking about these now, and one in the workshop did

P3 — Yes,  reading through all the principles made me much more aware of the difference 
between me as the designer and the audience. It wasn’t that I didn’t know to be mindful of 
these things but promoting made them be much more of a focus. 

P5 — Thank you for your time and for engaging me in your workshop. I really enjoyed it and 
see the principles of great use and merit in the industry. I would really love to see all 
the relevant reflexive principles implemented into a coherent format once all your research is 
complete.

P6 — Yes. The overall principles helped me to reflect a great deal more on the origin of my 
knowledge and references and to question their authenticity, appropriateness and relevance

Principles connected with 
‘ways that designers use 
themselves, their own 
background and
own self assumptions to 
consider their position

Participant 3

2. Recognise background and 
behavioural characteristics
Acknowledge the implications 
that the use of your own 
background, history as a 
reference and
behavioural characteristics may 
have
Recognise the advantages and 
disadvantages of taking into 
account your own background 
and history and the need to 
understand and challenge the 
implications of your own 
behavioural characteristics which 
includes your feelings and 
emotions. This could for example 
be linked with your gender or age 
when considering audience 
experiences.

Participant 3

2. Recognise background and behavioural characteristics
Acknowledge the implications that the use of your own background, history as a 
reference and behavioural characteristics may have
Recognise the advantages and disadvantages of taking into account your own 
background and history and the need to understand and challenge the implications of 
your own behavioural characteristics which includes your feelings and emotions. This 
could for example be linked with your gender or age when considering audience 
experiences.

What I liked — I used this principle to focus on the target audience and how they might think 
differently to me.or have a different world view and needs. It made be more conscious of 
guessing things about them. — I used this principle to focus on the target audience and how 
they might have unique behaviours, needs and thoughts that would be different to my own 
experience.

What I learned— It made be more conscious of guessing things about the target audience. I 
tried to related the question to people I knew who were of that age, but also being aware 
that they were of specific background not fully reflective of the heterogeneous group. I tried 
to related the question to people I knew who were of that age, but also being aware that 
they were of specific background not fully reflective of the heterogeneous group.————It 
made me be more conscious of not guessing things about the audience group. It's easy to 
cut corners in practice due to time pressure and assumed knowledge. 

What was lacking — Nothing that I could see.

What would have been better was — Ensuring there is the time built in to do this well. The 
phrasing of this one could be simplified a bit?

Participant 3

2. Recognise background and behavioural characteristics
Acknowledge the implications that the use of your own background, history as a 
reference and behavioural characteristics may have
Recognise the advantages and disadvantages of taking into account your own 
background and history and the need to understand and challenge the implications of 
your own behavioural characteristics which includes your feelings and emotions. This 
could for example be linked with your gender or age when considering audience 
experiences.

What I liked — Being conscious of this within the team would help focus ideas and bring 
things to the fore. I used this principle to focus on the target audience and how they might 
think differently to me.or have a different world view and needs. It made be more conscious 
of guessing things about them.
This kind of learning — I thought that working in this way could help focus ideas and bring 
insights to the fore that are more audience focussed.

What I learned — Being conscious of this within the team at the beginning of projects, 
perhaps used as a frame for group brainstorms.

What was lacking — I think its about having buy in from senior management within the 
agency environment. But with some educations to the benefits if the work is especially about 
socially driven or ethical focus, this should be a given.

What would have been better was — I think ensuring tools for implementation are kept as 
simple as possible for the practicing designer and teams to make using them as barrier free 
as possible. Ie time limited in professional practice. It depends what the final outputs will be.
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background and history and the need to understand and challenge the implications of 
your own behavioural characteristics which includes your feelings and emotions. This 
could for example be linked with your gender or age when considering audience 
experiences.

What I liked — Generally: reading through all the principles made me much more aware of 
the difference between me as the designer and the audience. It wasn’t that I didn’t know to 
be mindful of these things but promoting made them be much more of a focus.

What I learned — Generally: being conscious of these things will lead you to new territories 
but ultimately I imagine it will create more effective and suitable work.

What would have been better was — I think it was just having the time to get your head 
around the complexity of using simultaneous principles and action work at the same time. 
You could ensure you build time in on a real project
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background and history and the need to understand and challenge the implications of 
your own behavioural characteristics which includes your feelings and emotions. This 
could for example be linked with your gender or age when considering audience 
experiences.

What I liked — I think the main one was principle 2, although as that was the first principle I 
read so it might have had more of an impact.

What I learned  — While creating ideas I was more aware to keep questioning what the 
audience would need. And to constantly check myself, is that something I think would work 
generally, using my own position, or for them.

What was lacking — It was just a bit of a challenge to take in all that information and really 
have enough time to separate each principle out in your mind.
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background and history and the need to understand and challenge the implications of 
your own behavioural characteristics which includes your feelings and emotions. This 
could for example be linked with your gender or age when considering audience 
experiences.

The principles all did slightly different things so using them together would be key. Some 
would be easier to implement in practice than others too. I think the diverse teams (principle 
12) seemed really significant and also most accessible to implement. Out of the ones I used I 
felt the third would be most significant for my practice due to often working in the same 
sector.
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Acknowledge the implications that the use of your own background, history as a 
reference and behavioural characteristics may have
Recognise the advantages and disadvantages of taking into account your own 
background and history and the need to understand and challenge the implications of 
your own behavioural characteristics which includes your feelings and emotions. This 
could for example be linked with your gender or age when considering audience 
experiences.

Giving examples in the text was really helpful for prompts. I guess because the task was 
quite limited in terms of time it was hard to get your head round them all and complete the 
design task itself. But in practice as long as you were introduced to the separately and then 
once familiar with the benefits of each, then implementing it into a project would be much 
quicker. These principles would be great as a refresher session perhaps then used on a 
more adhoc basis on live projects rather than being introduced to them within that process. 
Less about the principles I know!

Principles connected with 
‘ways that designers use 
themselves, their own 
background and
own self assumptions to 
consider their position
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3. Query instincts and intutition
Question your instincts and 
intuition to avoid endorsing non 
qualified assumptions and
potentially promoting 
predjuce/s
Question your non-qualified and 
assumptive intuition and 
instincts. This might be 
associated with
a gut-feel. Just because you may 
think or feel something about 
something in a particular way it
does not always mean your 
audience will. Try to be objective 
(without being absolutist) as well 
as
subjective, about your own 
instincts and intuition to avoid an 
approach that may promote 
prejudices.
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Question your instincts and intuition to avoid endorsing non qualified assumptions and 
potentially promoting predjuce/s
Question your non-qualified and assumptive intuition and instincts. This might be 
associated with a gut-feel. Just because you may think or feel something about 
something in a particular way it does not always mean your audience will. Try to be 
objective (without being absolutist) as well as subjective, about your own instincts and 
intuition to avoid an approach that may promote prejudices.

What I liked — I think it is an important point that not many designers consider nowadays. I 
think there is some correlation with the principle 10.

What I learned — I kind of knew it, it was good to be remained to think like this, to question 
myself.

What was lacking — Time... hard to put in practice consciously in 30 mins.

What would have been better was — more time to consiously put it in practice.
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something in a particular way it does not always mean your audience will. Try to be 
objective (without being absolutist) as well as subjective, about your own instincts and 
intuition to avoid an approach that may promote prejudices.

What was lacking — Maybe some "recipe" how not to be biased. :D It is a difficult thing to do, 
or think like this. I don't even know if it is possible.
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something in a particular way it does not always mean your audience will. Try to be 
objective (without being absolutist) as well as subjective, about your own instincts and 
intuition to avoid an approach that may promote prejudices.

What I learned — hmm... I can imagine having more time, I would try to put myself into their 
shoes and see if I would "feel" like the consumer, but it is actually the complete opposite of 
what the principle is? Perhaps that could be the principle rephrased to something: think like 
you are your audience ... that also leads
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objective (without being absolutist) as well as subjective, about your own instincts and 
intuition to avoid an approach that may promote prejudices.

What I liked — principles 10 and 3 did not affect my thinking during the workshop, but I 
thought about the later and still considering what they say and how, if at all could help me.

What I learned — Principle no. 3 made to me to kind of make a step back during the process 
of coming up with ideas. It is like I wrote down an idea, then step back and analysed what I 
just proposed on the
paper.
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intuition to avoid an approach that may promote prejudices.

What I learned — no. 3 is also good, I will put this as a constant reminder in my office
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associated with a gut-feel. Just because you may think or feel something about 
something in a particular way it does not always mean your audience will. Try to be 
objective (without being absolutist) as well as subjective, about your own instincts and 
intuition to avoid an approach that may promote prejudices.

What was lacking — I just think that principle 3 and 10 somehow overlap.

Principles connected with 
‘ways that designers use 
themselves, their own 
background and
own self assumptions to 
consider their position
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4. Be perceptive to 
discrimination/s and biases 
Have a well informed approach 
to issues of discrimination and 
ensure you examine your use of
languages and your own biases 
and ask why it/these might 
exist
Even if you are aware of your 
own self perceptions and biases, 
the use of these when 
considering your position and the 
way you think is not necessarily 
the way the audience thinks. You 
must examine your own 
perceptions, biases and 
associated beliefs to raise 
attention that neglecting to do so 
can
promote non-equitability. You 
must also be mindful that you are 
not doing work for yourselves 
and must question how much of
your own perceptions you are 
embodying in the work
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4. Be perceptive to discrimination/s and biases Have a well informed approach to 
issues of discrimination and ensure you examine your use of languages and your own 
biases and ask why it/these might exist
Even if you are aware of your own self perceptions and biases, the use of these when 
considering your position and the way you think is not necessarily the way the 
audience thinks. You must examine your own perceptions, biases and associated 
beliefs to raise attention that neglecting to do so can promote non-equitability. You must 
also be mindful that you are not doing work for yourselves and must question how 
much of your own perceptions you are embodying in the work

What I learned — If you have to question your reasoning, it can be scary. As designers we 
think that by telling people (clients audiences) what they should 'appreciate', then we're 
doing our jobs. The idea that we may not be right, or that we should get consensus on 
things is horrifying to alot of designers because that would make them... worthless if they 
didn't 'nail' a job single handedly? is that a male thing? maybe it is...
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issues of discrimination and ensure you examine your use of languages and your own 
biases and ask why it/these might exist
Even if you are aware of your own self perceptions and biases, the use of these when 
considering your position and the way you think is not necessarily the way the 
audience thinks. You must examine your own perceptions, biases and associated 
beliefs to raise attention that neglecting to do so can promote non-equitability. You must 
also be mindful that you are not doing work for yourselves and must question how 
much of your own perceptions you are embodying in the work

What I liked — As a starting point. It would be interesting if studios developed these and 
integrated them into their 'approaches to a brief' guidelines

What I learned — It's ok to not go charging into your usual process. Sometimes you need a 
few reminders before you start about why you're doing what you're doing?
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audience thinks. You must examine your own perceptions, biases and associated 
beliefs to raise attention that neglecting to do so can promote non-equitability. You must 
also be mindful that you are not doing work for yourselves and must question how 
much of your own perceptions you are embodying in the work

What I liked — I started off thinking about what my 'role' was. So every job is different, and 
whereas I've always taken the 'you are the audience' approach to things, and gone with my 
gut (aha!) on things, in this case I would only be happy with a 'role' I felt comfortable in... the 
principles helped me to think about that
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beliefs to raise attention that neglecting to do so can promote non-equitability. You must 
also be mindful that you are not doing work for yourselves and must question how 
much of your own perceptions you are embodying in the work

What I liked — Gender! I liked the challenge. This felt like a fresh approach, but personally I 
do already think about some of these principles when I approach a piece of work, just never 
seen it articulated like this, so interesting.
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audience thinks. You must examine your own perceptions, biases and associated 
beliefs to raise attention that neglecting to do so can promote non-equitability. You must 
also be mindful that you are not doing work for yourselves and must question how 
much of your own perceptions you are embodying in the work

What was lacking — Maybe some examples. I'm not sure how, but for instance my love for 
the 'this girl can' campaign instantly assured me that yes, a male can work on this identity, 
and play a part in making the new brand effective. (actually, I've got no idea if TGC was 
made by. a man, or woman, but I guess
that's the point :)
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‘ways that designers use 
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background and
own self assumptions to 
consider their position
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5. Have restraint mirroring self 
in same situation
Think carefully about 
assessing/putting yourself in 
the same or similar situation/s 
(i.e gender identity/ies) to the 
audience/s experience as a way 
to qualify your perspective
When drawing upon either your 
own experiences or yourself in a 
similar or the same situation as 
the audience experience/s, 
criticality is needed to ensure 
that your have considered if/how 
your own experiences are 
significant to audiences 
experiences and if so and how. 
This is also significant regarding 
your own time-specific 
experiences of yourself in a 
similar or the same situation as 
the audience experience/s. You 
need to ensure that you have 
considered if/how your own 
perceptions within this time/date 
period timeframe are significant 
to the existing time and
if/how to audiences experiences 
within the parameters of the time 
that the actual project work is 
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gender
identity/ies) to the audience/s experience as a way to qualify your perspective
When drawing upon either your own experiences or yourself in a similar or the same 
situation as the audience experience/s, criticality is needed to ensure that your have 
considered if/how your own experiences are significant to audiences experiences and 
if so and how. This is also significant regarding your own time-specific experiences of 
yourself in a similar or the same situation as the audience experience/s. You need to 
ensure that you have considered if/how your own perceptions within this time/date 
period timeframe are significant to the existing time and if/how to audiences 
experiences within the parameters of the time that the actual project work is 
undertaken, unless otherwise advised. This is also the same for example regarding 
gender and age. In addition, if you have not had the same experiences as the audience, 
you need to consider your position more deeply and critically recognise that not being 
for example, the same gender identity as audiences needs to be carefully taken into 
account. This is to ensure that you have considered if/ how your own perceptions and 
use of languages (values) are significant to audiences experiences and if so, how, to 
aid in negating discrimination.

What I learned — If you have to question your reasoning, it can be scary. As designers we 
think that by telling people (clients audiences) what they should 'appreciate', then we're 
doing our jobs. The idea that we may not be right, or that we should get consensus on 
things is horrifying to alot of designers because that would make them... worthless if they 
didn't 'nail' a job single handedly? is that a male thing? maybe it is...
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What I liked — As a starting point. It would be interesting if studios developed these and 
integrated them into their 'approaches to a brief' guidelines

What I learned — It's ok to not go charging into your usual process. Sometimes you need
a few reminders before you start about why you're doing what you're doing?
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What I liked — I started off thinking about what my 'role' was. So every job is different, and 
whereas I've always taken the 'you are the audience' approach to things, and gone with my 
gut (aha!) on things, in this case I would only be happy with a 'role' I felt comfortable in... the 
principles helped me to think about that
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6. Scrutinize viewpoint of duty 
to audience
Audience/s and people/s are 
involved in the process, and as 
such their experiences need to 
be critically taken into account. 
Its also important to understand 
what impact a studio/agency 
might be having upon your own 
views regarding your what to 
your duty towards audience and 
your transacting role should 
encompass.
You need to understand the 
significance and inclusion and 
participation of other people when 
considering your position, 
regardless of what you perceive 
your working relationship or duty 
towards the audience and their 
experiences or definitions of an 
audience (i.e. consumer, 
customer, user) should be like or 
what type of design agency you 
work in/with, even if this is a 
mature agency (previous results 
indicate that if you do work in a 
more mature agency you should 
have greater opportunity to 
maximise the personal reflexive 
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6. Scrutinize viewpoint of duty to audience
Audience/s and people/s are involved in the process, and as such their experiences 
need to be critically taken into account. Its also important to understand what impact a 
studio/agency might be having upon your own views regarding your what to your duty 
towards audience and your transacting role should encompass.
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when considering your position, regardless of what you perceive your working 
relationship or duty towards the audience and their experiences or definitions of an 
audience (i.e. consumer, customer, user) should be like or what type of design agency 
you work in/with, even if this is a mature agency (previous results indicate that if you 
do work in a more mature agency you should have greater opportunity to maximise the 
personal reflexive space)

What I liked —  Principle 6: Really liked this (6) - not often talked about, but 'duty to your 
audience' is interesting. The usual thing would be 'making your clienthappy', but audience is 
like another step further, and talks more about a wider responsibility to put 'good things' out 
into the world, rather than just get more work from a satisfied client...

What I learned — If you have to question your reasoning, it can be scary. As designers we 
think that by telling people (clients audiences) what they should 'appreciate', then we're 
doing our jobs. The idea that we may not be right, or that we should get consensus on 
things is horrifying to alot of designers because that would make them... worthless if they 
didn't 'nail' a job single handedly? is that a male thing? maybe it is...
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you work in/with, even if this is a mature agency (previous results indicate that if you 
do work in a more mature agency you should have greater opportunity to maximise the 
personal reflexive space)

What I liked — I started off thinking about what my 'role' was. So every job is different, and 
whereas I've always taken the 'you are the audience' approach to things, and gone with my 
gut (aha!) on things, in this case I would only be happy with a 'role' I felt comfortable in... the 
principles helped me to think about that

Participant 1

6. Scrutinize viewpoint of duty to audience
Audience/s and people/s are involved in the process, and as such their experiences 
need to be critically taken into account. Its also important to understand what impact a 
studio/agency might be having upon your own views regarding your what to your duty 
towards audience and your transacting role should encompass.
You need to understand the significance and inclusion and participation of other people 
when considering your position, regardless of what you perceive your working 
relationship or duty towards the audience and their experiences or definitions of an 
audience (i.e. consumer, customer, user) should be like or what type of design agency 
you work in/with, even if this is a mature agency (previous results indicate that if you 
do work in a more mature agency you should have greater opportunity to maximise the 
personal reflexive space)

What I liked — I started off thinking about what my 'role' was. So every job is different, and 
whereas I've always taken the 'you are the audience' approach to things, and gone with my 
gut (aha!) on things, in this case I would only be happy with a 'role' I felt comfortable in... the 
principles helped me to think about that

Participant 1

6. Scrutinize viewpoint of duty to audience
Audience/s and people/s are involved in the process, and as such their experiences 
need to be critically taken into account. Its also important to understand what impact a 
studio/agency might be having upon your own views regarding your what to your duty 
towards audience and your transacting role should encompass.
You need to understand the significance and inclusion and participation of other people 
when considering your position, regardless of what you perceive your working 
relationship or duty towards the audience and their experiences or definitions of an 
audience (i.e. consumer, customer, user) should be like or what type of design agency 
you work in/with, even if this is a mature agency (previous results indicate that if you 
do work in a more mature agency you should have greater opportunity to maximise the 
personal reflexive space)

What I liked — Gender! I liked the challenge. This felt like a fresh approach, but personally I 
do already think about some of these principles when I approach a piece of work, just never 
seen it articulated like this, so interesting.

Participant 1

6. Scrutinize viewpoint of duty to audience
Audience/s and people/s are involved in the process, and as such their experiences 
need to be critically taken into account. Its also important to understand what impact a 
studio/agency might be having upon your own views regarding your what to your duty 
towards audience and your transacting role should encompass.
You need to understand the significance and inclusion and participation of other people 
when considering your position, regardless of what you perceive your working 
relationship or duty towards the audience and their experiences or definitions of an 
audience (i.e. consumer, customer, user) should be like or what type of design agency 
you work in/with, even if this is a mature agency (previous results indicate that if you 
do work in a more mature agency you should have greater opportunity to maximise the 
personal reflexive space)

What was lacking — Maybe some examples. I'm not sure how, but for instance my love for 
the 'this girl can' campaign instantly assured me that yes, a male can work on this identity, 
and play a part in making the new brand effective. (actually, I've got no idea if TGC was 
made by. a man, or woman, but I guess
that's the point :)

Principles connected with 
‘ways that designers use 
themselves, their own 
background and
own self assumptions to 
consider their position

Participant 5

7. Take into account limitations 
of own experience level
Your level of experience can 
impact upon your reflexive 
capability. Thus if you are a 
less experienced practitioner it 
is additionally crucial that you 
engage with reflexivity
All designers should consider 
their position in relation to 
audiences, but if you are a 
graduate or junior designer then it 
is even more important to 
consider your position in relation 
to audiences experiences, (as 
you have lesser experience)
Note: Consequently, prior 
findings also indicate that as 
designers develop their 
knowledge and experience, 
reflexive principles specific to 
their position and role at a 
particular point/time in their 
career might be beneficial. Thus, 
a range of distinct reflexive 
principles might be advantageous 
to
designers as they progress 
through the differing and 
increasing experience levels of 

Participant 5

7. Take into account limitations of own experience level
Your level of experience can impact upon your reflexive capability. Thus if you are a 
less experienced practitioner it is additionally crucial that you engage with reflexivity
All designers should consider their position in relation to audiences, but if you are a 
graduate or junior designer then it is even more important to consider your position in 
relation to audiences experiences, (as you have lesser experience)
Note: Consequently, prior findings also indicate that as designers develop their 
knowledge and experience, reflexive principles specific to their position and role at a 
particular point/time in their career might be beneficial. Thus, a range of distinct 
reflexive principles might be advantageous to designers as they progress through the 
differing and increasing experience levels of design practice.

What I liked — My limited experience in using Miro and in the knowledge of the audience 
group, meant that I allocated more time to understanding both. I spent about 20 minutes 
learning about Miro before the workshop. Balancing time with where my limitations are 
allowed for better time management for this task.

What I learned — I learned that it's best to read the full brief first and identify any limitations 
at the outset. This helps for planning, which ties in with principle 13. It is also a relief to read 
that it's okay to have limitations

What was lacking — I don't know, what I don't know - so sometimes it's difficult to
identify what my limitations are..

What would have been better was — Difficult to suggest what would have been better here,
because any description of suggested limitation for junior designer could introduce bias to 
that designer…

Participant 5

7. Take into account limitations of own experience level
Your level of experience can impact upon your reflexive capability. Thus if you are a 
less experienced practitioner it is additionally crucial that you engage with reflexivity
All designers should consider their position in relation to audiences, but if you are a 
graduate or junior designer then it is even more important to consider your position in 
relation to audiences experiences, (as you have lesser experience)
Note: Consequently, prior findings also indicate that as designers develop their 
knowledge and experience, reflexive principles specific to their position and role at a 
particular point/time in their career might be beneficial. Thus, a range of distinct 
reflexive principles might be advantageous to designers as they progress through the 
differing and increasing experience levels of design practice.

What was lacking — struggling to understand this question.....

Participant 5

7. Take into account limitations of own experience level
Your level of experience can impact upon your reflexive capability. Thus if you are a 
less experienced practitioner it is additionally crucial that you engage with reflexivity
All designers should consider their position in relation to audiences, but if you are a 
graduate or junior designer then it is even more important to consider your position in 
relation to audiences experiences, (as you have lesser experience)
Note: Consequently, prior findings also indicate that as designers develop their 
knowledge and experience, reflexive principles specific to their position and role at a 
particular point/time in their career might be beneficial. Thus, a range of distinct 
reflexive principles might be advantageous to designers as they progress through the 
differing and increasing experience levels of design practice.

What I liked — Clear principles and consistent ideas. Really like that the principles were 
carefully chosen to align with each participant. This allowed me to learn something relevant 
to my aptitude. In the future consider dividing up the principles to designer's experience 
levels. This works well.

What I learned — I learned that visuals are also an important part of the idea
generation stage, not just using words/word maps. Using Miro allowed me to put both 
together quickly.

What was lacking – Graphic representation of the principles

What would have been better was — Perhaps present the principles as infographics along 
side the descriptions. A visual would be easier to comprehend. The descriptions are 
otherwise clear, but took some time to understand and implement in this workshop. This 
comment applies to all the principles. It would have been good to start with a definition of the 
word 'reflexive'. I'm not very familiar with this word and had to look it up to gain Principles connected with 

‘ways that designers use 
themselves, their own 
background and
own self assumptions to 
consider their position

Participant 6

8. Prioritise the final audience/s 
experiences
Ensure your reflexivity, (and if 
a senior leader the reflexivity of 
your team) is focused upon the 
most important audience/s 
experiences
Ensure that if you are 
accountable to a senior/leader 
that you assess to what extent 
you are considering your own 
position in relation to your 
seniors/leaders experiences. This 
is to ensure that you are not led 
solely by your seniors/leaders 
experiences to the detriment of 
focusing on the consideration of 
your own position in relation to 
audience experiences.
If you are a senior/leader of other 
designers ensure that even 
though they are often 
accountable to yourself, it is 
important that they are 
considering their position in 
relation to audience experiences 
and are predominantly focused 
upon considering your 
experiences whilst neglecting the 
consideration of their reflexivity 

Participant 6

8. Prioritise the final audience/s experiences
Ensure your reflexivity, (and if a senior leader the reflexivity of your team) is focused 
upon the most important audience/s experiences
Ensure that if you are accountable to a senior/leader that you assess to what extent 
you are considering your own position in relation to your seniors/leaders experiences. 
This is to ensure that you are not led solely by your seniors/leaders experiences to the 
detriment of focusing on the consideration of your own position in relation to audience 
experiences.
If you are a senior/leader of other designers ensure that even though they are often 
accountable to yourself, it is important that they are considering their position in 
relation to audience experiences and are predominantly focused upon considering your 
experiences whilst neglecting the consideration of their reflexivity in relation to 
audiences experiences.

What I liked — it sharpens your focus on the end user

What I learned — its always important to understand your audience, not to use presumptions 
and to keep them as an anchor that you continually refer back to.

What was lacking -Nothing

What would have been better was — more clarity bullet or short hand more quick reference 
for easier use for constant referral

Participant 6

8. Prioritise the final audience/s experiences
Ensure your reflexivity, (and if a senior leader the reflexivity of your team) is focused 
upon the most important audience/s experiences
Ensure that if you are accountable to a senior/leader that you assess to what extent 
you are considering your own position in relation to your seniors/leaders experiences. 
This is to ensure that you are not led solely by your seniors/leaders experiences to the 
detriment of focusing on the consideration of your own position in relation to audience 
experiences.
If you are a senior/leader of other designers ensure that even though they are often 
accountable to yourself, it is important that they are considering their position in 
relation to audience experiences and are predominantly focused upon considering your 
experiences whilst neglecting the consideration of their reflexivity in relation to 
audiences experiences.

What I liked — to have this as a quick reference tool that could be shared amongst the 
whole design team
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8. Prioritise the final audience/s experiences
Ensure your reflexivity, (and if a senior leader the reflexivity of your team) is focused 
upon the most important audience/s experiences
Ensure that if you are accountable to a senior/leader that you assess to what extent 
you are considering your own position in relation to your seniors/leaders experiences. 
This is to ensure that you are not led solely by your seniors/leaders experiences to the 
detriment of focusing on the consideration of your own position in relation to audience 
experiences.
If you are a senior/leader of other designers ensure that even though they are often 
accountable to yourself, it is important that they are considering their position in 
relation to audience experiences and are predominantly focused upon considering your 
experiences whilst neglecting the consideration of their reflexivity in relation to 
audiences experiences.

The overall principles helped me to reflect a great deal more on the origin of my knowledge 
and references and to question their authenticity, appropriateness and relevance
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8. Prioritise the final audience/s experiences
Ensure your reflexivity, (and if a senior leader the reflexivity of your team) is focused 
upon the most important audience/s experiences
Ensure that if you are accountable to a senior/leader that you assess to what extent you 
are considering your own position in relation to your seniors/leaders experiences. This 
is to ensure that you are not led solely by your seniors/leaders experiences to the 
detriment of focusing on the consideration of your own position in relation to audience 
experiences.
If you are a senior/leader of other designers ensure that even though they are often 
accountable to yourself, it is important that they are considering their position in 
relation to audience experiences and are predominantly focused upon considering your 
experiences whilst neglecting the consideration of their reflexivity in relation to 
audiences experiences.

What I liked — All principles are interesting and have importance, relevance in the industry 
however for this exercise I felt that I used o8,9, 17 more, for the reasons mentioned before.

Participant 6

8. Prioritise the final audience/s experiences
Ensure your reflexivity, (and if a senior leader the reflexivity of your team) is focused 
upon the most important audience/s experiences
Ensure that if you are accountable to a senior/leader that you assess to what extent 
you are considering your own position in relation to your seniors/leaders experiences. 
This is to ensure that you are not led solely by your seniors/leaders experiences to the 
detriment of focusing on the consideration of your own position in relation to audience 
experiences.
If you are a senior/leader of other designers ensure that even though they are often 
accountable to yourself, it is important that they are considering their position in 
relation to audience experiences and are predominantly focused upon considering your 
experiences whilst neglecting the consideration of their reflexivity in relation to 
audiences experiences.

What was lacking — clarity. This seemed very confusing to understand. Perhaps It would 
benefit with subhead for each paragraph to help direct the read to read the piece more 
relevant to their position. It’s about making sure we prioritise the audience - and not trying to 
please/meet the presumed expectations of our managers/leads.

Participant 6

8. Prioritise the final audience/s experiences
Ensure your reflexivity, (and if a senior leader the reflexivity of your team) is focused 
upon the most important audience/s experiences
Ensure that if you are accountable to a senior/leader that you assess to what extent 
you are considering your own position in relation to your seniors/leaders experiences. 
This is to ensure that you are not led solely by your seniors/leaders experiences to the 
detriment of focusing on the consideration of your own position in relation to audience 
experiences.
If you are a senior/leader of other designers ensure that even though they are often 
accountable to yourself, it is important that they are considering their position in 
relation to audience experiences and are predominantly focused upon considering your 
experiences whilst neglecting the consideration of their reflexivity in relation to 
audiences experiences.

Yes
The overall principles helped me to reflect a great deal more on the origin of my knowledge 
and references and to question their authenticity, appropriateness and relevance

Principles connected with 
‘ways that designers use the 
professional context of their 
practice’

Participant 6

9. Reflect upon influence of past 
education
Contemplate how, and to what 
extent your past education and 
your learning from/in 
thiscontext might be informing 
your reflexivity
Reflect upon your past 
education, and how and what you 
learned now informs what you 
understand about the importance 
of considering your position in 
relation to audience experiences 
and why.

Participant 6

9. Reflect upon influence of past education
Contemplate how, and to what extent your past education and your learning from/in 
thiscontext might be informing your reflexivity
Reflect upon your past education, and how and what you learned now informs what you 
understand about the importance of considering your position in relation to audience 
experiences and why.

What I liked — i strongly agree with this principle and have witnessed this in last studios, 
however I felt it didn’t relate in this exercise as there were not pre- established client 
relationship... unless you
interpret it as me wanting to please the facilitator- which I hadn’t considered until now and in 
no way felt influenced.

What I learned — i use my existing knowledge to extend my research

What would have been better was — better clarity bullet or short hand more quick reference 
for easier use for constant referral

Participant 6

9. Reflect upon influence of past education
Contemplate how, and to what extent your past education and your learning from/in 
thiscontext might be informing your reflexivity
Reflect upon your past education, and how and what you learned now informs what you 
understand about the importance of considering your position in relation to audience 
experiences and why.

The overall principles helped me to reflect a great deal more on the origin of my knowledge 
and references and to question their authenticity, appropriateness and relevance

Participant 6

9. Reflect upon influence of past education
Contemplate how, and to what extent your past education and your learning from/in 
thiscontext might be informing your reflexivity
Reflect upon your past education, and how and what you learned now informs what you 
understand about the importance of considering your position in relation to audience 
experiences and why.

What I liked — All principles are interesting and have importance, relevance in the industry 
however for this exercise I felt that I used o8,9, 17 more, for the reasons mentioned before.

What was lacking — this was confusing to understand at first.

Participant 6

9. Reflect upon influence of past education
Contemplate how, and to what extent your past education and your learning from/in 
thiscontext might be informing your reflexivity
Reflect upon your past education, and how and what you learned now informs what you 
understand about the importance of considering your position in relation to audience 
experiences and why.

What was lacking — clarity. This seemed very confusing to understand. Perhaps It would 
benefit with subhead for each paragraph to help direct the read to read the piece more 
relevant to their position. It’s about making sure we prioritise the audience - and not trying to 
please/meet the presumed expectations of our managers/leads

Participant 6

9. Reflect upon influence of past education
Contemplate how, and to what extent your past education and your learning from/in 
thiscontext might be informing your reflexivity
Reflect upon your past education, and how and what you learned now informs what you 
understand about the importance of considering your position in relation to audience 
experiences and why.

Yes. The overall principles helped me to reflect a great deal more on the origin of my 
knowledge and references and to question their authenticity, appropriateness and relevance

Principles connected with 
‘ways that designers use the 
professional context of their 
practice’

Participant 2

10. Continually look at things 
denovo (afresh; again)
Thoughtfully employ your own 
design strategies, knowledge 
and experience. For example, 
engage with techniques and 
approaches that promote 
reflexivity, but try to look at 
things in a
new way to negate formulaic 
solutions and avoid routine 
practices
Use approaches and techniques 
that promote reflective and 
reflexive thinking. Avoid routine 
and formulaic solutions and 
ensure that you are always 
looking at things in a new way to 
move beyond routines and try to 
avoid the use of generic 
communications, even if having 
to adopt flexibility in work across 
different cultures and continents 
to appeal to a broad audience.

Participant 2

10. Continually look at things denovo (afresh; again)
Thoughtfully employ your own design strategies, knowledge and experience. For 
example, engage with techniques and approaches that promote reflexivity, but try to 
look at things in a new way to negate formulaic solutions and avoid routine practices
Use approaches and techniques that promote reflective and reflexive thinking. Avoid 
routine and formulaic solutions and ensure that you are always looking at things in a 
new way to move beyond routines and try to avoid the use of generic communications, 
even if having to adopt flexibility in work across different cultures and continents to 
appeal to a broad audience.

What I liked — not sure if I am able to use it, it is kind of obvious to look at new project with 
fresh eyes

Participant 2

10. Continually look at things denovo (afresh; again)
Thoughtfully employ your own design strategies, knowledge and experience. For 
example, engage with techniques and approaches that promote reflexivity, but try to 
look at things in a new way to negate formulaic solutions and avoid routine practices
Use approaches and techniques that promote reflective and reflexive thinking. Avoid 
routine and formulaic solutions and ensure that you are always looking at things in a 
new way to move beyond routines and try to avoid the use of generic communications, 
even if having to adopt flexibility in work across different cultures and continents to 
appeal to a broad audience.

What I liked — this encourages me to use different creative processes when designing 
anything, which could lead to a better result

Participant 2

10. Continually look at things denovo (afresh; again)
Thoughtfully employ your own design strategies, knowledge and experience. For 
example, engage with techniques and approaches that promote reflexivity, but try to 
look at things in a new way to negate formulaic solutions and avoid routine practices
Use approaches and techniques that promote reflective and reflexive thinking. Avoid 
routine and formulaic solutions and ensure that you are always looking at things in a 
new way to move beyond routines and try to avoid the use of generic communications, 
even if having to adopt flexibility in work across different cultures and continents to 
appeal to a broad audience.

What I liked — principles 10 and 3 did not affect my thinking during the workshop, but I 
thought about them later and still considering what they say and how, if at all could help me.

What I learned - no. 10 - I think different things mix here - looking fresh at things, using 
different methodology, avoiding routine practices.

Participant 2

10. Continually look at things denovo (afresh; again)
Thoughtfully employ your own design strategies, knowledge and experience. For 
example, engage with techniques and approaches that promote reflexivity, but try to 
look at things in a new way to negate formulaic solutions and avoid routine practices
Use approaches and techniques that promote reflective and reflexive thinking. Avoid 
routine and formulaic solutions and ensure that you are always looking at things in a 
new way to move beyond routines and try to avoid the use of generic communications, 
even if having to adopt flexibility in work across different cultures and continents to 
appeal to a broad audience.

What was lacking — no. 10 needs some clarifing

Participant 2

10. Continually look at things denovo (afresh; again)
Thoughtfully employ your own design strategies, knowledge and experience. For 
example, engage with techniques and approaches that promote reflexivity, but try to 
look at things in a new way to negate formulaic solutions and avoid routine practices
Use approaches and techniques that promote reflective and reflexive thinking. Avoid 
routine and formulaic solutions and ensure that you are always looking at things in a 
new way to move beyond routines and try to avoid the use of generic communications, 
even if having to adopt flexibility in work acro

What was lacking — I just think that principle 3 and 10 somehow overlap.

Principles connected with 
‘ways that designers use the 
professional context of their 
practice’

Participant 6

11. Comprehend that client 
relations can propel 
presumptions
Ensure your relationship and 
loyalty to your client does not 
inhibit or limit your reflexivity
towards audience/s experiences
Be careful to not only use your 
relationship with the client to 
presume what will be right for the 
audience. Whilst client provided 
information and what the client 
requires in relation to their 
audience is important, the 
professional relationship and 
loyalty to a client has an effect 
on designers when considering 
their position in relation to 
audience. Therefore, you should 
not rely solely on this relationship 
and information supplied to make 
presumptions or trust only client 
direction or understanding of 
audience experiences to glean 
information even if you feel duty 
bound to do so. You (designers) 
should use your relationship with 
the client to prompt clients 
themselves to think more 
carefully about the audience, and 

Participant 6

11. Comprehend that client relations can propel presumptions
Ensure your relationship and loyalty to your client does not inhibit or limit your 
reflexivity towards audience/s experiences
Be careful to not only use your relationship with the client to presume what will be right 
for the audience. Whilst client provided information and what the client requires in 
relation to their audience is important, the professional relationship and loyalty to a 
client has an effect on designers when considering their position in relation to 
audience. Therefore, you should not rely solely on this relationship and information 
supplied to make presumptions or trust only client direction or understanding of 
audience experiences to glean information even if you feel duty bound to do so. You 
(designers) should use your relationship with the client to prompt clients themselves to 
think more carefully about the audience, and to enable the opportunity for review for 
you to consider your position in relation to the audience from your own, as well as the 
clients perspective.

What I liked — This is a technique i often use so felt very natural

What I learned — all designers should be aware of this but I didn’t really feel is was 
applicable here.

What was lacking – as mentioned I struggled to apply this in this context.

What would have been better was — bullet or short hand more quick reference for easier use 
for
constant referral

Participant 6

11. Comprehend that client relations can propel presumptions
Ensure your relationship and loyalty to your client does not inhibit or limit your 
reflexivity towards audience/s experiences
Be careful to not only use your relationship with the client to presume what will be right 
for the audience. Whilst client provided information and what the client requires in 
relation to their audience is important, the professional relationship and loyalty to a 
client has an effect on designers when considering their position in relation to 
audience. Therefore, you should not rely solely on this relationship and information 
supplied to make presumptions or trust only client direction or understanding of 
audience experiences to glean information even if you feel duty bound to do so. You 
(designers) should use your relationship with the client to prompt clients themselves to 
think more carefully about the audience, and to enable the opportunity for review for 
you to consider your position in relation to the audience from your own, as well as the 
clients perspective.

What I liked — to have this as a quick reference tool that could be shared amongst the 
whole design team————II think this would be equally important to be shared across the 
agency as a whole. As I think account directors and managers could use these to help 
formulate their brief before
it comes through to the design team. It’s important to all be aligned as a team and have the 
same guiding principles.
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11. Comprehend that client relations can propel presumptions
Ensure your relationship and loyalty to your client does not inhibit or limit your 
reflexivity towards audience/s experiences
Be careful to not only use your relationship with the client to presume what will be right 
for the audience. Whilst client provided information and what the client requires in 
relation to their audience is important, the professional relationship and loyalty to a 
client has an effect on designers when considering their position in relation to 
audience. Therefore, you should not rely solely on this relationship and information 
supplied to make presumptions or trust only client direction or understanding of 
audience experiences to glean information even if you feel duty bound to do so. You 
(designers) should use your relationship with the client to prompt clients themselves to 
think more carefully about the audience, and to enable the opportunity for review for 
you to consider your position in relation to the audience from your own, as well as the 
clients perspective.

The overall principles helped me to reflect a great deal more on the origin of my knowledge 
and references and to question their authenticity, appropriateness and relevance
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11. Comprehend that client relations can propel presumptions
Ensure your relationship and loyalty to your client does not inhibit or limit your 
reflexivity towards audience/s experiences
Be careful to not only use your relationship with the client to presume what will be right 
for the audience. Whilst client provided information and what the client requires in 
relation to their audience is important, the professional relationship and loyalty to a 
client has an effect on designers when considering their position in relation to 
audience. Therefore, you should not rely solely on this relationship and information 
supplied to make presumptions or trust only client direction or understanding of 
audience experiences to glean information even if you feel duty bound to do so. You 
(designers) should use your relationship with the client to prompt clients themselves to 
think more carefully about the audience, and to enable the opportunity for review for 
you to consider your position in relation to the audience from your own, as well as the 
clients perspective.

What I liked — All principles are interesting and have importance, relevance in the industry 
however for this exercise I felt that I used o8,9, 17 more, for the reasons mentioned before.
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11. Comprehend that client relations can propel presumptions
Ensure your relationship and loyalty to your client does not inhibit or limit your 
reflexivity towards audience/s experiences
Be careful to not only use your relationship with the client to presume what will be right 
for the audience. Whilst client provided information and what the client requires in 
relation to their audience is important, the professional relationship and loyalty to a 
client has an effect on designers when considering their position in relation to 
audience. Therefore, you should not rely solely on this relationship and information 
supplied to make presumptions or trust only client direction or understanding of 
audience experiences to glean information even if you feel duty bound to do so. You 
(designers) should use your relationship with the client to prompt clients themselves to 
think more carefully about the audience, and to enable the opportunity for review for 
you to consider your position in relation to the audience from your own, as well as the 
clients perspective.

What was lacking — clarity. This seemed very confusing to understand. Perhaps It
would benefit with subhead for each paragraph to help direct the read to read the piece 
more relevant to their position. It’s about making sure we prioritise the audience - and not 
trying
to please/meet the presumed expectations of our managers/leads

Participant 6

11. Comprehend that client relations can propel presumptions
Ensure your relationship and loyalty to your client does not inhibit or limit your 
reflexivity towards audience/s experiences
Be careful to not only use your relationship with the client to presume what will be right 
for the audience. Whilst client provided information and what the client requires in 
relation to their audience is important, the professional relationship and loyalty to a 
client has an effect on designers when considering their position in relation to 
audience. Therefore, you should not rely solely on this relationship and information 
supplied to make presumptions or trust only client direction or understanding of 
audience experiences to glean information even if you feel duty bound to do so. You 
(designers) should use your relationship with the client to prompt clients themselves to 
think more carefully about the audience, and to enable the opportunity for review for 
you to consider your position in relation to the audience from your own, as well as the 
clients perspective.

Yes
The overall principles helped me to reflect a great deal more on the origin of my knowledge 
and references and to question their authenticity, appropriateness and relevance

Principles connected with 
‘ways that designers use the 
professional context of their 
practice’

Participant 3

12. Collaborate with diverse 
people
Collaborate with people from 
diverse backgrounds to gain a 
wide range of perspectives to 
expand your understanding of 
cultural diversity and the use of 
appropriate forms of
language/s
Take advantage where possible 
of what collaborating with diverse 
people, including a range of 
different people in your team can 
offer you when considering your 
own position. Also, gain insights 
into a plethora of different forms 
of language (positive and 
negative) to support 
understanding of
cultural diversity, cultural 
nuances and that the inclusion 
and participation of other people 
promotes a well informed 
approach to issues of 
discrimination. Age diversity of 
other team members is 
specifically beneficial to 
designers when considering their 
own position.

Participant 3

12. Collaborate with diverse people
Collaborate with people from diverse backgrounds to gain a wide range of perspectives 
to expand your understanding of cultural diversity and the use of appropriate forms of 
language/s
Take advantage where possible of what collaborating with diverse people, including a 
range of different people in your team can offer you when considering your own 
position. Also, gain insights into a plethora of different forms of language (positive and 
negative) to support understanding of cultural diversity, cultural nuances and that the 
inclusion and participation of other people promotes a well informed approach to 
issues of discrimination. Age diversity of other team members is specifically beneficial 
to designers when considering their own position.

What I liked — I couldn't use this as was working alone in this insatcne but think the concept 
is extremely valueable. —— I was unable to use this principle in the workshop due to working 
on my own, but think it could be a useful project prompt.

What I learned — a greater insight into who we are talking to and what is approproate to 
resonate with them. and how best to do this. ——Made me aware that this would be a good 
thing to implement on all active projects.

What was lacking — Hard to say as I didn’t try it out.

What would have been better was — Hard to say as I didn’t try it out.

Participant 3

12. Collaborate with diverse people
Collaborate with people from diverse backgrounds to gain a wide range of perspectives 
to expand your understanding of cultural diversity and the use of appropriate forms of 
language/s
Take advantage where possible of what collaborating with diverse people, including a 
range of different people in your team can offer you when considering your own 
position. Also, gain insights into a plethora of different forms of language (positive and 
negative) to support understanding of cultural diversity, cultural nuances and that the 
inclusion and participation of other people promotes a well informed approach to 
issues of discrimination. Age diversity of other team members is specifically beneficial 
to designers when considering their own position.

What I liked — It made me think whether this could be bringing in wider participants into the 
ideas generation especially if the team is less diverse.

What I learned — It made me think whether this could be bringing in wider participants into 
the ideas generation especially if the team is less diverse. How to do this and encourage 
greater diversity. But specially about age is an interesting point to know how to integrate 
specific demographics that are not usually part of your design environment.————I guess it 
made think about implementation of how to do this to encourage greater diversity. But 
specially about age is an interesting point to know how to integrate specific demographics 
that are not usually part of your
design environment.

What was lacking — I think it could be a challenge to implement depending on the audience 
in question and diversity or lack of.

Participant 3

12. Collaborate with diverse people
Collaborate with people from diverse backgrounds to gain a wide range of perspectives 
to expand your understanding of cultural diversity and the use of appropriate forms of 
language/s
Take advantage where possible of what collaborating with diverse people, including a 
range of different people in your team can offer you when considering your own 
position. Also, gain insights into a plethora of different forms of language (positive and 
negative) to support understanding of cultural diversity, cultural nuances and that the 
inclusion and participation of other people promotes a well informed approach to 
issues of discrimination. Age diversity of other team members is specifically beneficial 
to designers when considering their own position.

What I liked — Generally: reading through all the principles made me much more aware of 
the difference between me as the designer and the audience. It wasn’t that I didn’t know to 
be mindful of these things but promoting made them be much more of a focus.

What I learned — Generally: being conscious of these things will lead you to new territories 
but ultimately I imagine it will create more effective and suitable work.

What would have been better was — I think it was just having the time to get your head 
around the complexity of using simultaneous principles and action work at the same time. 
You could ensure you build time in on a real project

Participant 3

12. Collaborate with diverse people
Collaborate with people from diverse backgrounds to gain a wide range of perspectives 
to expand your understanding of cultural diversity and the use of appropriate forms of 
language/s
Take advantage where possible of what collaborating with diverse people, including a 
range of different people in your team can offer you when considering your own 
position. Also, gain insights into a plethora of different forms of language (positive and 
negative) to support understanding of cultural diversity, cultural nuances and that the 
inclusion and participation of other people promotes a well informed approach to 
issues of discrimination. Age diversity of other team members is specifically beneficial 
to designers when considering their own position.

What I liked — I think the main one was principle 2, although as that was the first principle I 
read so it might have had more of an impact.

What I learned  — While creating ideas I was more aware to keep questioning what the 
audience would need. And to constantly check myself, is that something I think would work 
generally, using my own position, or for them.

What was lacking — It was just a bit of a challenge to take in all that information and really 
have enough time to separate each principle out in your mind.

Participant 3

12. Collaborate with diverse people
Collaborate with people from diverse backgrounds to gain a wide range of perspectives 
to expand your understanding of cultural diversity and the use of appropriate forms of 
language/s
Take advantage where possible of what collaborating with diverse people, including a 
range of different people in your team can offer you when considering your own 
position. Also, gain insights into a plethora of different forms of language (positive and 
negative) to support understanding of cultural diversity, cultural nuances and that the 
inclusion and participation of other people promotes a well informed approach to 
issues of discrimination. Age diversity of other team members is specifically beneficial 
to designers when considering their own position.

The principles all did slightly different things so using them together would be key. Some 
would be easier to implement in practice than others too. I think the diverse teams (principle 
12) seemed really significant and also most accessible to implement. Out of the ones I used I 
felt the third would be most significant for my practice due to often working in the same 
sector.

Participant 3

12. Collaborate with diverse people
Collaborate with people from diverse backgrounds to gain a wide range of perspectives 
to expand your understanding of cultural diversity and the use of appropriate forms of 
language/s
Take advantage where possible of what collaborating with diverse people, including a 
range of different people in your team can offer you when considering your own 
position. Also, gain insights into a plethora of different forms of language (positive and 
negative) to support understanding of cultural diversity, cultural nuances and that the 
inclusion and participation of other people promotes a well informed approach to 
issues of discrimination. Age diversity of other team members is specifically beneficial 
to designers when considering their own position.

Giving examples in the text was really helpful for prompts. I guess because the task was 
quite limited in terms of time it was hard to get your head round them all and complete the 
design task itself. But in practice as long as you were introduced to the separately and then 
once familiar with the benefits of each, then implementing it into a project would be much 
quicker. These principles would be great as a refresher session perhaps then used on a 
more adhoc basis on live projects rather than being introduced to them within that process. 
Less about the principles I know!

Principles connected with 
‘ways that designers use the 
professional context of their 
practice’

Participant 5

13. Prioritise reflexive time and 
budget
Allow a sufficient allocation of 
time (specifically in the ideas 
generation stage of the design 
process) and budget for your 
reflexivity, particularly if you 
are an employee (rather than an
employer involved in this stage) 
and especially if you are part of 
a fixed rather than flexible 
workforce
Time constraints linked to a 
project can limit you in being able 
to be able to effectively consider 
your position, particularly within 
your ideas generation stage of a 
project. Hence, ensure a 
sufficient allocation of time is 
available/given to be enable you 
to consider your position during 
this stage. For example, 
consideration may be needed 
when planning this aspect of 
project time to ensure that
reflexivity in this context does 
not become latent. If you are an 
employee of a company (rather 
than being an employee of your 
own company) this also requires 

Participant 5

13. Prioritise reflexive time and budget
Allow a sufficient allocation of time (specifically in the ideas generation stage of the 
design process) and budget for your reflexivity, particularly if you are an employee 
(rather than an employer involved in this stage) and especially if you are part of a fixed 
rather than flexible workforce
Time constraints linked to a project can limit you in being able to be able to effectively 
consider your position, particularly within your ideas generation stage of a project. 
Hence, ensure a sufficient allocation of time is available/given to be enable you to 
consider your position during this stage. For example, consideration may be needed 
when planning this aspect of project time to ensure that reflexivity in this context does 
not become latent. If you are an employee of a company (rather than being an employee 
of your own company) this also requires greater consideration for the sufficient 
allocation of time.   Budget imitations and a lack of resources can also be an issue and 
a barrier impeding you toeffectively consider your position, hence where possible this 
should be taken into account in/during project planning
The type of work environment, and in particular that the fixed workforce impacts more 
detrimentally upon practitioners reflexivity than when in a flexible workforce scenario.

What I liked _ Time awareness provided more focus and better idea generation. Removed 
procrastination issues. I will implement 'time boxing' in the future for idea generation. I had a 
fleeting thought that the amount of effort and quality of my ideas should relate to how much 
I'm being paid to
complete the brief.

What would have been better was — It would have been good to have a simple flow chart of 
the
workshop process and the rough schedule of timing. This is a very minor point and maybe 
not relevant. I like flowcharts because I am a visual person

Participant 5

13. Prioritise reflexive time and budget
Allow a sufficient allocation of time (specifically in the ideas generation stage of the 
design process) and budget for your reflexivity, particularly if you are an employee 
(rather than an employer involved in this stage) and especially if you are part of a fixed 
rather than flexible workforce
Time constraints linked to a project can limit you in being able to be able to effectively 
consider your position, particularly within your ideas generation stage of a project. 
Hence, ensure a sufficient allocation of time is available/given to be enable you to 
consider your position during this stage. For example, consideration may be needed 
when planning this aspect of project time to ensure that reflexivity in this context does 
not become latent. If you are an employee of a company (rather than being an employee 
of your own company) this also requires greater consideration for the sufficient 
allocation of time.   Budget imitations and a lack of resources can also be an issue and 
a barrier impeding you toeffectively consider your position, hence where possible this 
should be taken into account in/during project planning
The type of work environment, and in particular that the fixed workforce impacts more 
detrimentally upon practitioners reflexivity than when in a flexible workforce scenario.

What was lacking — struggling to understand this question.....
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13. Prioritise reflexive time and budget
Allow a sufficient allocation of time (specifically in the ideas generation stage of the design 
process) and budget for your reflexivity, particularly if you are an employee (rather than an 
employer involved in this stage) and especially if you are part of a fixed rather than flexible 
workforce
Time constraints linked to a project can limit you in being able to be able to effectively consider 
your position, particularly within your ideas generation stage of a project. Hence, ensure a 
sufficient allocation of time is available/given to be enable you to consider your position during this 
stage. For example, consideration may be needed when planning this aspect of project time to 
ensure that reflexivity in this context does not become latent. If you are an employee of a company 
(rather than being an employee of your own company) this also requires greater consideration for 
the sufficient allocation of time.   Budget imitations and a lack of resources can also be an issue 
and a barrier impeding you toeffectively consider your position, hence where possible this should 
be taken into account in/during project planning The type of work environment, and in particular 
that the fixed workforce impacts more detrimentally upon practitioners reflexivity than when in a 
flexible workforce scenario.

What I liked — Clear principles and consistent ideas. Really like that the principles were 
carefully chosen to align with each participant. This allowed me to learn something relevant 
to my aptitude. In the future consider dividing up the principles to designer's experience 
levels. This works well.

What I learned — I learned that visuals are also an important part of the idea generation 
stage, not just using words/word maps. Using Miro allowed me to put both together quickly.

What was lacking – Graphic representation of the principles

What would have been better was — Perhaps present the principles as infographics along 
side the descriptions. A visual would be easier to comprehend. The descriptions are 

Principles connected with 
‘ways that designers use the 
professional context of their 
practice’

Participant 5

14. Refer to a project brief for 
reference
Utilise and have a project brief 
as reference, and use it as a 
guide to assist engagement with 
reflexivity in the context of 
project requirements
A brief should be used as a 
reference and to help keep you 
on track when considering your 
position by assisting you to 
consider the appropriateness of 
your position in terms of 
addressing project requirement/s. 
This information can be used to 
prompt judgements regarding the 
consideration of
your own position and and qualify 
suitablity aligned to audience/s 
experiences.

Participant 5

14. Refer to a project brief for reference
Utilise and have a project brief as reference, and use it as a guide to assist 
engagement with reflexivity in the context of project requirements
A brief should be used as a reference and to help keep you on track when considering 
your position by assisting you to consider the appropriateness of your position in terms 
of addressing project requirement/s. This information can be used to prompt 
judgements regarding the consideration of your own position and and qualify suitablity 
aligned to audience/s experiences.

What I liked - I summarised the brief into bullet points and kept referring back to this to 
ensure I would deliver what the client wants. This is a good system was I will continue to use.

What I learned — I have a good system of referring back to the brief, which focuses the task 
and allows for good time management.

What was lacking — Nothing was lacking

Participant 5

14. Refer to a project brief for reference
Utilise and have a project brief as reference, and use it as a guide to assist 
engagement with reflexivity in the context of project requirements
A brief should be used as a reference and to help keep you on track when considering 
your position by assisting you to consider the appropriateness of your position in terms 
of addressing project requirement/s. This information can be used to prompt 
judgements regarding the consideration of your own position and and qualify suitablity 
aligned to audience/s experiences.

What was lacking — struggling to understand this question.....

Participant 5

14. Refer to a project brief for reference
Utilise and have a project brief as reference, and use it as a guide to assist 
engagement with reflexivity in the context of project requirements
A brief should be used as a reference and to help keep you on track when considering 
your position by assisting you to consider the appropriateness of your position in terms 
of addressing project requirement/s. This information can be used to prompt 
judgements regarding the consideration of your own position and and qualify suitablity 
aligned to audience/s experiences.

What I learned  — While creating ideas I was more aware to keep questioning what the 
audience would need. And to constantly check myself, is that something I think would work 
generally, using my own position, or for them.

Participant 5

14. Refer to a project brief for reference
Utilise and have a project brief as reference, and use it as a guide to assist 
engagement with reflexivity in the context of project requirements
A brief should be used as a reference and to help keep you on track when considering 
your position by assisting you to consider the appropriateness of your position in terms 
of addressing project requirement/s. This information can be used to prompt 
judgements regarding the consideration of your own position and and qualify suitablity 
aligned to audience/s experiences.

What I liked — Clear principles and consistent ideas. Really like that the principles were 
carefully chosen to align with each participant. This allowed me to learn something relevant 
to my aptitude. In the future consider dividing up the principles to designer's experience 
levels. This works well.

What I learned — I learned that visuals are also an important part of the idea generation 
stage, not just using words/word maps. Using Miro allowed me to put both together quickly.

What was lacking – Graphic representation of the principles

What would have been better was — Perhaps present the principles as infographics along 
side the descriptions. A visual would be easier to comprehend. The descriptions are 
otherwise clear, but took some time to understand and implement in this workshop. This 
comment applies to all the principles. It would have been good to start with a definition of the 
word 'reflexive'. I'm not very familiar with this word and had to look it up to gain 
understanding, which is crucial to this workshop and research.

Principles connected with 
‘ways that designers use the 
professional context of their 
practice’

Participant 3

15. Acknowledge that same 
sector projects require 
continuous re-evaluation
Reflexivity is needed even if 
you have previously worked in 
or have knowledge or 
experience of the same or a 
similar sector
Even if you have prior 
experience, knowledge or 
understanding about the sector 
or a similar sector (i.e., the 
sector itself, its scale, process 
etc) aligned to a project that you 
are engaged to work on, you 
must engage with reflexivity and 
consider your own position to 
ensure that re-evaluation 
continuously occurs and so that 
you look at things in a new way 
to move beyond potentially 
routine
practices.

Participant 3

15. Acknowledge that same sector projects require continuous re-evaluation
Reflexivity is needed even if you have previously worked in or have knowledge or 
experience of the same or a similar sector
Even if you have prior experience, knowledge or understanding about the sector or a 
similar sector (i.e., the sector itself, its scale, process etc) aligned to a project that you 
are engaged to work on, you must engage with reflexivity and consider your own 
position to ensure that re-evaluation continuously occurs and so that you look at things 
in a new way to move beyond potentially routine practices.

What I liked — I considered the principle and it made me more aware when thinking about a 
response. It would be more helpful in practice.

What I learned — It would be most useful in real life practice, as you’d be either very family or 
less familiar with sectors and audiences of briefs.

What was lacking — I was not familiar with that sector as set out in the brief so it didn’t apply 
as much

What would have been better was — I was not familiar with that sector as set out in the brief 
so it didn’t apply as much.

Participant 3

15. Acknowledge that same sector projects require continuous re-evaluation
Reflexivity is needed even if you have previously worked in or have knowledge or 
experience of the same or a similar sector
Even if you have prior experience, knowledge or understanding about the sector or a 
similar sector (i.e., the sector itself, its scale, process etc) aligned to a project that you 
are engaged to work on, you must engage with reflexivity and consider your own 
position to ensure that re-evaluation continuously occurs and so that you look at things 
in a new way to move beyond potentially routine practices.

What I liked — I felt this would be most useful for design practice within my agency, there is 
often a lot of assumptions regarding particular audiences. Building time in for this and its 
becoming standard practice to be part of the design brief at the beginning and a team 
exercise each time during brainstorming.

What I learned — being mindful of this would be particularly helpful for the work I do as its a 
niche sector and audiences. Building in more audience research and having awareness of 
reflexivity within the process. never assuming you know. Some resources to help remind 
designers of this would be useful.———Being mindful of this would be particularly helpful for 
the work I do as its a niche sector and audiences. Building  n more audience research and 
having awareness of reflexivity within the process. never assuming you know. Some 
resources to help remind designers of this would be useful.

Participant 3

15. Acknowledge that same sector projects require continuous re-evaluation
Reflexivity is needed even if you have previously worked in or have knowledge or 
experience of the same or a similar sector
Even if you have prior experience, knowledge or understanding about the sector or a 
similar sector (i.e., the sector itself, its scale, process etc) aligned to a project that you 
are engaged to work on, you must engage with reflexivity and consider your own 
position to ensure that re-evaluation continuously occurs and so that you look at things 
in a new way to move beyond potentially routine practices.

What I liked — Generally: reading through all the principles made me much more aware of 
the difference between me as the designer and the audience. It wasn’t that I didn’t know to 
be mindful of these things but promoting made them be much more of a focus.

What I learned — Generally: being conscious of these things will lead you to new territories 
but ultimately I imagine it will create more effective and suitable work.

What would have been better was — I think it was just having the time to get your head 
around the complexity of using simultaneous principles and action work at the same time. 
You could ensure you build time in on a real project

Participant 3

15. Acknowledge that same sector projects require continuous re-evaluation
Reflexivity is needed even if you have previously worked in or have knowledge or 
experience of the same or a similar sector
Even if you have prior experience, knowledge or understanding about the sector or a 
similar sector (i.e., the sector itself, its scale, process etc) aligned to a project that you 
are engaged to work on, you must engage with reflexivity and consider your own 
position to ensure that re-evaluation continuously occurs and so that you look at things 
in a new way to move beyond potentially routine practices.

What I liked — I think the main one was principle 2, although as that was the first principle I 
read so it might have had more of an impact.

What I learned  — While creating ideas I was more aware to keep questioning what the 
audience would need. And to constantly check myself, is that something I think would work 
generally, using my own position, or for them.

What was lacking — It was just a bit of a challenge to take in all that information and really 
have enough time to separate each principle out in your mind.

Participant 3

15. Acknowledge that same sector projects require continuous re-evaluation
Reflexivity is needed even if you have previously worked in or have knowledge or 
experience of the same or a similar sector
Even if you have prior experience, knowledge or understanding about the sector or a 
similar sector (i.e., the sector itself, its scale, process etc) aligned to a project that you 
are engaged to work on, you must engage with reflexivity and consider your own 
position to ensure that re-evaluation continuously occurs and so that you look at things 
in a new way to move beyond potentially routine practices.

What I liked — Out of the ones I used I felt this would be most significant for my practice due 
to often working in the same sector.

The principles all did slightly different things so using them together would be key. Some 
would be easier to implement in practice than others too.
I think the diverse teams (principle 12) seemed really significant and also most accessible to 
implement. Out of the ones I used I felt the third would be most significant for my practice 
due to often working in the same sector.

Participant 3

15. Acknowledge that same sector projects require continuous re-evaluation
Reflexivity is needed even if you have previously worked in or have knowledge or 
experience of the same or a similar sector
Even if you have prior experience, knowledge or understanding about the sector or a 
similar sector (i.e., the sector itself, its scale, process etc) aligned to a project that you 
are engaged to work on, you must engage with reflexivity and consider your own 
position to ensure that re-evaluation continuously occurs and so that you look at things 
in a new way to move beyond potentially routine practices.

Giving examples in the text was really helpful for prompts. I guess because the task was 
quite limited in terms of time it was hard to get your head round them all and complete the 
design task itself. But in practice as long as you were introduced to the separately and then 
once familiar with the benefits of each, then implementing it into a project would be much 
quicker. These principles would be great as a refresher session perhaps then used on a 
more adhoc basis on live projects rather than being introduced to them within that process. 
Less about the principles I know!

Principles connected with 
‘ways that designers use the 
professional context of their 
practice’

Participant 2

16. Employ reliable audience 
research insights and 
techniques
Engage with relevant and 
reliable audience research 
insights and techniques to 
challenge preconceptions, 
facilitate reflections and 
support cognizant reflexivity
Audience research insights are 
important in prompting you to 
consider your own position and 
inform your direction. They can 
challenge pre-conceptions and 
facilitate reflections of any 
possible
differences in prior thinking and 
incite conversations and provide 
more in-depth understanding 
about the emotions and 
motivations of audiences. These 
insights might be comprised of 
external techniques via client 
provided audience research and 
data as well as the use of your 
own techniques to gather 
audience research and data. 
However, design practitioners 
need to be attentive to whether 
research insights, their source/s 

Participant 2

16. Employ reliable audience research insights and techniques
Engage with relevant and reliable audience research insights and techniques to 
challenge preconceptions, facilitate reflections and support cognizant reflexivity
Audience research insights are important in prompting you to consider your own 
position and inform your direction. They can challenge pre-conceptions and facilitate 
reflections of any possible differences in prior thinking and incite conversations and 
provide more in-depth understanding about the emotions and motivations of audiences. 
These insights might be comprised of external techniques via client provided audience 
research and data as well as the use of your own techniques to gather audience 
research and data. However, design practitioners need to be attentive to whether 
research insights, their source/s and content /s are accurate and are thus likely to be 
reliably effective or not in assisting their reflexivity

What I liked — the fact that I already use this I was consciously thinking about making use of 
my research

Participant 2

16. Employ reliable audience research insights and techniques
Engage with relevant and reliable audience research insights and techniques to 
challenge preconceptions, facilitate reflections and support cognizant reflexivity
Audience research insights are important in prompting you to consider your own 
position and inform your direction. They can challenge pre-conceptions and facilitate 
reflections of any possible differences in prior thinking and incite conversations and 
provide more in-depth understanding about the emotions and motivations of audiences. 
These insights might be comprised of external techniques via client provided audience 
research and data as well as the use of your own techniques to gather audience 
research and data. However, design practitioners need to be attentive to whether 
research insights, their source/s and content /s are accurate and are thus likely to be 
reliably effective or not in assisting their reflexivityte and are thus likely to be reliably 
effective or not in assisting their reflexivity

What I liked — I will keep a sticking note saying "look at the research" as a constant 
reminder.

Participant 2

16. Employ reliable audience research insights and techniques
Engage with relevant and reliable audience research insights and techniques to 
challenge preconceptions, facilitate reflections and support cognizant reflexivity
Audience research insights are important in prompting you to consider your own 
position and inform your direction. They can challenge pre-conceptions and facilitate 
reflections of any possible differences in prior thinking and incite conversations and 
provide more in-depth understanding about the emotions and motivations of audiences. 
These insights might be comprised of external techniques via client provided audience 
research and data as well as the use of your own techniques to gather audience 
research and data. However, design practitioners need to be attentive to whether 
research insights, their source/s and content /s are accurate and are thus likely to be 
reliably effective or not in assisting their reflexivity

What was lacking — It was just a bit of a challenge to take in all that information and really 
have enough time to separate each principle out in your mind.

Principles connected with 
‘ways that designers use the 
professional context of their 
practice’

Participant 6

17. Engage with credible 
reflexive sources to
challenge biases
Credible reflexive materials and 
approaches must be utilized 
with to raise awareness of and 
challenge
biases 
Reflexive approach/es and 
material/s must be engaged with 
to support you when considering 
your own position. This will for 
example, raise awareness of your 
own biases’ and challenge your 
own self- perceptions and 
perspectives regarding how much 
of your assumptions

Participant 6

17. Engage with credible reflexive sources to challenge biases
Credible reflexive materials and approaches must be utilized with to raise awareness 
of and challenge biases 
Reflexive approach/es and material/s must be engaged with to support you when 
considering your own position. This will for example, raise awareness of your own 
biases’ and challenge your own self- perceptions and perspectives regarding how 
much of your assumptions

What I liked — i would usually research online for all my projects but this principle made me 
examine the source of this information closer than I perhaps would have done.

What I learned — always question the source of your information and question any possible 
bias.

What was lacking — nothing

What would have been better was – bullet or short hand more quick reference for easier use 
for
constant referral

Participant 6

17. Engage with credible reflexive sources to challenge biases
Credible reflexive materials and approaches must be utilized with to raise awareness 
of and challenge biases 
Reflexive approach/es and material/s must be engaged with to support you when 
considering your own position. This will for example, raise awareness of your own 
biases’ and challenge your own self- perceptions and perspectives regarding how 
much of your assumptions

What I liked — to have this as a quick reference tool that could be shared amongst the 
whole design team
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17. Engage with credible reflexive sources to challenge biases
Credible reflexive materials and approaches must be utilized with to raise awareness 
of and challenge biases 
Reflexive approach/es and material/s must be engaged with to support you when 
considering your own position. This will for example, raise awareness of your own 
biases’ and challenge your own self- perceptions and perspectives regarding how 
much of your assumptions

The overall principles helped me to reflect a great deal more on the origin of my knowledge 
and references and to question their authenticity, appropriateness and relevance

Participant 6

17. Engage with credible reflexive sources to challenge biases
Credible reflexive materials and approaches must be utilized with to raise awareness 
of and challenge biases 
Reflexive approach/es and material/s must be engaged with to support you when 
considering your own position. This will for example, raise awareness of your own 
biases’ and challenge your own self- perceptions and perspectives regarding how 
much of your assumptions

What I liked — All principles are interesting and have importance, relevance
in the industry however for this exercise I felt that I used o8,9, 17 more, for the reasons 
mentioned before.

Participant 6

17. Engage with credible reflexive sources to challenge biases
Credible reflexive materials and approaches must be utilized with to raise awareness 
of and challenge biases 
Reflexive approach/es and material/s must be engaged with to support you when 
considering your own position. This will for example, raise awareness of your own 
biases’ and challenge your own self- perceptions and perspectives regarding how 
much of your assumptions

What was lacking — clarity. This seemed very confusing to understand. Perhaps It
would benefit with subhead for each paragraph to help direct the read to read the piece 
more relevant to their position. It’s about making sure we prioritise the audience - and not 
trying to  please/meet the presumed expectations of our managers/leads

Participant 6

17. Engage with credible reflexive sources to challenge biases
Credible reflexive materials and approaches must be utilized with to raise awareness 
of and challenge biases 
Reflexive approach/es and material/s must be engaged with to support you when 
considering your own position. This will for example, raise awareness of your own 
biases’ and challenge your own self- perceptions and perspectives regarding how 
much of your assumptions

Yes
The overall principles helped me to reflect a great deal more on the origin of my knowledge 
and references and to question their authenticity, appropriateness and relevance

Principles connected with 
‘ways that designers use the 
professional context of their 
practice’

Participant 3

18. Be attentive to impact of 
practice ideology
Have awareness for the impact 
that your own ideology might be 
having upon your reflexivity in 
relation to audience 
experiences
Have awareness for the impact 
that bringing your own personal 
view/s of what you believe your 
practice encompasses might 
have upon your understanding 
when considering your position in 
relation to audience 
experience/s. Recognise the part 
that your own ideology may play 
within your role as industry 
practitioners when considering 
your position. This is associated 
with awareness of actions in 
which conflicts between 
professional codes of practice 
and one’s own personal values 
must be questioned.

Participant 3

18. Be attentive to impact of practice ideology
Have awareness for the impact that your own ideology might be having upon your 
reflexivity in relation to audience experiences
Have awareness for the impact that bringing your own personal view/s of what you 
believe your practice encompasses might have upon your understanding when 
considering your position in relation to audience experience/s. Recognise the part that 
your own ideology may play within your role as industry practitioners when 
considering your position. This is associated with awareness of actions in which 
conflicts between professional codes of practice and one’s own personal values must 
be questioned.

What I liked — I thought this was useful to prompt thinking away from designing for 
'designers' cool work vs useful work etc also about whether the conflict of values would take 
place dependent on the brief.—— I thought this was useful to prompt thinking about whether 
the conflict of values would take place depending on the brief, the client and audience.

What I learned — I thought this was useful to prompt thinking away from designing for 
'designers' cool work vs useful work etc———It made me more conscious of considering the 
audience separately to clients. And the difference in pressure from the client and how to 
overcome and respond to that.

What was lacking — Nothing that I could see.

What would have been better was — I didn’t really have enough time to use them effectively

Participant 3

18. Be attentive to impact of practice ideology
Have awareness for the impact that your own ideology might be having upon your 
reflexivity in relation to audience experiences
Have awareness for the impact that bringing your own personal view/s of what you 
believe your practice encompasses might have upon your understanding when 
considering your position in relation to audience experience/s. Recognise the part that 
your own ideology may play within your role as industry practitioners when 
considering your position. This is associated with awareness of actions in which 
conflicts between professional codes of practice and one’s own personal values must 
be questioned.

What I liked — Again I think a team wide primer session on this when starting a project would 
be effective.

What I learned — I thought this was useful to prompt thinking away from designing for 
'designers' cool work vs useful work etc also about whether the conflict of values would take 
place dependent on the brief.——_I was thinking of ways I could implement within our own 
practice.

Participant 3

18. Be attentive to impact of practice ideology
Have awareness for the impact that your own ideology might be having upon your 
reflexivity in relation to audience experiences
Have awareness for the impact that bringing your own personal view/s of what you 
believe your practice encompasses might have upon your understanding when 
considering your position in relation to audience experience/s. Recognise the part that 
your own ideology may play within your role as industry practitioners when 
considering your position. This is associated with awareness of actions in which 
conflicts between professional codes of practice and one’s own personal values must 
be questioned.

What I liked — Generally: reading through all the principles made me much more aware of 
the difference between me as the designer and the audience. It wasn’t that I didn’t know to 
be mindful of these things but promoting made them be much more of a focus.

What I learned — Generally: being conscious of these things will lead you to new territories 
but ultimately I imagine it will create more effective and suitable work.

What would have been better was — I think it was just having the time to get your head 
around the complexity of using simultaneous principles and action work at the same time. 
You could ensure you build time in on a real project

Participant 3

18. Be attentive to impact of practice ideology
Have awareness for the impact that your own ideology might be having upon your 
reflexivity in relation to audience experiences
Have awareness for the impact that bringing your own personal view/s of what you 
believe your practice encompasses might have upon your understanding when 
considering your position in relation to audience experience/s. Recognise the part that 
your own ideology may play within your role as industry practitioners when 
considering your position. This is associated with awareness of actions in which 
conflicts between professional codes of practice and one’s own personal values must 
be questioned.

What I liked — I think the main one was principle 2, although as that was the first principle I 
read so it might have had more of an impact.

What I learned  — While creating ideas I was more aware to keep questioning what the 
audience would need. And to constantly check myself, is that something I think would work 
generally, using my own position, or for them.

What was lacking — It was just a bit of a challenge to take in all that information and really 
have enough time to separate each principle out in your mind.

Participant 3

18. Be attentive to impact of practice ideology
Have awareness for the impact that your own ideology might be having upon your 
reflexivity in relation to audience experiences
Have awareness for the impact that bringing your own personal view/s of what you 
believe your practice encompasses might have upon your understanding when 
considering your position in relation to audience experience/s. Recognise the part that 
your own ideology may play within your role as industry practitioners when 
considering your position. This is associated with awareness of actions in which 
conflicts between professional codes of practice and one’s own personal values must 
be questioned.

The principles all did slightly different things so using them together would be key. Some 
would be easier to implement in practice than others too.
I think the diverse teams (principle 12) seemed really significant and also most accessible to 
implement. Out of the ones I used I felt the third would be most significant for my practice 
due to often working in the same sector.

Participant 3

18. Be attentive to impact of practice ideology
Have awareness for the impact that your own ideology might be having upon your 
reflexivity in relation to audience experiences
Have awareness for the impact that bringing your own personal view/s of what you 
believe your practice encompasses might have upon your understanding when 
considering your position in relation to audience experience/s. Recognise the part that 
your own ideology may play within your role as industry practitioners when 
considering your position. This is associated with awareness of actions in which 
conflicts between professional codes of practice and one’s own personal values must 
be questioned.

Giving examples in the text was really helpful for prompts. I guess because the task was 
quite limited in terms of time it was hard to get your head round them all and complete the 
design task itself. But in practice as long as you were introduced to the separately and then 
once familiar with the benefits of each, then implementing it into a project would be much 
quicker. These principles would be great as a refresher session perhaps then used on a 
more adhoc basis on live projects rather than being introduced to them within that process. 
Less about the principles I know!

Time spent on audience research 
prior to workshop

Job title Years experience Gender identity Ethnic group and Nationality Location of studio in which you are 
employed/work  
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Six step thematic analysis framework (Braun and Clarke, 2006)
Step 2 —Generate initial codes

— Final main initial codes transferred into a digital context and  
collated in one place

Initial Codes

Code no. First stage codes main theme?

1 Raised issues of professional value and worth

2 Questioned accoutability

3 Challenged me Challenged my perspectives

4 Challenged values Challenged my perspectives

5 Challenged assumptions Challenged my perspectives

6 Prompted thought about unidirectional approaches Question existing communication 
models/approaches

7 Posed questions of who my obligations are to Question existing communication 
models/approaches

8 Incited greater focus upon audience Question existing communication 
models/approaches

9 Increased awareness of the audience

10 Initiated reflection of my duty to audience Initiated reflection of myself

11 Initated reflection of my own personal characteristics Initiated reflection of myself

12 Made me reflect on the origin of my knowledge Initiated reflection of myself

13 Incited reflection on design aesthetics v's project relevance Initiated reflection of my work

14 Prompted reflection on reliability of practice sources Initiated reflection of my work

15 Diagnosed that I need this in my process Initiated reflection of my work

16 Impled a slowdown n my process Initiated reflection of my work

17 Provoked reflection Initiated reflection of my work

18 Suggested a connection between use of my time v's quality of work Initiated reflection of my work

19 Useful in future practice Has positive potential for future practice 

20 Benefical to start of existing process                                              
Beneficial to existing process (sub theme)

Has positive potential for future practice 

21 Useful itegrated into brief.                                                         
Beneficial to existing process (sub theme)

Has positive potential for future practice 

22 Has wide applicability and scope for projects Has positive potential for future practice 

23 Demonstrated an opportunity as collaborative approach (has value 
for other individuals in design team)

Has positive potential for future practice 

24 Initated reflection on action Has positive potential for future practice 

25 Served as a reminder/cue (restorative)

26 Made me avoid my normal routine Disrupted my existing routine/habits

27 Raised issues not often discussed Disrupted my existing routine/habits

28 Incited me to look again Disrupted my existing routine/habits

29 Motivated me to try new things in my process Disrupted my existing routine/habits

30 Challenged old ways of working Disrupted my existing routine/habits

31 Made me consider my role and career and my own personal 
happiness 

32 Identified the need to move away from designers designing for 
other designers

Raised questions of who design serves 
and is for

33 Raised issues of designers intentions Raised questions of who design serves 
and is for

34 Raised concern as to whether designers focus is on pleasing clients 
or on true solutions

Raised questions of who design serves 
and is for

35 Interrogated designers own personal induldgences Raised questions of who design serves 
and is for

36 Need confirmation it works in practice Raised questions of who design serves 
and is for

37 Incited doing social good

38 Advocated a social and ethical practice focus

39 Nothing currently exists like this in my practice Novel approach

40 Initiated a new methodology Novel approach

41 Encountered positive emotion when utilised

42 Revealed importance/need for these

43 Emphasised missing elements process and practice

44 Elicited the extent of designer openness to change

45 Explicitness made it more noticable Explicit initiated deeper engagement

46 Clear documentation makes it more apparent and increases 
visibility

Explicit initiated deeper engagement

47 Increased attentiveness to differences Increased my awareness of differences

48 Increased my awareness of self Increased my awareness of differences

49 Alerted me to the application of guesswork Exposed and educated about use of 
assumptions 

50 Useful for challenging team biases Exposed and educated about use of 
assumptions 

51 Exposed use of assumptions Exposed and educated about use of 
assumptions 

52 Inaugrated new outlooks

53 Proven capacity to effect thinking Proven capacity to effect thinking with 
differing impacts

54 Distinctions in impact of principles — some principles are more 
impactful than others

Proven capacity to effect thinking with 
differing impacts

55 Each principle had difffering effects Proven capacity to effect thinking with 
differing impacts

56 Improved my use of time Aided concentration which improved 
aspects of my process

57 Improved my focus on the brief                                                                              
Aided my concentration — sub theme

Aided concentration which improved 
aspects of my process

58 Improved my ideas generation                                                                        
Aided my concentration — sub theme

Aided concentration which improved 
aspects of my process

59 Aided my ideas generation focus                                                               
Aided my concentration — sub theme

Aided concentration which improved 
aspects of my process

60 Improved my focus                                                                             
Aided my concentration — sub theme

Aided concentration which improved 
aspects of my process

61 Sharpened my focus on the end user/audience                                              
Aided my concentration — sub theme

Aided concentration which improved 
aspects of my process

62 Made me re-assess the effectiveness of outcomes/goals

63 Enhanced my probing of audience needs

64 Advanced my awareness to continually question

65 Acted as a stimulus

66 Made me re-evaluate

67 Advanced my judgement

68 Made me query diversity and the inclusion/involvement of others

69 Prompted whether conflict and values are relative to a brief

70 Confronted my existing mindset

71 Negated me from cutting corners

72 Initiates greater communication in process

73 It made the implict explicit

74 They were educative/instructive

75 Provided reassurance

76 Demonstrated the difficultly in knowing my own limitations

77 Indicated my limitations at the start of the process Made me scrutinize my process more in 
the ideas generation stage 

78 Questioned my use of authenticity in my process Made me scrutinize my process more in 
the ideas generation stage 

79 Increased scruitiny of what I was doing Made me scrutinize my process more in 
the ideas generation stage 

80 Provided oportunityto scaffold prior knowledge

Negatives

81 I already have understanding if this information

82 Needs cofirmation that it works in practice

83 Restricted me

84 Needs to be earlier in process

Usability

85 Present the principles seperately                                                              
Introduce the principles gradually and sequentially into practice — 
sub process 

Sequencing and quantity applied in 
practice has effect

86  Sequencing has impact                                                                 
Introduce the principles gradually and sequentially into practice — 
sub

Sequencing and quantity applied in 
practice has effect

87 Benefit in using the principles concurrently Sequencing and quantity applied in 
practice has effect

88 Some principles are easier to implement than others 

89 Repetition would amplify use and fluency

90 Different layers of content and information is helpful Distinct  information tiers of content 
needed

90a Needs two levels of content (one for quick refernce, other for 
deeper engagement)

Content and distinct information tiers 
needed

90b Need simplication to avoid information overload Content and distinct information tiers 
needed

90c Initial information overload Content and distinct information tiers 
needed

90d Greater clarity in communication of content/information Content and distinct information tiers 
needed

91 Identified overlaps in impact of some principles

92 Principles would correlate to specific projects Principles align to particular criteria

93 Relevance of principles aligned to level of designer was useful Principles align to particular criteria

94 Format that contains principles is significant Appropriate languages and format 
needed to communicate with designers 
as audience95 Language in principle content is significant Appropriate languages and format 
needed to communicate with designers 
as audience96 Principles need visual representation Appropriate languages and format 
needed to communicate with designers 
as audience97 Need digital context/application Appropriate languages and format 
needed to communicate with designers 
as audience98 Some principles need involvement of others in team Some constraints/criteria that need to 
be acknowledged and given attention

99 Time required for use Some constraints/criteria that need to 
be acknowledged and given attention

100 Diversity of audience themselves has an impact on use Some constraints/criteria that need to 
be acknowledged and given attention

101 Has sector specific limitations Some constraints/criteria that need to 
be acknowledged and given attention

103 There is always bias Some constraints/criteria that need to 
be acknowledged and given attention

104 Examples of non-bias needed Some constraints/criteria that need to 
be acknowledged and given attention

105 Awareness needed for applicability into existing process Some constraints/criteria that need to 
be acknowledged and given attention

106 Some principles are more relevant to and needed more by some 
designers than others

Online design  
workshop content  
visualisations  
and thematic  
analysis  
visualisations

Six step thematic analysis framework (Braun and Clarke, 2006)
Step 3 — Search for themes

— Sorting and identifying themes

From codes to themes

Usability Usability

Theme Theme Theme Theme Theme Theme Theme Theme Theme Theme Theme Theme Theme Theme Theme

Challenging (challlenged  perspectives) Poses questioning of  existing communication models/approaches Initiated reflection of myself Initiated reflection of my work Has positive potential for future practice Disrupted my existing routine/habits Raised questions of who design serves and is for Novel approach Increased my awareness of differences Increased my awareness Induced explicit realisations Exposed and educated about use of assumptions Proven capacity to effect thinking with differing impacts Improvement Scrutinize Sequencing and quantity applied in practice has effect Levels  of content/informatinon

Challenged my perspectives Improved existing approach Made me scrutinize my process more in the ideas generation stage Distinct  information tiers of content needed

3 Challenged me 6 Prompted thought about unidirectional approaches 10 Initiated reflection of my duty to audience 13 Incited reflection on design aesthetics v's project relevance 19 Useful in future practice 26 Made me avoid my normal routine 32 Identified the need to move away from designers designing for 
other designers

39 Nothing currently exists like this in my practice 47 Increased attentiveness to differences 47 Increased attentiveness to differences 73 It made the implict explicit 49 Alerted me to the application of guesswork 53 Proven capacity to effect thinking 66 Made me re-evaluate 77 Indicated my limitations at the start of the process 84 Needs to be earlier in process (NEGATIVE) 90 Different layers of content and information is helpful (USABILITY) 92

4 Challenged values 7 Posed questions of who my obligations are to 11 Initated reflection of my own personal characteristics 14 Prompted reflection on reliability of practice sources 22 Has wide applicability and scope for projects 27 Raised issues not often discussed 33 Raised issues of designers intentions 40 Initiated a new methodology 42 Revealed importance/need for these 81 I already have understanding if this information (NEGATIVE) 50 Useful for challenging team biases 54 Distinctions in impact of principles — some principles are more 
impactful than others

67 Advanced my judgement 78 Questioned my use of authenticity in my process 85 Present the principles seperately                                                              
Introduce the principles gradually and sequentially into practice — 
sub process (USABILITY)

90a Needs two levels of content (one for quick refernce, other for 
deeper engagement) 

93

4 Challenged assumptions 8 Incited greater focus upon audience 12 Made me reflect on the origin of my knowledge 15 Diagnosed that I need this in my process 23 Demonstrated an opportunity as collaborative approach (has value 
for other individuals in design team)

28 Incited me to look again 34 Raised concern as to whether designers focus is on pleasing clients 
or on true solutions

51 Exposed use of assumptions 55 Each principle had difffering effects 64 Advanced my awareness to continually question 79 Increased scruitiny of what I was doing 86  Sequencing has impact. Introduce the principles gradually and 
sequentially into practice — sub process (USABILITY)

90b Need simplication to avoid information overload (USABILITY) 38

9 Increased awareness of the audience 31 Made me consider my role and career and my own personal 
happiness 

16 Impled a slowdown n my process 24 Initated reflection on action 29 Motivated me to try new things in my process 35 Interrogated designers own personal induldgences 69 Prompted questions whether conflict and values are relative to a 
brief

87 Benefit in using the principles concurrently (USABILITY) 90c Initial information overload (USABILITY) 88

68 Made me query diversity and the inclusion/involvement of others 48 Increased my awareness of self 17 Provoked reflection 30 Challenged old ways of working 36 Need confirmation it works in practice 90d Greater clarity in communication of content/information 
(USABILITY)

106

72 Initiates greater communication in process 76 Demonstrated the difficultly in knowing my own limitations 18 Suggested a connection between use of my time v's quality of work 70 Confronted my existing mindset

43 Emphasised missing elements process and practice 71 Negated me from cutting corners

Sub - Theme Sub - Theme Sub - Theme Sub - Theme Sub - Theme Sub - Theme Sub - Theme Sub - Theme Sub - Theme

Beneficial to existing process Educative/Instructive Explicitness initiated deeper engagement Aided concentration which improved aspects of my process Overlaps in principles

20 Benefical to start of existing process                                              74 They were educative/instructive 45 Explicitness made it more noticable 59 Aided my ideas generation focus                                                               91 Identified overlaps in impact of some principles  (USABILITY)

21 Useful itegrated into brief.                                                         46 Clear documentation makes it more apparent and increases 
visibility

60 Improved my focus                                                                             

61 Sharpened my focus on the end user/audience                                              

Improved aspects of my process

56 Improved my use of time

57 Improved my focus on the brief                                                                              

58 Improved my ideas generation                                                                        

Re-asssess outcome

62 Made me re-assess the effectiveness of outcomes/goals

Sceffolding with prior knowledge

80 Provided oportunityto scaffold prior knowledge

Online design  
workshop content  
visualisations  
and thematic  
analysis  
visualisations
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Six step thematic analysis framework (Braun and Clarke, 2006)
Step 4 —Review themes

— Reflecting, modifying, merging and developing themes using 
manually coded data and the themes in Microsoft Excel

Online design  
workshop content  
visualisations  
and thematic  
analysis  
visualisations

Key From codes to reduced themes

‘How might reflexive principles be used by UK based 
mainstream brand identity designers within the ideas 
generation stage of the design process?’

‘In what ways might reflexive principles effect UK 
based brand identity designers thinking about their 
position in relation to consumer audience 
experiences within the ideas generation stage of the 
design process on a UK project?’ (indicates any 
transformation/change in designers thinking about 
their position regarding their audience experience 
approaches and confirms impact on designers 
thinking about their position in relation to audience 
experiences)

Theme Theme Theme Theme Theme Theme Theme Theme Theme

Overarching reviewed theme Re-evaluated audiience communications  and power /authority role Initiated reflection Disruptive and challenged Made implicit explicit Exposed biases Positive effect Instigated change Limitations (Criteria and constraints) Indicated future practice need/significance

Main theme

Sub-theme

Poses questioning of  existing communication models/approaches Initiated reflection of myself Disrupted my existing routine/habits Induced explicit realisations Exposed and educated about use of assumptions Positive emotional state Proven capacity to effect thinking with differing impacts Principles align to particular criteria Has positive potential for future practice 

6 Prompted thought about unidirectional approaches 10 Initiated reflection of my duty to audience 26 Made me avoid my normal routine 73 It made the implict explicit 49 Alerted me to the application of guesswork 41 Encountered positive emotion when utilised 53 Proven capacity to effect thinking 92 Principles would correlate to specific projects (USABILITY) 19 Useful in future practice

7 Posed questions of who my obligations are to 11 Initated reflection of my own personal characteristics 27 Raised issues not often discussed 81 I already have understanding if this information (NEGATIVE) 50 Useful for challenging team biases 54 Distinctions in impact of principles — some principles are more 
impactful than others

93 Relevance of principles aligned to level of designer was useful (USABILITY) 22 Has wide applicability and scope for projects

8 Incited greater focus upon audience 12 Made me reflect on the origin of my knowledge 28 Incited me to look again Explicitness initiated deeper engagement 51 Exposed use of assumptions Supportive 55 Each principle had difffering effects 38 Advocated a social and ethical practice focus 23 Demonstrated an opportunity as collaborative approach (has value 
for other individuals in design team)

9 Increased awareness of the audience 31 Made me consider my role and career and my own personal 
happiness 

29 Motivated me to try new things in my process 45 Explicitness made it more noticable
75 Provided reassurance

88 Some principles are easier to implement than others  (USABILITY) 24 Initated reflection on action

68 Made me query diversity and the inclusion/involvement of others 48 Increased my awareness of self 30 Challenged old ways of working 46 Clear documentation makes it more apparent and increases visibility Increased my awareness of differences Improvement 106 Some principles are more relevant to and needed more by some designers than 
others (USABILITY)

Beneficial to existing process

72 Initiates greater communication in process 76 Demonstrated the difficultly in knowing my own limitations 70 Confronted my existing mindset 47 Increased attentiveness to differences Were cues Improved existing approach 20 Benefical to start of existing process                                              

71 Negated me from cutting corners 25 Served as a reminder/cue (restorative) 66 Made me re-evaluate Format and language 21 Useful itegrated into brief.                                                         

Raised issues of who design serves and is for Initiated reflection of my work 65 Acted as a stimulus 67 Advanced my judgement Appropriate languages and format needed to communicate with designers as 
users

32 Identified the need to move away from designers designing for 
other designers

13 Incited reflection on design aesthetics v's project relevance Challenging (challlenged  perspectives) 64 Advanced my awareness to continually question 94 Format that contains principles is significant (USABILITY) Novel approach

33 Raised issues of designers intentions 14 Prompted reflection on reliability of practice sources Challenged my perspectives 69 Prompted questions whether conflict and values are relative to a 
brief

95 Language in principle content is significant (USABILITY) 39 Nothing currently exists like this in my practice

34 Raised concern as to whether designers focus is on pleasing clients 
or on true solutions

15 Diagnosed that I need this in my process 3 Challenged me Aided concentration which improved aspects of my process 96 Principles need visual representation (USABILITY) 40 Initiated a new methodology

35 Interrogated designers own personal induldgences 16 Impled a slowdown n my process 4 Challenged values 59 Aided my ideas generation focus                                                               97 Need digital context/application (USABILITY) Educative/Instructive

36 Need confirmation it works in practice 17 Provoked reflection 4 Challenged assumptions 60 Improved my focus                                                                             74 They were educative/instructive

18 Suggested a connection between use of my time v's quality of work 61 Sharpened my focus on the end user/audience                                              Levels  of content/informatinon

Questioned professional authority 43 Emphasised missing elements process and practice Improved aspects of my process Distinct  information tiers of content needed Need (highlighted requirement for principles)

1 Raised issues of professional value and worth 56 Improved my use of time 90 Different layers of content and information is helpful (USABILITY) 42 Revealed importance/need for these

2 Questioned accoutability Scrutinize 57 Improved my focus on the brief                                                                              90a Needs two levels of content (one for quick refernce, other for deeper engagement) Need (highlighted requirement for principles)

44 Elicited the extent of designer openness to change Made me scrutinize my process more in the ideas generation stage 58 Improved my ideas generation                                                                        90b Need simplication to avoid information overload (USABILITY) 42 Revealed importance/need for these

77 Indicated my limitations at the start of the process Re-asssess outcome 90c Initial information overload (USABILITY)

Re-evaluated my prespective towards audience (NEW) 78 Questioned my use of authenticity in my process 62 Made me re-assess the effectiveness of outcomes/goals 90d Greater clarity in communication of content/information (USABILITY)

52 Inaugrated new outlooks 79 Increased scruitiny of what I was doing Sceffolding with prior knowledge Overlaps in principles

63 Enhanced my probing of audience needs 80 Provided oportunityto scaffold prior knowledge 91 Identified overlaps in impact of some principles  (USABILITY)

Social good in the world

37 Incited doing social good Increased my awareness Some constraints/criteria that need to be acknowledged and given attention

47 Increased attentiveness to differences 89 Repetition would amplify use and fluency  (USABILITY)

42 Revealed importance/need for these 98 Some principles need involvement of others in team (USABILITY)

99 Time required for use (USABILITY)

100 Diversity of audience themselves has an impact on use (USABILITY)

101 Has sector specific limitations (USABILITY)

103 There is always bias (USABILITY)

104 Examples of non-bias needed (USABILITY)

105 Awareness needed for applicability into existing process (USABILITY)

83 Restricted me (NEGATIVE)

Confirnation of effectiveness

82 Needs cofirmation that it works in practice (NEGATIVE)

Sequencing and quantity applied in practice has effect

84 Needs to be earlier in process (NEGATIVE)

85 Present the principles seperately                                                              Introduce 
the principles gradually and sequentially into practice — sub process (USABILITY)

86  Sequencing has impact. Introduce the principles gradually and sequentially into 
practice — sub process (USABILITY)

87 Benefit in using the principles concurrently (USABILITY)

Online design  
workshop content  
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visualisations

Key From codes to reduced themes

‘How might reflexive principles be used by UK based 
mainstream brand identity designers within the ideas 
generation stage of the design process?’

‘In what ways might reflexive principles effect UK 
based brand identity designers thinking about their 
position in relation to consumer audience 
experiences within the ideas generation stage of the 
design process on a UK project?’ (indicates any 
transformation/change in designers thinking about 
their position regarding their audience experience 
approaches and confirms impact on designers 
thinking about their position in relation to audience 
experiences)

Theme Theme Theme Theme Theme Theme Theme Theme Theme

Overarching reviewed theme Re-evaluated audiience communications  and power /authority role Initiated reflection Disruptive and challenged Made implicit explicit Exposed biases Positive effect Instigated change Limitations (Criteria and constraints) Indicated future practice need/significance

Main theme

Sub-theme

Poses questioning of  existing communication models/approaches Initiated reflection of myself Disrupted my existing routine/habits Induced explicit realisations Exposed and educated about use of assumptions Positive emotional state Proven capacity to effect thinking with differing impacts Principles align to particular criteria Has positive potential for future practice 

6 Prompted thought about unidirectional approaches 10 Initiated reflection of my duty to audience 26 Made me avoid my normal routine 73 It made the implict explicit 49 Alerted me to the application of guesswork 41 Encountered positive emotion when utilised 53 Proven capacity to effect thinking 92 Principles would correlate to specific projects (USABILITY) 19 Useful in future practice

7 Posed questions of who my obligations are to 11 Initated reflection of my own personal characteristics 27 Raised issues not often discussed 81 I already have understanding if this information (NEGATIVE) 50 Useful for challenging team biases 54 Distinctions in impact of principles — some principles are more 
impactful than others

93 Relevance of principles aligned to level of designer was useful (USABILITY) 22 Has wide applicability and scope for projects

8 Incited greater focus upon audience 12 Made me reflect on the origin of my knowledge 28 Incited me to look again Explicitness initiated deeper engagement 51 Exposed use of assumptions Supportive 55 Each principle had difffering effects 38 Advocated a social and ethical practice focus 23 Demonstrated an opportunity as collaborative approach (has value 
for other individuals in design team)

9 Increased awareness of the audience 31 Made me consider my role and career and my own personal 
happiness 

29 Motivated me to try new things in my process 45 Explicitness made it more noticable
75 Provided reassurance

88 Some principles are easier to implement than others  (USABILITY) 24 Initated reflection on action

68 Made me query diversity and the inclusion/involvement of others 48 Increased my awareness of self 30 Challenged old ways of working 46 Clear documentation makes it more apparent and increases visibility Increased my awareness of differences Improvement 106 Some principles are more relevant to and needed more by some designers than 
others (USABILITY)

Beneficial to existing process

72 Initiates greater communication in process 76 Demonstrated the difficultly in knowing my own limitations 70 Confronted my existing mindset 47 Increased attentiveness to differences Were cues Improved existing approach 20 Benefical to start of existing process                                              

71 Negated me from cutting corners 25 Served as a reminder/cue (restorative) 66 Made me re-evaluate Format and language 21 Useful itegrated into brief.                                                         

Raised issues of who design serves and is for Initiated reflection of my work 65 Acted as a stimulus 67 Advanced my judgement Appropriate languages and format needed to communicate with designers as 
users

32 Identified the need to move away from designers designing for 
other designers

13 Incited reflection on design aesthetics v's project relevance Challenging (challlenged  perspectives) 64 Advanced my awareness to continually question 94 Format that contains principles is significant (USABILITY) Novel approach

33 Raised issues of designers intentions 14 Prompted reflection on reliability of practice sources Challenged my perspectives 69 Prompted questions whether conflict and values are relative to a 
brief

95 Language in principle content is significant (USABILITY) 39 Nothing currently exists like this in my practice

34 Raised concern as to whether designers focus is on pleasing clients 
or on true solutions

15 Diagnosed that I need this in my process 3 Challenged me Aided concentration which improved aspects of my process 96 Principles need visual representation (USABILITY) 40 Initiated a new methodology

35 Interrogated designers own personal induldgences 16 Impled a slowdown n my process 4 Challenged values 59 Aided my ideas generation focus                                                               97 Need digital context/application (USABILITY) Educative/Instructive

36 Need confirmation it works in practice 17 Provoked reflection 4 Challenged assumptions 60 Improved my focus                                                                             74 They were educative/instructive

18 Suggested a connection between use of my time v's quality of work 61 Sharpened my focus on the end user/audience                                              Levels  of content/informatinon

Questioned professional authority 43 Emphasised missing elements process and practice Improved aspects of my process Distinct  information tiers of content needed Need (highlighted requirement for principles)

1 Raised issues of professional value and worth 56 Improved my use of time 90 Different layers of content and information is helpful (USABILITY) 42 Revealed importance/need for these

2 Questioned accoutability Scrutinize 57 Improved my focus on the brief                                                                              90a Needs two levels of content (one for quick refernce, other for deeper engagement) Need (highlighted requirement for principles)

44 Elicited the extent of designer openness to change Made me scrutinize my process more in the ideas generation stage 58 Improved my ideas generation                                                                        90b Need simplication to avoid information overload (USABILITY) 42 Revealed importance/need for these

77 Indicated my limitations at the start of the process Re-asssess outcome 90c Initial information overload (USABILITY)

Re-evaluated my prespective towards audience (NEW) 78 Questioned my use of authenticity in my process 62 Made me re-assess the effectiveness of outcomes/goals 90d Greater clarity in communication of content/information (USABILITY)

52 Inaugrated new outlooks 79 Increased scruitiny of what I was doing Sceffolding with prior knowledge Overlaps in principles

63 Enhanced my probing of audience needs 80 Provided oportunityto scaffold prior knowledge 91 Identified overlaps in impact of some principles  (USABILITY)

Social good in the world

37 Incited doing social good Increased my awareness Some constraints/criteria that need to be acknowledged and given attention

47 Increased attentiveness to differences 89 Repetition would amplify use and fluency  (USABILITY)

42 Revealed importance/need for these 98 Some principles need involvement of others in team (USABILITY)

99 Time required for use (USABILITY)

100 Diversity of audience themselves has an impact on use (USABILITY)

101 Has sector specific limitations (USABILITY)

103 There is always bias (USABILITY)

104 Examples of non-bias needed (USABILITY)

105 Awareness needed for applicability into existing process (USABILITY)

83 Restricted me (NEGATIVE)

Confirnation of effectiveness

82 Needs cofirmation that it works in practice (NEGATIVE)

Sequencing and quantity applied in practice has effect

84 Needs to be earlier in process (NEGATIVE)

85 Present the principles seperately                                                              Introduce 
the principles gradually and sequentially into practice — sub process (USABILITY)

86  Sequencing has impact. Introduce the principles gradually and sequentially into 
practice — sub process (USABILITY)

87 Benefit in using the principles concurrently (USABILITY)
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Six step thematic analysis framework (Braun and Clarke, 2006)
Step 5 — Define themes

— The final themes 

Online design  
workshop content  
visualisations  
and thematic  
analysis  
visualisations

Key Theme Theme Theme Theme Theme Theme Theme Theme Theme

Overarching defined theme Re-evaluation of audience relations Initiated reflection Disrupted and challenged Made implicit explicit Exposed biases Positive effect Instigated change Indicated future practice need USABILITY Drew attention to limitations 

Prior main themes developed Poses questioning of  existing communication models/approaches Initiated reflection of myself Disrupted my existing routine/habits Induced explicit realisations Exposed and educated about use of assumptions Positive emotional state Proven capacity to effect thinking with differing impacts Positive potential for future practice U Principles align to particular criteria

Raised issues of who design serves and is for Initiated reflection of my work Challenged my perspectives Increased my awareness of differences Supportive Improved existing approach Novel approach U Appropriate languages and format needed to communicate with designers as 
users

Questioned professional authority and value Made me scrutinize my process more in the ideas generation stage Were cues Increased my awareness Need (highlighted requirement for principles) U Distinct  information tiers of content needed

Re-evaluated my prespective towards audience (NEW) U Some constraints/criteria that need to be acknowledged and given attention

U Sequencing and quantity applied in practice has effect

Key Theme Theme Theme Theme Theme Theme Theme Theme Theme

Overarching defined theme Re-evaluation of audience relations Initiated reflection Disrupted and challenged Made implicit explicit Exposed biases Positive effect Instigated change Indicated future practice need USABILITY Drew attention to limitations 

Prior main themes developed Poses questioning of  existing communication models/approaches Initiated reflection of myself Disrupted my existing routine/habits Induced explicit realisations Exposed and educated about use of assumptions Positive emotional state Proven capacity to effect thinking with differing impacts Positive potential for future practice U Principles align to particular criteria

Raised issues of who design serves and is for Initiated reflection of my work Challenged my perspectives Increased my awareness of differences Supportive Improved existing approach Novel approach U Appropriate languages and format needed to communicate with designers as 
users

Questioned professional authority and value Made me scrutinize my process more in the ideas generation stage Were cues Increased my awareness Need (highlighted requirement for principles) U Distinct  information tiers of content needed

Re-evaluated my prespective towards audience (NEW) U Some constraints/criteria that need to be acknowledged and given attention

U Sequencing and quantity applied in practice has effect

Six step thematic analysis framework (Braun and Clarke, 2006)
Step 5 —Define themes

— The thematic map

Online design  
workshop content  
visualisations  
and thematic  
analysis  
visualisations

Positive 
effect

Made implictness
explicit

‘In what ways might reflexive 
principles effect UK based 

brand identity designers thinking 
about their position in relation

 to consumer audience experienc-
es within the ideas generation 
stage of the design process on 

a UK project?

‘How might reflexive 
principles be used by UK 
based mainstream brand 

identity designers within the 
ideas generation stage of the 

design process?’
Drew attention to 

limitations 

Indicated
future 

practice 
need

Questioned 
professional 

authority and value

Raised issues
of who design serves 

and is for

Posed questioning 
of existing 

communication 
models/approaches

Disrupted existing 
routine/habits

Induced explicit
 realisations

Positive 
emotional state

Supportive Were cues

Proven capacity to 
effect thinking with 

differing impacts

Re-evaluation of 
perspective 

towards 
audience

Initiated 
reflection 

of self

Exposed 
biases

Increased my 
awareness of 

differences

Exposed and 
educated about 

use of assumptions 

Re-evaluation 
of audience 

relations Disrupted 
and challenged

Initiated 
reflection

(of self, work 
and process)

Sequencing and 
quantity applied in 
practice has effect

Made me scrutinize 
my process more

 in the ideas 
generation stage 

Initiated 
reflection of 

work
Challenged 

 perspectives

Positive potential
 for future practice 

Novel approach

Need (highlighted
 requirement 
for principles)

Some constraints
need to be 

acknowledged and 
given attention

Distinct information 
tiers of content 

needed

Appropriate languages 
and format needed to 

communicate with designers 
as users

Principles align to
 particular criteria

Instigated 
change

Increased my 
awareness

Improved existing 
approach

Repetition would amplify use and fluency
Some principles need involvement of others in team
Time required for use
Diversity of audience themselves has an impact on use
Sector specific limitations
Awareness needed for applicability into existing process
Can be restrictive
Always bias
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A PhD visual practice process book
Design visualisation practice used to do inquiry 
and as a method of inquiry

Planning design content and the design of the reflexive design 
practice guide v.1 prototype informed by workshop results

Reflexive design 
practice guide  
visualisations,  
prototype  
version 1
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Reflexive 
Design Guide
8 overarching 
main reflexive 
principles  with 
18 linked sub 
principles for 
Brand Identity 
Designers

About this reflexive design guide

The principles* in this guide have been developed 
in conjunction with UK based mainstream brand 
identity designers via a PhD inquiry. They offer 
a method for use in the ideas generation stage 
of the design process in practice. They can 
assist designers reflexivity+ specifically towards 
audiences experiences, facilitate an improved 
equitable approach to aid a responsive practice  
on UK based projects and transform praxis.

This guide, and the principles contained within  
it are intended as guidebook only. They are
presented with the disclosure that there can  
always be biases, and the view that individuals  
can only be equitable and democratic by basing  
judgements on critical reflection and its 
application.

They are therefore not suggested for use to 
determine a conclusive absolutism of truth, and  
as such do not claim to undeniably negate all 
inequity or resolve all equitability issues. Instead, 
through an engagement with them in action, they 
offer an opportunity for designers to critically 
reflect and re-evaluate their reflexivity in practice 
in relation to differing contexts. Consequently, 
providing an approach that can extend and improve 
equitable awareness, judgments and decision 
making towards audience experiences, and thus 
a method that can assist in mitigating inequity.

Key

∞

•

Requires involvement of others for effective use

Requires substantial time allocation for effective use

Most effective when employed at  ‘X’ designer role
(‘X’ = A:All/J:Junior/M:Middleweight/S:Senior/D:Director)A

Principle 1

Principle 2

Principle 3

Principle 4

Principle 5

Principle 6

Principle 7

Principle 8

How to use this guide

The 8 overarching main reflexive principles  
(P1-P8) are aligned to 18 sub reflexive  
principles (P1a-P8b). Designers can either  
refer to; main overarching principles; main 
overarching principles and sub principles 
together; or individual sub principles, depending 
on time available, contexts, the project brief  
and individual requirements.

The key below provides information of suggested 
ways to employ the principles specifically within 
the ideas generation stage of the design process.

Reflexivity is when an individual has the mental ability  
to consider their position in relation to other individuals+

The principles in this guide were defined through  
a Deweyian intelligent inquiry* 

Denotes at which stage in the ideas generation stage  
it is most practical to employ the principles

P1a P1bP1b

P3a

∞

P1a P1b

P3

P3

• A

All included information in this 
reflexive design guide is ©2020  
Sarah Kirby-Ginns and is protected  
by The Royal College of Art and  
their Policy on Ownership, Protection  
and Exploitation of Intellectual 
Property Rights. 

The dissemination of its information 
or its use contained herein is not 
permitted to anyone other than the 
individual to whom it was originally 
provided by Sarah Kirby-Ginns.

For any information related to his 
guide or its content please contact
Sarah Kirby-Ginns
sarah.kirby-ginns@network.rca.ac.uk
v.1 2020

P2a P2b P2c

•

P2a P2b

A

∞

∞

A

P3a P3b P3cP3aP3a

P4a

•

P4a P4b

• A

P4a P4b

A

P5a

P2 P2P6a P6b P6a P6bP6c P6c

• A

P7b

•

P8a P8b

A

P7a P7b
P7

P6

P5

P4P4P4

P3 P3 P3

P2P2

P1P1 P1

P6

P7

A

J/M

P8

Reflexive design practice guide v.1 prototype, front page

This v.1 prototype guide was a 2pp A3 format, black and white 
visualisation. The guide’s intended format was an A3 to A5 map 
folded artefact. It could also be emailed as an A3 pdf file as 
shown below and also used in this format

The guide included an overview, how to use information, a key 
with criteria information (these criteria were informed by finding 
and feedback from participants in the prior workshop phase), 
contact information and intellectual property information

Reflexive design 
practice guide  
visualisations,  
prototype  
version 1

Have restraint mirroring oneself in the same situation 
Think carefully about assessing/putting yourself in the 
same or similar situation/s, to audience/s experience/s 

as a way to qualify your perspective.

When drawing upon your own experiences in a similar/same 
situation as the audience, you need to carefully consider if, and 
how, your own experiences might be significant or not to audiences 
experiences. This also applies  to time-specific experiences of 
yourself in a similar or the same situation as the audience. For 
example, you should ensure that  you have considered if, and how, 
your own perceptions related to a date/time frame may or may 
not be significant to audience/s experience/s within the time 
frame or period that the project is undertaken. This is also the 
same regarding gender identity and age to ensure that the use of 
languages (values) are significant to audiences experiences and 
if so, how,. This is to aid in negating discrimination.

P6c
Is most practical when 
employed continously 
throughout ideas  
generation stage of  
the design process

Regulate personal motives 
You must not allow your own personal motives 
associated with the project to dominate.

Do not allow your own personal motivations of how the work 
will benefit you personally as a designer to dominate over your 
thinking when considering audiences experiences.

P6a

Take into account limitations of own experience level 
Your level of experience can impact upon your reflexive 
capability. Thus if you are a less experienced practitioner 

it is additionally crucial that you engage with reflexivity.

All designers should consider their position in relation to 
audiences, but if you are a in a junior role (i.e. an intern, graduate 
or junior designer) then it is even more important that you 
consider your position in relation to audiences experiences,  
due to having lesser design experience.

P7a

Refer to a project brief for reference 
Utilise and have a project brief as reference, and use it 
as a guide to assist engagement with reflexivity in the 

context of project requirements.

A brief should be used as a reference and to help keep you 
on track when considering your position by assisting you to 
consider the appropriateness of your position in terms 
of addressing project requirement/s. This information can  
be used to prompt judgements regarding the consideration  
of your own position and qualify suitability aligned to  
audience/s experiences.

P8a

 Recognise background and behavioural characteristics 
Acknowledge the implications that the use of your own 
background, history as a reference, and behavioural 

characteristics may have.

Recognise the advantages and disadvantages of taking into 
account your own background and history, and acknowledge 
the need to understand and challenge the implications of your 
own behavioural characteristics. This includes your feelings and 
emotions, and could for example, be linked with your gender 
or age when considering audience experiences.

P6b

Deliberate the influence of past education 
Contemplate how, and to what extent your past education 
and your learning from/in this context might be informing 

your reflexivity.

Reflect upon your past education and review how and what 
you learned might now inform what you understand about how 
you consider (and the importance of) your position in relation to 
audience experiences and why.

P7b

Acknowledge that same sector projects require 
continuous re-evaluation 
Reflexivity is needed even if you have previously  

worked in or have knowledge or experience of the same or  
a similar sector.

Even if you have prior experience, knowledge or understanding 
about the sector or a similar sector (i.e., the sector itself, its 
scale, processes, etc.) aligned to a project that you are engaged 
to work on, you should engage with reflexivity and consider 
your own position in relation to audiences experiences aligned 
to the project you are engaged within. This is to ensure that 
re-evaluation continuously occurs, so that you look at things in a 
new way to move beyond potentially routine practices.

P8b

Is most practical when 
employed at the 
pre-brief stage in the 
ideas generation stage  
of the design process

Comprehend that client relations can propel presumptions
Ensure your relationship and loyalty to your client  
does not inhibit or limit your reflexivity towards 

audience/s experiences.

What the client requires and client provided information regarding 
audience is important, but be careful to not solely use your 
relationship with the client to presume what will be right for the 
audience. The professional relationship/loyalty to a client can have 
an effect on designers when considering their position in relation 
to audience. Therefore, you should not trust or rely only upon 
client direction/information to glean knowledge about audience 
experiences, even if you feel duty bound to do so. You can prompt 
clients themselves to think more carefully about the audience 
which concurrently affords everyone involved an opportunity to review 
the consideration of their position in relation to audience experiences.

P1a Collaborate with diverse people 
Collaborate with people from diverse backgrounds  
to gain a wide range of perspectives and as a way  

to expand your understanding of cultural diversity and the  
use of appropriate forms of language/s.

Where possible, take advantage of what collaborating with 
diverse people, including a range of different people in your team 
can offer you when considering your own position in relation 
to audience experiences. Also, gain insights into a plethora of 
different forms of language (positive and negative) to support 
understanding of cultural diversity, cultural nuances and that 
the inclusion and participation of other people promotes a well 
informed approach to issues of discrimination. Age diversity of 
other team members can also be beneficial to designers when 
considering their own position in relation to audiences.

P1b

Is most practical when 
employed after receiving 
the brief in the ideas 
generation stage of 
the design process

Query instincts and intuition 
Question your instincts and intuition to avoid  
endorsing non qualified assumptions and potentially 

promoting prejudice/s.

Question your non-qualified and assumptive intuition and 
instincts. This might be associated with a gut-feeling. Just 
because you may think or feel something about something in 
a particular way it does not always mean your audience will. 
Be reflective about your own instincts and intuition to avoid an 
approach that may promote prejudices.

P2a

Scrutinize viewpoint of duty to audience 
Audience/s are involved in communication processes, 
and as such their experiences need to be critically taken 

into account. Its also important to understand what impact a 
studio/agency might be having upon your own views regarding 
your what to your duty towards audience and your transacting 
role should encompass.

You need to understand the significance, inclusion and 
participation of audience/s when considering your position. This 
is regardless of what you perceive your working relationship or 
duty towards the audience and their experiences should be, or 
your definitions of an audience (i.e. consumer, customer, user) 
should include, or what type of design agency you work in/with,
even if this is an established mature agency. (Prior research indicates 
that if you do work in a more mature agency you should have 
greater opportunity to maximise the personal reflexive space.)

P3a

Be perceptive to discrimination/s and biases 
Have a well informed approach to issues of discrimination 
and ensure you examine your use of languages and your 

own biases and ask why it/these might exist.

Even if you are aware of your own self perceptions and biases, 
the use of these when considering your position and the way 
you think is not necessarily the way the audience thinks. You 
must examine your own perceptions, biases and associated 
beliefs to raise attention that neglecting to do so can promote 
non-equitability. You must also be mindful that you are not doing 
work for yourselves and must question how much of your own 
perceptions you are embodying in the work.

P2b

Prioritise the final audience/s experiences 
Ensure that your reflexivity, (and if a senior leader the 
reflexivity of your team) is focused upon the most 

important audience/s experiences.

Ensure that if you are accountable to a senior/leader that you 
assess to what extent you are considering the influence of your 
seniors/leaders experiences in relation to audiences experiences 
alongside your own. This is to ensure that you are not led solely 
by a seniors/leaders experiences to the detriment of focusing
upon the consideration of your own position in relation to audience 
experiences. If you are a senior/leader of other designers, it is 
important to ensure that even though they are often accountable 
to yourself, they are considering their position in relation to
audience experiences. This is so they are not predominantly 
focused upon considering your experiences whilst neglecting the 
consideration of their reflexivity in relation to audiences experiences.

P3b

Continually look at things denovo (afresh; again) 
Thoughtfully employ your own design strategies, 
knowledge and experience. For example, it is reasonable 

to want to engage with techniques and approaches that may 
have been identified as effective in the past, but try to look  
at things in a new way to negate formulaic solutions, avoid 
routine practices.

Use approaches and techniques that promote reflective and 
reflexive thinking. Avoid formulaic solutions and ensure that 
you are always looking at things in a new way to move beyond 
routines. Be attentive towards the potential impact of adopting 
a generic communication approach when work is intended to 
communicate across different cultures and continents to appeal 
to a broad audience/s.

P2c

Be attentive to impact of practice ideology 
Have awareness for the impact that your own ideology 
might be having upon your reflexivity in relation to 

audience experiences.

If you bring your own personal view/s of what you believe your 
practice encompasses into your work, have an awareness for 
the impact that this might have upon your understanding when 
considering your position in relation to audience experience/s. 
Recognise that your own ideology of, or about practice, 
may contribute to your role as an industry practitioner when 
considering your position in this context. This is associated with 
having an awareness of actions, in which conflicts between 
professional codes of practice and one’s own personal values 
should be questioned and vice versa.

P3c

Is most practical when 
employed prior to 
starting, and continously 
throughout the ideas 
generation stage of 
the design process

Employ reliable audience research insights and techniques 
Engage with relevant and reliable audience research 
insights and techniques to challenge preconceptions,

facilitate reflections and support cognizant reflexivity.

Audience research insights are important in prompting you to 
consider your own position and inform your direction. Effective 
insights can provide more in-depth understanding about 
audiences experiences, challenge pre-conceptions, facilitate 
reflections and incite conversations about audiences. Such 
research insights might be comprised of external techniques 
via client provided audience research and data, as well as via 
the use of your own techniques to gather audience research 
and data. However, you need to be attentive as to whether all 
research insights, their source/s and content /s are accurate, 
and thus whether they are likely to be reliably effective or not in 
assisting your reflexivity.

P4a

Prioritise reflexive time and budget 
Allow a sufficient allocation of time and budget for your 
reflexivity, particularly if you are an employee of  

a company and part of a fixed rather than flexible workforce.

Time and budget constraints linked to a project can limit you  
in being able to effectively consider your position, particularly 
within your ideas generation stage of a project. Hence, when 
costing/planning a project, ensure a sufficient allocation of 
time, budget and resources are available/provided for reflexivity 
during the ideas generation stage to ensure that it does not 
become latent. If you are an employee of a company (rather  
than being an employee of your own company) this also  
requires greater consideration to ensue sufficient allocation  
of time. The type of work environment, and in particular that the 
fixed workforce impacts more detrimentally upon practitioners 
reflexivity than when in a flexible workforce scenario.

P5a

Engage with credible reflexive sources to 
challenge biases 
Credible reflexive materials and approaches should be 

utilized to raise awareness of, and challenge biases. 

Reflexive approach/es and material/s should be engaged with 
to support you when considering your own position in relation to 
audiences experiences. These will for example, raise awareness 
of your own biases’ and challenge your own self-perceptions and 
perspectives regarding assumptions. 

P4b

Govern self-awareness
Recognise influence  
of ones own self

P6

Review experience 
and knowledge
Acknowledge the  
capability of ones  
experience and  
knowledge 

P7

Re-evaluate the brief
Continously scrutinize  
the brief

P8

Collaborate
Diligently seek to  
involve and gain 
understanding from, and 
with relevant people

P1

Be wary of own
intuitions and inclinations
and interrogate them
Confront your own 
intuition and biases

P2

Question applicability 
of communication
perspectives
Select appropriate 
communication models

P3

Utilize credible sources
Ask questions of origin 
and relevance of sources
that are implemented

P4

Value reflexivity
Ensure precedence for 
ones own reflexivity

P5

Reflexive design practice guide v.1 prototype, back page 

The guide included two tiers of reflexive principles  
(8 overarching first-tier and 18 second-tier linked sub principles) 
and criteria information (these criteria were informed by  
findings and feedback from participants in the workshop phase

Reflexive design 
practice guide  
visualisations,  
prototype  
version 1
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Principle 3

Principle 4

Principle 5

Principle 6

Principle 7

Principle 8

All included information in this 
reflexive design guide is ©2020  
Sarah Kirby-Ginns and is protected  
by The Royal College of Art and  
their Policy on Ownership, Protection 
and Exploitation of Intellectual 
Property Rights. 

The dissemination of its information 
or its use contained herein is not 
permitted to anyone other than the 
individual to whom it was originally 
provided by Sarah Kirby-Ginns.

For any information related 
to his guide or its content 
please contact
Sarah Kirby-Ginns
sarah.kirby-ginns@network.rca.ac.uk
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Checklist for Designers 
Did you:

Collaborate with relevant people
Interrogate your own intuition and inclinations
Understand and select the most appropriate
communication model/s
Utilise credible sources 
Allocate and give yourself enough time for your
reflexive practice
Recognise and respond to the influence
you yourself were having
Acknowledge the significance of your own
experience and knowledge
Scrutinize the brief

Reflexive Brand Identity  
Design Principles
Eight main principles  
for reflexive design  
practice with 18 linked  
sub principles for Brand  
Identity Designers

The reflexive design practice principles 
in this guide have been developed in 
conjunction with UK based mainstream 
brand identity designers (working on UK 
based projects) via a PhD inquiry. 

These principles offer a method for use 
in the ideas generation stage of the brand 
identity designers design process in 
practice. Through an engagement with 
them in action, they can assist designers 
to critically reflect and re-evaluate the 
positionality in relation to their audience 
experiences. 

This guide, and the principles contained 
within it are intended as guidebook only. 

P8
Re-evaluate the brief

Continuously scrutinize  
the brief

P8
Sub principles

Are you utilising a project brief and do you have this as 
a as reference? How are you using it as a guide to assist 
engagement with reflexivity in the context of project 
requirements?

A brief should be used as a reference and to help keep you 
on track when considering your position by assisting you to 
consider the appropriateness of your position in terms 
of addressing project requirement/s. This information can  
be used to prompt judgements regarding the consideration  
of your own position and qualify suitability aligned to  
audience/s experiences.

Did you know that reflexivity is needed even if you have 
previously worked in or have knowledge or experience of the 
same or a similar sector?

Even if you have prior experience, knowledge or 
understanding about the sector or a similar sector (i.e., the 
sector itself, its scale, processes, etc.) aligned to a project 
that you are engaged to work on, you should engage with 
reflexivity and consider your own position in relation to 
audiences experiences aligned to the project you are engaged 
within. This is to ensure that re-evaluation continuously 
occurs, so that you look at things in a new way to move 
beyond potentially routine practices.

Refer to a project brief for reference P8a

Acknowledge that same sector projects require 
continuous re-evaluation

P8b
A

AA

P8/P8a/P8b 
most practical 
when employed 
continuously 
throughout ideas  
generation stage of  
the design process

Main principle

Key
Denotes at which stage in the ideas generation stage  
it is most practical to employ the principles

Most effective when employed at ‘All’ designer roles

Most effective when employed at ‘Junior’ designer role

A
J

Most effective when employed at ‘‘Middleweight’ designer role

Most effective when employed at ‘Senior’ designer role

M
S

Most effective when employed at ‘Director’ designer roleD

Requires involvement of others for effective use

Requires substantial time allocation for effective use

Collaborate
Diligently seek 

to involve and gain 
understanding from, 

and with relevant 
people

P1
Govern self-awareness

Recognise influence  
of ones own self

P6
Sub principles

Are you allowing your own personal motives associated with 
the project to dominate?

Do not allow your own personal motivations of how the work 
will benefit you personally as a designer to dominate over 
your thinking when considering audiences experiences.

Are you thinking carefully about assessing/putting yourself in 
the same or similar situation/s, to audience/s experience/s as 
a way to qualify your perspective?

When drawing upon your own experiences in a similar/same 
situation as the audience, you need to carefully consider if, 
and how, your own experiences might be significant or not 
to audiences experiences. This also applies to time-specific 
experiences of yourself in a similar or the same situation as 
the audience. For example, you should ensure that you have 
considered if, and how, your own perceptions related to a 
date/time frame may or may not be significant to audience/s 
experience/s within the time frame or period that the project 
is undertaken. This is also the same regarding gender identity 
and age to ensure that the use of languages (values) are 
significant to audiences experiences and if so, how,. This is to 
aid in negating discrimination.

In what ways are you acknowledging the implications that 
the use of your own background, history as a reference, and 
behavioural characteristics may have?

Recognise the advantages and disadvantages of taking into 
account your own background and history, and acknowledge 
the need to understand and challenge the implications of your 
own behavioural characteristics. This includes your feelings 
and emotions, and could for example, be linked with your 
gender or age when considering audience experiences.

Regulate personal motivesP6a

Have restraint mirroring oneself in the same 
situation 

P6c

Recognise background and behavioural  
characteristics 

P6b

Sub principles

Are you ensuring that your relationship and loyalty to your 
client does not inhibit or limit your reflexivity towards 
audience/s experiences?

What the client requires and client provided information 
regarding audience is important, but be careful to not solely 
use your relationship with the client to presume what will be 
right for the audience. The professional relationship/loyalty 
to a client can have an effect on designers when considering 
their position in relation to audience. Therefore, you should 
not trust or rely only upon client direction/information to glean 
knowledge about audience experiences, even if you feel duty 
bound to do so. You can prompt clients themselves to think 
more carefully about the audience which concurrently affords 
everyone involved an opportunity to review the consideration 
of their position in relation to audience experiences.

Comprehend that client relations can propel 
presumptions

P1a

In what ways are you collaborating with people from diverse 
backgrounds to gain a wide range of perspectives and as a 
way to expand your understanding of cultural diversity and the 
use of appropriate forms of language/s?

Where possible, take advantage of what collaborating with 
diverse people, including a range of different people in your 
team can offer you when considering your own position in 
relation to audience experiences. Also, gain insights into 
a plethora of different forms of language (positive and 
negative) to support understanding of cultural diversity, 
cultural nuances and that the inclusion and participation of 
other people promotes a well informed approach to issues 
of discrimination. Age diversity of other team members can 
also be beneficial to designers when considering their own 
position in relation to audiences.

Collaborate with diverse people P1b

P6/P6a/P6b 
Is most practical when 
employed continuously 
throughout ideas  
generation stage of  
the design process

P1/P1a/P1b 
most practical when 
employed at the 
pre-brief stage in the 
ideas generation stage 
of the design process

A

A

AA

A

A

Main principle Main principle

A

Review experience 
and knowledge

Acknowledge the 
capability of ones 

experience and  
knowledge 

P7
Sub principles

Did you know that your level of experience can impact upon 
your reflexive capability? If you are a less experienced 
practitioner did you know that it is additionally crucial that 
you engage with reflexivity?

All designers should consider their position in relation to 
audiences, but if you are a in a junior role (i.e. an intern, 
graduate or junior designer) then it is even more important 
that you consider your position in relation to audiences 
experiences, due to having lesser design experience.

Take into account limitations of own experience 
level

P7a

P7/P7a/P7b 
Is most practical when 
employed continuously 
throughout ideas  
generation stage of  
the design process

J M

Are you contemplating how, and to what extent your past 
education and your learning from/in this context might be 
informing your reflexivity?

Reflect upon your past education and review how and what 
you learned might now inform what you understand about 
how you consider (and the importance of) your position in 
relation to audience experiences and why.

Deliberate the influence of past educationP7b
A

Main principle

A

The eight main principles (P)  
for reflexive design practice

Collaborate
Diligently seek 

to involve and gain 
understanding from, 

and with relevant 
people

P1

Be wary of own
intuitions and inclinations

and interrogate them
Confront your own 
intuition and biases

P2

Question applicability  
of communication

perspectives
Select appropriate 

communication 
models

P3

Utilize credible sources
Ask questions of origin 

and relevance of sources
that are implemented

P4

Value reflexivity
Ensure precedence for 

ones own reflexivity

P5
Govern self-awareness

Recognise influence  
of ones own self

P6

Review experience 
and knowledge

Acknowledge the 
capability of ones 

experience and  
knowledge 

P7

Re-evaluate the brief
Continuously scrutinize  

the brief

P8

The principle order or 
sequencing and number 
of principles adopted can 
be tailored to individual 
designer requirements. 
However please see the key: 
      which denotes at which 
stage in the ideas generation 
stage it is most practical to 
employ the principles.

Be wary of own
intuitions and inclinations

and interrogate them
Confront your own 
intuition and biases

P2
Value reflexivity

Ensure precedence for 
ones own reflexivity

P5
Sub principles

How are you questioning your instincts and intuition to  
avoid endorsing non qualified assumptions and potentially 
promoting prejudice/s?

Question your non-qualified and assumptive intuition and 
instincts. This might be associated with a gut-feeling. Just 
because you may think or feel something about something in 
a particular way it does not always mean your audience will. 
Be reflective about your own instincts and intuition to avoid 
an approach that may promote prejudices.`

How thoughtfully are you employing your own design 
strategies, knowledge and experience? For example, it 
is reasonable to want to engage with techniques and 
approaches that may have been identified as effective in the 
past, but are you looking at things in a new way to negate 
formulaic solutions, avoid routine practices?

Use approaches and techniques that promote reflective 
and reflexive thinking. Avoid formulaic solutions and ensure 
that you are always looking at things in a new way to move 
beyond routines. Be attentive towards the potential impact 
of adopting a generic communication approach when work 
is intended to communicate across different cultures and 
continents to appeal to a broad audience/s.

Do you have a well informed approach to issues of 
discrimination and ensure you examine your use of languages 
and your own biases and ask why it/these might exist?

Even if you are aware of your own self perceptions and biases, 
the use of these when considering your position and the way 
you think is not necessarily the way the audience thinks. You 
must examine your own perceptions, biases and associated 
beliefs to raise attention that neglecting to do so can promote 
non-equitability. You must also be mindful that you are not 
doing work for yourselves and must question how much of 
your own perceptions you are embodying in the work.

Query instincts and intuitionP2a

Continually look at things denovo (afresh; again)P2c

Be perceptive to discrimination/s and biasesP2b

Sub principleMain principle

Are you aware that you need to allow a sufficient allocation of 
time and budget for your reflexivity, particularly if you are an 
employee of a company and part of a fixed rather than flexible 
workforce?

Time and budget constraints linked to a project can limit you  
in being able to effectively consider your position, particularly 
within your ideas generation stage of a project. Hence, when 
costing/planning a project, ensure a sufficient allocation 
of time, budget and resources are available/provided for 
reflexivity during the ideas generation stage to ensure 
that it does not become latent. If you are an employee of 
a company (rather than being an employee of your own 
company) this also requires greater consideration to ensue 
sufficient allocation of time. The type of work environment, 
and in particular that the fixed workforce impacts more 
detrimentally upon practitioners reflexivity than when in a 
flexible workforce scenario.

Prioritise reflexive time and budget

Main principle

P5/P5a
Is most practical 
when employed 
prior to starting, and 
continuously throughout 
the ideas 
generation stage of 

P2/P2a/P2b 
Is most practical when 
employed after receiving 
the brief in the ideas 
generation stage of the 
design process

P5a
AA A A

A

A

Question applicability  
of communication

perspectives
Select appropriate 

communication 
models

P3
Utilize credible sources
Ask questions of origin 

and relevance of sources
that are implemented

P4
Sub principles

In what ways are you taking into account audience/s 
involvement in communication processes? Are you critically 
taken into account their experiences? Are you thinking about 
what impact a studio/agency might be having upon your own 
views regarding your what to your duty towards audience and 
your transacting role should encompass?

You need to understand the significance, inclusion and 
participation of audience/s when considering your position. 
This is regardless of what you perceive your working 
relationship or duty towards the audience and their 
experiences should be, or your definitions of an audience  
(i.e. consumer, customer, user) should include, or what  
type of design agency you work in/with, even if this is an 
established mature agency. (Prior research indicates that if 
you do work in a more mature agency you should have greater 
opportunity to maximise the personal reflexive space.)

Sub principles

Did you know that credible reflexive materials and approaches 
should be utilized to raise awareness of, and challenge 
biases? 

Reflexive approach/es and material/s should be engaged 
with to support you when considering your own position in 
relation to audiences experiences. These will for example, 
raise awareness of your own biases’ and challenge your own 
self-perceptions and perspectives regarding assumptions. 

How are you engaging with relevant and reliable 
audience research insights and techniques to challenge 
preconceptions,facilitate reflections and support cognizant 
reflexivity?

Audience research insights are important in prompting you 
to consider your own position and inform your direction. 
Effective insights can provide more in-depth understanding 
about audiences experiences, challenge pre-conceptions, 
facilitate reflections and incite conversations about 
audiences. Such research insights might be comprised of 
external techniques via client provided audience research 
and data, as well as via the use of your own techniques to 
gather audience research and data. However, you need to be 
attentive as to whether all research insights, their source/s 
and content /s are accurate, and thus whether they are likely 
to be reliably effective or not in assisting your reflexivity.

Engage with credible reflexive sources to 
challenge biases

P4a

Employ reliable audience research insights 
and techniques 

P4b

P3/P3a/P3b/P3c
Is most practical when 
employed after receiving 
the brief in the ideas 
generation stage of the 
design process

P4/P4a/P4b 
Is most practical 
when employed 
prior to starting, and 
continuously throughout 
the ideas 
generation stage of 

Main principle Main principle

A A

How are you ensuring that your reflexivity, (and if a senior 
leader the reflexivity of your team) is focused upon the most 
important audience/s experiences?

Ensure that if you are accountable to a senior/leader that  
you assess to what extent you are considering the influence 
of your seniors/leaders experiences in relation to audiences 
experiences alongside your own. This is to ensure that you 
are not led solely by a seniors/leaders experiences to the 
detriment of focusing upon the consideration of your own 
position in relation to audience experiences. If you are a 
senior/leader of other designers, it is important to ensure that 
even though they are often accountable to yourself, they are  
considering their position in relation to audience experiences.  
This is so they are not predominantly focused upon considering 
your experiences whilst neglecting the consideration of their 
reflexivity in relation to audiences experiences.

A

Are you aware of the impact that your own ideology might be 
having upon your reflexivity in relation to audience experiences?

If you bring your own personal view/s of what you believe 
your practice encompasses into your work, have an awareness 
for the impact that this might have upon your understanding 
when considering your position in relation to audience 
experience/s. Recognise that your own ideology of, or about  
practice, may contribute to your role as an industry practitioner  
when considering your position in this context. This is 
associated with having an awareness of actions, in which 
conflicts between professional codes of practice and one’s 
own personal values should be questioned and vice versa.

Scrutinize viewpoint of duty to audienceP3a

Prioritise the final audience/s experiencesP3b

Be attentive to impact of practice ideologyP3c
A

A A

A
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Checklist for Designers 
Did you:

Collaborate with relevant people
Interrogate your own intuition and inclinations
Understand and select the most appropriate
communication model/s
Utilise credible sources 
Allocate and give yourself enough time for your
reflexive practice
Recognise and respond to the influence
you yourself were having
Acknowledge the significance of your own
experience and knowledge
Scrutinize the brief

Pages 1 and 2 of the final reflexive design practice guideReflexive design 
practice guide  
visualisations, 
final version 

 

Reflexive Brand Identity  
Design Principles
Eight main principles  
for reflexive design  
practice with 18 linked  
sub principles for Brand  
Identity Designers

The reflexive design practice principles 
in this guide have been developed in 
conjunction with UK based mainstream 
brand identity designers (working on UK 
based projects) via a PhD inquiry. 

These principles offer a method for use 
in the ideas generation stage of the brand 
identity designers design process in 
practice. Through an engagement with 
them in action, they can assist designers 
to critically reflect and re-evaluate their 
positionality in relation to their audience 
experiences. 

This guide, and the principles contained 
within it are intended as guidebook only. 

P8
Re-evaluate the brief

Continuously scrutinize  
the brief

P8
Sub principles

Are you utilising a project brief and do you have this as 
a as reference? How are you using it as a guide to assist 
engagement with reflexivity in the context of project 
requirements?

A brief should be used as a reference and to help keep you 
on track when considering your position by assisting you to 
consider the appropriateness of your position in terms 
of addressing project requirement/s. This information can  
be used to prompt judgements regarding the consideration  
of your own position and qualify suitability aligned to  
audience/s experiences.

Did you know that reflexivity is needed even if you have 
previously worked in or have knowledge or experience of the 
same or a similar sector?

Even if you have prior experience, knowledge or 
understanding about the sector or a similar sector (i.e., the 
sector itself, its scale, processes, etc.) aligned to a project 
that you are engaged to work on, you should engage with 
reflexivity and consider your own position in relation to 
audiences experiences aligned to the project you are engaged 
within. This is to ensure that re-evaluation continuously 
occurs, so that you look at things in a new way to move 
beyond potentially routine practices.

Refer to a project brief for reference P8a

Acknowledge that same sector projects require 
continuous re-evaluation

P8b
A

AA

P8/P8a/P8b 
most practical 
when employed 
continuously 
throughout ideas  
generation stage of  
the design process

Main principle

Key
Denotes at which stage in the ideas generation stage  
it is most practical to employ the principles

Most effective when employed at ‘All’ designer roles

Most effective when employed at ‘Junior’ designer role

A
J

Most effective when employed at ‘‘Middleweight’ designer role

Most effective when employed at ‘Senior’ designer role

M
S

Most effective when employed at ‘Director’ designer roleD

Requires involvement of others for effective use

Requires substantial time allocation for effective use

Review experience 
and knowledge

Acknowledge the 
capability of ones 

experience and  
knowledge 

P7
Sub principles

Did you know that your level of experience can impact upon 
your reflexive capability? If you are a less experienced 
practitioner did you know that it is additionally crucial that 
you engage with reflexivity?

All designers should consider their position in relation to 
audiences, but if you are a in a junior role (i.e. an intern, 
graduate or junior designer) then it is even more important 
that you consider your position in relation to audiences 
experiences, due to having lesser design experience.

Take into account limitations of own experience 
level

P7a

P7/P7a/P7b 
Is most practical when 
employed continuously 
throughout ideas  
generation stage of  
the design process

J M

Are you contemplating how, and to what extent your past 
education and your learning from/in this context might be 
informing your reflexivity?

Reflect upon your past education and review how and what 
you learned might now inform what you understand about 
how you consider (and the importance of) your position in 
relation to audience experiences and why.

Deliberate the influence of past educationP7b
A

Main principle

A

The eight main principles (P)  
for reflexive design practice

Collaborate
Diligently seek 

to involve and gain 
understanding from, 

and with relevant 
people

P1

Be wary of own
intuitions and inclinations

and interrogate them
Confront your own 
intuition and biases

P2

Question applicability  
of communication

perspectives
Select appropriate 

communication 
models

P3

Utilize credible sources
Ask questions of origin 

and relevance of sources
that are implemented

P4

Value reflexivity
Ensure precedence for 

ones own reflexivity

P5
Govern self-awareness

Recognise influence  
of ones own self

P6

Review experience 
and knowledge

Acknowledge the 
capability of ones 

experience and  
knowledge 

P7

Re-evaluate the brief
Continuously scrutinize  

the brief

P8

The principle order or 
sequencing and number 
of principles adopted can 
be tailored to individual 
designer requirements. 
However please see the key: 
      which denotes at which 
stage in the ideas generation 
stage it is most practical to 
employ the principles.
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Collaborate
Diligently seek 

to involve and gain 
understanding from, 

and with relevant 
people

P1
Govern self-awareness

Recognise influence  
of ones own self

P6
Sub principles

Are you allowing your own personal motives associated with 
the project to dominate?

Do not allow your own personal motivations of how the work 
will benefit you personally as a designer to dominate over 
your thinking when considering audiences experiences.

Are you thinking carefully about assessing/putting yourself in 
the same or similar situation/s, to audience/s experience/s as 
a way to qualify your perspective?

When drawing upon your own experiences in a similar/same 
situation as the audience, you need to carefully consider if, 
and how, your own experiences might be significant or not 
to audiences experiences. This also applies to time-specific 
experiences of yourself in a similar or the same situation as 
the audience. For example, you should ensure that you have 
considered if, and how, your own perceptions related to a 
date/time frame may or may not be significant to audience/s 
experience/s within the time frame or period that the project 
is undertaken. This is also the same regarding gender identity 
and age to ensure that the use of languages (values) are 
significant to audiences experiences and if so, how,. This is to 
aid in negating discrimination.

In what ways are you acknowledging the implications that 
the use of your own background, history as a reference, and 
behavioural characteristics may have?

Recognise the advantages and disadvantages of taking into 
account your own background and history, and acknowledge 
the need to understand and challenge the implications of your 
own behavioural characteristics. This includes your feelings 
and emotions, and could for example, be linked with your 
gender or age when considering audience experiences.

Regulate personal motivesP6a

Have restraint mirroring oneself in the same 
situation 

P6c

Recognise background and behavioural  
characteristics 

P6b

Sub principles

Are you ensuring that your relationship and loyalty to your 
client does not inhibit or limit your reflexivity towards 
audience/s experiences?

What the client requires and client provided information 
regarding audience is important, but be careful to not solely 
use your relationship with the client to presume what will be 
right for the audience. The professional relationship/loyalty 
to a client can have an effect on designers when considering 
their position in relation to audience. Therefore, you should 
not trust or rely only upon client direction/information to glean 
knowledge about audience experiences, even if you feel duty 
bound to do so. You can prompt clients themselves to think 
more carefully about the audience which concurrently affords 
everyone involved an opportunity to review the consideration 
of their position in relation to audience experiences.

Comprehend that client relations can propel 
presumptions

P1a

In what ways are you collaborating with people from diverse 
backgrounds to gain a wide range of perspectives and as a 
way to expand your understanding of cultural diversity and the 
use of appropriate forms of language/s?

Where possible, take advantage of what collaborating with 
diverse people, including a range of different people in your 
team can offer you when considering your own position in 
relation to audience experiences. Also, gain insights into 
a plethora of different forms of language (positive and 
negative) to support understanding of cultural diversity, 
cultural nuances and that the inclusion and participation of 
other people promotes a well informed approach to issues 
of discrimination. Age diversity of other team members can 
also be beneficial to designers when considering their own 
position in relation to audiences.

Collaborate with diverse people P1b

P6/P6a/P6b 
Is most practical when 
employed continuously 
throughout ideas  
generation stage of  
the design process

P1/P1a/P1b 
most practical when 
employed at the 
pre-brief stage in the 
ideas generation stage 
of the design process

A

A

AA

A

A

Main principle Main principle

A

Be wary of own
intuitions and inclinations

and interrogate them
Confront your own 
intuition and biases

P2
Value reflexivity

Ensure precedence for 
ones own reflexivity

P5
Sub principles

How are you questioning your instincts and intuition to  
avoid endorsing non qualified assumptions and potentially 
promoting prejudice/s?

Question your non-qualified and assumptive intuition and 
instincts. This might be associated with a gut-feeling. Just 
because you may think or feel something about something in 
a particular way it does not always mean your audience will. 
Be reflective about your own instincts and intuition to avoid 
an approach that may promote prejudices.`

How thoughtfully are you employing your own design 
strategies, knowledge and experience? For example, it 
is reasonable to want to engage with techniques and 
approaches that may have been identified as effective in the 
past, but are you looking at things in a new way to negate 
formulaic solutions, avoid routine practices?

Use approaches and techniques that promote reflective 
and reflexive thinking. Avoid formulaic solutions and ensure 
that you are always looking at things in a new way to move 
beyond routines. Be attentive towards the potential impact 
of adopting a generic communication approach when work 
is intended to communicate across different cultures and 
continents to appeal to a broad audience/s.

Do you have a well informed approach to issues of 
discrimination and ensure you examine your use of languages 
and your own biases and ask why it/these might exist?

Even if you are aware of your own self perceptions and biases, 
the use of these when considering your position and the way 
you think is not necessarily the way the audience thinks. You 
must examine your own perceptions, biases and associated 
beliefs to raise attention that neglecting to do so can promote 
non-equitability. You must also be mindful that you are not 
doing work for yourselves and must question how much of 
your own perceptions you are embodying in the work.

Query instincts and intuitionP2a

Continually look at things denovo (afresh; again)P2c

Be perceptive to discrimination/s and biasesP2b

Sub principleMain principle

Are you aware that you need to allow a sufficient allocation of 
time and budget for your reflexivity, particularly if you are an 
employee of a company and part of a fixed rather than flexible 
workforce?

Time and budget constraints linked to a project can limit you  
in being able to effectively consider your position, particularly 
within your ideas generation stage of a project. Hence, when 
costing/planning a project, ensure a sufficient allocation 
of time, budget and resources are available/provided for 
reflexivity during the ideas generation stage to ensure 
that it does not become latent. If you are an employee of 
a company (rather than being an employee of your own 
company) this also requires greater consideration to ensue 
sufficient allocation of time. The type of work environment, 
and in particular that the fixed workforce impacts more 
detrimentally upon practitioners reflexivity than when in a 
flexible workforce scenario.

Prioritise reflexive time and budget

Main principle

P5/P5a
Is most practical 
when employed 
prior to starting, and 
continuously throughout 
the ideas 
generation stage of 

P2/P2a/P2b 
Is most practical when 
employed after receiving 
the brief in the ideas 
generation stage of the 
design process

P5a
AA A A

A

A
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Question applicability  
of communication

perspectives
Select appropriate 

communication 
models

P3
Utilize credible sources
Ask questions of origin 

and relevance of sources
that are implemented

P4
Sub principles

In what ways are you taking into account audience/s 
involvement in communication processes? Are you critically 
taken into account their experiences? Are you thinking about 
what impact a studio/agency might be having upon your own 
views regarding your what to your duty towards audience and 
your transacting role should encompass?

You need to understand the significance, inclusion and 
participation of audience/s when considering your position. 
This is regardless of what you perceive your working 
relationship or duty towards the audience and their 
experiences should be, or your definitions of an audience  
(i.e. consumer, customer, user) should include, or what  
type of design agency you work in/with, even if this is an 
established mature agency. (Prior research indicates that if 
you do work in a more mature agency you should have greater 
opportunity to maximise the personal reflexive space.)

Sub principles

Did you know that credible reflexive materials and approaches 
should be utilized to raise awareness of, and challenge 
biases? 

Reflexive approach/es and material/s should be engaged 
with to support you when considering your own position in 
relation to audiences experiences. These will for example, 
raise awareness of your own biases’ and challenge your own 
self-perceptions and perspectives regarding assumptions. 

How are you engaging with relevant and reliable 
audience research insights and techniques to challenge 
preconceptions,facilitate reflections and support cognizant 
reflexivity?

Audience research insights are important in prompting you 
to consider your own position and inform your direction. 
Effective insights can provide more in-depth understanding 
about audiences experiences, challenge pre-conceptions, 
facilitate reflections and incite conversations about 
audiences. Such research insights might be comprised of 
external techniques via client provided audience research 
and data, as well as via the use of your own techniques to 
gather audience research and data. However, you need to be 
attentive as to whether all research insights, their source/s 
and content /s are accurate, and thus whether they are likely 
to be reliably effective or not in assisting your reflexivity.

Engage with credible reflexive sources to 
challenge biases

P4a

Employ reliable audience research insights 
and techniques 

P4b

P3/P3a/P3b/P3c
Is most practical when 
employed after receiving 
the brief in the ideas 
generation stage of the 
design process

P4/P4a/P4b 
Is most practical 
when employed 
prior to starting, and 
continuously throughout 
the ideas 
generation stage of 

Main principle Main principle

A A

How are you ensuring that your reflexivity, (and if a senior 
leader the reflexivity of your team) is focused upon the most 
important audience/s experiences?

Ensure that if you are accountable to a senior/leader that  
you assess to what extent you are considering the influence 
of your seniors/leaders experiences in relation to audiences 
experiences alongside your own. This is to ensure that you 
are not led solely by a seniors/leaders experiences to the 
detriment of focusing upon the consideration of your own 
position in relation to audience experiences. If you are a 
senior/leader of other designers, it is important to ensure that 
even though they are often accountable to yourself, they are  
considering their position in relation to audience experiences.  
This is so they are not predominantly focused upon considering 
your experiences whilst neglecting the consideration of their 
reflexivity in relation to audiences experiences.

A

Are you aware of the impact that your own ideology might be 
having upon your reflexivity in relation to audience experiences?

If you bring your own personal view/s of what you believe 
your practice encompasses into your work, have an awareness 
for the impact that this might have upon your understanding 
when considering your position in relation to audience 
experience/s. Recognise that your own ideology of, or about  
practice, may contribute to your role as an industry practitioner  
when considering your position in this context. This is 
associated with having an awareness of actions, in which 
conflicts between professional codes of practice and one’s 
own personal values should be questioned and vice versa.

Scrutinize viewpoint of duty to audienceP3a

Prioritise the final audience/s experiencesP3b

Be attentive to impact of practice ideologyP3c
A

A A

A

Question applicability  
of communication

perspectives
Select appropriate 

communication 
models

P3
Utilize credible sources
Ask questions of origin 

and relevance of sources
that are implemented

P4
Sub principles

In what ways are you taking into account audience/s 
involvement in communication processes? Are you critically 
taken into account their experiences? Are you thinking about 
what impact a studio/agency might be having upon your own 
views regarding your what to your duty towards audience and 
your transacting role should encompass?

You need to understand the significance, inclusion and 
participation of audience/s when considering your position. 
This is regardless of what you perceive your working 
relationship or duty towards the audience and their 
experiences should be, or your definitions of an audience  
(i.e. consumer, customer, user) should include, or what  
type of design agency you work in/with, even if this is an 
established mature agency. (Prior research indicates that if 
you do work in a more mature agency you should have greater 
opportunity to maximise the personal reflexive space.)

Sub principles

Did you know that credible reflexive materials and approaches 
should be utilized to raise awareness of, and challenge 
biases? 

Reflexive approach/es and material/s should be engaged 
with to support you when considering your own position in 
relation to audiences experiences. These will for example, 
raise awareness of your own biases’ and challenge your own 
self-perceptions and perspectives regarding assumptions. 

How are you engaging with relevant and reliable 
audience research insights and techniques to challenge 
preconceptions,facilitate reflections and support cognizant 
reflexivity?

Audience research insights are important in prompting you 
to consider your own position and inform your direction. 
Effective insights can provide more in-depth understanding 
about audiences experiences, challenge pre-conceptions, 
facilitate reflections and incite conversations about 
audiences. Such research insights might be comprised of 
external techniques via client provided audience research 
and data, as well as via the use of your own techniques to 
gather audience research and data. However, you need to be 
attentive as to whether all research insights, their source/s 
and content /s are accurate, and thus whether they are likely 
to be reliably effective or not in assisting your reflexivity.

Engage with credible reflexive sources to 
challenge biases

P4a

Employ reliable audience research insights 
and techniques 

P4b

P3/P3a/P3b/P3c
Is most practical when 
employed after receiving 
the brief in the ideas 
generation stage of the 
design process

P4/P4a/P4b 
Is most practical 
when employed 
prior to starting, and 
continuously throughout 
the ideas 
generation stage of 

Main principle Main principle

A A

How are you ensuring that your reflexivity, (and if a senior 
leader the reflexivity of your team) is focused upon the most 
important audience/s experiences?

Ensure that if you are accountable to a senior/leader that  
you assess to what extent you are considering the influence 
of your seniors/leaders experiences in relation to audiences 
experiences alongside your own. This is to ensure that you 
are not led solely by a seniors/leaders experiences to the 
detriment of focusing upon the consideration of your own 
position in relation to audience experiences. If you are a 
senior/leader of other designers, it is important to ensure that 
even though they are often accountable to yourself, they are  
considering their position in relation to audience experiences.  
This is so they are not predominantly focused upon considering 
your experiences whilst neglecting the consideration of their 
reflexivity in relation to audiences experiences.

A

Are you aware of the impact that your own ideology might be 
having upon your reflexivity in relation to audience experiences?

If you bring your own personal view/s of what you believe 
your practice encompasses into your work, have an awareness 
for the impact that this might have upon your understanding 
when considering your position in relation to audience 
experience/s. Recognise that your own ideology of, or about  
practice, may contribute to your role as an industry practitioner  
when considering your position in this context. This is 
associated with having an awareness of actions, in which 
conflicts between professional codes of practice and one’s 
own personal values should be questioned and vice versa.

Scrutinize viewpoint of duty to audienceP3a

Prioritise the final audience/s experiencesP3b

Be attentive to impact of practice ideologyP3c
A

A A

A
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Be wary of own
intuitions and inclinations

and interrogate them
Confront your own 
intuition and biases

P2
Value reflexivity

Ensure precedence for 
ones own reflexivity

P5
Sub principles

How are you questioning your instincts and intuition to  
avoid endorsing non qualified assumptions and potentially 
promoting prejudice/s?

Question your non-qualified and assumptive intuition and 
instincts. This might be associated with a gut-feeling. Just 
because you may think or feel something about something in 
a particular way it does not always mean your audience will. 
Be reflective about your own instincts and intuition to avoid 
an approach that may promote prejudices.`

How thoughtfully are you employing your own design 
strategies, knowledge and experience? For example, it 
is reasonable to want to engage with techniques and 
approaches that may have been identified as effective in the 
past, but are you looking at things in a new way to negate 
formulaic solutions, avoid routine practices?

Use approaches and techniques that promote reflective 
and reflexive thinking. Avoid formulaic solutions and ensure 
that you are always looking at things in a new way to move 
beyond routines. Be attentive towards the potential impact 
of adopting a generic communication approach when work 
is intended to communicate across different cultures and 
continents to appeal to a broad audience/s.

Do you have a well informed approach to issues of 
discrimination and ensure you examine your use of languages 
and your own biases and ask why it/these might exist?

Even if you are aware of your own self perceptions and biases, 
the use of these when considering your position and the way 
you think is not necessarily the way the audience thinks. You 
must examine your own perceptions, biases and associated 
beliefs to raise attention that neglecting to do so can promote 
non-equitability. You must also be mindful that you are not 
doing work for yourselves and must question how much of 
your own perceptions you are embodying in the work.

Query instincts and intuitionP2a

Continually look at things denovo (afresh; again)P2c

Be perceptive to discrimination/s and biasesP2b

Sub principleMain principle

Are you aware that you need to allow a sufficient allocation of 
time and budget for your reflexivity, particularly if you are an 
employee of a company and part of a fixed rather than flexible 
workforce?

Time and budget constraints linked to a project can limit you  
in being able to effectively consider your position, particularly 
within your ideas generation stage of a project. Hence, when 
costing/planning a project, ensure a sufficient allocation 
of time, budget and resources are available/provided for 
reflexivity during the ideas generation stage to ensure 
that it does not become latent. If you are an employee of 
a company (rather than being an employee of your own 
company) this also requires greater consideration to ensue 
sufficient allocation of time. The type of work environment, 
and in particular that the fixed workforce impacts more 
detrimentally upon practitioners reflexivity than when in a 
flexible workforce scenario.

Prioritise reflexive time and budget

Main principle

P5/P5a
Is most practical 
when employed 
prior to starting, and 
continuously throughout 
the ideas 
generation stage of 

P2/P2a/P2b 
Is most practical when 
employed after receiving 
the brief in the ideas 
generation stage of the 
design process

P5a
AA A A

A

A

Collaborate
Diligently seek 

to involve and gain 
understanding from, 

and with relevant 
people

P1
Govern self-awareness

Recognise influence  
of ones own self

P6
Sub principles

Are you allowing your own personal motives associated with 
the project to dominate?

Do not allow your own personal motivations of how the work 
will benefit you personally as a designer to dominate over 
your thinking when considering audiences experiences.

Are you thinking carefully about assessing/putting yourself in 
the same or similar situation/s, to audience/s experience/s as 
a way to qualify your perspective?

When drawing upon your own experiences in a similar/same 
situation as the audience, you need to carefully consider if, 
and how, your own experiences might be significant or not 
to audiences experiences. This also applies to time-specific 
experiences of yourself in a similar or the same situation as 
the audience. For example, you should ensure that you have 
considered if, and how, your own perceptions related to a 
date/time frame may or may not be significant to audience/s 
experience/s within the time frame or period that the project 
is undertaken. This is also the same regarding gender identity 
and age to ensure that the use of languages (values) are 
significant to audiences experiences and if so, how,. This is to 
aid in negating discrimination.

In what ways are you acknowledging the implications that 
the use of your own background, history as a reference, and 
behavioural characteristics may have?

Recognise the advantages and disadvantages of taking into 
account your own background and history, and acknowledge 
the need to understand and challenge the implications of your 
own behavioural characteristics. This includes your feelings 
and emotions, and could for example, be linked with your 
gender or age when considering audience experiences.

Regulate personal motivesP6a

Have restraint mirroring oneself in the same 
situation 

P6c

Recognise background and behavioural  
characteristics 

P6b

Sub principles

Are you ensuring that your relationship and loyalty to your 
client does not inhibit or limit your reflexivity towards 
audience/s experiences?

What the client requires and client provided information 
regarding audience is important, but be careful to not solely 
use your relationship with the client to presume what will be 
right for the audience. The professional relationship/loyalty 
to a client can have an effect on designers when considering 
their position in relation to audience. Therefore, you should 
not trust or rely only upon client direction/information to glean 
knowledge about audience experiences, even if you feel duty 
bound to do so. You can prompt clients themselves to think 
more carefully about the audience which concurrently affords 
everyone involved an opportunity to review the consideration 
of their position in relation to audience experiences.

Comprehend that client relations can propel 
presumptions

P1a

In what ways are you collaborating with people from diverse 
backgrounds to gain a wide range of perspectives and as a 
way to expand your understanding of cultural diversity and the 
use of appropriate forms of language/s?

Where possible, take advantage of what collaborating with 
diverse people, including a range of different people in your 
team can offer you when considering your own position in 
relation to audience experiences. Also, gain insights into 
a plethora of different forms of language (positive and 
negative) to support understanding of cultural diversity, 
cultural nuances and that the inclusion and participation of 
other people promotes a well informed approach to issues 
of discrimination. Age diversity of other team members can 
also be beneficial to designers when considering their own 
position in relation to audiences.

Collaborate with diverse people P1b

P6/P6a/P6b 
Is most practical when 
employed continuously 
throughout ideas  
generation stage of  
the design process

P1/P1a/P1b 
most practical when 
employed at the 
pre-brief stage in the 
ideas generation stage 
of the design process

A

A

AA

A

A

Main principle Main principle

A
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Review experience 
and knowledge

Acknowledge the 
capability of ones 

experience and  
knowledge 

P7
Sub principles

Did you know that your level of experience can impact upon 
your reflexive capability? If you are a less experienced 
practitioner did you know that it is additionally crucial that 
you engage with reflexivity?

All designers should consider their position in relation to 
audiences, but if you are a in a junior role (i.e. an intern, 
graduate or junior designer) then it is even more important 
that you consider your position in relation to audiences 
experiences, due to having lesser design experience.

Take into account limitations of own experience 
level

P7a

P7/P7a/P7b 
Is most practical when 
employed continuously 
throughout ideas  
generation stage of  
the design process

J M

Are you contemplating how, and to what extent your past 
education and your learning from/in this context might be 
informing your reflexivity?

Reflect upon your past education and review how and what 
you learned might now inform what you understand about 
how you consider (and the importance of) your position in 
relation to audience experiences and why.

Deliberate the influence of past educationP7b
A

Main principle

A

The eight main principles (P)  
for reflexive design practice

Collaborate
Diligently seek 

to involve and gain 
understanding from, 

and with relevant 
people

P1

Be wary of own
intuitions and inclinations

and interrogate them
Confront your own 
intuition and biases

P2

Question applicability  
of communication

perspectives
Select appropriate 

communication 
models

P3

Utilize credible sources
Ask questions of origin 

and relevance of sources
that are implemented

P4

Value reflexivity
Ensure precedence for 

ones own reflexivity

P5
Govern self-awareness

Recognise influence  
of ones own self

P6

Review experience 
and knowledge

Acknowledge the 
capability of ones 

experience and  
knowledge 

P7

Re-evaluate the brief
Continuously scrutinize  

the brief

P8

The principle order or 
sequencing and number 
of principles adopted can 
be tailored to individual 
designer requirements. 
However please see the key: 
      which denotes at which 
stage in the ideas generation 
stage it is most practical to 
employ the principles.

Reflexive Brand Identity  
Design Principles
Eight main principles  
for reflexive design  
practice with 18 linked  
sub principles for Brand  
Identity Designers

The reflexive design practice principles 
in this guide have been developed in 
conjunction with UK based mainstream 
brand identity designers (working on UK 
based projects) via a PhD inquiry. 

These principles offer a method for use 
in the ideas generation stage of the brand 
identity designers design process in 
practice. Through an engagement with 
them in action, they can assist designers 
to critically reflect and re-evaluate the 
positionality in relation to their audience 
experiences. 

This guide, and the principles contained 
within it are intended as guidebook only. 

P8
Re-evaluate the brief

Continuously scrutinize  
the brief

P8
Sub principles

Are you utilising a project brief and do you have this as 
a as reference? How are you using it as a guide to assist 
engagement with reflexivity in the context of project 
requirements?

A brief should be used as a reference and to help keep you 
on track when considering your position by assisting you to 
consider the appropriateness of your position in terms 
of addressing project requirement/s. This information can  
be used to prompt judgements regarding the consideration  
of your own position and qualify suitability aligned to  
audience/s experiences.

Did you know that reflexivity is needed even if you have 
previously worked in or have knowledge or experience of the 
same or a similar sector?

Even if you have prior experience, knowledge or 
understanding about the sector or a similar sector (i.e., the 
sector itself, its scale, processes, etc.) aligned to a project 
that you are engaged to work on, you should engage with 
reflexivity and consider your own position in relation to 
audiences experiences aligned to the project you are engaged 
within. This is to ensure that re-evaluation continuously 
occurs, so that you look at things in a new way to move 
beyond potentially routine practices.

Refer to a project brief for reference P8a

Acknowledge that same sector projects require 
continuous re-evaluation

P8b
A

AA

P8/P8a/P8b 
most practical 
when employed 
continuously 
throughout ideas  
generation stage of  
the design process

Main principle

Key
Denotes at which stage in the ideas generation stage  
it is most practical to employ the principles

Most effective when employed at ‘All’ designer roles

Most effective when employed at ‘Junior’ designer role

A
J

Most effective when employed at ‘‘Middleweight’ designer role

Most effective when employed at ‘Senior’ designer role

M
S

Most effective when employed at ‘Director’ designer roleD

Requires involvement of others for effective use

Requires substantial time allocation for effective use
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Emerging from Phase Three in this research was that there was 
a need for a digital format/s of the reflexive design practice 
guide. This was not part of the original intention of my study and 
due to this and the time limitations available as part of this PhD, 
a digital version and app prototype was designed but requires 
further testing in an applied practice context

The final reflexive guide as a high resolution single pdf file 
 prototype is shown below. This could be emailed and utilised 
in this format for brand identity designers to easily access via 
digital on-screen devices

The final reflexive guide, as a digital app prototypeReflexive design 
practice guide  
visualisations, 
final version
pdf version 

 

Reflexive design 
practice guide  
visualisations,  
prototype  
version 1 
digital app
version

Reflexive Brand  
Identity Design 
Practice Principles

For professional brand 
identity designers

Collaborate

P1

Be wary of own
intuitions and inclinations

and interrogate them

P2

Question applicability  
of communication

perspectives

P3

Utilize credible sources

P4

Value reflexivity

P5
Govern self-awareness

P6

Review experience 
and knowledge

P7

Re-evaluate the brief
º

P8

P1
P2

P3

P4
P5

P6

P7

P8

Eight main reflexive design 
practice principles  
and 18 sub principles

The principle order or sequencing and  
number of principles adopted can be  
tailored to individual designer  
requirements. However please see the  
key:   which denotes at which stage  
in the ideas generation stage it is most  
practical to employ the principles

The framework and associated reflexive 
design principles in this guide offer a 
method for brand identity designers 
in the ideas generation stage of their 
design process in practice. They can 
assist reflexive practice towards 
designers consumer audience 
experience designing

Engagement with the principles can 
offer an opportunity for designers to 
critically reflect and re-evaluate their 
positionality in practice in relation 
to differing contexts. Consequently 
they can support a responsive design 
practice approach that can extend and 
improve designers’ equitable awareness, 
judgments and decision making towards 
audience experiences. Thus offering 
a way that can assist in mitigating 
inequity and transforming praxis

 

Collaborate

P1

Be wary of own
intuitions and inclinations

and interrogate them

P2

Question applicability  
of communication

perspectives

P3

Utilize credible sources

P4

Value reflexivity

P5
Govern self-awareness

P6

Review experience 
and knowledge

P7

Re-evaluate the brief
º

P8

Be wary of own
intuitions and inclinations

and interrogate them

P2
Question applicability  

of communication
perspectives

P3
Utilize credible sources

P4
Value reflexivity

P5
Govern self-awareness

P6
Review experience 

and knowledge

P7
Re-evaluate the brief

P8
Be wary of own

intuitions and inclinations
and interrogate them

P2
Question applicability  

of communication
perspectives

P3
Utilize credible sources

P4
Value reflexivity

P5
Govern self-awareness

P6
Review experience 

and knowledge

P7
Re-evaluate the brief

P8
Be wary of own

intuitions and inclinations
and interrogate them

P2
Question applicability  

of communication
perspectives

P3
Utilize credible sources

P4
Value reflexivity

P5
Govern self-awareness

P6
Review experience 

and knowledge

P7
Re-evaluate the brief

P8

Collaborate
Diligently seek 

to involve and gain 
understanding from, 

and with relevant 
people

P1
P1 most 
practical when 
employed  
at the pre-brief 
stage in the  
ideas generation 
stage of the 
design process

P1b is most 
practical when 
employed  
at the pre-brief 
stage in the  
ideas generation 
stage of the 
design process

Key

Main principle
Comprehend that  
client relations can 
propel presumptions

Comprehend that  
client relations can 
propel presumptions

P1a P1b

In what ways are you collaborating with 
people from diverse backgrounds to gain 
a wide range of perspectives and as a way 
to expand your understanding of cultural 
diversity and the use of appropriate forms 
of language/s?

Where possible, take advantage of 
what collaborating with diverse people, 
including a range of different people in 
your team can offer you when considering 
your own position in relation to audience 
experiences. Also, gain insights into a 
plethora of different forms of language 
(positive and negative) to support 
understanding of cultural diversity, cultural 
nuances and that the inclusion and 
participation of other people promotes 
a well informed approach to issues of 
discrimination. Age diversity of other 
team members can also be beneficial to 
designers when considering their own 
position in relation to audiences.

P1b
Collaborate with  
diverse people

P1b is most 
practical when 
employed  
at the pre-brief 
stage in the  
ideas generation 
stage of the 
design processIn what ways are you collaborating with 

people from diverse backgrounds to gain 
a wide range of perspectives and as a way 
to expand your understanding of cultural 
diversity and the use of appropriate forms 
of language/s?

Where possible, take advantage of what 
collaborating with diverse people, including

P1b
Collaborate with  
diverse people

A

A

Be wary of own
intuitions and inclinations

and interrogate them

P2
Question applicability  

of communication
perspectives

P3
Utilize credible sources

P4
Value reflexivity

P5
Govern self-awareness

P6
Review experience 

and knowledge

P7
Re-evaluate the brief

P8

P1a is most 
practical when 
employed  
at the pre-brief 
stage in the  
ideas generation 
stage of the 
design process

Comprehend that  
client relations can 
propel presumptions

Are you ensuring that your relationship 
and loyalty to your client does not inhibit 
or limit your reflexivity towards audience/s 
experiences?

What the client requires and client 
provided information regarding audience is 
important, but be careful to not solely use 
your relationship with the client to presume 
what will be right for the audience. The 
professional relationship/loyalty to a 
client can have an effect on designers 
when considering their position in relation 
to audience. Therefore, you should not 
trust or rely only upon client direction/
information to glean knowledge about 
audience experiences, even if you feel duty 
bound to do so. You can prompt clients 
themselves to think more carefully about 
the audience which concurrently affords 
everyone involved an opportunity to 
review the consideration of their position 

in relation to audience 

Sub principles

P1a
A

P1b
Collaborate with  
diverse people

Key Key Key

What the client requires and client 
provided information regarding audience is 
important, but be careful to not solely use 
your relationship with the client to presume 
what will be right for the audience. The 
professional relationship/loyalty to a 
client can have an effect on designers 
when considering their position in relation 
to audience. Therefore, you should not 
trust or rely only upon client direction/
information to glean knowledge about 
audience experiences, even if you feel duty 
bound to do so. You can prompt clients 
themselves to think more carefully about 
the audience which concurrently affords 
everyone involved an opportunity to review 
the consideration of their position in 
relation to audience experiences.

more carefully about the audience which 
concurrently affords everyone involved an 
opportunity to review the consideration of 
their position in relation to audience

Sub principles Sub principles

P1b is most 
practical when

Do you have a well informed approach 
to issues of discrimination and ensure 
you examine your use of languages and 
your own biases and ask why it/these 
might exist?

Even if you are aware of your own self 
perceptions and biases, the use of these 
when considering your position and the 
way you think is not necessarily the way the 
audience thinks. You must examine your 
own perceptions, biases and associated 
beliefs to raise attention that neglecting 
to do so can promote non-equitability. You 
must also be mindful that you are not doing 
work for yourselves and must question 
how much of your own perceptions you are 
embodying in the work.

A

work for yourselves and must question 
how much of your own perceptions you are 
embodying in the work.

How are you questioning your instincts  
and intuition to avoid endorsing non 
qualified assumptions and potentially 
promoting prejudice/s?

Question your non-qualified and 
assumptive intuition and instincts. 
This might be associated with a gut-
feeling. Just because you may think or 
feel something about something in a 
particular way it does not always mean 
your audience will. Be reflective about 
your own instincts and intuition to avoid 
an approach that may promote prejudices.`

Collaborate

P1
Question applicability  

of communication
perspectives

P3
Utilize credible sources

P4
Value reflexivity

P5
Govern self-awareness

P6
Review experience 

and knowledge

P7
Re-evaluate the brief

P8
Collaborate

P1
Question applicability  

of communication
perspectives

P3
Utilize credible sources

P4
Value reflexivity

P5
Govern self-awareness

P6
Review experience 

and knowledge

P7
Re-evaluate the brief

P8

Be wary of own
intuitions and inclinations

and interrogate them
Confront your own 
intuition and biases

P2
P2 is most 
practical when 
employed after 
receiving the 
brief in the ideas 
generation stage 
of the design 
process

P2b is most 
practical when 
employed after 
receiving the 
brief in the ideas 
generation stage 
of the design 
process

Key

Main principle
Comprehend that  
client relations can 
propel presumptions

P2a P2b P2c
Do you have a well informed approach 
to issues of discrimination and ensure 
you examine your use of languages and 
your own biases and ask why it/these 
might exist?
Even if you are aware of your own self 
perceptions and biases, the use of these 
when considering your position and the 
way you think is not necessarily the way the 
audience thinks. You must examine your 
own perceptions, biases and associated 
beliefs to raise attention that neglecting 
to do so can promote non-equitability. You 
must also be mindful that you are not doing

P2b
Be perceptive to 
discrimination/s  
and biases

Collaborate

P1
Question applicability  

of communication
perspectives

P3
Utilize 

credible 
Value 

reflexivity

P5
Govern self-awareness

P6
Review experience 

and knowledge

P7
Re-evaluate the brief

P8

P2a is most 
practical when 
employed after 
receiving the 
brief in the ideas 
generation stage 
of the design 
process

P2b is most 
practical when 
employed after 
receiving the 
brief in the ideas 
generation stage 
of the design 
process

Query instincts and 
intuition

Be perceptive to  
discrimination/s  
and biases

How are you questioning your instincts  
and intuition to avoid endorsing non 
qualified assumptions and potentially 
promoting prejudice/s?

Question your non-qualified and 
assumptive intuition and instincts. 
This might be associated with a gut-
feeling. Just because you may think or 
feel something about something in a 
particular way it does not always mean 
your audience will. Be reflective about 
your own instincts and intuition to avoid 
an approach that may promote prejudices.`

Do you have a well informed approach 
to issues of discrimination and ensure 
you examine your use of languages and 
your own biases and ask why it/these 
might exist?

Sub principles

P2a

P2b

Key Key

Sub principles

A

A

A

A

Collaborate

P1
Question applicability  

of communication
perspectives

P3
Utilize credible sources

P4
Value reflexivity

P5
Govern self-awareness

P6
Review experience 

and knowledge

P7
Re-evaluate the brief

P8

Comprehend that  
client relations can 
propel presumptions

Do you have a well informed approach 
to issues of discrimination and ensure 
you examine your use of languages and 
your own biases and ask why it/these 
might exist?

Even if you are aware of your own self 
perceptions and biases, the use of these 
when considering your position and the 
way you think is not necessarily the way the 
audience thinks. You must examine your 
own perceptions, biases and associated 
beliefs to raise attention that neglecting 
to do so can promote non-equitability. You 
must also be mindful that you are not doing 
work for yourselves and must question 
how much of your own perceptions you are 
embodying in the work.

P2b
Be perceptive to  
discrimination/s  
and biases

Key

particular way it does not always mean 
your audience will. Be reflective about 
your own instincts and intuition to avoid 
an approach that may promote prejudices.`

Sub principles

P2b is most 
practical when 
employed after 
receiving the 
brief in the ideas 
generation stage 
of the design 
process

A

P2c
Continually look  
at things denovo 
(afresh; again)

P2c is most 
practical when 
employed after 
receiving the 
brief in the ideas 
generation 
stage

A

Collaborate

P1
Question applicability  

of communication
perspectives

P3
Utilize credible sources

P4
Value reflexivity

P5
Govern self-awareness

P6
Review experience 

and knowledge

P7
Re-evaluate the brief

P8
Collaborate

P1
Question applicability  

of communication
perspectives

P3
Utilize credible sources

P4
Value reflexivity

P5
Govern self-awareness

P6
Review experience 

and knowledge

P7
Re-evaluate the brief

P8

Key Key

Sub principles Sub principles

How thoughtfully are you employing your 
own design strategies, knowledge and 
experience? For example, it is reasonable 
to want to engage with techniques and 
approaches that may have been identified 
as effective in the past, but are you looking 
at things in a new way to negate formulaic 
solutions, avoid routine practices?

How thoughtfully are you employing your 
own design strategies, knowledge and 
experience? For example, it is reasonable 
to want to engage with techniques and 
approaches that may have been identified 
as effective in the past, but are you looking 
at things in a new way to negate formulaic 
solutions, avoid routine practices?

Use approaches and techniques that 
promote reflective and reflexive thinking. 
Avoid formulaic solutions and ensure that 
you are always looking at things in a new

Use approaches and techniques that 
promote reflective and reflexive thinking. 
Avoid formulaic solutions and ensure that 
you are always looking at things in a new 
way to move beyond routines. Be attentive 
towards the potential impact of adopting 
a generic communication approach when 
work is intended to communicate across 
different cultures and continents to appeal 
to a broad audience/s.

A

A

P2c

P2c

Continually look  
at things denovo 
(afresh; again)

Continually look  
at things denovo 
(afresh; again)

P2c is most 
practical when 
employed after 
receiving the 
brief in the ideas 
generation 
stage

P2c is most 
practical when 
employed after 
receiving the 
brief in the ideas 
generation 
stage

The reflexive design practice principles in this 
guide have been developed in conjunction with 
UK based mainstream brand identity designers 
(working on UK based projects) via a PhD inquiry. 

These principles offer a method for use in the 
ideas generation stage of the brand identity 
designers design process in practice. Through an 
engagement with them in action, they can assist 
designers to critically reflect and re-evaluate 
their positionality in relation to their audience 
experiences. 

This guide, and the principles contained within it 
are intended as guidebook only. 

Key
Denotes at which stage in the ideas generation stage  
it is most practical to employ the principles

Most effective when employed at ‘All’ designer roles  

Most effective when employed at ‘Junior’ designer role

A
J

Most effective when employed at ‘‘Middleweight’ designer role

Most effective when employed at ‘Senior’ designer role

M
S

Most effective when employed at ‘Director’ designer roleD

Requires involvement of others for effective use

Requires substantial time allocation for effective use

+Reflexivity is when an individual has the mental ability to 
consider their position in relation to other individuals

The eight golden principles 
(P) for reflexive design

Collaborate
Diligently seek 

to involve and gain 
understanding from, 

and with relevant 
people

P1

Be wary of own
intuitions and inclinations

and interrogate them
Confront your own 
intuition and biases

P2

Question applicability  
of communication

perspectives
Select appropriate 

communication 
models

P3

Utilize credible sources
Ask questions of origin 

and relevance of sources
that are implemented

P4

Value reflexivity
Ensure precedence for 

ones own reflexivity

P5
Govern self-awareness

Recognise influence  
of ones own self

P6

Review experience 
and knowledge

Acknowledge the 
capability of ones 

experience and  
knowledge 

P7

Re-evaluate the brief
Continously scrutinize  

the brief

P8

Reflexive Brand Identity 
Design Principles
Eight main principles for 
reflexive design with 18 
linked sub principles for 
brand identity designers

The principle order or sequencing 
and number of principles adopted 
can be tailored to individual designer 
requirements. However please 
see the key:       which denotes at 
which stage in the ideas generation 
stage it is most practical to employ 
the principles.

Collaborate
Diligently seek 

to involve and gain 
understanding from, 

and with relevant 
people

P1
Sub principles

Are you ensuring that your relationship and 
loyalty to your client does not inhibit or limit your reflexivity 
towards audience/s experiences?

What the client requires and client provided information 
regarding audience is important, but be careful to not solely 
use your relationship with the client to presume what will be 
right for the audience. The professional relationship/loyalty 
to a client can have an effect on designers when considering 
their position in relation to audience. Therefore, you should 
not trust or rely only upon client direction/information to 
glean knowledge about audience experiences, even if you feel 
duty bound to do so. You can prompt clients themselves 
to think more carefully about the audience which 
concurrently affords everyone involved an opportunity 
to review the consideration of their position in relation 
to audience experiences.

Comprehend that client relations can propel 
presumptions

P1a

In what ways are you collaborating with 
people from diverse backgrounds to gain a wide range of 
perspectives and as a way to expand your understanding 
of cultural diversity and the use of appropriate forms of 
language/s?

Where possible, take advantage of what collaborating with 
diverse people, including a range of different people in your 
team can offer you when considering your own position in 
relation to audience experiences. Also, gain insights into 
a plethora of different forms of language (positive and 
negative) to support understanding of cultural diversity, 
cultural nuances and that the inclusion and participation of 
other people promotes a well informed approach to issues 
of discrimination. Age diversity of other team members can 
also be beneficial to designers when considering their own 
position in relation to audiences.

Collaborate with diverse people P1b

A

A

Main principle

A

P1/P1a/P1b 
most practical when 
employed at the 
pre-brief stage in 
the ideas generation 
stage of the design 
process

Be wary of own
intuitions and inclinations

and interrogate them
Confront your own 
intuition and biases

P2
Sub principles

How are you questioning your instincts 
and intuition to  
avoid endorsing non qualified assumptions and potentially 
promoting prejudice/s?

Question your non-qualified and assumptive intuition and 
instincts. This might be associated with a gut-feeling. Just 
because you may think or feel something about something in 
a particular way it does not always mean your audience will. 
Be reflective about your own instincts and intuition to avoid 
an approach that may promote prejudices.`

How thoughtfully are you employing your own 
design strategies, knowledge and experience? For example, 
it is reasonable to want to engage with techniques and 
approaches that may have been identified as effective in the 
past, but are you looking at things in a new way to negate 
formulaic solutions, avoid routine practices?

Use approaches and techniques that promote reflective 
and reflexive thinking. Avoid formulaic solutions and ensure 
that you are always looking at things in a new way to move 
beyond routines. Be attentive towards the potential impact 
of adopting a generic communication approach when work 
is intended to communicate across different cultures and 
continents to appeal to a broad audience/s.

Do you have a well informed approach to 
issues of discrimination and ensure you examine your 
use of languages and your own biases and ask why it/
these might exist?

Even if you are aware of your own self perceptions and biases, 
the use of these when considering your position and the way 
you think is not necessarily the way the audience thinks. You 
must examine your own perceptions, biases and associated 
beliefs to raise attention that neglecting to do so can promote 
non-equitability. You must also be mindful that you are not 
doing work for yourselves and must question how much of 
your own perceptions you are embodying in the work.

Query instincts and intuitionP2a

Continually look at things denovo (afresh; 
again)

P2c

Be perceptive to discrimination/s and biasesP2b

Main principle

A

A

A

P2/P2a/P2b 
Is most practical when 
employed after receiving 
the brief in the ideas 
generation stage of the 
design process

A

Question applicability  
of communication

perspectives
Select appropriate 

communication 
models

P3
Sub principles

In what ways are you taking into account 
audience/s involvement in communication processes? Are 
you critically taken into account their experiences? Are you 
thinking about what impact a studio/agency might be having 
upon your own views regarding your what to your duty towards 
audience and your transacting role should encompass?

You need to understand the significance, inclusion and 
participation of audience/s when considering your position. 
This is regardless of what you perceive your working 
relationship or duty towards the audience and their 
experiences should be, or your definitions of an audience  
(i.e. consumer, customer, user) should include, or what  
type of design agency you work in/with, even if this is an 
established mature agency. (Prior research indicates that if 
you do work in a more mature agency you should have greater 
opportunity to maximise the personal reflexive space.)

Main principle

A

A

How are you ensuring that your reflexivity, (and 
if a senior leader the reflexivity of your team) is focused upon 
the most important audience/s experiences?

Ensure that if you are accountable to a senior/leader that  
you assess to what extent you are considering the influence 
of your seniors/leaders experiences in relation to audiences 
experiences alongside your own. This is to ensure that you 
are not led solely by a seniors/leaders experiences to the 
detriment of focusing upon the consideration of your own 
position in relation to audience experiences. If you are a 
senior/leader of other designers, it is important to ensure that 
even though they are often accountable to yourself, they are  
considering their position in relation to audience experiences.  
This is so they are not predominantly focused upon considering 
your experiences whilst neglecting the consideration of their 
reflexivity in relation to audiences experiences.

A

Are you aware of the impact that your own 
ideology might be having upon your reflexivity in relation to 
audience experiences?

If you bring your own personal view/s of what you believe 
your practice encompasses into your work, have an awareness 
for the impact that this might have upon your understanding 
when considering your position in relation to audience 
experience/s. Recognise that your own ideology of, or about  
practice, may contribute to your role as an industry practitioner  
when considering your position in this context. This is 
associated with having an awareness of actions, in which 
conflicts between professional codes of practice and one’s 
own personal values should be questioned and vice versa.

Scrutinize viewpoint of duty to audienceP3a

Prioritise the final audience/s experiencesP3b

Be attentive to impact of practice ideologyP3c
A

P3/P3a/P3b/P3c
Is most practical when 
employed after receiving 
the brief in the ideas 
generation stage of the 
design process

Utilize credible sources
Ask questions of origin 

and relevance of sources
that are implemented

P4
Sub principles

Did you know that credible reflexive materials 
and approaches should be utilized to raise awareness of, and 
challenge biases? 

Reflexive approach/es and material/s should be engaged with 
to support you when considering your own position in relation 
to audiences experiences. These will for example, raise 
awareness of your own biases’ and challenge your own self-
perceptions and perspectives regarding assumptions. 

How are you engaging with relevant and 
reliable audience research insights and techniques to 
challenge preconceptions,facilitate reflections and support 
cognizant reflexivity?

Audience research insights are important in prompting you 
to consider your own position and inform your direction. 
Effective insights can provide more in-depth understanding 
about audiences experiences, challenge pre-conceptions, 
facilitate reflections and incite conversations about 
audiences. Such research insights might be comprised of 
external techniques via client provided audience research 
and data, as well as via the use of your own techniques to 
gather audience research and data. However, you need to be 
attentive as to whether all research insights, their source/s 
and content /s are accurate, and thus whether they are likely 
to be reliably effective or not in assisting your reflexivity.

Engage with credible reflexive sources to 
challenge biases

P4a

Employ reliable audience research insights 
and techniques 

P4b

Main principle

A

A

A

P4/P4a/P4b 
Is most practical when 
employed prior to 
starting, and continously 
throughout the ideas 
generation stage of 
the design process

Value reflexivity
Ensure precedence for 

ones own reflexivity

P5
Sub principleMain principle

Are you aware that you need to allow a 
sufficient allocation of time and budget for your reflexivity, 
particularly if you are an employee of a company and part of a 
fixed rather than flexible workforce?

Time and budget constraints linked to a project can limit you  
in being able to effectively consider your position, particularly 
within your ideas generation stage of a project. Hence, when 
costing/planning a project, ensure a sufficient allocation 
of time, budget and resources are available/provided for 
reflexivity during the ideas generation stage to ensure 
that it does not become latent. If you are an employee of 
a company (rather than being an employee of your own 
company) this also requires greater consideration to ensue 
sufficient allocation of time. The type of work environment, 
and in particular that the fixed workforce impacts more 
detrimentally upon practitioners reflexivity than when in a 
flexible workforce scenario.

Prioritise reflexive time and budget

P5/P5a
Is most practical when 
employed prior to 
starting, and continously 
throughout the ideas 
generation stage of 
the design process

P5a
A

A

Govern self-awareness
Recognise influence  

of ones own self

P6
Sub principles

Are you allowing your own personal motives 
associated with the project to dominate?

Do not allow your own personal motivations of how the work 
will benefit you personally as a designer to dominate over 
your thinking when considering audiences experiences.

Are you thinking carefully about assessing/
putting yourself in the same or similar situation/s, to 
audience/s experience/s as a way to qualify your perspective?

When drawing upon your own experiences in a similar/same 
situation as the audience, you need to carefully consider if, 
and how, your own experiences might be significant or not 
to audiences experiences. This also applies to time-specific 
experiences of yourself in a similar or the same situation as 
the audience. For example, you should ensure that you have 
considered if, and how, your own perceptions related to a 
date/time frame may or may not be significant to audience/s 
experience/s within the time frame or period that the project 
is undertaken. This is also the same regarding gender identity 
and age to ensure that the use of languages (values) are 
significant to audiences experiences and if so, how,. This is to 
aid in negating discrimination.

In what ways are you acknowledging the 
implications that the use of your own background, history as a 
reference, and behavioural characteristics may have?

Recognise the advantages and disadvantages of taking into 
account your own background and history, and acknowledge 
the need to understand and challenge the implications of your 
own behavioural characteristics. This includes your feelings 
and emotions, and could for example, be linked with your 
gender or age when considering audience experiences.

Regulate personal motivesP6a

Have restraint mirroring oneself in the 
same situation 

P6c

Recognise background and behavioural  
characteristics 

P6b

P6/P6a/P6b 
Is most practical when 
employed continously 
throughout ideas  
generation stage of  
the design process

A

A

A

A

Main principle

Review experience 
and knowledge

Acknowledge the 
capability of ones 

experience and  
knowledge 

P7
Sub principles

Did you know that your level of experience 
can impact upon your reflexive capability? If you are a less 
experienced practitioner did you know that it is additionally 
crucial that you engage with reflexivity?

All designers should consider their position in relation to 
audiences, but if you are a in a junior role (i.e. an intern, 
graduate or junior designer) then it is even more important 
that you consider your position in relation to audiences 
experiences, due to having lesser design experience.

Take into account limitations of own 
experience level

P7a

P7/P7a/P7b 
Is most practical when 
employed continuously 
throughout ideas  
generation stage of  
the design process

J M

Are you contemplating how, and to what extent 
your past education and your learning from/in this context 
might be informing your reflexivity?

Reflect upon your past education and review how and what 
you learned might now inform what you understand about 
how you consider (and the importance of) your position in 
relation to audience experiences and why.

Deliberate the influence of past educationP7b
A

Main principle

A

P8
Re-evaluate the brief

Continuously scrutinize  
the brief

P8
Sub principles

Are you utilising a project brief and do you have 
this as a as reference? How are you using it as a guide to 
assist engagement with reflexivity in the context of project 
requirements?

A brief should be used as a reference and to help keep you 
on track when considering your position by assisting you to 
consider the appropriateness of your position in terms 
of addressing project requirement/s. This information can  
be used to prompt judgements regarding the consideration  
of your own position and qualify suitability aligned to  
audience/s experiences.

Did you know that reflexivity is needed even 
if you have previously worked in or have knowledge or 
experience of the same or a similar sector?

Even if you have prior experience, knowledge or 
understanding about the sector or a similar sector (i.e., the 
sector itself, its scale, processes, etc.) aligned to a project 
that you are engaged to work on, you should engage with 
reflexivity and consider your own position in relation to 
audiences experiences aligned to the project you are engaged 
within. This is to ensure that re-evaluation continuously 
occurs, so that you look at things in a new way to move 
beyond potentially routine practices.

Refer to a project brief for reference P8a

Acknowledge that same sector projects require 
continuous re-evaluation

P8b
A

A

A

P8/P8a/P8b 
most practical 
when employed 
continuously 
throughout ideas  
generation stage of  
the design process

Main principle

All information included in this reflexive design guide is ©2021 Sarah Kirby-Ginns and 
is protected by The Royal College of Art and their Policy on Ownership, Protection and 
Exploitation of Intellectual Property Rights. 

The dissemination of its information or its use contained herein is not permitted to 
anyone other than the individual to whom it was originally provided by Sarah Kirby-Ginns.

For any information related to this guide or its content please contact Sarah Kirby-Ginns 
— sarah.kirby-ginns@network.rca.ac.uk

Checklist for Designers 
Did you: 
— Collaborate with relevant people 
— Interrogate your own intuition and  
 inclinations
— Understand and select the  
 most appropriate communication  
 model/s
— Utilise credible sources  
— Allocate and give yourself enough  
 time for your reflexivity  
— Recognise and respond to the  
 influence you yourself were having 
— Acknowledge the significance of 
 your own experience and 
 knowledge 
— Scrutinize the brief
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P3c
Be attentive to  
impact of practice 
ideology

P3a is most 
practical when 
employed after

A

ent you are considering the influence of 
your seniors/leaders experiences in relation 
to audiences experiences alongside your 
own. This is to ensure that you are not led 
solely by a seniors/leaders experiences 
to the detriment of focusing upon the 
consideration of your own position in 
relation to audience experiences. If you 
are a senior/leader of other designers, it is 
important to ensure that even though they 
are often accountable to yourself, they are  
considering their position in relation to 
audience experiences. This is so they are 
not predominantly focused upon considering 
your experiences whilst neglecting the 
consideration of their reflexivity in relation to 
audiences experiences.

A

your experiences whilst neglecting the 
consideration of their reflexivity in relation to 
audiences experiences.

Collaborate

P1
Be wary of own

intuitions and inclinations
and interrogate them

P2
Utilize credible sources

P4
Value reflexivity

P5
Govern self-awareness

P6
Review experience 

and knowledge

P7
Re-evaluate the brief

P8

Comprehend that  
client relations can 
propel presumptions

How are you ensuring that your reflexivity, 
(and if a senior leader the reflexivity of 
your team) is focused upon the most 
important audience/s experiences?

Ensure that if you are accountable to a 
senior/leader that you assess to what extent 
you are considering the influence of your 
seniors/leaders experiences in relation 
to audiences experiences alongside your 
own. This is to ensure that you are not led 
solely by a seniors/leaders experiences 
to the detriment of focusing upon the 
consideration of your own position in 
relation to audience experiences. If you 
are a senior/leader of other designers, it is 
important to ensure that even though they 
are often accountable to yourself, they are  
considering their position in relation to 
audience experiences. This is so they are 
not predominantly focused upon considering 
your experiences whilst neglecting the 
consideration of their reflexivity in relation to 
audiences experiences.

P3b
Prioritise the  
final audience/s  
experiences

Key

agency. (Prior research indicates that if 
you do work in a more mature agency 
you should have greater opportunity to 
maximise the personal reflexive space.)

Sub principles

P3b is most 
practical when 
employed after 
receiving the 
brief in the ideas 
generation stage 
of the design 
process

A

Collaborate

P1
Be wary of own

intuitions and inclinations
and interrogate them

P2
Utilize credible sources

P4
Value reflexivity

P5
Govern self-awareness

P6
Review experience 

and knowledge

P7
Re-evaluate the brief

P8
Collaborate

P1
Be wary of own

intuitions and inclinations
and interrogate them

P2
Utilize credible sources

P4
Value reflexivity

P5
Govern self-awareness

P6
Review experience 

and knowledge

P7
Re-evaluate the brief

P8

Key Key

Sub principles Sub principles

Are you aware of the impact that your 
own ideology might be having upon 
your reflexivity in relation to audience 
experiences?

Are you aware of the impact that your 
own ideology might be having upon 
your reflexivity in relation to audience 
experiences?

If you bring your own personal view/s of 
what you believe your practice encompasses 
into your work, have an awareness for 
the impact that this might have upon 
your understanding when considering 
your position in relation to audience 
experience/s. Recognise that your own 
ideology of, or about practice, 

If you bring your own personal view/s 
of what you believe your practice 
encompasses into your work, have an 
awareness for the impact that this might 
have upon your understanding when 
considering your position in relation to 
audience experience/s. Recognise that 
your own ideology of, or about practice, 
may contribute to your role as an industry 
practitioner when considering your position 
in this context. This is associated with 
having an awareness of actions, in which 
conflicts between professional codes of 
practice and one’s own personal values 
should be questioned and vice versa.

A

A

P3c

P3c

Be attentive to  
impact of practice 
ideology

Be attentive to  
impact of practice 
ideology

P3c is most 
practical when 
employed after 
receiving the 
brief in the ideas 
generation stage 
of the design 
process

P3c is most 
practical when 
employed after 
receiving the 
brief in the ideas 
generation stage 
of the design 
process

P3a is most 
practical when 
employed after 
receiving the 
brief in the ideas 
generation stage 
of the design 
process

Prioritise the  
final audience/s  
experiencesP3b
A

Collaborate

P1
Be wary of own

intuitions and inclinations
and interrogate them

P2  Utilize credible sources

P4
Value reflexivity

P5
Govern self-awareness

P6
Review experience 

and knowledge

P7
Re-evaluate the brief

P8

Question applicability  
of communication

perspectives
Select appropriate 

communication 
model

P3
P3 is most 
practical when 
employed after 
receiving the 
brief in the ideas 
generation stage 
of the design 
process

Key

Main principle

P3a P3b P3c

Collaborate

P1
Be wary of own

intuitions and inclinations
and interrogate them

P2
Utilize credible sources

P4
Value reflexivity

P5
Govern self-awareness

P6
Review experience 

and knowledge

P7
Re-evaluate the brief

P8

P3a is most 
practical when 
employed after 
receiving the 
brief in the ideas 
generation stage 
of the design 
process

Scrutinize viewpoint  
of duty to audience

In what ways are you taking into account 
audience/s involvement in communication 
processes? Are you critically taken into 
account their experiences? Are you 
thinking about what impact a studio/
agency might be having upon your own 
views regarding your what to your duty 
towards audience and your transacting role 
should encompass?

You need to understand the significance, 
inclusion and participation of audience/s 
when considering your position. This is 
regardless of what you perceive your 
working relationship or duty towards the 
audience and their experiences should 
be, or your definitions of an audience (i.e. 
consumer, customer, user) should include, 
or what type of design agency you work in/
with, even if this is an established mature 
agency. (Prior research indicates that if 
you do work in a more mature agency 
you should have greater opportunity to 
maximise the personal reflexive space.)

Sub principles

P3a

Key

A

Collaborate

P1
Be wary of own

intuitions and inclinations
and interrogate them

P2
Utilize credible sources

P4
Value reflexivity

P5
Govern self-awareness

P6
Review experience 

and knowledge

P7
Re-evaluate the brief

P8

P3b is most 
practical when 
employed after 
receiving the 
brief in the ideas 
generation stage 
of the design 
process

Comprehend that  
client relations can 
propel presumptions

How are you ensuring that your reflexivity, 
(and if a senior leader the reflexivity of 
your team) is focused upon the most 
important audience/s experiences?

Ensure that if you are accountable to a 
senior/leader that you assess to what extent 
you are considering the influence of your 
seniors/leaders experiences in relation 
to audiences experiences alongside your 
own. This is to ensure that you are not led 
solely by a seniors/leaders experiences 
to the detriment of focusing upon the 
consideration of your own position in 
relation to audience experiences. If you

P3b
Prioritise the  
final audience/s  
experiences

Key

You need to understand the significance, 
inclusion and participation of audience/s 
when considering your position. This is 
regardless of what you perceive your 
working relationship or duty towards the 
audience and their experiences should 
be, or your definitions of an audience (i.e. 
consumer, customer, user) should include, 
or what type of design agency you work in/
with, even if this is an established mature 
agency. (Prior research indicates that if 
you do work in a more mature agency 
you should have greater opportunity to 
maximise the personal reflexive space.)

Sub principles

A

A

Utilize credible sources
Ask questions of origin 

and relevance of sources
that are implemented

P4
P4 is most 
practical when 
employed prior 
to starting, and 
continuously 
throughout the 
ideas generation 
stage of the 
design process

Key

Main principle
Comprehend that  
client relations can 
propel presumptions

P4a P4b P4b is most 
practical when 
employed prior 
to starting, and 
continuously 
throughout the 
ideas generation 
stage of the 
design processIn what ways are you collaborating with 

people from diverse backgrounds to gain 
a wide range of perspectives and as a way 
to expand your understanding of cultural 
diversity and the use of appropriate forms 
of language/s?

Where possible, take advantage of 
what collaborating with diverse people, 
including a range of different people in 
your team can offer you when considering 
your own position in relation to audience 
experiences. Also, gain insights into a 
plethora of different forms of language

P4b
Employ reliable 
audience research  
insights and  
techniques

A

P4a is most 
practical when 
employed prior 
to starting, and 
continuously 
throughout the 
ideas generation 
stage of the 
design process

Engage with credible 
reflexive sources to 
challenge biases

Did you know that credible reflexive 
materials and approaches should be 
utilized to raise awareness of, and 
challenge biases? 

Reflexive approach/es and material/s 
should be engaged with to support you 
when considering your own position in 
relation to audiences experiences. These 
will for example, raise awareness of your 
own biases’ and challenge your own 
self-perceptions and perspectives 
regarding assumptions. 

Sub principles

P4a

Key Key

use your relationship with the client 
to presume what will be right for the 
audience. The professional relationship/
loyalty to a client can have an effect 
on designers when considering their 
position in relation to audience. Therefore, 
you should not trust or rely only upon 
client direction/information to glean 
knowledge about audience experiences, 
even if you feel duty bound to do so. You 
can prompt clients themselves to think 
more carefully about the audience which 
concurrently affords everyone involved an 
opportunity to review the consideration 
of their position in relation to audience 
experiences.

Sub principles

A

A

P4b is most 
practical when 
employed prior 
to starting, and 
continously 
throughout the 
ideas generation 
stage of the 
design processIn what ways are you collaborating with 

people from diverse backgrounds to gain 
a wide range of perspectives and as a way 
to expand your understanding of cultural 
diversity and the use of appropriate forms 
of language/s?

P4b
Employ reliable 
audience research  
insights and  
techniques

A

Collaborate

P1
Be wary of own

intuitions and inclinations
and interrogate them

P2  Question applicability  
of communication

perspectives

P3
Value reflexivity

P5
Govern self-awareness

P6
Review experience 

and knowledge

P7
Re-evaluate the brief

P8
Collaborate

P1
Be wary of own

intuitions and inclinations
and interrogate them

P2  Question applicability  
of communication

perspectives

P3
Value reflexivity

P5
Govern self-awareness

P6
Review experience 

and knowledge

P7
Re-evaluate the brief

P8
Collaborate

P1
Be wary of own

intuitions and inclinations
and interrogate them

P2  Question applicability  
of communication

perspectives

P3
Value reflexivity

P5
Govern self-awareness

P6
Review experience 

and knowledge

P7
Re-evaluate the brief

P8

P4b is most 
practical when 
employed prior 
to starting, and 
continously 
throughout the 
ideas generation 
stage of the 
design process

Comprehend that  
client relations can 
propel presumptions

In what ways are you collaborating with 
people from diverse backgrounds to gain 
a wide range of perspectives and as a way 
to expand your understanding of cultural 
diversity and the use of appropriate forms 
of language/s?

Where possible, take advantage of 
what collaborating with diverse people, 
including a range of different people in 
your team can offer you when considering 
your own position in relation to audience 
experiences. Also, gain insights into a 
plethora of different forms of language 
(positive and negative) to support 
understanding of cultural diversity, cultural 
nuances and that the inclusion and 
participation of other people promotes 
a well informed approach to issues of 
discrimination. Age diversity of other 
team members can also be beneficial to 
designers when considering their own 
position in relation to audiences.

P4b
Employ reliable 
audience research  
insights and  
techniques

A

Key

more carefully about the audience which 
concurrently affords everyone involved an 
opportunity to review the consideration of 
their position in relation to audience

Sub principles

Collaborate

P1
Be wary of own

intuitions and inclinations
and interrogate them

P2  Question applicability  
of communication

perspectives

P3
Value reflexivity

P5
Govern self-awareness

P6
Review experience 

and knowledge

P7
Re-evaluate the brief

P8

Value reflexivity
Ensure precedence for 

ones own reflexivity

P5
P5 is most 
practical when 
employed prior 
to starting, and 
continously 
throughout the 
ideas generation 
stage of the 
design process

Key

Main principle

P5a

P5 is most 
practical when 
employed prior 
to starting, and 
continously 
throughout the 
ideas generation 
stage of the 
design process

Prioritise reflexive 
time and budget

Are you aware that you need to allow a 
sufficient allocation of time and budget for 
your reflexivity, particularly if you are an 
employee of a company and part of a fixed 
rather than flexible workforce?

Time and budget constraints linked to 
a project can limit you in being able 
to effectively consider your position, 
particularly within your ideas generation 
stage of a project. Hence, when costing/
planning a project, ensure a sufficient 
allocation of time, budget and resources 
are available/provided for reflexivity during 
the ideas generation stage to ensure that 
it does not become latent. If you are an 
employee of a company (rather than being 
an employee of your own company) this 
also requires greater consideration to 
ensue sufficient allocation of time. The 
type of work environment, and in particular 
that the fixed workforce impacts more 
detrimentally upon practitioners reflexivity 
than when in a flexible workforce scenario.

Sub principles

P5a

Key

A

A

Collaborate

P1
Be wary of own

intuitions and inclinations
and interrogate them

P2  Question applicability  
of communication

perspectives

P3
Utilize credible sources

P4
Govern self-awareness

P6
Review experience 

and knowledge

P7
Re-evaluate the brief

P8
Collaborate

P1
Be wary of own

intuitions and inclinations
and interrogate them

P2  Question applicability  
of communication

perspectives

P3
Utilize credible sources

P4
Govern self-awareness

P6
Review experience 

and knowledge

P7
Re-evaluate the brief

P8

practical when 
employed 
continously 
throughout 
ideas  
generation stage 
of the design 
process

Regulate personal 
motives

Are you allowing your own personal 
motives associated with the project  
to dominate?

Do not allow your own personal 
motivations of how the work will benefit 
you personally as a designer to dominate 
over your thinking when considering 
audiences experiences.

P6a
A

P3a is most 
practical when 
employed after 
receiving the 
brief in the ideas 
generation stage 
of the design 
process

Prioritise the  
final audience/s  
experiencesP3b
A

Collaborate

P1
Be wary of own

intuitions and inclinations
and interrogate them

P2   Question applicability  
of communication

perspectives

P3
Utilize credible sources

P4
Value reflexivity

P5 
Review experience 

and knowledge

P7
Re-evaluate the brief

P8
Collaborate

P1
Be wary of own

intuitions and inclinations
and interrogate them

P2   Question applicability  
of communication

perspectives

P3
Utilize credible sources

P4
Value reflexivity

P5 
Review experience 

and knowledge

P7
Re-evaluate the brief

P8
Collaborate

P1
Be wary of own

intuitions and inclinations
and interrogate them

P2   Question applicability  
of communication

perspectives

P3
Utilize credible sources

P4
Value reflexivity

P5 
Review experience 

and knowledge

P7
Re-evaluate the brief

P8

Govern self-awareness
Recognise influence  

of ones own self

P6
P6 is most 
practical when 
employed 
continously 
throughout 
ideas  
generation stage 
of the design 
process

P6b is most 
practical when 
employed 
continously 
throughout 
ideas  
generation stage 
of the design 
process

Key

Main principle
Comprehend that  
client relations can 
propel presumptions

P6a P6b P6c
In what ways are you acknowledging the 
implications that the use of your own 
background, history as a reference, and 
behavioural characteristics may have?

Recognise the advantages and 
disadvantages of taking into account 
your own background and history, and 
acknowledge the need to understand and 
challenge the implications of your own 
behavioural characteristics. This includes 
your feelings and emotions, and could for 
example, be linked with your gender or age 
when considering audience experiences.

P6b
Recognise  
background and 
behavioural  
characteristics

Sub principles

Key Key

Sub principles

A

A

P6a is most 
practical when 
employed 
continously 
throughout 
ideas  
generation stage 
of the design 
process

Regulate personal 
motives

Are you allowing your own personal 
motives associated with the project  
to dominate?

Do not allow your own personal 
motivations of how the work will 
benefit you personally as a designer 
to dominate over your thinking 
when considering audiences 

P6a
A

P6b is most 
practical when 
employed 
continously 
throughout 
ideas  
generation stage 
of the design 
processIn what ways are you acknowledging the 

implications that the use of your own 
background, history as a reference, and 
behavioural characteristics may have?

Recognise the advantages and 
disadvantages of taking into account 
your own background and history, and 
acknowledge the need to understand and 
challenge the implications of your own

P6b
Recognise  
background and 
behavioural  
characteristics

A

work for yourselves and must question 
how much of your own perceptions you are 
embodying in the work.

Collaborate

P1
Question applicability  

of communication
perspectives

P3
Utilize credible sources

P4
Value reflexivity

P5
Govern self-awareness

P6
Review experience 

and knowledge

P7
Re-evaluate the brief

P8

Key

Sub principles

How thoughtfully are you employing your 
own design strategies, knowledge and 
experience? For example, it is reasonable 
to want to engage with techniques and 
approaches that may have been identified 
as effective in the past, but are you looking 
at things in a new way to negate formulaic 
solutions, avoid routine practices?

Use approaches and techniques that 
promote reflective and reflexive thinking. 
Avoid formulaic solutions and ensure that 
you are always looking at things in a new 
way to move beyond routines. Be attentive 
towards the potential impact of adopting 
a generic communication approach when 
work is intended to communicate across 
different cultures and continents to appeal 
to a broad audience/s.

A

P2c
Continually look  
at things denovo 
(afresh; again)

P2c is most 
practical when 
employed after 
receiving the 
brief in the ideas 
generation 
stage

challenge the implications of your own 
behavioural characteristics. This includes 
your feelings and emotions, and could for 
example, be linked with your gender or age 
when considering audience experiences.

Collaborate

P1
Be wary of own

intuitions and inclinations
and interrogate them

P2   Question applicability  
of communication

perspectives

P3
Utilize credible sources

P4
Value reflexivity

P5 
Review experience 

and knowledge

P7
Re-evaluate the brief

P8
Collaborate

P1
Be wary of own

intuitions and inclinations
and interrogate them

P2   Question applicability  
of communication

perspectives

P3
Utilize credible sources

P4
Value reflexivity

P5 
Review experience 

and knowledge

P7
Re-evaluate the brief

P8

Comprehend that  
client relations can 
propel presumptions

In what ways are you acknowledging the 
implications that the use of your own 
background, history as a reference, and 
behavioural characteristics may have?

Recognise the advantages and 
disadvantages of taking into account 
your own background and history, and 
acknowledge the need to understand and 
challenge the implications of your own 
behavioural characteristics. This includes 
your feelings and emotions, and could for 
example, be linked with your gender or age 
when considering audience experiences.

P6b
Recognise  
background and 
behavioural  
characteristics

Key

Do not allow your own personal 
motivations of how the work will benefit 
you personally as a designer to dominate 
over your thinking when considering 
audiences experiences.

Sub principles

P6b is most 
practical when 
employed 
continously 
throughout 
ideas  
generation stage 
of the design 
process

A

Key

Sub principles

Are you thinking carefully about  
assessing/putting yourself in the same 
or similar situation/s, to audience/s 
experience/s as a way to qualify your 
perspective?

When drawing upon your own experiences 
in a similar/same situation as the 
audience, you need to carefully consider 
if, and how, your own experiences 
might be significant or not to audiences 
experiences. This also applies to 
time-specific experiences of yourself 
in a similar or the same situation as 
the audience. For example, you should 
ensure that you have considered if, and 
how, your own perceptions related to 
a date/time frame may or may not be 
significant to audience/s experience/s 
within the time frame or period that the 
project is undertaken. This is also the 
same regarding gender identity and age to 
ensure that the use of languages (values) 
are significant to audiences experiences 
and if so, how,. This is to aid in negating 
discrimination.

A

P6c
Have restraint  
mirroring oneself in 
the same situation

P6c is most 
practical when 
employed 
continously 
throughout 
ideas  
generation stage 
of the design 
process

Are you thinking carefully about assessing/
putting yourself in the same or similar 
situation/s, to audience/s

A

P6c
Have restraint  
mirroring oneself in 
the same situation

P6c is most 
practical when 
employed 
continously 
throughout 
ideas  
generation stage 
of the design 
process

Review experience 
and knowledge

Acknowledge the 
capability of ones 

experience and  
knowledge 

P7
P7 is most 
practical when 
employed 
continously 
throughout 
ideas  
generation stage 
of the design 
process

Key

Main principle
Comprehend that  
client relations can 
propel presumptions

P7a P7b P7b is most 
practical when 
employed 
continously 
throughout 
ideas  
generation stage 
of the design 
processAre you contemplating how, and to what 

extent your past education and your 
learning from/in this context might be 
informing your reflexivity?

Reflect upon your past education and 
review how and what you learned might 
now inform what you understand about 
how you consider (and the importance 
of) your position in relation to audience 
experiences and why.

P7b
Deliberate the 
influence of past 
education

A

P7a is most 
practical when 
employed 
continously 
throughout 
ideas  
generation stage 
of the design 
process

Take into account 
limitations of own  
experience level

Did you know that your level of experience 
can impact upon your reflexive capability? 
If you are a less experienced practitioner 
did you know that it is additionally crucial 
that you engage with reflexivity?

All designers should consider their 
position in relation to audiences, but if 
you are a in a junior role (i.e. an intern, 
graduate or junior designer) then it is 
even more important that you consider 
your position in relation to audiences 
experiences, due to having lesser 
design experience.

Reflect upon your past education and

Sub principles

P7a

Key Key

Sub principles

P7b is most 
practical when 
employed 
continously 
throughout 
ideas  
generation stage 
of the design 
processAre you contemplating how, and to what 

extent your past education and your 
learning from/in this context might be 
informing your reflexivity?

P7b
Deliberate the 
influence of past 
education

A

Collaborate

P1
Be wary of own

intuitions and inclinations
and interrogate them

P2  Question applicability  
of communication

perspectives

P3
Utilize credible sources

P4
Value reflexivity

P5
Govern self-awareness

P6
Re-evaluate the brief

P8
Collaborate

P1
Be wary of own

intuitions and inclinations
and interrogate them

P2  Question applicability  
of communication

perspectives

P3
Utilize credible sources

P4
Value reflexivity

P5
Govern self-awareness

P6
Re-evaluate the brief

P8
Collaborate

P1
Be wary of own

intuitions and inclinations
and interrogate them

P2  Question applicability  
of communication

perspectives

P3
Utilize credible sources

P4
Value reflexivity

P5
Govern self-awareness

P6
Re-evaluate the brief

P8

A

J M

Did you know that your level of experience 
can impact upon your reflexive capability? 
If you are a less experienced practitioner 
did you know that it is additionally crucial 
that you engage with reflexivity?

All designers should consider their 
position in relation to audiences, but if you 
are a in a junior role (i.e. an intern, graduate 
or junior designer) then it is even more 
important that you consider your position 
in relation to audiences experiences, due 
to having lesser design experience.

A brief should be used as a reference 
and to help keep you on track when 
considering your position by assisting you 
to consider the appropriateness of your 
position in terms of addressing project 
requirement/s. This information can  
be used to prompt judgements regarding 
the consideration of your own position and 
qualify suitability aligned to audience/s 
experiences.

Re-evaluate the brief
Continously scrutinize  

the brief

P8
P8 is most 
practical when 
employed 
continuously 
throughout 
ideas  
generation stage 
of the design 
process

Key

Main principle

P8a P8b

P8a is most 
practical when 
employed 
continuously 
throughout 
ideas  
generation stage 
of the design 
process

Refer to a project brief 
for reference 

Are you utilising a project brief and do you 
have this as a as reference? How are you 
using it as a guide to assist engagement 
with reflexivity in the context of project 
requirements?

A brief should be used as a reference 
and to help keep you on track when 
considering your position by assisting you 
to consider the appropriateness of your 
position in terms of addressing project 
requirement/s. This information can  
be used to prompt judgements regarding 
the consideration of your own position and 
qualify suitability aligned to audience/s 
experiences.

Sub principles

P8a

Key Key

Sub principles

Collaborate

P1
Be wary of own

intuitions and inclinations
and interrogate them

P2  Question applicability  
of communication

perspectives

P3
Utilize credible sources

P4
Value reflexivity

P5
Govern self-awareness

P6
Review experience 

and knowledge

P7

A

A

P8b is most 
practical when 
employed 
continuously 
throughout 
ideas  
generation stage 
of the design 
processDid you know that reflexivity is needed 

even if you have previously worked in or 
have knowledge or experience of the same

P8b
Acknowledge that 
same sector projects 
require continuous 
re-evaluation

A

P8b is most 
practical when 
employed 
continuously 
throughout 
ideas  
generation stage 
of the design 
processDid you know that reflexivity is needed 

even if you have previously worked in or 
have knowledge or experience of the same 
or a similar sector?

Even if you have prior experience, 
knowledge or understanding about the 
sector or a similar sector (i.e., the sector 
itself, its scale, processes, etc.) aligned 
to a project that you are engaged to work 
on, you should engage with reflexivity and 
consider your own position in relation 
to audiences experiences aligned to the 
project you are engaged within. This is 
to ensure that re-evaluation continuously 
occurs, so that you look at things in a 
new way to move beyond potentially 
routine practices

P8b
Acknowledge that 
same sector projects 
require continuous 
re-evaluation

A

Collaborate

P1
Be wary of own

intuitions and inclinations
and interrogate them

P2  Question applicability  
of communication

perspectives

P3
Utilize credible sources

P4
Value reflexivity

P5
Govern self-awareness

P6
Review experience 

and knowledge

P7
Collaborate

P1
Be wary of own

intuitions and inclinations
and interrogate them

P2  Question applicability  
of communication

perspectives

P3
Utilize credible sources

P4
Value reflexivity

P5
Govern self-awareness

P6
Review experience 

and knowledge

P7
Be wary of own

intuitions and inclinations
and interrogate them

P2
Collaborate

P1
Question applicability  

of communication
perspectives

P3
Utilize credible sources

P4
Value reflexivity

P5
Govern self-awareness

P6
Review experience 

and knowledge

P7
Re-evaluate the brief

P8
Be wary of own

intuitions and inclinations
and interrogate them

P2
Collaborate

P1
Question applicability  

of communication
perspectives

P3
Utilize credible sources

P4
Value reflexivity

P5
Govern self-awareness

P6
Review experience 

and knowledge

P7
Re-evaluate the brief

P8

Key
Denotes at which stage in the ideas generation  
stage it is most practical to employ the principles

Most effective when employed at ‘All’ designer roles

Most effective when employed at ‘Junior’ designer role

Most effective when employed at ‘‘Middleweight’  
designer role

Most effective when employed at ‘Senior’ designer role

Most effective when employed at ‘Director’ designer role

Requires involvement of others for effective use

Requires substantial time allocation for effective use

A
J

M

S

D

Most effective when employed at ‘All’ designer rolesA

Checklist for designers Key

Checklist for designers

Did you: 
— Collaborate with relevant people? 

— Interrogate your own intuition and  
inclinations?

— Understand and select the most 
appropriate communication model/s?

— Utilise credible sources?  

— Allocate and give yourself enough  
time for your reflexivity?  

— Recognise and respond to the  
influence you yourself were having? 

— Acknowledge the significance of 
your own experience and knowledge? 

— Scrutinize the brief?
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